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PREFACE

Anyone who attempts to construct a philosophy of
rehgion at the present time is met by two difficulties • he
finds, on the one hand, that popular theology contains
many ideas that have not been subjected to criticism, and
on the other hand, that there is no recognized philosophy
which he can apply in criticism of them. These difficulties
seem less formidable, however, when we reflect that our
ideas have come to us as the result of a long process of
development, and that, if we have faith in the essential
rationality of man, we must conclude that neither in his
ordinary religious consraousness nor in his reflective f-T-
mulation of its contents can he have fallen into absolute
error. It would thus seem that any attempt to interpret
our religious experience must be >ased upon a critical
estimate of the results of experience, both in its direct
and in its reflective forms. To ignore the process by
which ideas have come to be what they are, must result
in an abstract and or<vsided (hoory. No doubt one may
have made an histo..v.aI stuiy of tht development of
experience, and, having in this way reached conclusions
satisfactory to himself, he may not think it necessary to
trouble the reader with an account of the process through
which he has himself passed ; but this method, while it
may be satisfactory to oneself, can hardly be convincing
to others. In any case a neglect of the historical method
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•eenis to me to explain to some extent the inadequate
rraiUta readied by some recent thinlcers. Instead of
•doptmg and consistently following out an evolutionist
pomt of view, a number of discordant facts of the religiou.
consciousness are gathered together, without any attempt
being made to consider them in the light of the stage of
historical evolution in which they appear. It is therefore
not surpnsing that anything hke a system of theology is
held to be beyond our reach. The same method is also
applied to the study of philosophy itself. The speculations
of Plato and Aristotle, of Descartes, Spinoza and Leibnitz
of Locke, Berkeley and Hume, of Kant and Hegel are
Ignored, and an attempt is made to begin from immediate
expenence-as if there were any element of our experience
that IS not saturated with the thought of the past. Con-
vinced that no fruitful results can in this way be secured
I have endeavoured to foUow with a critical eye the main
cuirent of reflection upon religion, and especially upon
Chnstiamty, with the idea that in this way^me assiied
result mM5ht be obtained. It wiU of course be evident toanyone familiar with the subject that in the constructive
part of the undertaking I have found in Hegel, and in hisEnghsh exponents, the most suggestive ideas for mv
purpose

;
but I think it well to add that I do not accept

Enghsh and German exponents and critics. If the philo-sophy of Hegel, as Lotze holds, is simply a pan-lorism •

or If Its fundamental r inciple is an abstract ^dSimmate Absolute
; or if it denies aU freedom to man, and

regards him as but the passive organ of an underlying
Somethmg-not-ou^elves; then anyone who reads "SffoUow^g pages will see that it is widely different from theview I have tned to express. But this is not my reading
of Hegel, as I have explained in various parts of this book.
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^Tr^?
J-rt'^^l^ly » the ninth and tenth lectures

; on

tt Z,lr "•"" "" """""'' ^°""'" character ofthe Ateolute as summing up and manifesting, but never

doubt Hegel denies such one-sided doctrines as that of

tt
»"",'" '""7"' ""' •'« ""^ --

1 conceive. becIuLthe separauon of the *orld. man and God from one anothermust r«ult m the logical annihilation of all three. H«d
«^ perhaps too ready to claim for his philosophy tho si-
port of popuhr theology; but I think he was right Tn

ttie essence of Christian theology and that doctrine

ITeTpS Tc^'''"''
""= '"-"^ "' ''' human r.:the spint of God, as actuaUy operative in it, and not

importance of this principle seems to me the mJn ^tm much recent theological speculation. Nor doe he

of Radical Empiricism, the New Realism and Personal

Lf!^' 'tr:.'"
"?' '"''"*^- ^'"^'^ Empiricism is stmmfected with the vice of the older Empiricism, the vice o^denying the real identity of the mind and there ore lo^Z

r';^ 'l"*"
'"^'"'^

' *""" I ^ ""able tozz^T R«»^n. has added anything essential to thepnnciples of Locke, or Personal IdeaUsm to those oiBerkeley and Leibnitz. The form of Ideahsm for which
I contend may be untenable, but it is not fairly open tothe objection that it has been supei^ed by systems which
in pnnciple belong to an earlier stage of Lught. W h«.e Ateolut,.m of Dr. Bradley, as I need harfly saV I

It IL ^T**" ^^"Pathy; but I do not th^k tL
It succe^fully avoids in all cases the vice of Spinorism-though, m msisting upon the idea of "degrees of

ii
I
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reality," it seems to me to come very near to an abandon-
ment of the abstract Absolutism elsewhere appaientlv
contended for.

rj-u-juuy

I am unable to say how far my discussion of theological
and phJosophical writers in the first couree of lectures has
been coloured by the various books read by me in the
course of their preparation. I may, however, make special

Gteek Phtlosophtrs. Dr. Karl Marti's G^chicHh ier Israeli-
tiscAen Rdigion Loofs" Lcitfaien der DogmcngcschichU.
Hamacks Ltkrbuch der DogmengeschichU, Mr. T RGlovers Co»/,W „/ Raigions ,„ the Roman Empire. Dr
Biggs The Christian Platonists of Alexandria. Dean Inge's
Chrtst^n MyslKism. and LesUe Stephen's English Thought
.» the E,ehteenth Century. In preparing the second couL
^lectures I have received much assistance from the latePnncpal Caird's Fundamental Ideas of Christianity. Pro-

^"^-^nf; . f*'"' i'''^'""
C<««^«o» of Experience.

Tiu „'
N<^<*ral,sm and Religion. Signor Varisco's

/ Mass,m, Problemi, M. Hemi Bergson's Essai sur lesdonmes mm^diates de la conscience and UEvolution crZ
^tce. Dr W. McDougall's Body and Mind, the late Pro-fesor W. Wallace's Life of Schopenhauer. ProfessorTWards Naturalism and Agnosticism, and his Gifford Lec-
tures on The Realm of Ends. I am also indebted to Mr
^" ?;

1^°*''^."" '^'" ^'^' "f ^'"^ ^d Dr- Hastings
Rashdall's PA*„<^Ay and Religion, and to articles^
Professor

J. Arthur Thomson, Dr. F. H. Bradley, Mr. HW. B. J<Bephs, and Professors
J. S. Mackenzie, Sir Henrv

^H rt ^.f*"?' ^'" ^"'^''^ Journal of kthics^d The mbbert Journal. Dr. Bosanquet's Essays andReinewsl a^o found suggestive, but I have not been ableto profit sufficiently by his recent very important work on
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^'Principle of Individuality, having only received it aftermy lectures were in shape for the press. I ought to addhowev^, that to his various other works, as weU as to thos^
of Dr^Bradley and the late Dr. Edward Caird, I owe mo^than I can weU estimate.

With the numerous books on biblical or historicalcrifcsm published within the last fifty years. Iclnol
pretend to have the detailed acquaintilce ^an TZ
,n"v»T K^V k""

' ™ °"''' '°° ^^^^ *° ''^"U "-yself of the
nva^uable labours of alongUneof scholars from Spinoza

1 oJT ''"*"^ '° '"^'^ '"^^•"P'i^hed writers ofour owi days as my coUeagues. the Rev. W. G. JordanM.A. (Lond.). D.D. (Queen's Univ. Can.), and Dr EmSScot M.A. (Glasg.). LL.D. (St. Andrews) whose nLr^
famUiar to students of theology and philosophy^JhIdes of the Atlantic. Intercourse with men of this type
for some forty years has made it possible for me to spSkw, h some authonty, even on the problems with which it

^
theu- business to deal. The same remark applies to the

discussions on scientific subjects, including the principles
of physics, chemistry, biology, and medicine

J^riT'''''"'
"'• ^- ^- HMderson. M.A.. I am muchmdeb^djor the extreme care he has exeicised in r.a<^ng

JOHN WATSON.

Queen's University,

Kingston, Canada,
a«(^ Se/)temh«r, 1912,
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LECTURE FIRST.

DBVELOPMENT^ORHEKR.UGZOXAND
THEOLOGY.

enquiry into the origin and72. '^ ^ P^^- An
will first be made • ^^1!.r "T* °' ^iuistianity

ticular attention v^t devL~™l^ °' '^* "<"^'y- lo-
tion of religious experienclin ;k

'3^'e™atic fomula-

theology has succS^aI;^'Jf~S ""* '°"" that

ground dealt With in t^eLTc^-,T: **" ^'"'^^ '""^

second coutse wiU endeavoS lo^ I
'"""

'
"'^^ t^^e

of religious ideas as mtyZtt^^ '"* '^ interpretation

complexity and comprSl™^ "T""^. "^ *'''' 8^^'«^
So far as he is rehXuf^r °\ "°^"™ *'«'"ght.

and distHLctio.^X o^J' ™"':^ ""^^^ '"««ns
to PeacefulneT^d se^S^rrr^^' '«'' ^""^^
much or little accor^^t ste !? d t^°"

™"'

-tap^.«--S=Sre£S:

fi.



2 GREEK REUGION AND THEOLOGY

he is in perfect unity with himself and with the deeper
nature of the universe. The possibility of religion is bound
up with the essential nature of man as a rational and
spmtual bemg, and rationality or spirituality presupposes
as Its primary condition the consciousness of a unity which
embraces aU distinctions, and more particularly the funda-
mtt,*u distinction of the world and the self. So far as
he has merely immediate presentations or feelings, man is
but potentially rational ; it is only as these are lifted out
of the flux of immediacy, and grasped in their relation to
the world as a rational system, that he realizes his birth-
right as a self-conscious intelligence. It k in virtue of
this malienable capacity that he creates arts, sciences and
pohtical institutions, all of which imply the elevation ofwha mimediately presents itself to the rank of an intel-
igible object That object is possible at aU only because of

tamt^tr T''
*"* " '"P"**^ " *"* ^^'^°' t"™n8

wimediate things mto the means of expressing the wUL

tha he finds the world to be a cosmos and human lif^mtell^ble and refers both object and subject to a supreme
principle, he adopts the attitude of reUgion. Thus rSn
IZ °"

t'-.'^°"8''<'«
°' othe., but the sinS Iembracing sphere m which all distinctions are but ekmeatsttat have no reahty or meaning when they are sev^irom the smgle pnnciple upon which they depend 1^

sciousness, ,t is not a means to something else, but alleke js a means to it. No doubt there are v^o^fo^L rfrehgion, but in aU of them man has the conscioi^ohavmg grasped the inner truth of things andTtSto
thecomple«onofhisbeing. Whetherth^divineS^
to be munediately present or to be far ofi, there Une™fny doubt of its Absolut? ,eaUtv

^^ ^ "**"
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noblest^ Zs^t.. Td h S IfZ
""* " ''^' "O

worship. Varioi..l„7. *i.-
^ °' *"* «vere;ice and

always «gaZir S^ ,*'^»T" """ "* «'"«'-v«>. it is

involved in religion J^"*.^''. '^ "'^'^ "*^e" is

lition it do^f n*^ ,

"^ " '*^ i-'^Ji^Peniable con-

forexit^a^L^'e:*^ ~«« «%ion. Animism.

to say that the beZfTs^t^h^^'Tr"^'^'
there is a belief in soiritsTt / ' "''«'°"- ^^
"ligious emotion. buTfra?he,1^ "'

""Z"^" ""
"pulsion; and ,uch a ^S

t

, T'" "' '"^ "^

ven. early fona of theoloH^tfTZ' l^,''' " ^P''' »
title to so undeveloDed afcJ , ' ^^^^ ^ »"«^t a

relation to Umm who hT™,^ T^ "*" ' f*«^ '

adequate to fear hTn^T ^""""^ "^""S are

beS f^uL^i^Cl''^:^'^- '^<1 this view has

of reverend nSnri^f "" " '"^" '^"^ ''=«««

but his dread of th^^lC^*",^".-^'^
'«^ =«rtain "Pirits

;

exdudes^on^,1 "'^^"^
' °° ">« ~°trary, it

which^ Sond^e ?""'' *^' """ ^''^'^^
'^°°'^ "•* ««le w humanity, whereas the



4 GREEK RELIGION AND THEOLOGY

spirits that he reverences are those with which he enten
into sympathetic and friendly relations. It is true that a
more developed fonn of religion may contain an element of
fear as well as of reverence, but this is due tc the inclusion
within the objects of worship of spirits that had formerly
been regarded as unfriendly "demons," and had not yet
been entirely transformed into " gods."
As the first element in religion is belief, so the second

element is worship. For religion implies not only a belief
in powers that are able and willing to help man, but some
form of worship through which his reverence is expressed.
And there is a third element, which is found in the lowest
as weU as in the highest reUgion. Not only is there a belief
in some power higher than man, not only is thic power an
object of woi lip, but religion involves a conformation of

' f / ^^ •"** '0 «'•»' » believed to be the will of the divine
•>«'"*• 1"! 1 33 religion is a life, as well as a creed and a ritual.
I am aware that the connection of religion and morality
has been questioned, and indeed is expressly denied by
some modem thinkers, but the facts seem to show that
reUgion in aU its forms inevitably carries with it an influence
upon the whole conduct of those who believe in it.

What has been said may help us to avoid certain faUades.
Thur. it is sometimes held that reUgion is entirely inde-
pendent of theology, and, in fa ., is the enemy of theology

;

and we are asked to abandon all efforts to imprison it
within the iron framework of theological abstractiont.
Such a view seems to rest upon a false idea both of religion
and of theology. It is true enough that a religion may
contam elements that are not formulated in the theology
which claims to represent it ; but, when this is the case, a
discrepancy arises, which can only be overcome by i recon-
stitution of the theology. Over and over again in the
history of reUgion theology has failed to emboly the
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•l«o dev. loD M^^ '
" "''*°"

'^«^"<'P». 'heology must

of theology. When n^M h ^ f^?" '"*>' "^ » '"'^"'^

" it existed in the doduLrL ' ''^^°" °' '^^'
in the incons "tenci<rrn^

consaousness was stiU steeped

What .ho^d r ^0^ therr
"°"' °' "" ''""" ''^

discrepancy betwelnThV r
* "."°' """ ">'"= » •

Partic^arie ':.Tth
'
a SfZ "' '"^ ""^'^Sy <" »

.heological^ideas ive7 %„VThir'
"*"'°"' -"^

'"^'"""^ exposition of reheious hi>H»* t«
from rehirion all h..l.«<o -»j »i.

"^ *'• ^° remove

religion are takon i,«u * i. . -"^ ° '"* "^s" of

fonL i"o a mortt /ess^ot'r"^'"
'""'""*• "'''

system merely ferula e^^hrrLtlr'^"" ' "" *'^

unreflective consciousn^ ^th no n?h
^
T*"'"*

'" '^^^

implied in placing fwTL, i
"'^'' '=''*"8e than is

bringing^hem ^. K
"^ "P°° " """"'J basis and

expresses itself. Whatever may beIX 'hi
""!

ceremonial and ritual, it will not iTdenLd t'
• - \i

r„rLrftn^^'r'^ -^^^^ -Who
.»ay^^s:^^^S--;::^e.
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yet be euentiaUy irreligiou*. Religion, in (»ct, te incom-
patible with the elimination of any of the element* that
have been mentioned. A re'igion without belief in the
divine ii a lupentition ; a religion that hai no influence

upon conduct ii a contradiction in terms ; a religion that
tubttitutes external ceremonial acts for the higher life it

an empty formalism.

Of the three elements involved in religion—belief, ritual

and reverence—the first presents a double aspect, failure

to perceive which has been the source of some confusion.
No man can be religious who has not a belief in the divine

;

but; it does not follow that he is able to throw his belief

into a systematic form, much less that he is able to assign
the rational groun is on which it rests. Thus, although
religion presupposes belief in the divine, it does not neces-
sarily presuppose an explicit theology. The latter only
arises when the belief is subjected to exariination, and
expressed in the form of a connected system of ideas. But,
when belief in the iivine is identified with a system of
theology, it may be argued that, as it can exist without
theology, religion does not necessarily imply any belief

whatever in the divine. Thus arises the fallacy that
religion does not in any way depend upon what a man
believes, but is purely a matter of feeling or religious

experience
; a proposition which is true only if by feeling

or religious experience is meant the total concrete religious

consciousness, including thought as well as emotion and
will. While, therefore, it may be admit^sd that a sys-
tematic theology is not the indispensable condition of
religion, it by no means follows that there c;.n be a religion
which excludes all definite ideas. It is certainly true that,
unless religion already exists, theology can have no material
to organize, but its special task is to show that nothing
short of union with the divine can give satisfaction to a
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«tlon«l being. ThU wiU involve . demonstration ol thed^nden. or limited character of aii other intere^u A
r,h!» L^'°^ "' "'*"'°"' «° dono-trate the truthof that which the religious consciousness already beliem

Mture of man as a being who not only feel, but thinkT"d not only thinks but reflects. In our day. atlcas, themore reflective minds cannot be «.ti,fied fvith S^
the attempt to determme the ultimate nature of things.Beanng these general considerations in mind, we may

ZiZ, " ''"^ """'"y "«' development of therdWoua consciousness in Greece. The pre-HeUenic idea

tenzed^but beheved to dweU in unwrought stones. Gradu-
^y, from contact with the East and South, and, above al-

^L J!" L°'
"" ^"""'™ '"'^- '"« -ndiflerenJated

gods obtained personrJity. The Homeric poems, while

mlTT *!L"l'
''""^ °' ^""" behefrindicate arn^ked advance both m religious ideas and in the conce,^

tion of human life and conduct. Nevertheless, the m,^t.c«m awocated with the names of Dionysus and Orphe^L^rved and developed the deeper asp^ of the^v^a"
religion. EspeciaUy m Oxphism, with its doctrine ofuamortahty and its belief i„ the union of the wo^hTppewth the divme. a phase of religion was reached, whkha ted powerfully on the later poets and the philosophei,

cti^T;-
" "? '"«^""'"8 «-" philosophy mad' no

clear distmct.on between the external object and thehuman spint. In a sense it repeated on a higher levelthe same process as had been undergone by religion
attempting at first to solve its problem by referring th^
sensible world to a principle affirmed to be'^itselfTn^ible

"i!fj»

I'

I

If
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The object of the early philosophere was M <i„A

in a prtr.„ijj;^;r:~ 'ttrs
latent anT^onism of h; two

1^^'"''"' *'='* ""=

there is somet4g aK'^ri^r"^\""^* '" '""'

was divined by Socrates.J brotrttt1, *'"7"'"=iPl«
a .0 statement in the philosopS pUto"StTTStoics and the Neo-Platonists ' '^"=*°f« «>=

perfect ™anffeS;l^rtr^„:'"!U.'' '^-""^ - a
even the most advanced s^7L^^^'"''- """"K" "t

we cannot show this in d Lf Stf'' ''"'•''' "^ "^

pared to go so far • all that hi. .
,'

^''^'' '^ "°* P^e-
is as perfect as ^'e ^at^ o,T ''^" '^ *"^* *"« '^"^d
allow it to be. Tf the^HH

'"^'"' "^"^ ^-^'^ ^
would be above genii Td ^

*''%P*'^^*- ^^ 'hinks. it

of no change. ItTt^e tha. *hT •'" ""= ^'''^' ^^mits
of mere diforder a^i7;J^'„^^«";t^ --W is not a scene

principle which keens i^^^ '

u
^^ '" '* "" °'^^"e

limit to the •'^liSl^/.'-r'^'" ^T'^'
''"^ =^«»g aunumited (^ a„^.) ; but as the unlimited
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fi^te thing. ^i^J^ STtoT^ "'''" '° "»*''"
process. True reality tlien i, .! .

'*"' remoi^eless

whereas
tl^eplaenomi^^Jworidisf™"^

"""^ ""changeable,
The former is se]f-art,Ve° i,,

^''!^'''"* '^'^ changeable
the latter is subject1 a cafIT /' ^«-<J«t«nnined

;

Nevertheless, the phenomenTi: ^T^'""'
"'^^" °' ^ P««ive

the real or inteUi^ble J^ •"tl^H?"^!"' adumbration of
tains beautiful object ^Wch el ^ V^'

'"" "^^^ " =»-
fonn. On the other ^5^1^? t^'

'^"^ " ^^i"'*
as well as beautiful sho^'tSl t ^ ""^'^'^ "" "^'^
reahzed in them. The c^mt t.

^^ " "°* P^^^^tly
Divine Intelhgence but of t^n °' ^ ""^ P«^>«=t <" the
"nder the con^ of fh. """l

"'^«^=« °P«'ating
Intelligence is go^and tWer''^ ^°'' ""^ ^'^
world as hke itfelf ^s^ss tie

" '*
T"^ '° P^^<^'^ »

-ntelligible and the ph^omiial I I
^'"^^ '*'«

there is in the latter?„^ °°* accidental, though
inevitable U^J^ ^Z'^T'^T '""^ '° ^^
rationaUty of the n^»„ '^

.
^""^ "« finite. The

insists, im^hitStKXlt'Td T' "'''*° ^^
a living or self-active be n^

"''''"' '"^'•'^i^n' b"t
reason acting under the rnZfl-

'^°'"P'«tely rational as
For soul is s!lf..de„ti tl^°dtr *'" ''"'''''' '^•^•
its self-identity in a i^'he ^thil""'"'^*^^

"^^^
by space and time. ThereT *^ are conditioned

perfection of the Divine Int. L ^PP^^^ation to the
movements of the he!"Jr^raiVf^r^^-^^of ammal species; but after iT*?'

*e perpetuity

tions to the perfection of the n- r"'
"""^ approxima-

eternally coi^Iete and Jrh
"' intelhgence, which is

is ever changing, we cleTfiT"^; "^ ''^ P''«'°™«nal
which take pL in an^lT •'^''*"^°''=''^«

an unchanging substrate. Tluj

l)t,
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ti^^V'
*'"'* "^'^ '"'P°^ ^P""'^ "^d temporal condi-

fZ'J.
""""* ^ ^'^'"^' ^"^ " ""^ "° determinateform of ,ts own, and indeed we are led to maintain it by a"^d of spunous reasoning," because space is always

it as a substance. Thus the unity of the ,V/.a is never

^ated only m au external way. The phenomenalworld IS therefore sub ect to necessity, though necessity

a cer^Iin ? T' °' '"""^ '" *™- ""' 't i^ «d»ced toa certain order by number and measure. Lastly Platoconceives of the universe as a " Second God "
; ../houghdenvahve, it is relatively self-complete and s If-suffident

"^turi
""'"" °' ""' '""^ ""> ^^"-•--« of ^ o"-

From what has been said it seems evident that there is acertain vacUlation in Plato's conception of reality. On theone h,wd. he seems to hold that the real is a s^th«"s tf^e one and the many, that the principle whicreSlshe hvmg movement of the phenomenal world is selTSventeUigence, and that the Divine Intelligence commun^atL

^CL T '° '""^ "'"^- " «"^'- °' tho^ht we"foUowed out consistently, it would lead to the cone ulf™that properly understood, the world of our exLrience

nate oMhe ™ *''" f""'^ ^^'^'"' confonnabirto "he

M,r/ !
^""^ Intelligence. On the other hand

sX't to /nt: "TT ''''' '"^ Ph-omenalTo d L
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centred acti,^yafdunT^*r'^'^'"=''' *° 'he self-

«ason fortLTSZ? *^ '"*«"isible world. One
the phenoLen"f ' sSVoh "^7°"""'°" '"''''^»

with the teUigibk LdT h^
°' '^'"^ contrasted

when it is o1jyt'^ecHv^co'"°T'!,'^''^^'"*^"^8'"«
one thing to say tZte^. '°"P^«'«=°<J«1 by us. It is

own natL toThe i^ em^r: u"'"'^
'^ °PP°^ '" **

-y that in ma^ LTSfg wh:: fkTo ,r'" *•""« *°

more to more," the sem bfe worH
'"°*'^'^ee grows from

intelligible, if we trke tt 7 ''""' '" "^ ™P«rfectly

Divine IntelWnc^^ann^t^ T '™* *'^"8. the

Opposed to7is a^or:Ueh r^Tof?' "'^*^-

modify, but of which it is3 the c I H
"" ""'^

forced to conclude that th.n , ,

"''"*'*' *« =««°'

and incomplete ! rnn.i
';°* Intelligence is hmited""-""ipiete

,
a conclusion which Platn k,™,„ij

as untenable. Why then did X?. u 1 ^" ''^S^'''^

phenomenal worldLX partis
° ,''."'* "•^' "^^
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UT indeedT^e^S, ° ''."°* »°«>i"S =>' aU." • The™
between the daimt A*" *f!."PP"^»* contradiction

obviously United™ tnt of "i^"^'
°' '^^^'^ ^'^ *'«'

which cai ont te solved 1 ^""^^'^S^- a contradiction

ever,™enJ™ "' ™''' ""^ ''""^'^Jge what-

gible and that ^^m^l^^ ^el^^
"""'"' '^ '"*^"'-

identical. On this ratST-.^ ^"'' '^'""^ "ature

the world and our :rie"L\T '"'"' °"''="^^"=

Nothing less seems tn h» ^ f! ''^''* ^"^ "eaning.

and if Plato w^ot ab,e to1 ^
'^ '"^ '''^^ °' "««*°°

this level, he has ™"ed the n L." '* ''''' *° ''^^P ="

need not despair o'fTsltLn
'™'"'™ " ''^"'^ '"^^ ^

pHS^=edranr.i:t^ *•-« -«-e
denying that the objects rfex^ril

'"^"' ""^ ^
tion of reason, though thevTn, '* P*^"' ^«=^-
finite nature ^iU^ Rato '?,'\" ^ '" '^ ^''^^

world is on the whole a ™ttn ,
' ^' ^°^'^ *''* «>«

element of aon-b^ or Se ttf"'
'""^ '" '* »

being completely ratfoni T^u ,

^'^'""'^ " ^o™
himinmuchthesaSete^,^ ™'"' '= ''^^bed by
to characterize thaUoS"lrr^'°^"'''y'^-'°««
(«A,). Prior to the deTellt ^^

"'^ "^"^ °' "matter"
thing cannot be sa d to ?«'' bi^'^n"'^"='

" "=""- ^
nothing, but that which 'wil^ oe'^^JL ^h^'* ''

t "°'
receives a determinate "fonn". or oft

^"^- *''"" "
which this thing is "potenUallJ ' ..,?

™'*''*'«^' «bat
fore be called eit'her th^- suSte " ^t"?f

" ""^^ *''^^«-

of a determinate thing. C" 1 °^
'"V

^''""^'^ "

t..4.?;? °"^"^°"'-'>and.
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,3

and • form." As that wh.Vh "\ '°'"'°° °' " """^r "

follows that Whatever T'' sen,^°"
"^ " '^ " ^°'''"«'" «

and that y^h^teZ c^LiT^ """'"''^ " "'^»^'-'

HencethatwWhToJTotTl, "'"''"
'^ "^^"^iWe"

^material, is not s^ject ^r^
' matter." that which is

Pei-ist. Moreover, sen be thint^'-.'^V'"'"'
*'^™^y

«ngent. since they mT^itwl": ''^
*''f

"='*"" ~"-
contingency arises from tw' °' »°t »»; and this

which is capable of Zjste dr""''''""
°^ * "'"='««r"

fo«. the • form " ISten^f'""'ft"' = " '^' '^'^'

be this or that.
''"^**''™"^ whether a thing should

Beginning with the idea of " ™,.* ..

not be conceived
™

a mJ T *'""""*'' ^'^'^h ""«t
as the prXTof the? "^^^^^^ combination, but

.uahties^omre,:!:'
s :x^ tr' *"= °'''~^^"

distinction of organic anHin V^' "^^^ ^""^ the

anin-als, again. ^:.:^':f7l^^^T. ^'
geneous parts combined Zo a who e A b^„^

°"

as an organ of the soul, the laHer nof^^^"
^^^

entity, but the sum nfill * '^'"S a separate

y i"m as the first actuality of a natural

''?!s

'tj.
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!ed hrol.. ...t., .

™,i, liUiOX-OGY
orjapized body whi,-h ^
of We is found only in „„! !.

'**' '""' °^ the prindDle

fom wliicl, actualizeTor ^^ *'^«'' ""^ that it is th.

, ^,
'1e organi.ed"t5."

80X7^.:?"^*^
""^ »^^«S

relative. Tlie body is not « 1^^ "" *''«'«&„ cor-
-^tance, hayin/^ „:°„*„- -^ ^^^o. an indep.n,^'-^
nectary

relation to the Lf/ "'^ '"'^='' '^'W no
'
">"* 't is essentially relativeT .-- u'^""^'' inhabiting it

l^J^cUtbe WholeSS onfe't^^- •

^^"^"^ ^rilue'
maintaining that the soul of i *:'"^™Pation of souls
Piant-body,

ti,, ^o^l^^^l
°'

**«, ?'<«* « relative toTe'

tarn i^, MCLS™. "'"'"' °' •"""8W

tnerefore
inconsistent with the ^^ ^^ "^ realized is^ soul is essentially th

"^"'" °' Plato F.nih
form «f »i.

^^""auy the correlafo „/ 1. , '^"rther,

unity Sn^k ^8^ "n the asrent *« I' '' 'hus
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finite being

; for th. i< .

"
^'

TSt to «ai„ta,„
,!:ttSitl'"'"f " " P^Petual

't IS finally worsted, though fn'^' """^S'' '" *Wch
°&pring. '"""Sh It passes on the task to ito

Aristotle, however Hn
^iatHty

vvithperfeclSistl^^^^^^ idea of cor-
»e holds, in its own nature is en;ir.f

^" "^ intelligence,
^'^^y organs. From reL„ ^ 'ndependent of the
exch.d«

feeling, ml^" •Jlta^
^"^'°"^ *"-'-

thought.
Inthisopposit^,^ofn!^r*""" "^"^ *«=""ive

and mterests of thVinrJdJafk^T" *° *he passions
matter and form, which on fh l\

"'^ <:on-elativity of
application to the lo^^ZLTfJ' """'^-^ « i^
abandoned, and we are p'rentn J^' '°'^' ^^ ^''P^^^ly
of nature and mind, oneTthl """ '^ '"^°'"t'= dualism
the abstract opposition"f" hf^^"" '=

f
"''"='' '^ -" "^

^des of human nature. A tr^e Th
'^'^ *^ P«<^«cal

demand that man should ^ IZJ^T^^ *°"''' ««>" toWe as impMcitly or explicit?^rT f '" *''" '^hole of his
a^/orm of knowle^e mus^*;°"^-,

The most element
contain the same elementrth^ulr ' ^ '"PP^ to
"chc^te state, as are found il thf

'" '" ""^'^e^oped or
knowledge

;
and, similarfy th^V"""/ ''"^'°I^ '™™ of

tliat which comes to clear !o„J^
'^'^ P""^*Ple as

^nn; *hile Wledge a^d actionT"^ '" '"^ '^ghest
he viewed as but (hstineuish 'w ^ ^"^ '"'' ^' "•«'
"tiona, subject. Aristotrhowetr T-^*^

"' ">« =ame
of the matter. Man, he aS °f

"°* «» ^'"'^eive
«tional, U he is pen^tua^t^,!,:

" ^'^ays potentially
rea^n, but in the sp^e ofpr^1?^ '° '"^ '"^ "^"^ "f
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^^'^^t:iT^^^^/ '° •«'^- *° ">e reiativ.

own end,. In ts the3i.^
recalcitrant matter to its

these can be ffaToeThlt ^u'^
"'"'*^"'""=«

'• ""d as

imspective ofC^li?f» *'";." *="" "«^" "' "d
the p^cul^ but™, r"'

""?""' '" *"« '"^n'rter of

deal'lith thT^orld anVfhrff "^' ""^^^ " "" *°

compeUed to aslwhat cit ''=*;!^
"f"™ »' man. it is

nature, ammal ^d "atTon" T^TZT "^ ""''"

be laid down in regard tottio^alMh'?^"''!
'"'" "^

to prescdbe what m^ be done'ul^ "" ^ "^""^ »
external and internal H7n,.!,u'^ ^'^" conditions,

mterial wiU, wS; ^^^"i^y "•* ^l^'^''^*" of the

sphere of ^^^^^i^Z"^^^^ '^"S n°V" ^''^

pure contemplation as IsZaZTI v
^^^ '°™ "

conceive of fte 4Je beW
"' ''"™ ."'' '*'* ^^at we

felicity of unintended srff^f ,
?'°^''« *^ "'^'"te

the c4 of^Te"^* iels-^"
"'''"''°"' ^° "'°"''t «

theoretical life ; fo Soutth. "^"^ "'"**'°" "^ ^^e

no one would b; f^tV^^I^'
orgamzation of the State

pursuits
; but pu^ Intlmn.

*"'" *° ""^'^ »**««<='«al

independent orSt^™P't°°!^ « ^^ own nature

that reasS. rev^^w ' ^f"' " ^"^^ ^ *''^™««J
reason is capabirof^^T'"' ^" """^ theoretical

In contemplating tte^S« "T^ '^'^ «'^™^-

end toward which X^™!'fS."'^''^^'^
*" """g^-the

constitutes their esseSn^u^^thf """h"*
'°™ *'^'*

f-iom and seU-satisfacrir:;;;:^nhVrt*oVS

i«. 1177 b, 27,

fi
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sumption that thin^as^^ P"^*;^'^ '*'»°" "y hi,
"Penence contain an elemen^^v^

*° "" '" '"""^diate
be "sential to the constitSoTaL'"/""""' "^ =''°«" '°
The world i, a cosmos or «*k

^^'= *•><"«•

" cosmos, in which all t'hto« ivv^'' '™*"8 ""^"ds
completeness; an e^r^ h

*"' ^ '«°rt after self-
Pletely realized The ™rrK '"^''' » "^^er com-
tte Phenomenal worFdis'^*":^,^.''''"*'' '"'^ '""tation^f
mperfection of thing, ^"o,ST/I?" °' '"« "'"^
selves eternal." l„ , c^L

' *"°''* *° -"ake them-
rise above his fin^e ^"riV"''"'' """ '^ '"'"'"o
"^n, he can contemplate re^itv,'-""'*'"?^"'^ *" P"™"^ -t is. HamperedL he fa bl hi?

'" '" '^"^ ^'""P'^'e-
neyer actually reahze " Wms^J m^Tl "'""^' •>« <=»"
b-t. >n rare moments, hefalfl *. /'''"^ completeness;

°^
his finitude. and to contemSate°h

"'"'''"'' "^^ «™'s
be were the striving after3f ^ ^°"^^ '^ " """Id
l^^ed. Now, thif id^ rirtu^

°'
r"" '^"S ^'^'"-"y

t -s by reference to the idea of
g'^"'^,"^"' '° God ; and

that divine unrest which *u °lf,^
*''«'7« ""^t explain

sa^fied With anything shrrt of aiT/.'"*? "^'"^ '° "<=
The outer sphere of thl

^'^'"'e completera
fi-ed sta:, are'L^'jVtubTtr™' *''" '" "^^^b tbe
"ofon. is eternal, and the^T '" ""''^'"« ^'^^-^^
•eqmred, which must ako^Tn e^'^

°' ''"^ '"'"'°» ^^

^"bstance. however, as the^t^,/" ""''*^'=«- This
anmoved. Now, there is in ^Tt '^"'"' ""^t ''self be
*bich is not changeabL b ,t

^^ " <^^'^« '°^ an end
"l.tbe being in wS tie de^^rl""'""'

"" '"^ ^^'^ "^t"-
be-ngs this i, the object toward Tu'^'' '" national
national life is direct^ Herlwfhr'^*'' ^'^°'« °' 'be
able principle, which yet Ist^e m ^^'^'''"^""'^bange-yet .3 the moving principle in the
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whole life of the beir^^ i„ ^h^^ ^^ ^ „_,„_ ^
therefore, perfect iurre#n,.n.T:/

°PW»«ve. There a,

possible to account for^ei^ «/"*'"• ^* " »°«
this object by saSg that h*^??' '""^'"^y *»*"*
because we "desire "

it \l.^ '^ >» «> be "good "

that we "desfre'^it ^al ''^ ^'^'' "Pl«na«o„ i,

••« because the ™„d ^asTth?
'"'*^'' '° "^ "«<«>•"

satisfaction to the effort"CtKr"^!P'%*'''='' ^ Pve
therefore fitted to sat^d^i" ""xh T'^'

"""^ *'''='• »
upon thought, not thought u2dS n" " ^"^"*"«
object of thought, and therefor.

T' u7' """^^est
desire, is the Subs ance wWchts ^' ^° "'^'^* °'

complete. This Subs"^cr as the fw T" '™P'= °^ ""
acts upon finite bein« bv bifn

1^' ."* """""^ '"'=^'™-

absolutely unchangeaWe buMt*n .''• '" ''^" '* »
motion of the heavfns and,^L^'^^"^"""" *'"* P""«^
of motion or chan^ As theIT^il^ "" *"' °*''^' '""^
is good. This.th'n is the oni'"^'""''"'^*"* "over
the world of nature "TheWr^^ "'^^'"^ ""d

is like the highest kind of acthdtv ^nl' T '^™*°"'-
can maintain it but for a short .i^^ V '

•"" "^ile we

regards as the highest form of »7. '" •^- *'"ch he
capable. For, in contemp "ti^^ l'^*'^^^ °!h"'"''

*' "«>
thwarted in its activity, but" dw/,

' "'"" '^ ""'
enceof an object the annr^h.

comes directly mto the pres-

"y the joy o\ anatS 'Tfra:?';:'r^=°"''-"'«'
contemplation, there would no onlrr "' """'^y ''^

ihe end after which he striv^ Xh^ ' "''"'"^' '^'*''^"
>ves and the process in which it

'Mf/. ,0,2., ,j, t_
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nre moments that ^\TZ ^ " °' ''"°"' *' » °"'y 't

of complete «»- aL^n"''', *V""'" •" «'» ">«-•"«»
tiere i, „o oppositicTt^tween

"
S-

" J*"
"*''" '"'"<'•

other words, uisCm^Z ?-'°^T
'"'* "'^"''«°" *"

that al»oIute id nt«y „ .houlh, .'r^P*™"=« ««=™aIJy

»» is experienced onfy^nrar?
*'"' '" °''^«=' '^•"'='' «

think of God as devofd of ?1 T"""*'" ^^ "" "°' '»

experiendn^ a^ Sfe ?,, f"' ' ""^''^'y- ""<» therefore

of pure intelU^^nce :\h "t °"; "" ""^''^ '» "«"
of complete feaIu;tI;'''Go^'"' °"'j: "^"^'y 'hat admits

" eternally complete «lrn„' "'"' *"'^' » "n

marked cont^t K^L^""?,"'''""'""'' ^^ere is thus a
of finite bein^^ fo^'eTc,

'

rhi",™
°' God and all forms

and only partIly reahz^' i't?„^«'"' ?" ^""^ '" «">«.

that the world as a whoi:!;^?^ ^r^nd
'' " '™'

cease to be, but everv «in„i» . ,
»*" '° oe- and can never

another subtle Sito^"
'" " " "'"""^^ "^

of the same species «„h !?
P™'^"<=es a new substance

new bein^ an^,„"'„V« •'^*^':'' P'°^'=^' » ""ich

marked^ntr^t^oThe comnrn* '^l
P*™'""*' ^'"""l^ '»

teristic of thel!rnat„r7 '"
"^^ ^^""'^ ^h^™-

of God is an u™ri™ %'"""^f
'""«• *h"e the life

how are we to conce^fe of fh
^""^ ^'"P'^'^ "^"^"y.

"^d God ? If God I bv V
"''""" '^'^^" "'^ ^orfd

himself, can it be said thtt I,."-T ""'"^ ^'"P'^"' »
Which take p.ace'^i^ltrl V^T : ^0700^;'''"^

^-oi^^iSitTirr^^^^--
--complete a;a;%S.rerMlhtldta:;5
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""«» of change, unk^^hl u
'•""°* "* *" »«"«•

unmoved mover," or an irr T" "* '*'«"«» <o nB« how a« we o m^T'r*''"'' P^nciple of chan^
"""'ive,;

Aristotle an,:e^L'.^['""P'' '"'"^bJX
>*'"« a desire for its ow^

'
,

' """ " » every finite
^"onai beings taic« tL^'oZfItr 1

""^ ^^-ht

ir---tot.^-LreI™^^;ocom.^^
The difficulty wt fr,>i f_

foes not seem^^to ac^ou
"
f^rt?-T '°'«'°" « ">« it

but si„,e God is alread^ perf^f 7/°* ^'' P<««^^
'here can be anylh,„. L't', *" " ^°^ "<>» seem that
desire, and therefore he J,^ """""* =°"-espondinB to
-|;'«on and seCJ:;C:l-'''»-% -mainT^^^
tion afterwards followwl h^'- ^' method of extrir.
«!>e idea of c.at.on!'^''^^^

"^t*--
*'^-''e,s, who aCv;- the world is ete™"."°;,X" '° ''™'°"'- '"' '^

*ct.on m tenns to speak of rjf '*"" '° ^ " «ntra.
the world. What is'^a^ed S^ !".?" ""^ '^"J' ™'«^ toworld can only be fh. ^ *'^''°n "^ God unon 41!

after complete^ej It1^^l^i^^ ""^"^^H -^e'to be reahzed in God, but reali,^?^
"" " "° ^°^i>t Md

the process which g^es ontit '" «"«« ^dependence of

«^«'atthereis"!:^e:hi.Si:°t-a„^» ^^'otTe'•sujvine in all creatures, thi.



™« raEOLoGv or wsmru „

m«»ic.t« hi. nature to"he fil't.^""'^
""" ^od com-

fi-ite being bea« a certain Sll^'"«-
""' ""'^ «h.t the

•^ be observed that theol^l t!'''
'" ^- '« ">«'

be said to seek for perfecSf""' ^"« """ «" P^Perly

~"«ious. Aristotle no do*t , i:

""^ "°' '^""^'ve.
•aiming at the best" but tw.

'^'"'' °' "nature" „
^'

•• nature " is bui a nl^'eVr Thf' " '«"" °' 'P-c"

«"d twie, i, not seIf.expla„ltrTbut
"'''"^^ '" 'P«e

^n,epnndple other thanS 7^
."' """'' ^ ^"''"ed to

pnncpk can be identih^':^ ^'^ tt""' '°"°^ """ «'»
to be absolutely perfect aparTfrom th,? T?°

" ~"=^'^«1

:r:^S;n«.bie o.^nteri7ii^:r;^„---o«

o'^SdroLn^^enrrr^' ">' ^-perfection
» >mperfect, whiJe oiUv^rl,' •

°'.'"'" ">« '^"'•W in itself
the W.-M would b:SSfter''=':"^'^ ^^S•^. In this view the« a^e l'^''^'*°» ""'' ^'"'^y
the firat place, if God sees"C ? '"""' *ffi="«ies. I„
'ts tendency towa^c^nl!f.n ' *"''' *°"Jd be, were
apprehend it in its i^ST "^'^- ''^ •"•" a^
^diction to Aristotfe^rjn s^;

^"' "^^ '» « cC
aprehend nothing lower t^^

^'atement, that God can
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in the world, granting that they must be referred to =.pnncple beyond the world, yet cannot be conS^God who ,s complete in himselt independent^ o,7he

ecstasy. * "P°" * supra-rational

the'worrrttiTiiftr ?°'hr ''^ -'^'- *°

only satistactor^tSn't ^2 s'L'^lr
^^

• J"^conceiving God not as .nti > .
*° "^""^'^t '"

but as mfnife^td ,n it
"^ '^=^''^«"di"g the world,

of solution wrtaken V tleVt^^V*"'=.
^"^ '"°<»'>

was to combine the freedom nf
" '"^" P™'''^'"

surrender to God The -T "? "^"^ "^'^ ^''^'''"'^ ^««-

to realise itself

t
'
in man caSl*;f^' ^^^'^ "^""^ -''^

realization of the dil^orin ? ^'"^ '"P*"''"'' « "'^

i'e may to escaoe ffom ffT^ '
.^""^ '"'^^"'*- ^'^Sg'* ^

as Cleanth™ Tk '
^' """,' """^ '' ^ the Sne."

tendency': ti:'Jr^ZatulT'"'^ ''' '" ''^

racial limits. Its concentL ^fV i^ "^ "^"°"^ or

but it served as tLSu "from V ^ "° ''°"" ^''^'^^'='-

ofrdigionmightbedevToid"^;'::!"^:*^^^
which prevented man fZ,

'^
• ^ "^e^o^n^ the barriera

the diL ThetTv Jir
'""""! '"'° *"*=* '^°°t''^t *ith

sophyrf theNe<^;Lrr''r'^ '°' ""^ ''^°^' Pi^

nature of mw^h/^ ^ "" constituting the essentialman, the Stoics maintained that the world is a

^^H^^ffl^MWfTr^^^^^
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rational unity. This monistic doctrine fof their strength A nl„r,i,v*

°°<:tnne
,

t „, mam s< jrce

in terras
; Junlet^h^' "°'^'"' ' ' =™*^^di' «on

parts ot the woS ho:t:r'^:erS:ar "'^.fwe can say absolutely „„.i, !!^ ^ "^^ "™ t° •»•

weakness ofstoWmtth.t.^^^''"''* " "'^"'s^"'"' The
as merely accid^ndsuj^.^i^^T^^'^^f^-^^
the idea of humanifv »=

Pf
,
^- " ^^ ""ch to make

but the se reH a sp.ntua7rf Tli" *° "^"'^ '"'"<J^'

ideal of morahty anfte b cfoaH
'^'j ''^ ^'""^^ '"^

could only be d^scov.r.H k
'^ "' °* ^"'"^ realization.

opposed c'cdndmar^'atct''"""'^ "'*'^'' "^'«'-

the distinction between them ^'"'"^ °°^ """'^^^t^

soS^X^arLTattisT 'Z"''' "^ ^-^ P"^-
two opposite te^dne' ^l^cHt '

'm°"'"'='
'•^'*^^"

On the one hand, in 50^^ pl ^'f-
'"''°""'^-

(iivineisonthewholern^r ^' ^ ^""^ ^"'*°"^ 'he

inseparationlm L: r--
with the form of the A^v morahty is identified

hand, in St™ ism the rir^r' ''''"
' °° *''^ ""^^^

in and insepa^ISe from^he
" ""''' *° "^ ™'"'"^"'

identified wfti the ^Z '^\"'"^«.^^- *hiJe morality is

«e have a conflict Se ' ""^'^ '^ " ^'•°'^- ^hus

e^uany abstract'^LthS^" and ^^^n fL"t^ ^"

PlatonCshT^d atte:^ tT^T'^'V""^ "'^' ^eo-

»P a principle that w^s 1° ". * ' '^'^'°"' ^^ ^"'"6
Such a method of s^u'r Id

7^^''*'°° ^*'^'="'^'-

'ailure,butinthecon«„nr' '
^^ '"^^doomed to

tie histoj of L^rrizra^d ^^f
^°""'"*'=^

Pensable step At anv 7Z . ^ '^^^ ^ '''^^
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pasp of its own princiDle-fh» •

.

« neither beyond theX^t '^!?"°?'' **"* ">« «vine
manifested in the worM whil

'"''"^ ^"^ "' »»" »
itself-and thereforeTt 1^^'';~"« ''"""^^ «ith
the only true morality isTt in »v ?'!"' *° *"*"> t^at
«on is given to the p« ual LT,, ? ""= "*'"°^* '^t'^'^^-

aU men are seen to'^*"^H tt^
•""• "'^'^ ^^^

humanity.
"moers of the one organism of

iV
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P-Mm.KcHKXSXZA.„V.KO.XSKXP0.HKXS.

to It in the Babylonianm™ At^^^T"'"'^ ="PP"^
there emerged a new element whtl,« '^' °* ''^ '"^*°'y
t.on of the old. It is a disputed ^tf'!"^ " transforma-
not originaUy totemisti bSe , t'" " ^^' °^^^
"> the Old Testament itse f the« S tA" T"

''°"'" *'"'*

fn^-stic beliefs prevailed The * "^ ^ =*^S^ ^^en
behevedtoresideinatree astnn!

•"" ^""hipped were
thing. At this stage " holy"1 7 '°'"' °"""" '"='"™^te
Then the rough blLs of ston"

'^ "'""* "dedicated."
and poles were subshtuted for

" T '^^^^ «to pillar,

to the next stage w^v J g"duS '^
'^

^"^ '-°^'«°"
that it was through theXnTe „Tm

' "T ™'^^«"«'
came to be woi^hipped by Jl the „1 "" *''"* >''°^=*
was only after the coVquest^Sf^T ;"'^- '""^-Sh it

acknowledged as the nation^ God a"
^' ""^

^^'^'^^V
of the nobler attdbutes of BaL ^.^ 'l"^''^*"'

^''rtaii,

worship was carried on at a nu^hff."?*'' '^^ °^- His
tops of mountains, unlr oaks

"
d ' ^'^ P'"=^^- "°°the

'"-• iv. X3). Wilh the advent" ri:rr' '^""'"'^ "

Phase began. Holiness w^ now r
^' ""^''^'^ ^ "^'^

nstead of a ceremonial senfe andGor"'^ '" " ^"^"^
Whose glory fiUs the heavens "nd^h

"" 'f"*"^
""'"ft

purposes are realized in the creall T^' ""^ "^'^
'nation and preservation of

i' . k

hm

-~¥^
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^\T^ ""!'" '^' ^'''""^ °' "''«°"'- 1° '"« ^°nd halfof the seventh centmy Jehovah was held to be not oZhe greatest of aU gods but the only God, though he wa^

The Zr^ '° '*""' '" '"' ""'-l"^ relation 'to iLr
ol tf ''°*T'

*'' "" '°"^^^ ""'t °' nationalityonly so long as Israel obeyed the holy will of Jehovahcould she escape the uttermost punishment: " You o^vhave I known of all the families of the earth •

thereforeI wll v.s,t upon you all your iniquities" (A^os i x7Even before the prophetic religion Ld reached its hi^h^iPomt m Jcemiah and Deutero-Isaiah a new phase hadansen from the amalgamation of the popular Zith tt pr^

wl r. fi f
°"- '*' ''^"'"' principle wL the Law Xtwas at first conceived to register the commands of Tehov^

be 7::':a^':';T^r'r' "-* ^^^-^4 -et

CrrTG^^tc^^"^?^""-'~ «'«^^^^^^
i ne tear of God became almost the same thing as the fear
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worship and conduct wLexne^l^H^ ''f
"^ '*8^^«°" °'

Messianic period for tdd byC *oh"f
""

V""" '"'PP^
Messianic hope was closelv rLn *'^',

P^"" ^"^ "^"^ *his

section. The blenders ?el"h
*'?•=""' '" '^-"

most marked among the Te^^ .."'i
^""^ '"^^ was

Cyrene and the new Gre k ^iL "'T"^ °^^' ^^'^ M'"or.
Jewish population of Sd'a ^t'^'^^y ™°"g «•>«

and the Stoics is manifetTnthe^- J ',"c"'"''
°' P'^*°

its fundamental ideas are d.nJf "* "^^"'o^^- though
Especially i„ his d'trine of the n

"^ '"' °" ^'^*~
and its incarnation inTh?w IP'''"''"'*""=« °' 'he soul

^™ the traditlrs of '^^Z^r^^^T'-'ythe most important reDres^ntr* f'.r
''° "' however,

God he aifir^ tHeTH" ^J ?""'"''" J"''^^'"'

self-sufficient; but, as thelT L T''^''^"^"^'
'"« and

purely negative wav ?h„
^""^utes are conceived in a

and unl^ow^ble \*^rfi"t"rr
^""^'^ ""'"««-•"•

Wos is neither unbegottefhVe f^" 'T
°' ^"^ '^'

H'an. its function being to reduce th^
"Z^SoUen like

system. Asmanismadeaftertr "'^"^ '° °'''^«'- and
that he may at tim^wf i """«' °* ^°^' Phil° holds

.-.though^lrwLt s^iriHs'fSf" °' ^"^ '^»
"ent in the body can he att^'n tn l[ , u'"

"' ""P'^"'"
^tatic vision, and eXeriencerh? V"" '™'^°" °' the

*h in common v^Tthe stSs'^^^T''""'^"™'''^-)'
»preme end of hfe. Thut bv

T

''^"''"'^ ^ *>>«

»d the Hebrew religion. Zn T"' P^*''^ ^''^ Greek
God was concelld toT"!"^;^''^''"' " =*^« at which
^t no positive definition of h

"/" '"^"'' *''« ^-'1
W.enthispointhadb „

"eah^H
nature could be given.

V^ possible Without aT entoftisf°
"*«" "^-'opn-ent

^onhedi^neinitsrSlo^frrr^r;--
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'

',!:'

I" '

w

I
l\'i

hope of a r!; '

'"'* '"'"' this b^Jr '" " ""« one

«nful world T
"^^ ''™=^« aloof frr,™

^. ^"^^ ^°^

religion tIh { "' ^«^^'=«d 11^1^, " '^'^''«' ""d

unknowable 'V';
.''"'-^<». i» nS i„tt r^"'"" °'

able from fh^
'P*"«a"«ous love to Cn^ ^ "^ °f morality

Church will''"^^ spontaneous lov^'^;
:^<='' '= 'nsepar^

believed I^3™?'"ons « holdin'Thaf ^^^ ^"^ ^"'^

"ee themselves ftom
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popular belief vZ^^"^ Matures embedded i„ ,.

In defening this thesifthe ete™ i'"
\^'°^°^ *"» bas d

ana that he would give a f5n»iH
'^ """"^ than man-

patible With the spiritual
",""^ Christianity wasl^Z^

?• "p~. ^.S'iTi-: "' «» «» .Sir

mohc age was with JudjL "'^"''^ '" '^' ^t
" dispute was whether or n?* i

^' ostensible subject
P-b^m Which also invol d°1^:^"" ''' ^^^'^

-

tv°" -^l
^°^ fr°" heaven Ih'

7,*''«'"=^ he was
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TX, ^^ ^' ^1°^^'*' '° ** *^"'«''
:

'o "hich Justin

Sain'' M??,"" "' ::'"' ^^^^^'^ ^"'"d °"n«"-

^ly Chnstian to retain the Old Testament as a Christian

Sta^M* '
7"™ ';*' '° """' '° *''™'' ^i"- 'he heathen

hX to rh^°"- ^T ^ ^•°- *•'* State was openly

th^lnH ,?k" 'TJ
"" """' "'"^ g'^* "P '^ longing for

Ltab«l^H rr'"'
"'''° *"« '''"«''°'" °' God sh^ld be

«se^, I ^'"'^,^^*^ <" heathen religion were held:

S or fiT^ n ^^f^'"^™^
'h^y were held to be deified

sdTZ' tk^ ^'^ '""' *^"^^«' '° he demons or evilspirits. The Fourth Gospel, however, expresses the

tS ^h ": ?""^ *° '"^ ^'«='-- p-se^cn, ':

d™^ aZL'
" ""^ "consciously influenced by Greek

t fe h.H ^ " reasonable and spiritual in the world,

butt H^""
''™"','^ '^^ ^''^ ^o*"'- ^"J Christianit;

IS but a clearer reveUtion of God in the pereon of Tesus

t&hT"' ."f*^"'
*''^' G^^" Philo^phy. non^

mt to Chr' ^T' ^ *-" '^ " -hoohn^e"' to b^men to Chnst. The first complete view of Christianityadvanced by a GentUe Christian is, however, containeT^he Ignatian Epistles. The writer starts ;ith the id^

Pnor to hs advent men Uved under the power^ Satan^ough It IS conceded t«at the prophets we™ ,4^ a

W

ordinary humamty, and therefore escaped from the™!
salvation of man, and with the earthly life of Tesus tw!purpose began to be realized. His Ufe' d a,^ /„d Lur
B revealed the essential nature of the divine life. Jesuswas truly bom and ate and drank, was truly j^J^Z
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truly raise, fro™ theTad^ '^:?ZX'-
""^ "= '-

from this world and re,u?„ o Id t T.V'
*° '==<="'«

reality a sDirit.^i kI- f *^°'^' *''*' Christ was in

convinced were the Gnos icH the
1° ,7"" ""= ^

that they refused to allow »!,,»? *'f°'"««"«^ »' God
predicate apph^able to the finl' T^ "^ "^«"^ ''^ ^y

j.».„^^'-bS: -1*^ ^j;Jit";the Gnostics, who teUs us that "the r„H *i!f
» "i* ilK ft^5) „,dp th„

" .^'"^ ^°d that was not

scendenceof God It h« L. ^ absolute tran-uod. It has been strangely held that in this

; j.j



<" Hegel, the principle of B T^'
"""" *' =•""= '° """

°' that of Hegd. who is a,!r
."'"'.'^ "" «"=' 'PP<»ite

the possibility andTndeltr
"""""^

'" '"''^""S "P°"
Absolute. „o[ as indetlSe'C "'

T"'^"*
'^''

«-afe. and i„ affi™ing the ^^t^tv of "Jf""''^
''*'"

separate the Absolute from the C!» x,"
""""P" *°

''^ ares, in his parado:^c^ way t*'^?'
''\'''»"" «-=8el

r"""8 ;
but what he meln^' and ' Tl '^'"^ '' P"^"

pure being -
is neither thtkable^n

' '^ "^^^ " *"»'
ceivable, but is in fact „;*vf °' ''"*«'"*•''«"<»• pcr-
earth beneath o the wate ^ '" ^^"'" '"^"^ °'^he
was therefore r,ght mTc .;, .'ft "l"^^.-"

^"""'-
mises from which he started''/!, *• °" *•>« P^-
but the conclusion he ou'hf'tj; r*'"*^ °' G^-"
indefinable God is nothing i I ' ''"*" ^-^ that an
"f a false philosophy

'' "'"''^'^^ ""' '^e c«;»,^ «„„JJ)

asstt'ted^w1r;i:irn:e'Sr'^ '''^ "' ^"^^'-'y i^

partly inm,enced by GnosS""' "'°' ^'"'°"«'> ''^ -as
his interest did not^ie in c 'smn,'

,"°' " ^"°^«'=' ^'^^
the method of salvat^n ZT f'"^ speculations, but in
hard logical common senseS TT".

'^''"^='-^«<= is a
subtlety or flexibility of im^ "^T"^

^' speculative

Hellenic philosophy"IndThf2!"- '?".^"'^' "y^ticism.
Scripture are in hfs ey^ eauaJ,!^

"''' '"terpretation of
thesis is that the ZTcXVl'T'"'"''- "'^ "''^»

comprehend the plain anrt ,^ *''°™ *'=«" able to
St. Paul. but. ont contra^ h"^'"'"^""^ '^"S"' "y
the beggarly elements of J^datm"T '"1 ''"" '^'''"

hberation possible, until it ifrer • ^°[ ""^''^ '^ 'his

"Fotan, d

'"""Snized that the whole of

to hi, «*»;iv;t';.7:,~p^°;'i;™ »„,„ „., ,^„
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comspondent Jove. yZe ^^gT T?."' ^ ''^"^'^ » *
» a stem, jealous, wathft^ !^!,

^ m "" °^ Testament

nghteousness. Such a file an/' -
'"'' °"*'*»«>

only for his own peoplTlTlTl'"'''^' ^'^- ^^o cares
not even aware ofthe ex ,t™ . f" ^~'' '"«' '"deed is

rejects with contempt reffort t

''"
'T ''°^- »'''«="'»

for Christianity by the
,!£^'°7^'= '^^ OW Testament

aUegoncal inteJpJation, ^^CidTh '"^ ""'"^"^ °'
do with speculations on theUZ ^u^^"" ^^'""8 «o
be nothing but a pei^e,^ i^ '

*'"='' '° "^m seemed to
of the Gos^l. ^ ^ obscuration of the simple truth

ChStStroSr,"^;:-^^^^^^^^^ f>e orthodox
gether on the side ofVe after T '^ "" '^'"^ "^"^
right in maintaining thaHnlhe qm t"?°"

"" °' ""^
interpreted, there is conta nJn

^^'^^en*. as literally

'ion of the divine nat^""*
" ^^^^ '°'«J"l"ate present,-

orthodoxy agreed with hhT' k ".^ " ""^ exponents of
on one pLTthey'wereI'^bK"*

*'"' f^"'^ *- "^
^uences of their init2lf!?„ ° ^P* '"» ""e con-

•^d, Marcion, ^tTte c^ assumption. On the other
that the aHegoricaJmeThX^^nf™"°° '"""• '^'^ »°t ««
amount o7S.th thTt u^fh .

'7"**"°" had in it this

%ht by JesusL Xht b^^fpa^
°' ^"'^ """«-* *«>

Old Testament. Thus wMe hi/' "^ ""P""' *» «>•
P">fit by the hch t«rv;r«^^°PP°""" *«™ able to
i" it, Marcion, by Ws"br^lr^°"f '?'™°=« P««rved
OM Testamen

, 4 depS JT °'- '^ *"«> *° «>•
«T>at was requ^ed to^^l1 """ P"=«''^ Possession.

-;» an idea Which iSwo^dtSV"?^'* Poi»ts of view

-onheevol„tio„\f^X^-n"c?aSt:-«-

«!
i
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fore honestly believed hL h^
*'*"'°" *''"«

mind of St ^7*^1 h
*" "Pressing the true

of the OM sro^i^rr trc''\"'™.^'^world wa» = Mi« • t ^ *"* Creator of our

of the higher worid
""^ J"*"' ""^ '^' Creator

nature of r^TViT' ^ .."""n ^pics dealt with are the

In dX ^;h'thri:r7;r'
"' *""*' " -•"°^^'

J

borrow thet™ oTh I1^'"'i'^*'
*'"' '^P°'°8^*'

to God such pStc^as „r -^°^''''''- ""'"^^
changeable ete^™ 'n«press,ble, ungenerated. un-

whZhS ^l^aTof-X r t^"^*- °" *'•* °«>" hand.

of theSu^ of ;;1 '^K*""''
""" '^^ *"* ^"^"io"

Thus, tho^h the id"a o^t. ^^T °" *''™'^ S™"""""gu me laea of God is not entirely cleansed of its



THE CHRISTIAN APOLOGISE
H«lIeniMic colouring.

It fa », „
•Peking in te™, of „ aC r.'' "^.: ^''"'"»" '"""ogy
• phenomenon which ^r.!

P*" ""P^y- This, in f.c7^

non-dmUi,tic
conception '("r^i^"' *" <««ntiaily a

"•ans of du.,i,tic'ca°egon-^^ '° ^Press '*-» by
fitfng term, were never^ou"d w ^ '""" "'^' ">«
the Apologists attempt to « t rirf ^1 '^'""'"' «"<» """
"nd the world by conce Wn; ^k

' °' '"^ "PP"^'""" of God
personality, for the Lo^r*thouiT "i'

" '^"-<=°"»c-u»
he Father, yet proceTfrlmtp.f"'"*'*"" God

'orth from the sun; indeed The r
^" '"^ '«'" «"«

God. Here we see the e^„t',,tT .'^ .'"^ •"'""feted
»e«-manifesting and self<on^"io' "^ri"'"""

''^'^ °' "
Wrapriate terminology/ 0^7"%^':^ «P^e«««i in in-

"" "«> is in«P.^ible expr^se h,;^''^'
^'^ '" "'' "*"

«;
tJus expression reveals h™i^^""" '"

'r"'
"^"^ ^'^

the Apologists start from the wl ...

'^ '" ""^*'- ethics
rational and f^e, is caTfale nf ! '

""'"• ^ ^^^i^y
ideal is declared to h- ! °i!;*'"«

'"°^y- The moC
actually conceiv.

. t ,..
.'°"^*"" *ith reason, but as

hyjustinandot^r.,!) '

"<;«t.cism. It is true that
are said to p^ceed from the Toi!^'

?'* "^ S^x* action

«^y modify the rationalism of thli'^
"' '^ '^°'' ""t

™ant is that the germ o" rli^ ,

°'*""'' '°^ *hat is

"planted in all men^ which sT?J"''"^ "" '^°>»") is

''-derings of the familiar Stl^rit.""' °' '"^ P-'P'^ar
deas («.,.; ,,„„,. are fou^rt^'t

*'""'*«"'> """-"onT^ thought, howeier," S^'al '''t
™"* <" all men.

"ie it is admitted thatreSlS "" "^P"'"*^^*^ ^r,
possible for all men, the X^f^^*! '"' " "«" "« are
d^troyed by the doctrine that th

"^'^'°" ^ ^"aUy
"^^i^. so ereat i, .7 l ""^ possibility is seldom

, ih
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hnlH ihl
attempt to justify philosophically Thevhold the resurrection of the hoH« oc „ n ~'y- *"*y

Testament,^ thet^a^u™^" ^ H ""''''"f"
°' *' ^'-^

culture aTd cL°ia£ Vfr^""^"*'"" between Greek

irtTJs^r^ A'SSd^'piS
-

St. Faul and other writers of the New Testam^ ^
s^ih^iriir^

°' suchThin'srriusr



r««°i«on of this truth Wii^« !!""'*'' '^ «>e explicit

« he culture and pm<£^^'^^^'^^ ^'>s stuped
cssively passed thro^l^f^hf /'^' ^^'^ »"^

m Christianity »mplete^t'str T""' ""'" ^' '°™d
nteUectual and mo^^ n^^'^^'

"" '°'^ '"e needs of his
J^tm ^ po33^ Of s^ulatL'""""'

"* ^"^ *'«''
thmkers of his day he had^ el f'""'• ^^^ °ther
spontaneous movement of thouT/l

"''°" °' '"e free

masteisofphilosophyweredl^?^^.''^ "^''^ ">« g™at
systems according'as^Iy JSI;^"- '^"^ ""^^^^^
•^d his conscience. For W chn , '

'°"""°" ^^-^^
pMosophy; by whichhemTan?nT^ *^ "^^ '™«
Actoo. of pagan philosophy Mth^v 'k

'''' "°* =°"'^»-
that divine reason which is e«^ k

'"«'''*' expression of

f^
world. Justin is t L^rS? *"*""'

""^"S"'-*
had not confined the revd^ti^ 7^° '"^"''^" ">»« God
people, buthadreveal^^tS^ ;'

^"'-" to '"« J^-^sh
only m the world of creation hL.u ''"^"'^ *«". not
the divine reason in ^ZZn '^°"^' "'= S°"- -"o is

^^^ t„^r-'^?SirS''----^Hehrews.
'd^ which is strongly in' fe L ™^ T" *" ^Wst," is an
"dria. Had not ChristS. '^" ^^ '^'''"^"* -" Alex-
""ure and „ith phi?<^X'^asTv°-''™^ ^^'^ «-"
"""Id have remained as^h^ ,

^^"~'' expression, it

^"non people; wtLe on thf^r'
r"*"'°" <" ^he

P^rved its independence Jd J' ,""'''• """^ " "ot
h^n engulfed in such c«de „.* ? '^'''' '' '^°'^^ have

,
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^^t^^^'''f*^"t^^
""= "'=*^"* *°^'''' '^hile maintain-

mfv k!f^'"/^^t-
''^'^ °f Christianity. Whatever defectsmay be found m h,s theology, it is difficult to overestimate

the seiTice he rendered to Christianity. His large andreasonable reading of it commended itself to the nUnds of

tuied Chnstian were past, and it was important that thefan ast.c speculations of the Gnostics sho^dle av^ dedwMe due aUowance was made for the inexting^fwe'
desire of the human mind to construct an organizefZtemAs m our own day there were not wantingSZejected all speculation as an unjustifiable co^L tothe arrogant clamis of the human intellect, and fell back

take this narrow view. Loving the poetry of Greece andfanuhar with its great philosophers, he 2ught to ^"e^dernploy the dialectic of phUosophy as a weapon7ZChnstian armoury. It is true, he admits, that men whocaU themselves Christians have empioyecJ philo^phy todestroy the central idea of Christianity, the love of^a^d therefore not unnaturally simple ^ouls have been iS

aeZf™ f P^-'-^Phy- "I know quite weU," sa^Clemen what ,s said over and over again b^ so:^^norantly nervous people, who insist that we shoJd^Tfine ou^lves to the inevitable minimum, to what contS^the faith, and pass over what is outside and superfluous

contributes nothing to our end. Others say philosonhvcom^ of evil and was introduced into life for SeZ 0^

phUosophy without philosophizing ? To refute philosoX
cal opmion it ,s necessary to examine it.

" You cZotcondemn the Greeks on th. basis of mere statements aZt
^ Strom, i. ig 2.
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S'^rCdrrxSet " ^'^ «>-. ^ point

individual
; as the f,^^ '"«''*' «J'"^tion of the

however, does'^„o?±^*'",«^PMosophy. Clement.

For the idea of phSjy L'a Z' ^" !i'^"'"^-
•liscipline, which even in i^ .

^ ^"^ "idependent

tributing some ^'e^t I f'eS^T^T' ' '=°-

prepared. The test thaf h.
^"'' ""^ *»« not

whether it confirmTthe fund!
""^ f *° " P'^°«'P''y «•

"onUity; J wL^^ ""i;"/"^
'.™''- "* «^on and

those truths, he rejects ^t^^i "" "" °PPosition to

for example that Cc„L ^

^''^""- ^^ ^ "ot admit,

because ft de^« ^^P^^ " " ^""'"« Pl^'-^ophy

pleasure as theld of hT p" °l^.'^
^"^ -8"^

derives his main ethical idels • Xh'"""' '*""' ^'

which he condemns its the^^ f
"" P^'*^ '"

t^ us that -thrs^i^'tS'^^t^'j'" ''"^

poreal, pervades all matter ^3

^

. ' '^'"S eor-

shame philosophy/'. f^e'I^fl'^"
™°" dishonourable,

-e Pythagor^ ^a„d pSto'^''p:n;
"''°'" "= P™'-

admires is not the histnrir, d .v
^^thagoras whom he

the PythagorealsltS^^S^r '^' ^"! °'

inspired by Go^ him^',^^;. i^,^"
«»<» «' truth, he is

does not^ome to pMosop^y'^S t"°-
«'^' "--t

approves or condemns a^^ ? °P*° """<*• He
does not k^^:i:xT°s rj^"«

'^
" <"- -

*orId. Whether a system hi
°' """ ^"^ the

*'• 'Protr. 66,3.
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ments which her^^y^^J ""l^, '"f
>' contams ele-

»ys, " the sum of S^rinl Xrh . ^. P'^'^^pV." he
of which each sch^l fi™?^"'

*^"'* J"»«=« >nd piety,

short. e:dubite tfe ilS "„: T"" '
"''"'"* ^

philosophy of the secn^in ^ ff * diaracteristic of the
His obfecf is not to I'S^Tf"^« '^*"'--
itself, bDt to construct a^J^V'/°""'''"'°" "' '™th
to find true satisfa^L ifhfT'^'l"'"'^^^ '"^^'^ "^
understand his antipathy not 'nnf.'^"'""''"^^ ''^'dily

to the Sophists of hfsISe wL"'' 'l
^P'="-«>isn,. but

the bette eason " by t^^£ ri« /^ '^"'^ ^'P'*"
«™e re.s

,, he is not intoSt .'"f°™- ^"^ ^^^
or physical enquiries; likele^^ V^ff' "-^'^Physical
h« thoughts are ahnost ent^eirconrl!'"'

""^ ^'"'"=''.

"-orality. Philosophy bethlk^'""^ *° ""^'"S^ ^-"J
science of divine UuW" !tT 1 '?°'*'^« '^ "the
means one who hves in the ^i„ ) Ph"°sopher " he
To be a philosopher forZm^ toL ?°" '^'^ ^''"«-
peat philosopher, of Greece ~oth ^'^''''^- ^i"*
prophets were to the He^r^ l^

^"^ """"n ^^''t the
Pensable training in the con^^iAni '""^^^"^ *''* »*s.
Philosophy the^fo„eomT^rrJ^''^'i'^
seeks to establish, partT fr.!^ c,^°f-

^ "»«'» he

mgeniousbutpervereTu^nf^ ^'"^ ''^ «>« «s«al
ment that pha^o^ ^e iuS P""^ "^ ''^e -gu-
from God. To the GreefeGldir^- "^ ""^' P-^^^^
gift of Philosophy, iusTt t^ T

P^'^dence gave the
Hebrews. No doubf^ i,*^,^,'^

''^ ^^ealed to the
philosophy; but he wm*s th

^' '""'ediate source of
as health'and ^^J^^^Ztf'T''"'''-^^'and the teacherTf gymnas^TS^ tj^ f

^ P"^'"-
weaitn to commerce.

'Slrom. i. 3;.

s^^^W'IS'^s:'--
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former doT^tt ^ectlv^n "TiJ^^'^'^g *''»« «>e

latter does; Td tt^fa'^t^Td sfT ''"'' ^'^^ '^e

inclination to regard nh,!i
1''°"''* """ ''^ ^'"^ " ^'™ng

•Befor.tt%SoSrSa*S>ut^hr5X:!.'^^^

those who ^me to Lute r*"""" °' P'^'^' ^S. for

-d pre.i.i„^'°di5l?'r°rsS°'''"''"=!'°'^
foot wiU not slide,- ifL refer ?oP? r*" I

'^^' "^y

excellent, whether t Wr^ Providence that which is

the cau^ oT^ld tLr " °°' ^^^''- ^"^ <^ »
directly, su hl^Te OM fnA Tv'" '''^ '"'' ^S^"' "<>

consequentiaiv or ind^^,r ^'* Testaments, others

Pe^ps inSphU^S^n^^/i^-ithphilo^^^^^
to the Greeks at fh. .1

""^y nave been given directly

yet calledTe Gre^L t^' ? ''"' ^""^"^ "^^^ "°t

sopheis of Greece. FallaS «^"i^ i*^*'
"'^ P''"°-

it served to silence th^ Xo Teg^d^°i-,"^"*
"'^'

work of the devil • fnrnh^ i

"?""^ philosophy as the

fcm throracTi' of G^ ^ ^ "'^* *'''^'' =™^ '"*^^tlyoracles of God must ultimately be of divine
'Strom, i. 38.
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origin. Clement, however ;. - ^ .

himself. Son,etimtTe"^^rtharr,~"f'"'***''
Ptxiuct of the independenfff^rt „, r r^*"^

^" *""

harmonized with dMneti^^ k
""^ ^^"^ ""<>

accident; while, on S" otl^ h J^^k-"
'"^ °' "^i"""

-that there is i^^ eve^h^e w" *"^* "'°"«'"
the human breast a univZT ' '

""""^ «PeciaUy in

foms of intuition C^Z '^^7'':'' """"^ «>'
•t deals with fir«;t nr.„ .

' °' "*• according as

with r^liS idei or ^^ r^""
''™°n^trative t™t"

ticipation'^in
tl!J^v^L"I'latT" J'

" '^^ P-
heen able to attain to a ^ that Greek thinkers have
however, has no WleleTr ,°' *""''• ™osophy,
only in part, for al" thaUt hlfr'"/'

'"""
^ " " "^"^

doctrines of proWdence a„d^f
^'''°"'""'' "* *'«'

after death."
""^ °* "*"d and punishment

'or"hT^TtStS ChSi"'^'^'"'^ ^ ^ P-P-'-
studied if the CWst.1 is to Xl""-',*''' " '""^' "«
whole truth, Clement coiwh ^ ^ "'"^^ S'^P °f the
to the relations oTflthldt';^"'' '"'= """"o" as
to the aristocratic sev rani ^f Ch

-^^ -"^ '^P"«"-<=«
classes, as maintained ^'^0"-^""' '"'° *«° -diverse

and emphatic. FaitT a^it e^t, ?,:
'^ '"^^^'^^^ ^^

Christian, is the nec^1? , f *''" '""^ °' '''^ ='">?'«

fore an entire per^eS^of^'l ''"°*'"^^- " ^^ ^here-

that the truth feS° , "l"
'=°"""°" Faith " to say

only to the "^s^" GoT *"* " '^'^ " '^'^ ^-^^^
therefore the simple Chri^l*""t "°. ""P"'^^* K"*^- and
possession of 1^*1^ WH k

° '"^ '"*" '" '^°d is in

so that he ha^tlttlT/
*"= "^^ ^ave been opened,

faculty is stillT„Itn^'!='^'°f ^""^^ ^° <^'""" 'his

he completely L^T^'Z^'^""^ '' ^' ''^'^

nevertheless Christians'te n^^^Vt^^^^^}.
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common faith of aU Christian, fh. ?^u ,

^"^ '" ">«

"nplicit The tn.rL ." ™ '"8''**' knowledge is

beiievei wh^reres^^thar T '""'">' ""'^P'"
make the tra^^^^ 't'

'^ Tl'^^ '" '"^ '=^"'- ^o
process of ra~ation ?, 5 ^° knowledge no doubt a

p-cess ^^^^tz:^::t:'^''':p^'"^^ '^^^ «»»*

remains in perfect hannony with 'h/r- *"T.f
'^^"^

consists in the oereon.l . -
"^"'"^ W°rd. It

idea of God F2trLlrl°tVh'%"'""^ "'"« '° '"«

he has come to earth that he hf ^°° " ""= ^"- '""t

fom,, for a cerSnoar^o/PP*'"'"^""^^^'' certain

redemption whTe Z^fn ''"'^- ^ '"^'"^ '°' ">«•«

accept^, fhul ctmttl '' '"'"^'^'^ ""^ '''c*' «>

that'faithexiSe"cS-"on t^"
"*'" ^"'""'-

that the very naturTof faTh^

'

'=°"*'^'^' •= ^olds

apprehensio^.;rt™^ttrrry'Stlr'^^^^^^
mto knowledge. At the «n,„ *• 7,

e'tpansion

really differ fi^damentiuvfrorTTn-^'""'"* ""^ "°'

.knowledge purelyTnT^o™ d tlltf^Jt '" "' '""'"
the Umits of faith Th. . ^ 7, ^'^' "">"" '"thin

no sense douW^?' id i? i t °' '^'"^"^ *™"' ^ •»

that for Clemenrihere cln L "'^ "' '"^'^ ^''^ctio"

and knowledge VStitul "^ T^"' '^'*«'" '-"h
the Scholasfe doctL 'f r"" °^^°'^^yi<^ later to

regards thT rufl^ oTchli r*^"
''° ^°"'" dement

universal re^p jj ^^"el^'*'' T "^ '''''"^'°" °' "»«

of reason
; b/ so far

'
h7 -^ -"I""^

*'"' certification

the special doctrines a cenTedinh"';f''
""=^ *™"" '^'h

open to the object^n Zt H
'^''''' '"' "''^""^'y «<=*

its perfect work Even I
°'' "°' '^"^ '"^^ to do

^^at'therl ^l^Jd^n^^- ^ ^̂^^^^ -nple.

^ not follow, as Clement^maintrit^'i'T^;'
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four ways by which we obtain t™th «Se ^Z""opinion, science and reason In fi,. ^
'"' Perception,

is primary, but in U,e ^er i °"^" °' "''*"" "^"
wiU. sei^ ^t^"'"

°' °« W^^^ we begin

perfect work, -^iSCZJ J^^"^" ^ ''°"« '**

of things; ;n7^eMo' ,t r ? t"'*''"''*'''™"P'''
-ting in faith,'So?i't^te'ir '^' """

of faith toCwiX '^!":i^.~"=«P«on' of the n^lation

foundation o?^oSge b^t'lf-
'^ */ °°^' ""*" » *»"=

highest s age "f fa^a^ itT ""r'"^^ '^ ^ '^<'»«y^<'

tinctly con^:: oTffe' ol'^tent' Se Th'**
'' "''

grasp of truth which falls short of^7^\.
^adequate

is attained only in Grik nhn ^
^«'''^*- ""^ "'^'^h

than knowledi^^bSS^ ^^^-y-
.

Thus faith is higher

fact, consists ta fhT^
>ts w»fe»/ ^ higher. Faith, in

best is o^r

,

** '"'^"™ °' «™th which at the

cha.ty.ira^ritTk^---:
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^j

Chnstumity prevalent in hi. j " '"*'^ ™ 'o™ of

all other iZlfZ^^ thetT' '"f
""*" *"""

Al«olute directly commJ^Zbvr^ J''''
'''^°° "' *«

but a compromL co^dTrf™™^ S"""^"-
^""^

«>erefo™ Clement holdT ^th tS^G :ek Im"^''
'^

a partial comprehension of tfeT,,*^ ^ Philosophy was
/ailed to comprehend tl^e Str tC','"''

" '"*^""'

adopts when he i, A,t^Jj- v.' ^* '°'™«'' view he

Of the trattio':a^s^^f"tAS°^^T "" '"''^^

prove the absolute t«th o c^!f r, ," '^^'^ *°

Thus he exposed himsSf to att^Tfrl^'^'""'
*''~'°8y-

both parties. To tlT I^Hi!. ,

.'*P"*'"*''v« »'

sacrific^r^on^SlcTpty
"tttle'''

""""' '" "^

short of a thorough^nsfS ^°

'^J"'
Nothing

could have met TeXI™,^ °' ""' ''''°'* ''°<--«n«

l>ave been nec4^' toi th^*^ T''^' '' *°""'

2:irean^»-^^^^^^^^

sdSrr^^/SoSs
isia both higher in a senTS^ r'^ *^°"' knowledge m
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••»^^- !' " \~"""'°" o' id'a* to .nru. that

W' faith™ .
' "','" "^ ^'y- *• "« ""Ploying the

iT" riln •• T""^'"*
'° *''• comprehension of truth.Md reason as identical with a false conception of truth

and goes beyond Christian "faith"; just as " rewon "
includes and goes beyond Greek " faith "Wh" th^ore

hasiret-o'trcof-ivr '"^'"^ '•-'^"«

no^a^ synthesis is reached. In different d^^tttrace the mfluence, on the one hand, of Pbt^isl.^

2SrtheV%°"'" '"^'- °' Chr^^TdL"'
T«Z!^/ ^' !''* Testament, and indeed in the OldTestament as mterpreted by the allegorical methodClement « aware that the Christian faithTay^Z^
inspi^^tirof"cL^tt 'Sr^LX^Tt^'f^
mterpretation of Scripture i M^nL^T , ^
nature n« n^ u ,

attempting to explain the

R..f ..I. 1.
".".lu. Liuiiy mat ne tounBut, when he comes to deal with the idea of God he pushes
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<*«<«ln elements in the Plafnni- j .

•bstmetion which st™n.l„ .
'^*""' '° • ?<>'>» of

VaJentinus. All .tteZf,^ T.'"*^ " °' S-^Ude. „d
til. us, ,„ futuepor^" .'''«? *" "»'"™ °' God".

" *eU. I, i, only byVnZ^nP^yl^' '"''"'«*'"* *<""<»

able to approximate to ^hV "'»«'-««on that we are

elimination ^Xh ,o„rete'°""''''°"
"' ^'^- ^^ ""o

« gn^dual ascent tm^toTor "'*'''"«'• '"'•''y

ultimately reach the Zh^1^ "T f"'^"^ 'deas. we
options. Clement h^ hiJ» '"^'"=' °' »" ~"-
Pn>ce.s. • By analt" w^l' TTk "". ''==°"'" °' "^e
starting from fhingstha a™ sJLMin'^'/"' ~""P«'>''.
off from bodies th^r^h^"^;^;^,^^*";'-^ stripping

abstract from the three rfim„„ .
"" *•"» *»y we

depth. The reslum^t^ter^r "'"«"'• ""^^^ "'^
occupying . certain^X '

Elir„"r
""^ '*y-

" >»''

what is left is simnlv «!.
^bminate position, and

-oving f.mS ^ ;::z:\^r''- .""^^ '
them, and from incorporeal tS^,^ "' "**""' «
they are characterizTwe thrlT

^"'^''^ "^ *'>'='•

nes, of Christ and Ty' ^e e^er^°ri^T
"'° *'«' «"»*"

his immensity, we shall in Tl^ ^°''""' *^^""ce to

hension of theXj^ undemrdT'' !° *"' '°'»P™-
he is as what he is not. For w".l^T "" """='' *"'''

"nns used in Scripture, such 17,!! ''"P'^ *'"'* 'he

Father of the universe l^e^i^f-?"^
"?P"'="'"<= to the

l»t beyond space beyond t.^^^"^ " "°* '" "P^ce,

««"*ht." . Now, 'aS whor;f^^°"i
"^«"''8' "^-^

" obviously not ai obie^oTti
'""*"^' =''"«ter

"P-sed ta humr&aie w!' h" ""
J^ ""*•"« «-

- indeanable intuition-^ol^-oar
:;^,--i:d;-:

'Stron. V. II.
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^Z^^\ *P'»*''««J «>« principle, of thing,, wd./«*or. much more difficult to apprehend the First&iu*
the Cause which is the principle of all other things. Forhow c|m we define that which is neither genus3ped«
nor diflcrence nor individual, nor number, nor accident'

Z^ K *^f
«=">«»« Wongs ? We c.m>ot p«>S

we >P«=».k o' h" parts, for the One is indivisible and infinite

or hmits. Nor can we say that God has shape or nameIf we speak of the One. the Good. Reasop. BeW in
"^

or even of Father. God. Creator, Saviour, we^ioy^
!^n. ""k!?*

•"^'"'' «PPropriate. Such high n^e.
™

employ because of our impotence to find the vw^twename, in order that the mind may have sometlgTo '"t

Z^'^''''; ^"-o'l"- names taJnt^at'S

the relations they bear to one another ; but we cannot doso in the case of God. Nor can he be apprehended bvtonoMtrahve knowledge; for such knowfedje p^ul'^better known principles, and there is n^in^^rio^

^^IdvTttt "i°"°-«"'t°'->deaoftheul,U

L» 1^ ^ ^^' ?' *'^' «~*" ' We must eliminate
ftom^e.deaofGodaUthatsavoursofaathropomoT,ta
God has no passions or desires ; nor has he n^ of ^nses

wi'^Sd'^r "^ "^ •'y p- th^htrrd
t7^^ ^^^. attributing sensation and emotionto God we must regard the language as symboUcal.

of it!l'"l"
here nnder the influence of that false methodof abstraction, of which there are traces in Plato andArutoUe. but which only displayed itsmmZ^lZ

'Strom, T. 81, 8a.
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"othod of ab.tr.ctio™ or^m"!,l "r^
P""'" "^ 'he

»*W «plai„5 the p«Kess weTa^^- ^' '^'"""« Wm-
w-th their prapertie, „d 1,11^. "" P""'"^" ">'"«»
obtain the conception' 07.lil""'"';""*

'-"> ">««.^
process to incorporeal thin- we fin..

*'
"f^'''

'"= »"«
.on of Being as that wl^kh'is th "f.^

""''' '"" '""««»•
things. Clement tells usthat th

^'" °' "" P^'-^"^
'hus obtained is negat.Ve ™,her ,h

' °' ^"^ '^'"^'> »
doe, not see that he his ™iJv eJ!"? Ti"^'' »"« "«
"""ing; so that, strictTy S'T/'!''

""' '^ea of all
nor negative, but is sunpV^,"^\" '!""='"'er positive

"".ntelligible. The great defi^tW ""'"'='*'°" °' '"e
Proce^ Of thought is thatSal th

"'"'''"'°" °' *"«
thought, and the universal ,™!^ ' ""'""^ »'de of
nothing that can be ^d^hfrT^. '" "' '"»'""="''". "
There fa no such reality ^•. hi " ?'! °' •° he thinkable,
fe conceived as the objSt of T/'^' T''^"

" humanity "

umanity fa that whicrfa^:^'.""!"*''*-- 'he tL
Sinularly, a God who is reJL^ u*"

'"*vidual men.
> process of abstraction ,Sf^ f ''"' ""^ot" result of
y Which knowawr^bie^"^"*:::,"''

,̂-W all the attribute
el'm.nated, is simply the emotv M '^*'™«^ '""^^ been
Prmciple of all thaiis ^J,7 k- u^^

°' *''*t which fa the
Wn«. To compidGc^' ,:'"'' " "*" ""^"'d of ^
^ conceived, on the o„^^ 'V'

"'''^'^ '"« he should
"'al. things-that ^hLTS'.hl'''' 1?"'"* P^^P'^
°«>erhand, as the pnncipk^Jy

•'^!'" ""'''y-and. on the
'^o-J. in other words. musT^ "''P'^'^ '" ^ things,

"-versal and the a^" L inH T",
""' "'^'"tely

™nceived. not as an ate 11^
'"cUvdual. He must be

•-"finitely
differenHate^^TlLT^t'.'"* f '^ "^'^ '"^^uement sees only the one side.

'Jl
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God is for him tlie ultimate principle of all things ; but,
as incapable of being identified with anything less compre-
hensive than the All, this principle seems to him to be
beyond and above the All ; what he does not see, is that
a principle which is not self-differentiating is not a living
principle, but a bare abstraction.

Clement undoubtedly means something very different
from the empty Being or Nothing that he declares God to
be. Like all Absolutists he assumes that the categories,
by which, as a matter of fact, we characterize God, are in
some way analogous to the essence of God, as he would
appear to us could we transcend the limitations of human
thought and speech. In this view we have an implicit
affirmation that the true universal is not absolutely inde-
terminate, but on the contrary is infinitely determinate.
Thus there are in Clement's mind two opposite conceptions
of thought, which are not, and cannot legitimately be,
harmonized

: on the one hand, the conception of thought
as operating with the abstract universal, and, on the other
hand, the conception of it as working with the concrete
universal, i.e. with a universal that is reahzed in the
particular, and so is individual.

If Clement were perfectly self-consistent, having defined
God as the indefinable, he would deny that of God either
mental or moral qualities can be predicated. But to do
so would do violence to the whole Christian idea of God

;

and therefore we find him, by a noble inconsistency, not
only declaring that God is absolutely good, but that he is

absolutely good because goodness is the expression of his

self-conscious personality. This doctrine he derives, not
from Greek philosophy, but from Christianity ; for it is

characteristic of Christianity to conceive of the attributes

of God, not after the analogy of properties inherent in

and constituting the nature of a thing, but as involving a
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Providence as ^eZ^to ^^^""l
^'^""'"' «« »'

^^ctively Christian?' for n'"^""'*''.'^''*'^' <" "^ is

» the process by which th.Lf'^^^- '" "s thought
Thus he n^gards^r^hok htfr"" ?

^''"'^y '^''"^Sl
«on of the divine puZ^^ '.f'°7 °'

":» «- a manifesta-
of tenderaess. does n^^se t^/v.

*>" ^^ ^J^' " *""
•J^iphiie us. for He doLTn/

°'"' ""• '° ^'^^ •«. to
"•e other side ofCI«

tW^ 1 ^^
•"" ™^ «

whose love is infinite and eten,,? '
°' °''^°"''y » God

:X:-^---rst-^7sSj-V--

Which is borrowedVot PhKdIhf", °' ''' ^"
he Logos as the author of re^T. ?

"''«'°"" ^"^^ <"
Logos is the mediator^twl'.T°f- ^° '''^° "-e
world. -n,e problem that he 1 l^"^'"'"

^^ »d the
God. who in L inner nat„»ir^*,

'° ^'"^ ^'^ "ow
-"^be brought into relati^wi^h tt 't ^"^°'"P'«*«'
Problem that had eneacedTh. }" *°'"'^- This was a
*« days Of Plato^l^ety srat'''*'''"'^"'^-^"™
PfibleonPhilo-spremiil^ 3^„,'f!^''.S- "° «""«»» was
««-compIete apart fromlTe worM

"^ "''° '^ "'^'"'Jy
^Uin the Cld :TufSiT°'r''"^™^"««t
*e i-ogos, as at one; tho^^f 'Jj "

TJ," ':°""P«°'' "'
»' plausibly explaining how T.

*^'^'°"- a means
"pressed. God is not hf^ / ""Pressible may be
^-t remains ^udedlthZhL^IT'K"'"^ '" '^"^ --H
-"«> the divine nature ci^«t"d "* "" '^°'' «""»
"^^esting himself as thellf ^^^"'^ **«= ^«'<1,

™y Of the world pro^ids "ThufG:^
'""^ "^^^ '''<=

• iiius God IS conceived to
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be at once self-involved and self-manifested. In all the
metaphors by which Philo seeks to characterire the Logos
—the "Idea of Ideas." the "Power of Powers," the
"Ambassador of God," the "Interpreter," etc.—the
fundamental notion is that of mediation between God and
the world. Now, Clement agrees with Philo in the con-
ception of the Logos as the mediator ; but there is this
fundamental difference, that whereas Philo is seeking to
account for the creation of the world and its natural order,
Clement's main conception is of the Logos as the mediator
between God and man, his interests being ahnost entirely
rehgious and moral. Just because of this predominance of
mterest in the redemption of man his conception of the
Logos as such is somewhat vague and indefinite. Like
that of Philo, the Logos of Clement has two sides : on the
one hand, as a pre-existent Being, it exists not only beyond
the visible world, but even beyond the intelligible world

;

and, on the other hand, it is the primary source of aU
motion and change. Not God, but the Logos, pervades aU
things, from the highest to the lowest ; and, in this aspect
of it, it is regarded as immanent in the world and in the
innermost depths of the human soul. Clement agrees with
Philo in holding that the Logos is the Master of the world,
who introduces order and harmony into that which other-
wise would be a mere chaos of irreconcilable elements,
above all creating man in its own image.
While Philo personified the Logos, it is doubtful whether

he conceived it as a person. Clement, on the other hand,
leaves no doubt that in the person of Jesus Christ we have
the Logos in human form. Whether the Logos was a
person prior to the incarnation Clement is by no means
clear, but as the Saviour of men, it is undoubtedly to be
conceived as a person. Even before he took upon him
the nature of man the Logos was a Saviour. Clement sees
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"ush
;
he it was whodel^L* r T ''°'" '^' "uming

Egypt
;
and it uT£Zlt T^ ''"" '^' '""d'^o of

accordance witl, ti,r^
J°

.

""* '° ^^'•^^l-- ^r. in

-apreparaifoUSanra^' ^r' '"^"-P^'^
•t was tl,e Logos ^bo^^^Tt^T'^l"''^''''"'' '^"^

In accordance with fh! ,

^'^^^''^ "> wisdom.
Clement insS^'^^ '^ ^P"^"

^^^f
"-i'V of his day,

convei^ofpaeanTlr / ""'y °' knowledge as the
of the Logos'!'!^:;:"':r"*"""- "--'"PelL
'edge wto is esintf^ notl^^ ,r? nT"'"'^ "'^' '™ow-
Christian. but to s^va«o" «„?/

'"" ^^^^'opment of the
h- freed man trom ^elp^T^'' '| " ""^ ^°«os who
»b.ch paganism had unk Ann ?-

'^'^'''^^*'°° «*»
current doctrine of his davth,r:?1'"'°* ^'^''P'^ the
involving iHuminatiot pSon and"""" 'T ^^^ ^"
place at the moment nik .•

"^ ^ "^* ''rth, talces

divine grace, rusch^ff"" "^"^'^ ">« "^"»=^o1
the second centu,; 4at ^sT .' °' '"' "*^''-'"y of
'om sin, he shoul7dweU ;al?^^f. °' -""^ '^^'*^^^'««

than upon the death^, Chri,T Tu *'"' ^"' °^ baptism

WosistheconqifofSth'an/h "• '^"^' ""^
taity for man. ' ^"^ ^as secured immor-

"ofZTSett:^"f -^.'^-' *"- ^'ementhas
dualism with wUch^e^^ /"'"^'^ '"" the initial

Phiio. His con^Son L r!!:^'''
"""^'^ *^ '"fl"»ce of

i^not consists" ^^th! ^'' "'""'"'^'^ self-invoived

;» the Logos. a^d^^tfoerS:^"''^
^"^

'= "'^'-'^J
">= conception of the^l ' him fluctuating between

»' God. and as a •mi^t'^Z^'T"' °' *'^ ^""""'^
» his conception of^e w' " " " '^" '''^^^tn 01 tne Logos, as, on the one hand, the
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Creator of the world and the Saviour of men, and on the
other hand, as the incarnation of God in Jesus Christ.From the former point of view the Logos is reaUy a term
for divme Providence, as manifested in the whole process
of history

;
from the latter point of view the Logos is con-

centrated m the man Christ Jesus, who lives an individual
We^ and can only be said to be identical with the divine
Redeemer who always was, in the sense that in him there
is manifested in a higher degree than previously the
redemptive spirit of God. The impUcit contradiction
between these two conceptions of the Logos reveals itself
in the tendency of Clement to docetism, notwithstanding

^fh''^ i'
'*^"'* " ^"' *''^" "«= ^°eos is identified

with the divine pnncple manifested in creation and in the
process of the world's history, the only escape from contra-
diction seems to be in some such doctrine as that of docetism
w-ich seeks to avoid the contradiction of identifying the
umveisal divine spirit with the person of a single indi^d.mlby vrtuaUy denying that this person was a man in the
ordinaor sense of the term. It was therefore ahnost
inevitable that Clement, with his imperfect notion of theLogos, should exhibit a tendency to explain away the
purely human side of Christ's nature.
The same defective fusion of Greek philosophy and

Chr^tian Ideas is also exhibited in Clement's conception
of the chnstian gnostic, as contrasted with the ordinary
Christian. The description of the moraUty of the simple

^T'rT 1* ^""^^ ^ '^ P'<i<'gogu.. is substantially that
of the Church, while the higher moraUty of the gnostic
expresses the ideal of the Christian life. This disthiction
contains m germ that fatal opposition between the clergy
and the laity. which was afterwards hardened into a dogma,^d prevailed aU through the Middle Ages. Clement's
Idea of the gnostic is the natural result of his familiarity
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philosophy ttel^'l^'r"'?'*'''
'''^'* » «"* -^ti^afe

true Christian nW]<^2'^'**'°° ""^ '°^« <" Good ^ the

both inJ^rl^'^'ZZr-^n-'r^'^ °««-
theoniinaiyChristirnln^T^^L •

'''stmction between

no (bS rt^^^ *''! ^'™*''" «"<»«= Cieuent has

method ofX,; Tl7hJ['"".\'?'^ "y *"« ^-^
effect in thisS^0^^^""^ *^' -^fortunate

spirit of chris^ty wS^ *°
'?:r *^' '^*^

division of cnltu^'^d v^
" ;„^'"P"""« '^"' "^^ ^^an,

ornationaKty. Clemelt hoS ^so^f" '^
°' '^'"^

to any fundaT^^.^^^^^^^ .^f
«- is <i.

The aim of thSti^ J^ I'"""-
""= '^«''"* "'=•

like to God. W^^^^^T"!"' " " '^''^<*- *" become

- do not ,et S^C^^^, Sr^'tS^-"^^'
-r;f"^^'i !^S-V^ - -^XJ!
Christ, the WoTof G,!l

^'"'^* ~"^' *" iii'^ess to

seen, ionce!;^^^
"the1^ "''T''

'^ "« ''-'=

leads the gnostic into i^tr^J ^' ^•^"oi^^ter who
gnostic has a higher InZXe'thl .^'^^ ^ '^' ^'
of the world of ideas or 7h^ ,

""'*"' » k°°wledge

from the world tSellt f^^'f' T '"=*'°8^
ledge," Clement telk ^^'^,,^2^^, th^^^l''^*

'"°'^-

t^e cosmos, consisting' of"f^^pI^SlTX-g't
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intelligence, and even things more spiritual still" Thi,
higher knowledge enables the ChristiL to as^„d J^,^t cause irom which aU things proceed .^ut it ab^«^braces a true knowledge of man, of morauj Li7tthe »vere«n good. The gnostic is, therefore, not merelyone who knows the highest, but one who at ains to^ehighest vuiue. In hi, conception of the moralWeCllm nt

ITV"^"'"'"'*^ "^ ^'°'^'^'"- To be moral is totove

a state of perfect apathy or serenity, in which aU the

^Zr%'"" " '"'"''' -PPressed,^ spiritu^ed In

f^ir^ "' conception, indeed, Clement virtual tans

Syt KribeTitlltrd '? ^'«--^--^-

good, lie shows that, though he h,^ u T
details ftv>,« *!,

.""• .""ougn ne has borrowed certain
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LECTURE THIRD.

FROM ORIGEN TO THOMAS AQUINAS.
The philosophical theology of Clemenf »
developed by his pupil Sieen ah .

'"""'^""^ '^^
faith" and Scripture'^i a bS, he fr^""'

"™''= °'

sj^tem of theology on ration" grtn^'J^h"T "" "

mterpretation of Scripture he frT,- ^^ *"«8°rica]

maintaining that i„ 1%^ TLV' 'h'?^''''senses
: the literal th» ™!, i Z "^** different

tl^wayheisaSolSl^'t^P-'-'.- "<'

^

in entire accordance^jh .^ ,

"^ '^^ '^^ «">'« are

independently. It ICt^sr^H^":' *'"'* ^^ ^^-^^
disp^es of the oontlZn^'Zo^lf "^^"^ *"'" ''«

ite moral anomalies the ^d tI?
""' *'"'* ^^"^ »'

from the Sup,^™e God and L^h'
t""*

*1. "°' ^"^
to Greek critics hke C^lsZ tV^J^T'''^ ''^ "PHes
philosophical, vulgar a^^nr "^ "^^^ " contained

The six days orcS^Zf°"'° ""ftelligible statements,

fensible, JL^ ori
'1°"' '" "^^P'*- ^re no doubt inde-

is punished for the si Tf *L'"°'^'y
*° =«y that the child

«>e spiritual sense L tl^o'^Jto^hi'"*'
"""^"*«^ «

•"ve a profound meaning X ° ^ fe-T^ted, they

method Origen seeksTo fhnvff,. ,.

'^P^'^*'™ °' ^^^ ^me
tte New T^tam^faldt r h ' r"'"^ °' *'«' ^^ =«d
-" Scripture. Ti'^^^ ? ''"='^'"' "»« ^"bal inspiration

i /
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UMgs. It B hardly necessaiy to make any elabcwte

to be emphasixed in our day is the fact that it is the«^o„ of a violent but blind effort not to let go w^
by winch the truth .s sought to be preserved. Surely

s^de^th ^^T" '""" ^^" *° '°''"' whether we ^lsider the relations of the Hebrew religion and ChristiaiSy

In hirri''°"o'."'*
""'"-''^ "«<» "•« spiritual3'

nat^ n r^ Ongen begins with a consideration of the

^ST Cl^ntV/ '''•''''"°" '° ^' supersensibleworld. Clement had conceived of God as the Absolute^ Z^l% incomprehensible by the int^S^
01 man Ongen defines him as the pure spirit l^o isrtema^, immutable and immaterial. God Ttiiereforebeyond time and space. Instead of say^ toat he f^Wen. we should rather say that heav%7is ^ uL h
IT."^ ^''"

"
•' ""*

"
p""- - ^^^ Go5l;el^

alot '^T"^''°^ °' Ws spiritual condition. Wc^ot property say that God is in the world, but ratherthat the world is in God. The former view lea*, to

S of God ""^-l
*'=.'"^* ~'""- Nor can wespeak of God as 'mfimte"; for the "infinite" is that

^fcaM"" '^r*"^*
detenninate, and therefore i^ot^that can be made an object of thought. God acain iTnof^hty in the sense that he can ^pose ome^^ld ^dman as he pleases, but only in the sense that, as the Unive,^

Sre^" r*!*"' "" °" ' ^'^'^ -<» intelhgibk;^
H^^/^ """^ '" " contradictory of his rational will

than mfimte. And when God is said to be perfect, it mustnot be supposed that he is devoid of aU^motion. He
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^ Father Zseli Sn^^^^,:''^^ -<« P^tUuL
of love."

""passive
, He has the passion

J.a«d, the world toward! :urr ?f"

°" ">« "'h"
visible world is tendinTis S„^!,''^.°": P"^ °' the
consists of immaterial tr^,!!^ ,

"" '^^ °' «»«. and
a" eternity this S^^,^^- "--"le spirits. F„,m
>ts source and its light Mt^h^^ ^'^ f"''"*' ^od being
good, God must Zmu.t.^t'*' "f

*'''"'°" "bso'utdy
reveahng himself^3^ir -*" *^' ''^ '^'^ "^
of spirits, a world STeete™"n'"*''^*''°'''^ri^
Son. TheSonisco^te™al^itTf/r'''''^'«^ ">«

produced by him • bu7w>lV '^*'"' ""* '' 't«™»"y
from the FathThe sufei^ttiv

/'
?.
''^*^ '^«»<=t

ing the Father. The Holv SoW^
'" "«= P»n»«= of reveal-

Son, and must be re^aSS^k "
f^^^

"^'"^ "^ "">
Origen. m fact, is SerSutl ^°' •"'^ *''" God-
God with the three pei^„s fl u f"?""'" «>• "nity of
Person. He it istE t'h/^

"" '' ^P"* ^ »id to be a
of the waters. H ŝp^^',^!;"""« """ved on the face

Father gives being t?^''i'=^V'*o sanctify. The
reason to all thatare c^Zu . V^ ' ""* Son imparts

«^.allwho^^Tve"r':,:iJ„f ^ ^^«°'^S

^ttmtjtt-thft r,%^ "« ^Pi-ts or
l^cause they haveTh. rift „f ,

^^^ ^^^^ ^"'"'^ ' but.

<" divergingWe^J from one^T "''^ "* '^^P'We
of their fiZiom the/hav"^! i^''

^" "" ""^^^^
God. and God. in orfer ^tnSTI """^ " '«» *»»
fated matter, formWoutofit^ "^"^-.^^ *^»'' '•'»

'^^" '"^"-rated-rri''.xr^^2it£
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according to the measure of their .in xi, ...

«npU.yed to expUin the inequalities M ^^. ^"L^Z

have been '' chiJJed " i^ 'T^> ' T ^ r*" '''*'

come; into the worl^eln '^ " ""'*°""«». eveiy soul

shaq, distinction ^utt ""'f" ^^^^ '^'^ »

'••= work „ i.«^1^"'ZZTV'°^r"^'^'''^''<-^
con..„pUM by LordgS in hi^^l""' *" ""' '^ "' «-•"•
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«fter passing ,hro„gh a^uri*
'^"y- ""'' 'he latter

bought back to God TLn""5:'"«
fi™. are ultim'telv

-bie ™a, wo:;!; wj^i'^^'i^' .- ^' " ^'- -"£may fead to a new pehod oHh. ^;.^°"«'' Mother Fall

^
"nivenai restituda^' „''=2;^- °"«^"'^ <>°ct2

behefinpu^gt an obvious similahty to the
t^e possibimy ofrepe„,':^,", aST,^'"« *"'" « adn^ts
heathen as well as ChristiT^!

''^*"'' «"<! ""eludes tl«
we have a fusiono/HSSr :^rCh

-^"^ » °^^"
H's (heology not only added new?? '^''™*"'" 'edition

°^'>. trimnphant as it w^s%„""'°^^''
"•« 'heilogy of

1 It
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wly Christianity. It denied Millenwianism : it nfflrmed
tte eternity o( the world of spirits ; it maintained the pre-
«astence of soub

; it had a peculiar theory of the founda-
Mon of the world

; and it denied the resurrection of the
body; This led to the attack of Methodius, who returned

u^^ ''*™^ '" "f^'^ *" » P''y''':»J resurrection.
Methodius entirely denied any separation or disembodi-
ment, maintaining that salvation consists in a transfiguia-
hon of the corporeal. The pessimistic view of the worldMd by Ongen m common with the Gnostics he rejected.
The world is m no sense a prison-house of the soul, but
all that has been created by God is permanent and capable
of transfiguration. Hence Methodius denies the doctrines
of the pre^ixistence of souls and a pre-mundane Fall. Like
Irenaeus he inclines to the view that the incarnation is the
necessary completion of creation. Mankind before Christwu m a plastic condition, and readily fell into sin. whichhad a purely external source : it was first consolidated in
Christ Methodius finaUy came to hold that the descent
from heaven, and the death and resurrection of the I^os
must be repeated mysteriously in the heart of the believer.'
Here, in act, we have the origin of Monastic mysticism.
Every believer must, through participation in Christ bebom Ma Christ. At the same time, the history of the
Logos-Chnst as held by the Church was not a matter of
indifference, for the individual soul can only repeat what
had firet taken place in the Church. Hence the Church
must be revered as the Mother of the individual soul.
Methodius also held that celibacy is the condition of
Chnst-likeness.

From the fourth to the seventh century the creed of the
ChuTCh was formulated and stereotyped. Underlying all
the disputes, theological and ecclesiastical, was a definite
conception of Christianity, though it was not always clearly
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?««« to the mind, even „#^ ,

"""'
*'
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based upon Scripture as interpreted by the
but is

Church.

The first seven centuries of the Christian era resulted in
the formulation of the Trinitarian and Christological doc-
trine, and m the West laid the foundation of the doctrines
of Sin and Grace. At the same time during this period
vanous ideas were accepted which modem thoudit is
forced to regard as distortions of Christianity. At the
veo- time when Christian doctrine was in process of forma-
tion a large number of persons entered the Church who
were unalle really to comprehend the subtle views of
theologians. The result was that many heathen forms ofworship were mtroduced, and there gradually emerged a
distinction between a higher and a lower mo.Jity Thus
arose as early as the fourth century the worship of the
saints, and m a much less degree of ange'^ :.,e reverence
for the cross and for relic-, of all kinds, and the worship of

^IZr. . T""''
°' ^°*'- '^' *^"<^^"^y t° superstition

was fostered by monasticism and by the ceremonious and
mystenous character of worship. The excessive import-
ance attached to ritual was an index of the disappearance
of creative hfe in the Eastern Church, which, in fact, with
he estabhshment of the doctrines of the Trinity and the
Incarnation, underwent no further inteUectual development
Though Tertullian had given an outline of its main tenets

Augustme must be regarded as the real founder of Latin
Chnstiamty. In virtue of the response of his spirit to thevanous forces operative in his day. his doctrines in a
measure eilect a synthesis of the different competing ideas
that m the fourth century were struggling for the mastery.
Beheying that he was simply expounding and defending the
pnmitive faith, he really gave to the Christian religious con-
sciousness and to Christian doctrine a new form and content.A glimpse of something higher than the Ufe of sense came
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What mainly attracted Augustine to Manichaeism was
its solution of the problem of evU and of human freedom.
By the former, the absolute holiness of God seemed to be
preserved

; by the latter, it was apparently explained how
man was led into evil, in direct contradiction of his reason.
This view, however, was for Augustine only a temporary
halting.place, and, after a short period of scepticism, when
he despaired of ever arriving at truth, though he still

beUeved in God, he finally (387 a.o.) was converted to
Christianity. God, as he learned from Ambrose, was a
spirit, man is the free creation of God, and he is the author
of his own actions. This doctrine he was helped to accept
by a study of Neo-Platonism, and indeed the influence of
Neo-Platonism is manifest in his ideas of God, matter, the
relation of God to the world, freedom and evil, though none
of the earlier theologians has done more to distinguish it

from Christianity. From Neo-Platonism Augustine learned
that the tr^e nature of things is to be found in the forms
by which material things are converted into a cosmos.
These are grasped by the mind which finds them within
Itself. Moreover, all forms are the expression of God, the
supreme beauty, truth and goodness. But, if God is the
author of the cosmos, how are we to account for the fact
of evil ? The answer of Neo-Platonism was that evil is

simply the inevitable Umitation of all finite things ; and
that, as the universe must be infinitely differentiated, the
whole is perfectly good because perfectly harmonious,
moral evil being simply the absence of that good which is

the true nature of the soul.

Augustine, however, though his inteUect was satisfied,
found that he was still as much as ever the slave of passion.
From this thraldom he was freed by a renewed study of the
scriptures, especially of the epistles of St. Paul, from which
he emerged a firm believer in the infinite love of God as
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of which involves the others, just as memory, intelligence

and will constitute the one single mind of man, while yet

each involves the exercise of the whole mind. God the

Father expresses the self-existence of God, God the Son

his self-knowledge ur wisdom, God the Holy Spirit his

self-satisfaction or love ; and yet the whole nature of God

is expressed in each. Thus the divine attributes are

inseparably united. While they are distinguished by

discursive thought, they are again resumed into unity in

the vision or intuition of God. Augustine therefore denies

the earlier doctrine of the subordination of the Son and

Spirit to the Father, and thus gives a more satislai-tory

formulation of the Christian idea of God as self-conscious,

self-determining and self-revealing. It can hardly be said,

however, that he is quite free from the idea that there

is a distinction between the inner nature of God and his

manifestation in three persons. The absolute " simplicity
"

of God seems to be rather that of a unity which is

beyond distinctions than a unity which by its very nature

distinguishes itself.

This defect is more obvious when Augustine seeks to

explain the relation of God to the world. In the divine

mind are contained the invisible and unchangeable " ideas,"

which give form to the visible and changeable world ; but

these ideas constitute the divine nature, and must there-

fore be distinguished from their effect in the phenomenal

world. Thus God's knowledge of himself is absolutely

separate from his knowledge of the world ; the former

consisting of the eternal and unchangeable ideas, the latter

of the transient and changeable course of events. More-

over, Augustine holds, on the one hand, that what God

knows he must also will, and yet he maintains that God

does not will but only permits evil.

Augustine's next question is, how the idea of the world
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willing of evil results, not merely from ignorance of what is
truly good, but from perversion of the will. Hence it
IS not true that man is still free to will the good and in
Uus loss of freedom consists the punishment of sin. The
descendants of Adam are, therefore, impotent to will
acceptance of the divine aid. It is not merely that they
are exposed to evil example and custom, as the Pelagians
held, but that even at their birth both their intelligence and
their will are infected. Adam's sin was the act of the whole
race, his guilt the guilt of the whole race, his punishment
the suffenng of the whole race. But through Christ original
sm may be removed, and man restored to his orieinal
state. "

The bUndness of the intellect of man is bound up with
sin, and therefore Augustine holds the absolute necessity
of dmne illumination. Faith is a gift of God, by which
evil ,s removed from the mind. And as man is impotent
to will the good, divine grace is necessary to renovate his
wiU as weU as his intellect. Its result is faith, humihty
and love. The law awakens the consciousness of guilt
but the essential content of Christian faith is the conscious-
ness of our own sinfutaess and impotence for good, as well
as of the saving grace which is given only in Christ and his
work. Chnst frees man from sin, guilt and punishment,
and restores him to his original state of purity. While sin
.s contrary to the will of God, the guilt of sin is not guilt
against God, nor is there any change in the nature of God.
Chnst gave his blood as a ransom to the devil, in order
that his just claim over sinners might be paid
As man is impotent to will the good without the aid of

divme grace, while yet all things are in harmony with the
divine plan of the world, it follows that only those are
good who are predestinated to be good. If all things arc
fore-ordained, it may seem that it is useless to work for the
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The theology of Augustine has exercised an influence on
western Christianity which can hardly yet be said to be
exhausted. To enter into a thorough examination of its
doctrines would be to anticipate what I shaU have to say
in my second coi!-« of lectures ; and at present I shaU
only make a few r. ;..arks, which I hope may be suggestive
of the Une of rri.,rism tliat the development of modem
thought compe, ; as to adopt.

(i) Augustine's doctrine of the Trinity bears obvious marks
of the pit from which it was digged. He is unable to accept
the fundamental idea of Neo-Platonism, that in his essential
nature God is absolutely and for ever inscrutable, rightly
seeing that in that case any revelation of the nature of God
is impossible. This is by no means a dead issue even at
the present day, and indeed it has a plausibility that is
hard to withstand. When it has apparently been shown
that all the categories by which we seek to characterize
existence, including the highest of aU, that of self-conscious
reason, are inadequate as a determination of the ultimate
pnnciple of existence, it seems as if nothing were left for
us but to admit that God so far transcends our thought as
to be absolutely indefinable. This was the logic of the
Neo-Platonist, as it seems to be the logic of the modem
Absolutist. Now, it seems to me that Augustine rightly
rejected this doctrine, though with a certain natural hesita-
tion, due partly to reverence for his teachers and partly
to the mherent difficulty of the problem. The Neo-
Platonists were not themselves altogether unconscious of
the defect of their doctrine, and sought to give it greater
plausibility by speaking of the Son of God. by which they
meant God as an object for himself. This concession to
relativity was, however, rendered perfunctory by their
fundamental principle that in an absolute unity the dis-
tinction of subject and object cannot exist ; for, with the
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to the conclusion that there can be no significant speech,

since, as Aristotle long ago pointed out, the denial of all

distinction between opposite assertions makes significant

speech impossible. It thus seems to me that a necessary

postulate of all thought and existence is that there is but

one universe ; in other words, that nothing is absolutely

isolated : whatever is or comes to be, must be or come to

be in consistency with the principle that the universe is

an intelligible system. Now, an intelligible system neces-

sarily implies an intelligence that is capable of grasping

the system, and such an intelligence implies the possibility

of making itself its own object. But such an intelligence

not only knows the universe to be intelligible, but it must

be capable of knowing that it knows the universe to be

inteUigible. Surely this implies a self-conscious intelli-

gence—an intelligence which is capable of making a regress

upon itself,and which,when it has grasped the unityof exist-

ence, becomes aware that it has so grasped it in virtue of

its intelligence. It is really of subordinate importance

whether we speak of the universe as intelligible or of the

mind that grasps it as an intelligence ; for the one is

impossible apart from the other. If the universe is not

intelligible, no possible intelligence can comprehend it ; if

there exists any intelligence whatever, the universe must

be intelligible. I am therefore unable to see how the

doctrine that the Absolute is beyond self-conscious intelli-

gence can possibly be established. That which is beyond

self-conscious intelligence cannot be an object of any

possible intelligence, and indeed is merely at bottom the

idea of that which is unintelligible. It may be said that

the Absolute cannot be characterized as a self-conscious

intelligence, because such an intelligence involves per-

sonality, and therefore limitations. To this I should

answer, that self-conscious intelligence is not necessarily
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identical with personality in the sense of the definite self-
consciousness of a particular and therefore limited being.*
It 19 perfectly true that the self^onscious inteUigence which
constitutes the ultimate principle of unity cannot be Umited
to the defimte self-consciousness of a particular being,
ance it is the principle that gives meaning to all particular
beings

;
but it by no means foUows that it is not inteUigence

and self-conscious. Certainly our self-consciousness is
inseparable from personality; but this is because, from
one point of view, we are, as Green says, "

part of this
partial world. When we speak of our self-consciousness
we no doubt think of ourselves as a unity which is pre-
supposed m all our consciousness. But we must remember
that whUe this unity of self-consciousn.s. is the condition
of aU our knowledge and activity, it is not of itself an
ultimate principle. It is not an ultimate principle, because
It presupposes a principle more ultimate than itself, upon
which It depends. W e can have no experience apart from
the umty of self-consciousness

; but that unity itself pre-
supposes that our inteUigence does not produce pictures
but acts according to unchangeable principles. Our self-
consciousness, in other words, presupposes that we as
persons belong to an inteUigible universe, without which
we should have no self-consciousness. For, if we make
the unity of our self-consciousness the product of the
peculiar nature that we chance to have, it is obvious that
we are logically reduced to a sceptical distrust of even the
simplest assertion. From this point of view there is no
world, no cosmos, no intelligence, and in fact we are
launched upon a welter of arbitrary impressions. It thus
seems to me that our self-consciousness not only implies
our personal consciousness, but it implies a self-conscious

™l!r ""'"aV,"
^'"°' ^"^ "'' '*'°'*' "•«« "» I"""-" » <li"-

cossed more fiilly.
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intelligence that comprehends within itself all modes of
existence, and therefore comprehends all modes of personal
consciousness. And this self-conscious intelligence cer-
tainly IS not personal," in any of the senses in which we
speak of ourselves as persons, since it is the absolute unity
presupposed m all things and therefore in all "persons"A umty, which is at once an intelligence and is an object
to Itself, seems to me the only adequate characterization
of the ultunate principle of all things, and therefore this
conception is not improperly caUed the Absolute or God »

Such an Absolute must be presupposed as the condition
of an intelhgible umverse, and I do not see how it can be
denied without a surrender of the claim to make a single
true judgment, whether in the region of knowledge, of
inorality, of art or of reUgion. Nor does the admission
hat the pnncpk of all things must be a self-conscious
inteUigence mvolve the preposterous claim on our part to
omniscience

;
all that it involves is that there can be no

reahty, knowledge, morality or reUgion except under
presi-pposition of such an inteUigence. The idea that we
cannot say anything about the principle of existence unlesswe have absolutely complete knowledge is its own refuta-

^^A^, .

"'• « Tagg.rt going «, f„ „ ,„ 3aj, bl.nti, ,h.,,

short Md easy" way of dmling with the problem. To me it seemob»,o«s that, ,f the Absolute c„ be established a, .11, :s merdyL^wuh a pea. probletn fi« to endorse the conception of God held ^y • .^

dVrn^L , i
"^"""P"™- Of ''"'« --'Ot. But why we should

one Ln fl, " " '^'- "^^ "• ''"""'^' "'«'«= "P""'""™ P0«" "oone can for a moment dispute, should seem to lend the weiiht of hi!
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as the objectification of that nature, and the Holy Spirit

as a name for the self-conscious unity of God. And it

may be doubted whether it is not misleading, to say the

least, to continue using the term " person " to express

inseparable distinctions within an absolute unity. In any

case, the essential truth for which Augustine was contend-

ing is that which would be better expressed by saying that

God is the self-conscious principle involved and manifested

in the existence and process of the universe.'

(2) And this leads us to consider Augustine's doctrine

of the relation of God to the world. His explanation of

that relation is that what first exists in the divine mind is

afterwards reahzed in the process of the world. And as

the divine mind is conceived to be complete in itself apart

from the world, knowledge of the former would seem to

render knowledge of the latter unnecessary and indeed

impossible. Augustine is unable to see how the reaUty of

God can be preserved unless it is distinguished from the

reality of the world, and therefore he distinguishes between

God's knowledge of himself and his knowledge of the

world. There can be no doubt, I think, that his difficulty

arises from assuming, after the manner of Neo- Platonism,

that God is in his own nature independent of the world.

From this point of view the world and its process first

exists in the divine mind, and is then reahzed. But such

a duaUsm assumes that the world is related to God as a

machine to the machinist, or a statue to the sculptor ;
it

is something that is produced, and exists in some sense

independently of its producer. No doubt Augustine

• It setmi to me undeniable that many of the fruitless controversies, into

which we are all apt to fall, arise from our not asking what we mean wlien

we speak of "persons," "substances," "forces," "powers," "creative

activity," " intellect," and numerous other ill-defined terms. How could

a saliibctory philosophy of religion be based upon so shifting a foundation ?
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differs from God only in having in it an element of nega-

tion, all that is positive in it oeing identical with the being
of God. This doctrine, when pressed to its logical con-

sequences, must result in converting the world into illusion.

The principle on which it proceeds is that afterwards

expressed by Spinoza in the formula, omuis ietermituUio

est negatio, a principle which logically converts reality into

the absolutely indeterminate. In contrast to this view, it

must be maintained that omnis negatio est determination

Absolute negation has no real meaning, since, in the
absence of all positive being, nothing is negated. Every
negation has reference to some specific mode of being.

We can predicate that the soul is not mortal, if

we mean to deny its identity with that which is mortal,

or, what is the same thing, to affirm its immortality

;

but it is impossible to frame an intelligible judgment that
merely removes from the soul the predicate of mortality,

without determining anything in regard tc its positive

'This wu pointed out by Hegel as early as ibe fim edition of his

Wiiimtehaft dtr Logik but of course it was no di^nvery ,f his. It was
indicated by Plato more than two thousand years sgo in his allegory of

the cave, repeated by Aristotle in a more consistent way, suggested even
by Spinoia himself, and, I believe, is at bottom what our personal
idealists, new realists, and empiricists are struggling to express in their

own way.

I may take this opportunity of saying that I do not know what Dr.
Raahdall means when in his recent valuable work on Phihscphy ami
RtKgim (p. I06 note) he says that the account I have given of his views

in my PkihsophUal ffatu if Keligim " completely misrepresents his real

position." If I have "completely misrepresented" his views—which I

Uke leave to doubt—it was certainly not intentionally. When Dr. Rashdall,

en the publication of my Phitasophuat Basis^ first made this charge (see

Mini, N.S., No. 69, Jan. 1909) I gave my reply (I think in the subsequent

number of the same journal) j but, judging .^om the note just referred to,

I do not appear to have convinced my critic that my original statement was
a tiiir account of his doctrine. Wherein I have offended, except by drawing
plain inferences from his words, 1 have not yet been able tu discover.
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means is that, from the point of view of God the world is

spiritual. Augustine, then, makes a fatal concession to

Neo-Platonism, when he grants that the world has no

reality in itself. It is true that it has no reality apart

from God ; but the reason is that apart from God it does

not exist. This, however, does not mean that it is in itself

purely negative, but, on the contrary, that in God it is

infinitely determinate.

While Augustine has not got rid of the preconception

that the world as such contains only negation, he virtually

contradicts this assumption when he grants it to have a

relatively independent existence. The world is not an

emanation from God, as the Platonists held, but may be

called a continual creation of God. This modified doc-

trine does not explain how God can be complete apart froi^

the world. Not to repeat the difficulty that the world has

no being in itself, Augustine's doctrine of creation is open

to the objection, that the world after its creation must in

some way add to the totahly of being ; which is incon-

sistent with the ascription of all reality to God. From
this difficiUty there is no escape except by regarding the

world as an expression of the divine nature. To speak of

the world as existing apart from God is at bottom the same

thing as to speak of God as existing apart from the world.

The conflict of opposite points of view is also shown in

Augustine's doctrine, that time and space have a meaning

or y in regard to created things, not from the divine point

of view. If they are merely modes of finite reaUty—in

other words, negations—they must be regarded as from

an ultimate point of view mere appearances ; and it is

significant that those who conceive of the Absolute as

abstract, also look upon space and time in that ' ay. If

from an absolute point of view there is no time or space,

all temporal and spatial determinations must bf: regarded
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Now, we cannot possibly admit that man can will evil any
more than good, independently of God. This no doubt
raises the difficulty tl. ,t it seems to make God responsible
for evil. But, in the first place, Augustine himself holds
that the perfection of God is not inconsistent with the
existence of evil ; and, in the second place, to say that
man receives from God the power of willing evil or good is

not the same as saying that he wilU either the one or the
other only under compulsion. Thus we must admit that
the Pelagian doctrine contains this amount of truth in it,

that man must be regarded as free to choose good or evil."

On the other hand, Augustine is certainly right in denying
that the commission of evil leaves man in his original con-
dition of freedom, though his doctrine of original sin suffers
from the defect incidental to the knowledge of his time,
arising from the belief that in the history of the race man
was at first perfect, and only lost his original purity from
the sin of the first man.

(5) The doctrine of predestination, as stated by Augus-
tine, can hardly be accepted. It suffers from the false
contrast of God and the World. When God is conceived
to be complete in himself apart from the world, whatever
takes place in the worid must be conceived as due to the
purpose conceived by God prior to its actual realization.
Hence, as God is perfect, it is held that the whole process
of history is pre-ordained. God of his own free will elects
that certain persons should be saved. Now, this whole
conception of the providence of God is inadequate. We
cannot conceive rf the mind of God as having in it an
unrealized idea, that is afterwards realized. The analogy
of an architect who plans a house, or a sculptor who frames
an image, is not appropriate when we are speaking of the
Infinite. Nor can we properly assimilate the influence of
God upon man to the formative activity of an architect
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the symbol to a rude people of the presence o< God on
earth. It was the mediator between God and man. and
only in communion with it was salvation possible. As
the Church increased in power, it brought the laity under
control of the clergy, the clergy under the authority of the
bishops, and the bishops into subjection to the Head of
the Church. In consolidating the empire into one great
family, united by a common faith and hope, the state lent
its aid. Men were converted to Christianity by force, and
laws were passed enforcing obedience to the decrees of the
Church. After the fall of the new empire, the only bond
of unity among the Christian nations of the West was the
Church. From this time the primacy of the pope was
virtually established. Burdened with the task of discipUne,
there was little development of doctrine It is true that
Joannes Scotus Erigena (f ca. 880 a.d.) advanced a mysti-
cal system of doctrine, but it was only later that it had
any real influence. In the ninth century there was a
controversy as to whether the Holy Spirit proceeded from
the Father alone, or from the Father and the Son. Rome
decided in favour of the second alternative, though a
change in the Roman Symbol was only made two centuries
later. What seems to have commended the doctrine to
the Latin mind was apparently the countenance it gave
to the idea that, as the Holy Spirit proceeded from the Son
as weU as the Father, the Churc.i, which was the repre-
sentative of Christ, was the necessary medium through
which the believer entered into communion and fellowship
with the Holy Spirit. It was m the ninth century that the
doctrine of traijubstantiation was Brst formally discussed.
Augustine had maintained that only the elect received the
benefits of the sacraments. The monk Radbertus (831 a.d.)

in his treatise, De corpore et sanguine domini, held that a
miraculous change took place at the consecration of the
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the existence of God, while his Cur Deus homo ? is a real

attempt to refer all the dogmas oi the Church to a single

central idea. In this last treatise, he argues that man
by his sin has deprived God of (he honour that is due to
him. Man owes perfect obedience to the divine law, and,
as no one has rendered this obedience, it is necessary
that satisfaction or punishment should follow. The only
adequate punishment is infinite, since the sin has been
committed against an infinite being. The divine good-
ness, however, cannot permit all men to be lost for ever,

and therefore the divine wisdom has devised a plan by
which goodness may be manifested while justice is satisfied.

Man must pay the debt, for man has sinned. But as no
mere man can pay the debt, God must become man. Thus
both sides of God's nature—his justice and goodness—are
satisfied ; for Christ, as God-man, by his obedience even to
suffering and death, atones for the infinite guilt of man,
and therefore sinners can be pardoned. This doctrine of
Ansehn gets rid of the idea countenanced by Augustine
that the debt paid by Christ is a ransom to the devil. His
special solution of the problem presupposes the doctrine
of penance, according to which acts that are not obUgatory
may give satisfaction for sin, and may therefore be meri-
torious. Death had no claim on Christ, and, therefore, in

dying he did a work that was not obligatory and acquired
merit which could be imputed to mankind.
While Ansehn's doctrine of the atonement is an attempt

to get rid of the dualism involved in the notion of a ransom
paid to Satan, the conception of God as a being to whom
the obedience of man is due as of a subject to his lord,

however consonant with the feudalistic ideas of the time, is

obviously one that cannot now be endorsed. The whole
conception of Sin as the violation of a law proclaimed by
God is a revival in another form of that slavery to the
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and he succeeded in securing Abelard's condemnation. In
contrast to the rationalism of these thinkers, Bernard falls

back upon a mysticism, the distinctive mark of which, as

of all msrsticism, is that it virtually abolishes all other

relations except that of the individual soul to God, and
therefore tends to separate reUgion from active Ufe by
identifying it with pure contemplation. Plotinus, the

father of all mystics, went so far as to say that public

calamities are to the wise man but stage tragedies ; while

the moral results of mysticism are shown in the medieval
saint, Angela of Foligno, who congratulates herself on the

deaths of her mother, husband and children, " who were
great obstacles in the way of God." This transcendence

of all differences, intellectual and moral, is held to result

in the complete union of the soul with God. The motive
for this eUmination of all definite categories of thought is

the conviction that ultimate reality is not the world but
God, and therefore that we can know ultimate reaUty only

by leaving the world with its finiteness and definiteness

behind, and contemplating God without the interposition

of limited forms of thought. In a theology of this kind
there are only two ways in which the Absolute can be
characterized : we must either state what it is not, or an
attempt must be made to suggest its transcendence of all

limited modes of being by heaping up metaphor upon
metaphor. The motive for both modes of characterization

is the same ; for it is because all definite categories are

regarded as inadequate that a refuge is sought in meta-

phors, which do not claim to be literal predicates, but only

serve to suggest that which is beyond all predication.

Thus Dionysius the Areopagite describes God as " the

Unity which unifies every unity," the "super-essential

essence," " irrational mind," " unspoken word," " the

absolute no-thing which is above all existence." At the
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of sufficient speculative power to dissolve their rigidity and
to raise them into the light of a higher dialectic. On the
other hand, his theology was a faithful reflection of his
experience. Whatever brought man nearer to God seemed
to him true. Such a man in such an age naturally accepted
the creed of the Church as an absolute revelation, but its

truth was really proved to him by his own intuitions.
Hence, whUe he held that the Scriptural writers were
directly iUumined by God, he also maintained, in common
with other mystics, that in a less degree this divine illumina-
tion is experienced by aU believers. By grace the mind is

able to transcend the finite and to enter into direct com-
munion with God. Only those so iUuminated can penetrate
to the true sense of Scripture. As usual this fatal method of
exegesis opened the door to all sorts of fanciful interpreta-
tions only kept in check by Bernard's practical sense and
moral sensibiUty. As strongly as Anselm he insisted upon
faith as the condition of knowledge ; but knowledge, by
which is meant the direct contemplation of invisible things,
is the disclosure of what in faith is only implicit. This high-
est state of the mind is reached by a sudden exaltation, in
which the soul, " collecting itself within itself, and receiving
divine assistance, abstracts from all human things, and
attains to the direct contemplation of God." Bernard was
satisfied with nothing less than this exaltation above sense
and flesh, above logical thought and ardent sentiment, and
to secure this union with the divine no self-denying labour
was too great. The Church was for him the mystical body
of Christ, and its truth was the higher truth that is inac-
cessible to mere reason. But he was keenly aware that
this ideal church is by no means identical with the actual,
and he does not hesitate to contrast the pride and pomp
of the Pope with the humility of Peter, whose representa-
tive he is. The sacraments were symbols, by which Christ
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In the fiist centuries of the Middle Ages the only treatises

of Aristotle that were known were the De Categoriis and the
De Jnterpretatione ; but from the beginning of the thirteenth
century his complete works were available in Latin trans-
lations. Scholastic theologians, accepting the " Book of
Sentences " of Peter the Lombard, which had been approved
by the Council of 1215, as a true statement of Christian
doctrine, and using the philosophy of Aristotle as an
absolute revelation of all that reason is capable of accom-
plishing by itself, constructed a theological philosophy:
which, however, had the fatal defect of assuming the
absolute truth at once of the dogmas of the Church and the
philosophical conclusions of Aristotle. This is the point
of view of Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), who sought to

formulate and defend the ascetic piety, the mysticism, and
the beUef in the absolute sovereignty of the Church, which
constituted the ideal of the Middle Ages. He was the
first to put the papal theory upon a reasoned foundation.

The two pillars on which he based his whole system were a
formal expression of the ideal of Hildebrand : the hierarchy
is the Church, and the Church is the Pope. Thomas
Aquinas differs from Anselm in regarding faith and reason

as independent of each other, and therefore he draws a
broad distinction between natural and revealed theology.

This distinction runs through the whole of his philosophy.

There are truths that can be discovered by reason alone,

and truths that transcend its powers ; though, as truth is

one, there can be no contradiction between them. The
truths that Ue beyond the scope of reason are such mysteries

as the Trinity, the Incarnation and the Creation of the

world. Though reason is Umited, it is not confined within

the boundaries of the sensible world, but is able to infer

the existence of God, as St. Paul says, from " the things

that have been made," and thus philosophy becomes the

'|i
'
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it can also demonstrate that the world has been created

by God ; but it is only by faith in revelation that we know
this creation to have taken place at a definite time. An
important thesis of Thomas is his contention that, in his

will to proijuce finite things that are an image of himself,

God has created man as a free agent. Hence, while the

providence of God extends to the minutest detail, it is

realized through the free activity of man in subordination

to the good of the whole ; and the good of the whole de-

msjids the subordination of the less to the more intelligent.

The world, however, cannot be said to be absolutely

perfect ; for, as God's power is infinite, he must be capable
of creating other worlds than ours ; what we must say is

that our world has been formed in the best and most
perfect way. If it is objected that t"il is not consistent

with divine providence, Thomas answers that it proceeds

from that freedom which alone is compatible with the

goodness of God. How, then, is the sin of man to be

explained ? Thomas answers that, as originally created,

the sensuous nature was subordinated to reason, but,

seduced by the devil, man disobeyed the command of God,

and the proper balance of his double nature as rational

and sensuous was destroyed. The equihbrium can only be

restored by God himself, and indeed by God becoming man.
Not only was the death of Christ the most fitting means
of redemption, but the satisfaction offered by him was

more than sufficient, his suffering having an infinite value.

In his doctrine of the sacraments, Thomas seeks to

establish the sovereignty of the Church, which is identified

with the mystical person of Christ. There is contained in

them " a certain instrumental virtue for conveying grace."

Thus the sacraments reduplicate the redemption of Christ.

The State by its ordinances tends to secure the common
good, but it cannot demand obedience when its la^vs are
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with the divine. Thomas, however, is careful to limit theexwcue of this power very narrowly, and indeed he teaches
that It cannot exist at all, except under condition of the
acceptance by faith of the divine mysteries, of which the

.1^^^" '-'"'°^'»"- Th"» the whole system of ideas
of wUch he IS the powerful exponent is based upon the
Idea, that reason is impotent to penetrate to the truth
The basis for tUs assumption is theologically the precon-
ception of a supernatural revelation, and, philosophically
t>- absolute limitation of reason. These restrictions thenew movement of the modem world has swept away, and
with them the whole medieval conception of Ufe. Mean-
time, It wiU not be uninstructive to dweU a Uttle on that
imaginative construction of the universe which we find in
uante, the great poet of medievalism.
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form tt the hands oi Augustine, its great speculative

genius, and in that system the dualism of the preMnt
and the future life, the Church and the world, faith

and reason, is already stated in its most uncompromisii.g

form.

Now Dante is the champion and exponent of this dualism,

and yet he seises it at the momrnt when it is passing away.
His theology is Christianity speaking in terms of Neo-
Platonism and Aristotelianism. His passion for political

freedom is Germanic, but it utters itself in the language
of imperial Rome. His impassioned zeal for the regenera-

tion of society is half concealed in his vivid picture of the

horrors of Hell, the expiatory punishments of Purgatory,

and the glories of Paradise. The spirit of the coming age
speaks through him, but it clothes itself in the forms and
the language of the past. In coming to the study of such
a writer we must seek to do justice both to what he explicitly

affirms, and what hr unconsciously suggests. The spell of

Dante's genius is so potent that there is danger of our
attributing to him ideas beyond his age. This danger we
must endeavour to avoid, but we must also beware of the

more serious mistake of narrowing down the large sug-

gestiveness of his poe lie intuitions to the Procrustean bed
of his explicit logic. What Goethe says of Byion is in

some degree true of every poet, that " when he reflects he

is a child." This is especially true of Dante, who, like all

medieval thinkers, proceeds from preconceptions which we
cannot accept, and moves to his conclusions by a method
of ratiocination which to us seems almost childish. To do
him justice we must fix our attention upon the perennial

truths which these preconceptions and artificial jorms of

reasoning merely indicate. Much of the interest of Dante
lies in the conflict between the old and the new, a conflict

which was on his part largely unconscious. By the force
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therefore begin with the explicit creed which forms what
may be called the philosophy of Dante.

The opposition of faith and reason which rules all the

thought of the Middle Ages is accepted and defended. The
truths of faith rest upon the revelation of God as contained

in " the old and new scrolls." They are not only beyond
the power of human reason to discover for itself, but they
are incapable of being comprehended even when they have
been revealed. God is indeed partly manifested in created

things, but the infinite riches of his nature is revealed only

in his Word, and even then the human mind must in this

life be contented to accept what is revealed, without

seeking to penetrate the mysteries of faith. " Be content,

race of man, with the j««a ; for if you could have seen all,

what need was there that Mary should be a mother ?
"

In the future life, indeed, man will see God as he is. This

is expressed by Dante in his pictorial way when he repre-

sents Beatrice as fixing her eyes on the vast circling spheres

of heaven, and finds himself drawn upwards by her eyes,

being Uke Glaucus " transhumanized " or raised above the

Umits of the finite intellect. How weak human reason is

of itself is shown by the errors into which we fall when we
trust to our senses. Mere human knowledge is as far from

divine knowledge as heaven is from the earth. The proper

attitude of man towards the revelation which God has

given of himself is therefore that of implicit faith. Having
accepted the truths so revealed, human reason may then

draw inferences from them, but it can never discover them
for itself. Yet faith is not contrary to reason, but only

beyond it ; when man is at last admitted to the beatific

vision of God, he will then directly contemplate what he

can now only accept in faith. Moreover, the human mind
partly bears the impress of its divine Original, and hence

it cannot be altogether without some apprehension of God ;
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the unfathomable depths of the ocean. PhilosoVhy pre-p«es the way for theology by proving the Scriptures to bethe ventable word of God. The evidence is mainly that
of m^acles, but one of the strongest proofs, as DantefoUows Augustme in maintaining, is the miraculous con-

IrrnH h r'!?
^"'°"' '^' supernatural guidance

miracte."
^''"- ""' """"^ *" ""^ greatest of aU

The contrast of faith and reason is one with which we

hL iri ' f^ '* "^y ^ '^°"''*ed » modem writershave added anything substantial to the doctrine as Dante
presents it. Even the distinction of what is above but notcontrary to reason he clearly expresses. The contrast isone which draws its support from various considerations.

lr.F ^Z '^^ '""^'^^' ''^"^^'^ '' ™P"e<» an identi-

H^°° , .V.'
*?."''"'' °* "'^ "°'y Scriptures with thedopnas of the Church. To us it is perfectly plain thatsuch an Identification rests upon a confusion between the^damental truths expressed by the sacred writers and

he interpretation put upon them by thinkers who brought
to them forms of thought borrowed from later Greek
philosophy. I do not say for a moment that the effort
to express the Christian view of the world in terms of
reflection was not a legitimate and necessary problem •

on the contrary, it arose from the healthy instinct that

^nTTL^"" ^'^'^ "P°" *" impregnable basis of
tru h

,
but the inevitable result of the attempt to extract

a theology from the letter of Scripture by the use
of dualistic categories was to distort to some extent the
essential Ideas of Christianity. It is thus obvious that the
clami which Dante makes for faith is really a claim for
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the implicit acceptance of the dogmas of the Church, them-
selves the product of an inadequate historical criticism andan inadequate form of philosophy.
There is, however, another element which contributes to

the conviction of the opposition of faith and reason. The
religious consciousness rests upon the idea of God, as the
absolutely perfect Being in whose presence man becomes
aware of his weakness and sinfulness. This consciousness
though m an imperfect and undeveloped form, is 'ound ineven the lowest races of mankind, and indeed is inseparable
from the consciousness of self. To a man like Dante
coming at the close of a period when the Christian idea ofWe had been proving its potency by transforming the
whole hfe and thought of men, teaching them to rise above
the transient things of sense and to view aU things sub
sp^xc aa^nitatis. the consciousness of human weakness
and sinfulness was the central truth of the univerae incompanson with which aU other truths seemed compara-
tively insignificant. What attitude but that of faith is

r^T^. *° '^"''^ ""^ '" ^^ P^«^^"<=« °' the infinitude ofGod ? Now, m so far as Dante by " faith " means this
consciousness of dependence upon God, he is only expressing
the natural attitude of every religious spirit. But it must
be obsenred that " faith " in this sense is to be contrasted,
not with reason," but with the irreligious spirit of self-
assertion, and with that limited and inadequate view of
existence which never rises about the finite. The Christian
rehgion above aU others, in bringing home to man the
consciousness of the infinite perfection of the divine nature.

fed Tf "' ,7^^/°°.* °' ^^W-righteousness, making him
feel that after he has done all he is an unprofitable™t. But such a faith is not the opposite of reason,
but the very essence of reason ; it is the revelation of the
true nature of man as capable of finding his hfe only in
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in the finite and particular it is undoubtedly true. But
surely it cannot be meant that God is present in some
operations of the human mind and not in others, or that
man can be man without having some consciousness of the
Infinite. The holy men of old who spake as they were
moved by the Holy Spirit were indeed inspired, but their

inspiration consisted in realizing the divine meaning of the
world with a power and vividness that ordin?.ry men never
reach, or reach only in their best moments. And what is

thus revealed in them, the truths with which they are
inspired, are not unintelUgible mysteries. They speak as
they are moved, but what they utter is the highest know-
ledge and can seem unintelligible only to those who are
unable to enter into the fulness of its meaning. Hence
faith must consist in elevation to the point of view of the
elect of the race, and failure to reach this point of view
must make our faith inadequate. To commend faith

because it Mindly accepts what is declared to be unin-

telligible, is to degrade not to elevate it. The faith which
is higher than knowledge can only be knowledge in its

highest form. Like aU medieval thinkers Dante holds that
human reason is by iti very nature conditioned, and there-

fore unable to compreiienu the " mysteries " of faith.

But a true faith can contain no ' mysteries " that are

irrational, but only those which seem irrational to the

mind that operates with inadequate ideas. It is, there-

fore, the task of philosophy, or theology, to prove that they
are rational, and this can only be done by shomng that in

the knowledge of the finite the knowledge of the infinite

is tacitly presupposed, though it is not brought to clear

consciousness. Dante himself admits that reason can
prove the existence of God, though he adds that it cannot
comprehend the inner nature of God. But to prove the

existence of God is to show that he is manifested in all
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define the nature of God, i.e. to make intelligible what he
has declared to be unintelligible. God, he tells us, is one
and eternal

;
himseU unchangeable, he is the cause of all

the changes in the universe. In the perfect mirror of his
intelligence all things are reflected as they really are, but
he is not himself perfectly reflected in any. He is thus
the absolute concentration of Truth. The " good of the
mteUect " is to know him, for to know him is to know the
Tnith. He is the supreme Good, and all good contained in
other beings is a reflection from Him, and is therefore finite
and hmited. Hence all created beings, in so far as they
comprehend the good, strive to reaUze it, and in so striving
they are seeking after God. In lower forms of being the
yearmng after God takes the form of a blind desire in
the lugher creatures it is expressed as love. As the sun
illummates aU things, so the glory of God suffuses the whole
universe in varying degrees of completeness. The love of
God IS revealed in aU things, but it shines most clearly in
the higher inte..igences. In God knowledge is absolutely
complete

:
in the " great volume " of his intelligence all

IS perfectly known, and therefore in his mind there is no
process. In him there is no "here" or "there," no
'• before " or " after "

; all is an eternal " now." As God
IS mfinitely perfect, there is in him an absolute hamiony
of knowledge, will and power, just as heat and light per-
fectly interpenetrate and coincide in a ray of sunlight
Though God is absolutely one, .^ is in three persons. " In
the profound and glorious substance of the high Light
there appeared to me three circles of three colore and one
potency

:
and the one seemed reflected by the second as

rambow by rainbow, and the third seemed fire, which from
one to the other is breathed forth in equal measure." In
this unperfect symbol Dante seeks to give some faint
mdication of the incomprehensible mystery of the Trinity,

HI
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holds one Substance in three'^^ ^""""^ "^^ """^
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According to their rank in the scale of being all things tend

by a path more or less direct to their primal source, moving
onward through the vast ocean of being to different ports,

in harmony with their peculiar nature." Not only has

divine Love fixed this scale of being, but it brings all

things to their appointed goal, and were it not so, the

whole universe would fall into chaos. Yet, though God
foresees and orders all things, man as a rational being is

endowed with freedom or self-determination.

Even this imperfect statement of Dante's conception of

God, and of the relation of the various orders of being to

God as their beginning and end, is enough to indicate the

substantial truth of his doctrine. To the man who lived

in such a faith life could not be otherwise than earnest and

noble. Nevertheless, the theology of Dante is nowhere put

to so severe a strain as in its effort to express the nature of

God and his relation to the world of finite beings. This

was inevitable, because the Christian idea of God seems to

combine conceptions which the understanding in its ordinary

use regards as mutually exclusive. Thus Dante tells us

that God is absolutely one and indivisible, while yet he

contains in himself three absolutely distinct Persons. He
is absolutely complete in himself before the creation of the

world, but the infinite Love which forms his very essence

must express itself in the creation of finite beings towards

whom his love is manifested. God orders all things, and

yet man has absolute freedom of action. Nor can the

union of such apparently opposite predicates in a single

conception be regarded as a mere attempt to do violence

to all the laws of our intelligence : it is the expression of

an idea to which the human mind has been forced in its

effort to frame an adequate theory of the universe ; and

unless we can justify it, we shall have to fall back in despair

upon the virtual scepticism which denies that we can com-

I '
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a more adequate expIar;ition than he haa given ua, or any
•cientific theon' can furnish. When, therefore, it ia main-

tained that the true explanation of the changes in the

world presupposes a cause which is not itself one of those

changes, the reasoning is undoubtedly sound. A cause

which is uncaused, or a self-active being, is a conception

which the inadequacy of the ordinary idea of cause compels

us to adopt. This idea, in fact, is the basis of all purely

monotheistic religions, which seize the truth that the

explanation of the world must be sought in a Being whose

nature is self-determined. But, while we admit that a self-

determined Being is the necessary presupposition of all

changes in the world, we must observe that such a Being

is a cause only as he is active in the production of those

changes. And this is what Monotheism, working with the

conception of causality, actually affirms. So long, how-

ever, as we do not see all that is involved in the conception

of a self-determined Being, we inevitably separate al)Solutely

between that Being and the effects it produces. In other

words, the conception of cause and effect from which we
started presupposes their separation. Hence we conceive

of the self-determined Being as complete both before and

after the effects which it produces, or, what is the same

thing, we separate God from the world, and having done

so, we can only affirm their relation without being able to

comprehend it. Yet our feeling of their relation cannot be

extinguished, and we attempt to satisfy ourselves with

analogies which suggest a relation that explicitly we have

denied. This is what Dante does. To supplement the

imperfection of the idea of God as the " unmoved mover,"

acting externally upon the world, he falls back upon the

Neo-Platonic idea of successive emanations proceeding from

God and yet leaving him alone in his isola'.ed self-complete-

ness. The various orders of being are thus figured, not as

I I
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World, and a Creator, a confusion which may be readily

explained by considering that they agree in conceiving of

Cod as complete in himself apart from the world.

There is however another side to Dante's thought.

Like Aristotle he finds among finite beings a graduated

scale of existence. All contain a spark of the divine nature,

and are continually striving towards their primal source.

Now, if we fix our attention upon this aspect of Dante's

thought, it becomes obvious that it cannot be reconciled

with the conception of God as purely external to the world.

If in all beings there is a tendency towards the divine, it

must be because the divine is immanent in them, unless

indeed we suppose that this tendency is only apparent.

From the point of view of an external Designer, or even

Creator, finite beings can only be regarded as a dead

mechanical product ; whereas beings whose very nature is

to tend beyond themselves, ever seeking for union with

God, must contain in themselves, in more or less adequate

form, the principle of Unity which is the very essence o'

existence. In other words, the idea of the immanence of

the divine nature in all things, which Dante expresses in a

pictorial way as a reflection in them of the glory of God,

is compatible only with the idea that they are in some

sense self-determined beings. This idea is most explicit in

the contention that man is a free being, for a free being

cannot be the passive medium or instrument of any other

being. At the same time Dante insists, and rightly insists,

that there can be no freedom which is exclusive of the

infinity of God. But, as the idea of God as an external

Artificer or Creator still survives in his mind, he is again

forced to take refuge in metaphors which merely conceal

the unsolved contradiction of his thought. The only con-

ception which can at all adequately express the true

relation of the finite and infinite is that of an organic or
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is the necessary self-revelation of God, not the arbitrary

product of his mere good pleasure.

" Freundlos war der grosse Weltenmeisler,

Fiihlte Mangel, darum schuf er Geister,

Sel'ge Spiegel seiner Seligkeit.

Fand d? "-Schste Wesen schon kein Glelches,

Aus dem Kclch des ganzcn Wesenreiches

Schaumt ihm die Unendlichkeit."

We have seen how Dante, finding in all finite beings

traces of the divine workmanship, yet regards man as in

a peculiar sense made in the image of God. Following

Aristotle, as interpreted by Aquinas, he maintains that

while man is a being composed of soul and body, he differs

from all other beings in the possession of reason. In

virtue of this faculty he can make the essence or form of

things an object of thought, and thus he is enabled, ascend-

ing from lower to higher phases of knowledge, at last to

reach an assured knowledge of God. With the faculty of

reason is connected the power of free volition, the greatest

gift of God to man, and that which makes him most like

God. The first man was directly created by God in im-

mortahty, holiness and righteousness, but in his pride or

self-will he disobeyed the command of God, and involved

in his fall the whole of his posterity, whose representative

he was.

It is significant that, while Dante accepts the Augustinian

doctrine of original sin, he docs not hold that the fall of

Adam has destroyed the desire for goodness or the freedom

of the human will. According to Augustine the human

race has been so corrupted by the fall that it cannot do

otherwise than sin {non posse non pecuare), whereas Dante

maintains that man has a natural desire for truth and

goodness, and falls into error and sin only because he is
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led astray by " some vestige of that. ,:' recognirrn vhichshmes through them." Freedom « jl !>
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reason. In the objective institutions of society man iinds

his true good, and so long as the state is secure the life of

the individual is in itself of no importance. This is the

doctrine to which Plato has given expression in his Republic.

though no doubt we may see in his ideal state a virtual

recognition of the inadequacy of the Greek conception.

Christianity, on the other hand, affirms the supreme im-

portance of the individual and his responsibility for his own

acts. In this sense we may say that prior to Christianity

there was no clear corsciousness of sin as the act of the

individual. Of this consciousness Dante is one of the

most powerful exponents. His whole conception of Ufe is

dominated by it, and his pictures of the future Ufe, as he

tells us himself, are at the same time a presentation of the

spiritual condition of man in this life, as by the good or

ill use of his freedom he becomes worthy of reward or

punishment.

But, while he recognizes the freedom and responsibility

of the individual, Dante is also aware that the individual

cannot be separated from the race ; and hence he insists

upon the doctrine of the Church, that evil came into the

world by the original sin of Adam, and has descended to

all his posterity. Thus in the doctrine of the Fall he

seemed to find the complement or correction of the truth

that the individual is purely self-determined. It can

hardly be said, however, that Dante gives us any reconcilia-

tion of these opposite aspects of truth ; he rather sets

them down side by side than attempts to reconcile them

;

nor indeed can they be reconciled without going beyond

the external and mechanical form of the doctrine of original

sin and grasping the essential truth to which it points.

That doctrine as held by Dante draws its support largely

from an uncritical reading of the Pauline epistles, and

especially of the classical passage in the Epistle to the
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Romans, in which a contrast is drawn between Adam and
Christ. The passage has been understood in a way that
misses the central idea which the Apostle is seeking to
enforce. In various parts of his writings St. Paul draws a
distinction between the man who is dead in sin, the man
who is conscious of sin, and the man who is delivered from
sin. This distinction, in the Epistle to the Romans, he
applies on a large scale to the course of human history,

mainly with the object of proving to his countrymen the
necessity of the new revelation of the nature of God as

manifested in Christ. In the opening chapters he shows,
by an appeal to notorious facts, that the heathen world
was sunk in wickedness, although it was self-condemned
when tried even by its own imperfect standard of goodness.
The source of this moral degradation he finds in a perverted
conception of the divine nature. The necessity of a new
principle to Uft the heathen world out of its reUgious and
moral degradation is, he argues, too plain to need elabora-

tion. But can we say the same of the Jews ? Practically

the Jew assumes that, because in the Law he has a clear

revelation of the divine nature, no further revelation is

needed. He fails to observe that the possession of the Law
has not brought him into a right relation to God. In truth
the Law was never meant to produce righteousness, but
only to create a vivid consciousness of sin. This is mani-
fest from Scripture itself, as where we read that " there is

none righteous, no not one." The only way in which man
can be brought into a right relation to God is by faith, as

indeed is repeatedly affirmed in the Scriptures themselves.

Having thus argued that all mankind, Jew as well as

Gentile, are by nature sinful, that all are more or less clearly

conscious of their giiilt, and that only by faith can they
come into communion with God, the Apostle divides the
history of mankind into three great periods. The first
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periof? extends from Adam to Moses, the second from Moses
to Christ, the third from Christ to the end of the world.

The first man was sinful without being clearly conscious of

his sinfulness. To the objection that as the Moral Law
had not yet been revealed there could be no transgression,

the Apostle answers that if there had been no sin, there

would have been no death. In the second period there was
the clearest consciousness of sin, because the Law had
defined in plain terms wherein sin consisted. In the third

period begins the supreme revelation of the infinite grace

or love of God, and of faith as the only source of righteous-

ness, i.e. of the right relation to God. The main idea,

therefore, which the Apostle has in his mind is the natural

sinfulness of the whole human race from the very beginning

of its existence. It is in this connection that he is led to

refer to Adam. What he wishes to show is that all man-
kind are by nature in alienation from God, and can come
into union with him only by a new birth of the spirit/ The
coarse juridical notion of a punishment imposed upon the

human race because of the sin of the first man is due to

the false interpretation of minds familiar with Roman Law,
who did not distinguish between sin and crime. This con-

ception, first formulated by Augustine, was naturally

adopted by Aquinas, from whom Dante received it. It

was subsequently made a central idea by Calvin, whose
mind was in many respects akin to that of Augustine, and
it survives even to the present day.

Dante's conception of salvation is the logical complement
of his doctrine of original sin. There are two ways in

which man might conceivably be liberated from sin:

either God might pardon him out of pure mercy, or man
might expiate his sin bv a humility correspondent to its

magnitude. The former conflicts with the justice of God,

the latter is impossible because man could not undergo a
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sin, one of the central ideas of Christianity. Dante, power-

fully impressed, like all the thinkers of his day, with the

conception of immutable law as the corner-stone of all

social order, naturally enough identifies sin with crime,

and therefore conceives of God as an inexorable Judge.

But sin is not crime, nor can God be conceived as a Judge.

Crime is the -'iolation of the personal rights of another ; it

is an offence against the external order of the State, and

must be expiated by an external punishment. Sin, on the

other hand, is not the violation of the rights of others, but

the desecration of the ideal nature of the sinner, the willing

of himself as in his essence he is not. Hence sin requires

no external punishment to bring it home to the sinner ; it

brings its own punishment with it in the destruction of the

higher life, the realization of which is blessedness. In man,

by virtue of the divine principle in him, the consciousness

of God is bound up with the consciousness of himself, and

he cannot do violence to the one without doing violence

to the other. Hence God is not a Judge, allotting punish-

ment according to an external law, but the perfectly holy

Being, by reference to whom man condemns himself. No

external punishment can transform the spiritual nature.

The criminal, after undergoing punishment, may be more

hardened in his crime than ever, and yet society must

punish him, because its function is to preserve the social

bond, which by his act the criminal has assailed. But

religion has in view, not the preservation of social order,

but the regeneration of the individual ; it deals with the

inner nature of the man, not with the result of his act upon

society ; and hence, unless it transforms and spiritualizes

him, it fails entirely of its end. It is for this reason that

the medieval Church in inflicting external punishment :or

heretical opinions violated the very idea of reUgion.

When Dante says that the sin of Adam consisted in pride,
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or the attempt to equalize himself with God, he straneelv

ZTthrfn"'";
''''''"^- ^"^ '™«'' i-3 nn.5 view IS, that m so far as man seeks to realize hU fn,.self m separation from God, ana therefore wis ht o^good m isolation from the good of his fellow-men he brZupon himself spiritual death ThJc

" i"''"' "« °""SS

with marveUous^Ctss U is fndef;',^
"''

'T'^^
the application of which h; ^e^l^j^T^^
t^ Prid°e o7"'V' ""^" "°"°° *^' «"= -no" man

Tnot^on1 '".^'l^^P'
'o ^q^alize himself with God-a no .on obviously based upon the conception of God as

realizes m himself the spirit of Christ In t^^-
himself the burden of the'rac'e he ht^'a^i^ T^s the secret which Christ revealed, and to have made th^secre practically our own is to be iustiiied by a"hIf there were the least doubt that Dante was a faithfulson of the Catholic Church, the place v^^ich the vS
^th her tnii r""^''

'^' *''°'^ "^ '^' *"™ con^edy

forher ha in^rr'- '° ^''' ^ ^^n'^'^ ^^verence

\vLen Ihei ,
'^^ff»>o she is never mentioned by name.When the poet shnnks from the awful task of entering th^
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spiritual world, he receives courage to undertake it by

being told that " a noble Lady in Heaven " has such

sympathy with his irresolution that she " breaks the stem

judgment there on high." Mary is thus the representative

of that divine mercy from which the whole work of salva-

tion proceeds. In the Purgalorio she appears as the com-

passionate helper of repentant wuls. When Buonconte,

flying wildly through the night from the battle of Cam-

paldino, falls by the shore of the Archiano, he calls on the

name of Mary, and his soul is snatched from the Evil One

by an Angel of God. In the valley of the Princes the souls

who had delayed repentance sit, singing salve Regina, on

the grass and flowers. On the second terrace the souls

who are expiating the sin of envy, cry " Mary, pray for

us I
" In the fifth circle the souls lying prostrate, purging

themselves of the sins of avarice and prodigality, cry

" Sweet Mary," like a woman in travail, and recall how

she was so poor that " in a hostelry she laid down her

sacred burden." Her humiUty is shown in the picture of

the Annunciation, sculptured on the rock of the first circle ;

" There was pictured she who turned the key to open the

love of God." In a vision Dante sees her in the third

circle as the embodiment of patience, " with the sweet

gesture of a mother, saying :
' My son, why has thou so

dealt with us ? Behold thy father and I were seeking thee

sorrowing." " The slothful recall how Mary " ran with

haste into the hill-country." The intemperate remember

that " Mary thought more how the marriage-feast should

be honourable and complete than of her mouth, which now

answers for you." The two Angels who guard the valley

of the Princes from the evil serpent " came from the bosom

of Mary." In heaven her praise is celebrated by all the

Saints, who circle around her. When, at the close of his

vision, Dante sees the white rose of Paradise, Mary is seated
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on high, " her face most resembling Christ." "

I ,aw uoonher says the poet, "such gladnL shower . tM
i^tri^-chlL-rrsr r:r --^^
ST. '"--Xrr-A.r, ';rxVTn'front of her spread out his win« T^ fk j- •-« on a.. Sides the'Lrctir':, ttXrcf

"O VirKin Mother, daughter of thy Son
Lowlier and loftier than all creatur'e, seen.Goal of the counsels of the Eternal One,Thyself art she ,vho this our nature mean
Hast so ennobled that its Maker great

InTwe'?
•"":«""" "•»"«" i' -ade had beenIn thy blest womb the Love renewed its heat,By whose warm glow in this our peace eteme

Here
,„,"'"'>' "'"'" "'^^ "''' 8"">i'«'e-

For «r" r"""''* '"•'S'""'"' "x"' "O't burnFor us .n glory; and to mortal sight

Ladv thou'°«'™"'
°"'°'" "* "" "«« y'""-Lady thou art so great and of such might

Would hatV"''
'""" '" ""•" "" '" "««

Norrylt:h:;'ii:d"^^.^'i;;»«'- -' i" %^..
G.ve help to him who asks, but many a timeDoth ,t prevent the prayer in bounty free.In thee is mercy, pity, yea sublime
Art thou ,n greatness, and in ,hee, with it,
Whate'er of good is in creation's climeHe who stands here, who, from the lowest pi,Of aU creation, to this point has pass'd
The hnes of Spirits, each in order fit
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On thee for grace of itrength himself doth can,

So that he may hii eye« in viiion raise

Upwards to that salvation noblest, last."'

At the close of this prayer. " the eyes beloved and rever-

enced of God, fixed on him who prayed, showed us how

pleasing to her are devout prayers. They to the Eternal

Light were then directed, into which we may not deem

that by a creature the eye is able so clearly to penetrate."

Mary is thus from first to last the mediator between

man and God.

Nowhere is Dante more obviously the exponent of the

medieval mind than in the reverence he shows for " the

Virgin Mother, daughter of her Son." It is not hard to

understand the depth -f devotional rev^-ence which

gathered about her i..\r,> . ihough it would be difficult to

disentangle the various elements which contributed to it.

She is the living symbol of that humility, gentleness,

alacrity in kindly offices, renunciation of wealth and

charity, which is the medieval ideal of the womanly as

distinguished from the manly type of character, and which

was embodied in the gentle unworldly Hfe of the monastic

saint. Such an ideal exercised a purifying influence in an

age when strong and imgovernable passion was only too

prevalent. It sprang from the same root as the chivalrous

devotion to women which expressed itself in the lays of

the troubadour, but it was associated with the deeper

religious consciousness which Christianity had introduced.

In this aspect of it we can see how it helped to give vivid-

ness and reality to the abstractions of a dualistic theology.

The separation of God from the world led to the idea of

his incomprehensibility ; the conception of him as a stern

Judge who inexorably punished sin plunged man in despair

;

and though this idea was partly transcended in the doctnne

> Plumptre's translation.

SI :
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of the Incarnation, yet the seU-sacrificing earthly life ofChnst was so overshadowed by his transcendent heavenly

«ImJ. ' ^r' '° ^"^^"^ '"^o »"d i">"ati°n was

!ffi™ /?!; /'"' '"^^ "' ^'^- ^hich in theory was
affirmed, had lost its practical influence. The repentant

Z?^H?,"''\*'"'
""= ""'^""^^ °' '"^°^' did not feel

that that love had any definite bearing on his own life.Thus Mary came to take the place which Christ occupiedn the heart of the Christian of an early age. Her soft

T^T'' '; """ '""'"'"""' "•'"'= y^' 'he was remot^edfrom the ordmary sphere of his everyday life, and was thus
able to appear in his imagination as the living symbol of

oMhe 7- Ji"""'
"^ '"'''' 'h^' '"^ same' mrement

the mmd, which found in Mary the concrete presentation

slil T7 °' '^°^- ^'"^ '° "•" "^•»''"" °' the host ofSaints who figure m the Catholic calendar. Just as Christhad more and more ceased to be human, so Mary becamemore and more divine, and her place was supplied by Saint
after Samt. who seemed to be nearer to humanity. Such
a process was necessarily endless, and. in fact, it is but an
expression of the inherent contradiction involved in thepnmary separation of the divine and the human, the sacred
and the secular hfe

; for where the divine is not found inhe human but above and beyond it. the process of trying
to bnng them together necessarily leads to an infinitf
^nes. The Reformers were therefore justified in rejecting
the Manolatry and Samt-worship of the medieval Church
ind insisting that the " eternal womanly "

is to be sought
n the ordinary life of the wife and mother
When Dante goes on to speak of the Christian life

b<S!ZT' T *"
x.™''^

'''^''- ""= natural from the
heological vu-tues. The highest point reached by philo-« reflection, as it appears in Plato. AristoL'^and
"rpl, cannot satisfy the innate desire for truth. The

F!il t
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nobl«t minds of antiquity are represented as coMumed

by a fruitless longing, and this indeed constitutes their only

punishment. In a pathetic passage,' Virgil, after referring

to the sad state of " Plato, Aristotle and many othm.

" bowed his head, said no more, and rcmamed disquieted.

No one has ever ascended to Paradise " who did not beheve

in Christ, either before or after he was nailed to the cross.

Faith in Christ is thus the precondition of nghteousneM.

Nor is it enough to possess this faith, but it must be openly

professed Statius. convinced by the unconscious prophecy

of Christianity contained in Virgil's picture of the return

of righteousness and of the first age of man. accepted the

Christian faith, but was " through fear a Christian only in

secret for a long time making outward profession of

paganism," and for his pusiUanimity he was confined to

tlte fourth cirele of Purgatory for more than four centuries.

Faith must manifest itself in act, or the heathen will put

Christians to shame. " Many cry, Christ, Christ who in

the iudgment shall be far less near to him than those who

had no knowledge of Christ ; and such Christians the

Ethiop shall condemn, when the two companies shall be

separated the one rich to everiasting, the other poor.

Faith is
" that precious jewel, on which all goodness rests.

It is the
" entrance to the way of salvation " by which

the kingdom of heaven has been peopled. Heresy, which

is the opposite of faith, often springs from pride, as in the

case of Sabellius and Arius. who first swerved from the

true path and were then too proud to acknowledge their

error All light is from above, darkness is the shadow of

the flesh. The false doctrines of heretics are hke swords

which cut and disfigure the scriptures, and therefore in the

Inferno the heretics are imprisoned in burning tombs^

With Faith is closely connected the virtue of Hope, whicn

> Purptoiio, 3, 43'
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~m«'"f4rH*''?*'"'°" °' "* «'°'y ">at shall be, andcmn« from divine grace and foregoing merit" God i.the object of the Love of all the saints Rn.h « J
-eUtion teach u, that the Ire iT.now ^'^^1^
«.e more must love be enkindled in our hearts "nd he'

c«at "res""^ "7,1'" '°^' "' ««« -" ^>- love h

bCel^hi?^^
"""• '^'^ ^'""" "° -""". """everblameless h,s hfe, can enter into the kingdom of heaven

Pla^onirt""
"'""^' *"'''' ^^^ all reducible to thePla omc virtues of Temperance, Courage Wisdom and

""ly came to earth with the advent of Thrisf ti,.

th'Trve'lLT"'" "° '°™^' '"^ -"'- S've [.S

tmth th^l,H '°™J.~"^i''""g in the intuition of divine

r„tem^.
^''"" "hibiting itself in outward activity. Thel^ntemplative hfe. so far as it existed prior to Christ an tvs typically presented as Rachel, the active life^ UaL

^trice"thTac«*
°'

T'^"""^"°" '^ symbo!f^i"^

rt^rTJ".
""* '''' ^y Mathilda. By a special vow

worfa wS """'
'r^'""'

""""" '° '"^ practiW gl^

possesses. ThTf-u ""T :^"""' "^'^ "^

WsW^but not wi^h ,

'

'^'"'"* "^^ individual fromms vow but not without suUtituting something else in its

prSnT^rfG^^"^
as specially instituted in the

™he Hpnw V*"*
'^^''*'°" °' t''* Church

; and

4nXrh.^ J-
^'™°"- '''^ self-sacrificmg men««ned to him perfect types of the ideal life.The contrast of the cardinal and the theological virtues

tes thought. He admits, indeed, that the virtues of

m

tl
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Temperance, Courage. Wisdom and Justice, whidi con-

stitute the natural virtues, assume a new form under tue

influence of the theological virtues of Faith, Hope and Love ;

but this does not prevent him from regarding the contem-

plative as higher than the active life. Now, we ne^ not

repeat what has already been said as to the confuaon

between faith as the informing spirit of the Christian hfe

and faith as the acceptance of a particular formulaUon of

doctrine. Taking faith in the former sense, we see at once

that it cannot be separated from the natural virtues without

losing its meaning. As Dante himseU admits, faith must

realize itself in action ; in other words, only he who finds

his life by losing it in others is possessed of a saving laith.

But the so-caUed "cardinal" -i^rtues are just the form

which that faith assumes in actual Ufe. Wisdom is the

wise adaptation of means to ends in so far as it makes for

the social good, and thus it implies the pursuit of all those

sciences by which the welfare of the whole is reahzed. To

have a genuine faith is to discharge faithfuUy our special

function in the social organism. Thus we can see how the

Christian idea of faith spiritualizes the physical and moral

sciences by employing them as the means for the develop-

ment of an ideal humanity. To conceive of them as purely

secular is to separate what elsewhere Dante himself joins

together, namely, the love of God and the love of man;

and the separation inevitably leads to the false and per-

nicious doctrine, that the social well-being may be left to

take care of itself. How otherwise than by the exercise

of practical wisdom is the true means of promoting the

common good to be discovered? And what has been said

of Wisdom is of course equally true of the other cardinal

virtues ; indeed these are simply aspects of the same thing.

Justice, as the means of preserving and promotmg social

order, is wisdom appUed to the sphere of poUtics
;

Tem-
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heroism which shrinfa fromT; ^"^•' " '""^ •"°'»'

is advanced. **" °' humamty

the active h7e If W, ,

'=°"**'"P'''«^« i= higher than

conscious^^^hJhtvrlStl'n "V'
*"' "'^°""

« ^tion no. in Ltion.^ rhoU^.1rhrw^!S::

i I
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it is not the special function which a man fuias, but

4e s^t in wWch he fulfils it. that makes hjs Me

*vine Dante's contrast of the contemplative and the

S Ufe does not correspond to the Ufe of the^^^
S^inguished from the life of the practical man but to tte

seau^tered Ufe of the monk or nun as compared with the

7^Srm- of ordinary humanity. But in adr^^ng

She active Ufe is compatible at all with the hfe of fa. h.

te ha^ p^cticaUy su^-rendered the opposition of seodar

a^d sacr^. If the contemplative Ufe, as he understands

Tis^gher than the active, the latter must be essentiaUy

il'c^niU with the Christian ideal ; the logical inference

frr^hich is. that aU should take upon themselves the

S. Tvoyeny. ceUbacy and obedience. i.c that society

and even the race itself should cease to ejost.

How strong a hold this idea of the rehgious hfe as some-

tJnga^ from the secular Ufe. had "PO" Dante's mind is

sta^ ^his maintaining that there are good works which

tTot Lential to salvation. No greater contradiction o

^ Christian ideal of Ufe could well be conceived. Fo

ftat iS^^ows into reUef the inadequacy of any actua^

Sion of the supreme good ; and it is the contrast

S^n the ideal and the real which is the source and

Sation of aU spiritual progress, whether m the in<h-

Xl or the race". Only an external and mecha^iod

Lception of the reUgious Ufe can permit anyone to

i„>agine for a moment that a man may chum ment for

^X.g that he can do. With aU his fine msight and

S^ous spirit Dante here shows in the most unm^-

Se^^y the Umitations of his time. In a sense, no

doTt. he was a " Reformer before the Reform'.tion ,ta

o^y ik the sense in which all the best mm<b of theJW*
A««miehtbesonamed. TheoreticaUy he has not grasped

^pSie^MchUyat the very heart of the Reformation.

I!
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the prindple that works ai« not the source of merit, butonty the oo^ward manifestation of the life of the spiritThe Pohfcs of Dante is determined by his asfumption

create the best form of the state. To Dante it seemedatoost a tnnsm that anarchy and faction can besupp^and the highest good of man secured, only by the^S

2± he^w TT.^ J'"'
^* P"P°^'«°°- '^^'o"^'

whatever ^^ T^^^ " ^^' °' ^"'""'^ i». ^^.whatever l« the subordmate organs of society, there mus

thin^\„^,, " °^'' "^ ™° '° «™«. or in thosethmgs which are measured by time." This at once ri^h« conception of the state and prescribes ite 1^^ t^I^m-t
^ a smgle Ruler over the whole human race^

sSi ,^1""" ''""P"-^ "^'"« °f "="- while aUspuitual mt^rests must be committed to the guidance rftte Pope as the divinely appointed head of theS Inseekmg to establish this thesis. Dante gravely Tanc«aj^ents whicj we can hardly read ^hout a s^e
^d ever have carried conviction to any rational being!were It not apparent that beneath the highly artificial fo™

aumamty a keen perception of the evils of his time, and apermanent substratum of truth

ap^a^'TJ'",* *^T
°"8''t to l>« a single Ruler, Danteappeals m regular scholastic fashion to " the Philosopher,"

L end itTZ^ ^r"^ °' '"^^^ "« ='™«ed to attaSan end, ,t b fittmg that one of them shoUd regulated^e™ the othe„, and that the othen shoul^^I^t"'
Therefore, argues Dante, we have the support of Aristotle
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for our contention, that all mankind should be subject to

a single Ruler. It need hardly be said that Aristotle never

contemplated for a moment the possibility of a world-wide

empire. In the passage to whidi Dante refers, what he is

seeking to show is that nature intended the Barbarian to

be a slave, the Greek to be master. We have here, there-

fore, a good instance of the uncritical way in which the

medieval thinker read and appealed to the authority of

Aristotle, as he read and appealed to the authority of

scripture. But, even supposing Aristotle had meant to

argue from the analogy of the rule of the soul over the

body, and of the reason over the appetites, to the rule of

the Monarch over all men, we should now say at once

that ich an analogy proves nothing. The Greek thinker,

leeVr^ his way to an adequate conception of the state,

tried to assimilate the body politic to a work of art, in

which a given material is formed by the shaping intelli-

gence of the artist. The analogy prepared the way for a

deeper comprehension of society, but manifestly no valid

inference can be drawn in this way in regard to the form

which a perfect state ought to assume. Some of Dante's

other proofs are even more external and superficial. What

shall we say of a writer who argues that, as the whole move-

ment of the heavens is regulated by one God, the whole

human race should be under control of one Ruler ? We

feel how far we have travelled from this " high priori road
"

of superficial analogy. So, when we are asked to admit

that the Empire is the only perfect form of social order,

because man being made in the image of God, and God

being one and the human race one, there must be one

Ruler, we simply answer that the unity or soUdarity of the

race does not involve its subjection to a single Monarch,

unless it can be shown that in that way the unity of the

race is best realized.
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Passing from this outer framework of Dante's thought
tet us see what u, the kernel of his poUtical dxtrines. The
trae hfe man. he maintains, consists in the exercise of
his rational powers. i.e. in the comprehension of the highest
principles and their ^eahzation in the lives of men. Nowthe end cannot be attained unless the social order is fitted
to secure peace and tranquillity. But how can there beP^e wittout submission to a supreme authority ? The
individual man is at war with himself when his passions
are not subjected to the authority of reason ; the family
is a scene of discord when the authority of the father is set
at naught; the viUage community must have its chief,
the aty ,ts podesta, the nation its king. But if we take
the family, the village, the city, or even the nation as the
Jdtimate unit we shall never have a stable social order.
Peipetual stnfe is inevitable if we stop short of an all-com-
prehensrve unity. So long as the teiritrry of one people
js hmited by that of the other, the selfish tendency oVmen
will lead theni to grasp at unUmited sovereignty. Who is
to settle the disputes which inevitably arise ? If there is
no supreme authority to whom appeal can be made, warsand conflicts wiU be miending. and man will never attain
the end of his being. Hence we must have one supreme
arbiter of national disputes, i.e. the Emperor
Agam, society exists not only in order to preserve peace,

bu to secure justice to aU men. Injustice is a vioUtion
of the rights of mdividuals, and aU such violations proceed
from the evil mfluence of the passions, which war against
reason. What is wanted in the perfect Ruler is that he
should be guided by reason, and therefore free from aU
merely personal desires. But where shall we find such a
Kn^er except in a universal monarch ? A limited monarchwm always be subject to the desire for conquest, and to
other selfish desires which disturb the exercise of even-
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i

handed justice ; but the Emperor can have no temptation

to wais of conquest, since the only territorial limit to his

dominions is the sea, and he can have no other interest to

engage his affections but the good of his subjects ; hence

he is the ideal Ruler, whose reason is stimulated by that

pure love for others, which is the tine incentive to Justice.

Lastly, a universal monarchy is best fitted to secure the

third great end for which society exists, namely, the pre-

servation of freedom. True freedom consists in living a

noble and rational life. It is one of the characteristic

marks of man as distinguished from the animals that he

can control his desires by reason, instead of being controlled

by them. Such a rational freedom is the greatest gift of

God to man ; it is the necessary condition of all well-being

here, and of eternal happiness hereafter. Now, freedom in

this sense, Dante contends, is best secured under the

govenunent of a single Emperor, while " democracies,

oligarchies and tyrannies, drive mankind into slavery, as

is obvious to anyone who goes about among them." The

Emperor, seeking only the good of his subjects, will pre-

scribe laws which allow men to live the life of freedom.

Dante distinctly insists that the Emperor must be the

servant of all, and that the citizens do not exist for the

good of the ruler, but the ruler for the good of the citizens ;

and it is because a universal monarch can have no tempta-

tion to seek his own personal good, that the empire seems

to him essential to the welfare of the world. In thus

maintaining the necessity of a supreme legislative authority,

Dante does not mean that all legislative power is to be in

the hands of the emperor, but only that cities, nations and

kingdoms shall be " governed by a rule common to them

all, with a view to their peace." In this way, he thinks,

harmony will be secured between the constituent parts of

the human race, all moving together with one will. In
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wpport of these general considerations. Dante appeals tothe t^fmony of history. From them of man to l^J^
«Lt H

'".'^' '^^ *""•^ "'""' «°j°y«» tranquiUUy«cept during the rule of the " divine Augustus." " How

^tr«,etf"^ r\^'' -seamleXbe- hasK
W)uld that we might not see it with our eyes I Oh raceof mankmd I what storms must toss thee, wC lo^'m^
thou, a beast of many heads, strivest after contrary this.

S in^hine «
^*'' '"^ '"™"'^ °' reaso..; th^^-

^l^ni ''*u'""- •
Not even the sweetness of

tTth^r'"". 'k"^ ""^ '«"«°'«- *"<» it breathes

dtuC^r i;*LS^* "^ *""« " ^ '" "«"-" -

n.)!!'1^
thus sought to prove that the only cure for them^rable pohtical condition of man lies in a return tomnversal monarchy. Dante's next step is to shoTthat

thas monarchy must be Roman. There was a Z.hl
merdy to its supenority in arms, but deeper reflectionconvmced him that its success was due to tte S^^"of divine providence. He does not hesitate to ^ply to

CJmst .Why do the heathen rage, and the people imarinea vam th.ng ? The kings of the earth stan^p ^laaers take comicil together against the Lord aid against

tt,r,r^ • ^"* ^' "^ ^° *''^* '"^ ^'^ to^har bonds asmider and cast away their yoke," and there-

Zm.r '^*
^''i

'^''^ ^=^° "'• '^^^'""on ""ite taestabhsh .It the sacred mission of Rome

J^'^^\u^l^^ ^°""^ P~P''= *° ""i^'^'^aJ enipire isproved, m the first place, by the noble ancestry of their
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founder, Aeneas. " Otir divine poet, Virgil, and Livy both

testify, that in his veins flowed the best blood from every

part of the world." Secondly, the Roman Empire was

helped to its perfection by miracles, which are an attesta-

tion of the will of God. Thirdly, the Roman Empire was

based upon right ; for, neglecting their own interest, the

Romans sought to promn*e univeual peace and liberty.

Their government, as Cicero says, " might have been called,

not so much empire, as a protectorate of the whole world."

The saTie spirit animated the individual Roman citizen.

" Shall we not say that they intended the common good,

who by hard toil, by poverty, by sacrifice of their Uves,

endeavoured to build up the common weal ?
" It is thus

obvious that the Roman people assumed by right the

dignity of the empire. That the Roman people attained

to universal dominion by the will of God is shown by their

success :
" that people which conquered when all were

striving hard for the empire of the world conquered by the

will of God." The Assyrians, Egyptians, Persians, Greeks,

all strove for the prize but failed; the Roman people

succeeded, as St. Luke testifies, when he tells us that " there

went out a decree from Caesar Augustus that all the world

should be taxed." But not only is the claim to empire of

the Roman people proved by their right and their pro-

vidential success, but it may be estabUshed by arguments

drawn from scripture. For, if the Roman Empire did not

exist by right, Christ in being bom under it sanctioned

what was unjust; nor can the sin of Adam have been

pimished in Christ, for Christ would not have suffered a

just punishment, if he had not been condemned to death

by a duly appointed judge.

So strongly was Dante convinced of the necessity of the

Roman Empire to the well-being of the race, that he has

with difficulty suppressed his indignation against those who
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countenance the unrighteous interference of the Church
with secular concerns, and towards the close of the second
part of his treatise it bursts forth in fiery invective. " It
IS those who profess to be zealous for the faith of Christ
who have chiefly ' raged together ' and ' imagined a vain
thing against the Roman Empire; men who have no
compassion on the poor of Christ, whom they not only
defraud as to the revenues of the Church, but the very
patnmonies of the Church are daily seized upon ; and the
Church is made poor, while, making a show of justice, they
yet refuse to allow the minister of justice [i.e. the Emperor]
to fulfil his office." And again: " Let those who pretend
to be sons of the Church cease to insult the Roman Empire
when they see that Christ, the bridegroom of the Church
sanctioned the Roman Empire at the beginning and at the
end of his warfare on earth." After this outburst he goes
on more catoily to examine the claims urged by its
supporters in favour of the temporal power of the Church,
and to give his reasons for stripping it of aU its usurped
authority.

For those who deny that the authority of the state comes
directly from God mainly from zeal for the power of the
Church Dante has a certain respect, and he will therefore
endeavour to show that their view is untenable. One of
the arguments upon which they rely is that as the sun and
the moon typify the Church and the Empire respectively.
It IS plain that the Empire receives its authority from the
Church, just as the moon receives its light from the sun.
But, answers Dante, both were directly created by God,
and therefore the Empire, no less than the Church, received
Its authority directly from God, while yet the Church ought
to shed its gracious influence upon the Empire. Other
arguments from scripture are similarly disposed of, but
the whole method of reasoning is so foreign to our ways of

i

m
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i

{hinking that we may pass them over as irrelevant. By
such a method anything may be proved or disproved, the

whole process being what Carlyle calls " endless vortices

of {roth-logic."

The main argument relied upon by the champions o{ the

Church is that based upon the Donation of 6)nstantine.

Dante's reply is that Constantine could not alienate the

dignity of the Empire without destroying its essential

function, and therefore destroying the source of his own
authority. Moreover, the argument proves too much, for

if one emperor may alienate part of the jurisdiction of the

Empire, why should not his successors alienate the whole

of it ? And finally, it is contrary to the very idea of the

Church to receive temporal power from anyone, for the

Church is expressly forbidden to possess gold and silver.

Another argument for the temporal power of the Church
is that Pope Hadrian bestowed the imperial dignity upon
Charles the Great, and hence all his successors owe this

dignity to the Church. But, replies Dante, the Pope could

not confer a dignity which was not his to bestow. Besides,

the same Une of reasoning would prove that the Church
receives its authority from the Empire, since the Emperor
Otto deposed Benedict and restored Leo.

Let us now see the positive reasons for maintaining the

independence of the Empire and the Church. It is manifest

that the Empire did not derive its authority from the

Church, for the simple reason that it possessed authority

before the Church existed. Nor can the Church have any
power to grant authority in secular matters, since Christ

expressly affirms that his kingdom is not of this world.

And if we consider the end or which the Empire and the

Church exist, it is plain that each has its own independent

jurisdiction, and draws its authority directly from God.

Man alone of all created beings has a two-fold nature ; and,
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eoimponding to these, there are two disUnct ends the*;PPta«s of U>e present life, which consist,rL„e,^of h.. natural power, and the blessedness of Ufe eter^The fonner end he may attain by the use of hfs .^„ftelat er can be secured only by tr««:endin« reasoHid

?^"ff to lL"f "V*"
•^"^ '" "" "'•

= ^' Supreme

^l«nn !rl. "S
*° '*"""' "'• » accordance with"^.on. «,d the Emperor, to guide him to happiness „

Both powers are directly ordained of God. " Yet we most

.^Sec?t^L^°7r
'^°"*"'' ^°' ""* '•"PPtaess whichIS subject to mortahty m a sense is ordered with a view to

^t^fV!
l™ father's grace, and so may be stronger to

„™ K J .
^""P'"' '" » *°^'^' " paramount in itsown sphere but it ought to be the protectWtte Churchand o receive with aU humility the teaching of the ChJ^hm dl spu^tual matters. Thus neitherTan "me ^oooUmon with the other, while the temporal and ete™Shappmess of mankind wiU be effectuallyWS

Z). vZl L"*"' "r" *° ^"^ ""=''
" ^t"*''™°t °' Dante's

^U^Tt" '^ ,^°'^<' «»>vey some idea of its form a,weU as of its content. The form is purely medieval and

had m his mmd. For. beneath aU this barren display of

w™ ' ,","•'' cosmopolitanism, which it would be
"Bfaff to overlook and impossible to overestimate. What
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Dtnte longed (or wu that Aitnea should return, bringing

with her the reign of peace, justice and freedom ; and the

leparation of the Empire and the Church leemed to him

the only means by which that consummation could be

attained. How impossible and even undesirable was such

a return to this ideal of the past, a mere glance at the

course of Italian history is sufficient to show.

The politics of Italy was determined for centuries by the

failure of the Lombards to conquer the whole peninsula.

Venice, Ravenna and the five cities of Romagna called

Pentapolis were left by Alboin, their leader, in the hands

of the Greelc emperors. Rome remained independent. In

Southern Italy they failed to get possession of Bari, Amalfi

and Naples. Thus Italy at a very early period was divided

into distinct political units, which were never fused into

one till our own day. Now this fact had the closest con-

nection with the relations of the Church and the Empire.

It was only after the tenth century that the Popes exercised

a direct influence upon the political development of Italy.

Purified by the efiorts of Henry III., the Church came to

the consciousness of its power, and by the mouth of Gregory

VII. advanced the claim to dominion " over all creatures."

Thus began that conflict between the Church and the

Empire, which ultimately proved fatal to the latter. Mean-

time the cities of Upper Italy were quietly laying the

foundations of their independence ; and when Fredericlc I.

asserted his claim to dominion over the whole of Italy,

they were able, by the aid of the Pope, to extort a recogni-

tion of their freedom. And as the power of the Communes

grew, so the people gradually gained an ascendancy over

the nobles. In the conflicts of Emperor and Pope the

Communes of Northern Italy naturally allied themselves

with the Pope, in order to preserve their political independ-

ence. The triumph of the papacy, however, only prepared
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!^.^^u'"
'!'•'' '"bjection to Tyranti. who often pre-

••nted themselves m the guise of demagogue.. The Iom
of freedom m the Italian cities was due chiefly to their want
of cohesion; to hereditary feuds, faction r.iid bad govern-

Ili'th »L'k 'u
"" 'fP!''"' '*"'"" °' *•"> ""We families

with the burghers. In Dante's day the elements of discordand duruption were in full activity, and we can therefore
unders and how he should have sought for an escape from
the evib. Which he not only witnessed but of which he was
the victim, in a return to the Empire. His ideal was notnew

: ,t was the form which the consciousness of the unity
of the race, first distinctly enunciated by Christianity,
naturally assumed under historical conditions. The con-
ception of the separate jurisdiction of Emperor and Popehad struck root as early as the fifth century, and it nevwcea«d to haunt the medieval mind. But, in the beginning
of the thirteenth century forces were at work which were
deshned to mtensify these divisions and destroy the idealbond of umty that had held them together. Tlie distinct
fonnation of independent nationalities, the growth ofmodem languages and literatures, and the rise of a thiM
«.tate antagonistic to the nobility, all led to a new concep-

iTn* n'^M '^- V" ^~™P°'it'" spirit of the knight wmmuntdl^ble to the plain burgher, and we are not surprised
find the chivalrous lays of the time full of laments for

mL* Tk
'^ """'''"' P'"*- ^" ^^^ "^ginning of the

fourteenth century, the old ideal of a single race, ruled byone Emperor and one Pope, had lost its fascination, andon Its ruins the new ideal of nationality was rising intowew. In the faction-ridden Communes of Northern Italy
ttus new id«a seemed a mere dream, and we cannot be sJpnsed that Dante should turn back to the ideal of the past

hardly be said, was based upon a false conception of the
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past and a defective foresight of the future. Not only ii

the universal Roman Empire a mere " magni nominis

mnbta," but it involves a false conception of the true

reUtion of the individual to society. The highest form of

the state is inseparable from nationality. No ruler is so

wise as the whole people. Dante's idea of an Emperor

who should be the embodiment of pure reason is con-

tradicted by aU that we know of the rule of an absolute

monarch. But. even if such a monarch could be found,

a universal empire, such as Dante imagined, has the

fundamental defect, that it shuts out the citizen from the

education which comes from personal participation m the

government of the state. The end of the state is not simply

to secure the prosperity of the people, but to develop the

spiritual powers of every citizen, and in this development

training in citizenship is a necessary factor. Dante did

not see that even the discord and faction of his day were

the confused expression of the struggle towards self-

government. No doubt the selfishness of Guelf and

GhibeUine, of Bianchi and Neri. was destroying the free-

dom of the Communes, and Italy had to pay dearly for its

want of union and patriotism ; but it is none the less true

that the inextinguishable desire for freedom was behind it

alL The poUtical problem which the Middle Ages were

trying to solve, was to unite the free spirit of the Germanic

people with that reverence for law which was the great

heritage bequeathed to the race by the Roman people,

just as its ethical problem was to combine the spmt of

Christianity with the desire for inteUectual freedom; and

the former problem can be solved only by the indepen-

dence of the citizen, even when that independence is

accompanied by the evils of faction and self-seeking. The

reason impUdt in a people wiU assert itself if it is only

allowed free i^y.
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We must not fail to observe, however, that if Dante
wonMsacnfice the mdependence of the political community.

tt^r"-?^^ '"*^ *"''• ^' '^'^«' "° t™« fr««lom

h^Jrr L. r""^ P^'=" '"^='> «>« Empire is totang badcto earth is the condition of justice and freedom

;

«^ by freedom he means aU that makes for the develop^ment of the higher powers of man. Though Dante camiotnd himself of the idea that the contemplative is highe

^wfih?- f "' ^"""'^y "^y that the onlyWe worth hvmg is that of the active citizen, who is at thesame time mterested in all the things of the mind. The
p^durtion of wealth he does not regard as unspiritual, butonly the selfish accumulation or expenditure of wealth-
and his Ideal embraces all the arts by which man is Uftedabove sense. We do not find in l..,n, as in Plato, a reluctant
renunciation of art as an " imitation " of the sensible he
views It as a medium through which the highest truth may
be conveyed. This is manifest from the delight which he
felt in music from the value he attaches to architecture
sculpture and painting, as weU as the interest he shows in
even the form of poetry. The full development of all the
powers of the mind is his ideal of a worthy human Ufe So
long as this end was attained it seemed to him a smaU
matter that men should receive their laws and institutions
from a supreme authority; nay. this end. he thought
could be attained in no other way. In this as in aU els^
Dante is the exponent of all that is best in medieval thought
Greece had bequeathed to Christendom not only the d«ire
and means of intellectual culture, but it had also handed
on Its special gift of art. although mainly in its imitativeRoman form. It is weU to remember, as Dr. Bosanquet
pomts out, when we speak of the " Dark Ages." that thepenod from the fifth to the fifteenth centuries was the
great bmldmg age of the world ; nor should we forget that
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the Church was the great patron of sculpture and painting

;

and that in Dante the two streams of chivahic and religious

poetry were united, as Giotto his contemporary combmes

close and accurate study of nature with reverence for

sacred themes. The modem world has gone far beyond

the medieval conception of the state and the church, but

the problem of combining culture with inteUectual and

political freedom is very far from being solved.

There is another thing which we should do weU to bear

in mind. Dante's ideal of a universal empire was no doubt

a dream, but it was one of those inspired dreams of a great

mind which are unconsciously prophetic. For, though

there cannot be a universal emperor, there ought to be,

and we trust will yet be, a universal people. Dante fafled

to estimate the importance of natibnaHty as the necessary

step to a wider unity, for nationaUty has been the great

political educator of the race. Yet he was not wrong m

regarding national hate as of the same essence as faction.

The highest progress of the race demands, not a " spint

of watchful jealousy" between nations, but a spirit of

active co-operation in all that concerns the well-being of

man. No doubt we are very far from the realization

of universal peace, justice and freedom, but at least the

progress of the mechanical arts, of political science and of

philosophy are bringing us approximately nearer to it. If

we take Dante's lesson to heart, we shall at least be led to

admit that selfishness in a nation is as indefensible as

selfishness in an individual. Like aU men who fix their

eyes on the Eternal, Dante was so enamoured of the ideal

that he sought to anticipate at a stroke the slow progress

of the ages. As Plato could only conceive of the perfect

state as an idealized Sparta, in which the distinction of

' mine " and " thine " was abolished by the negation of

individual property, and even of the family ;
as Goethe, in

i<
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his passion for universal r, '.ture, undervalued the principle
of nationality, partly confusing it with that spurious but
aggressive form of it which is ahnost indistinguishable from
hatred of all other nations ; and as Carlyle, in his desire
to put the hero at the head of the state, seemed to forget
that a hero can in our day only be found among a people
pohtically free

; so Dante, in the excess of his idealism
would bnng about at once the golden age of the world. In
one way these masters of thought were wrong, but in their
protest against the narrow and mean ideals of their age
as m the large and Uberal spirit by which they were
animated, they were undoubtedly right; and we read
them 111 If we forget the essential nobility of their aims
in a perception of the inadequacy of the means by which
they sought to realize them.
Of Dante-s conception of the Church much the same has

to be said as of his conception of the Empire. Like aU
medieval thinkers he cannot see how the spiritual interests
of men can be kept secure without a supreme authority to
deade m matters of faith. Freedom of thought in religious
matters naturaUy seemed a contradiction to one who con-
ceived of the Church as the guardian of a body of doctrine
which had received its final statement. The free operation
of the mteUect, he thought, can only mean freedom to fall
into error. To us, on the contraiy, it seems manifest that
just as there can be no perfect form of society which is not
based upon the free consent of the whole people, so there
can be no system of reKgious truth which is not the product
of the free and unbiassed exercise of reason. The duty of
pnvate judgment is the watchword of the modern world
and no Protestant can be faithless to it without abandoning
the central principle of the Reformation.
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LECTURE FIFTH.

ECKHART, DESCARTES AND SPIN07.A.

Scholasticism, as we have seen, was essentially a compro-

mise between the traditional conceptions and dogmas of

the Church and the free spirit of philosophy. Its problem

was therefore an insoluble one ; for, unless under presup-

position of the absolute truth of the whole system of

doctrine, the critical movement of philosophy could not be

carried out to its logical issue. A tacit recognition of the

impossibiUty of defending the traditional faith led finally

10 the express dogmatic assertion, that the doctrines of

the Church must be regarded as true even when they are

in flat contradiction to the plainest deliverances of reason.

Even the idea of Aquinas that reason might be employed

to confirm the dogmas accepted in implicit faith was

abandoned, and we find William of Occam (1300-1347)

going so far as to say that the utmost irrationaUty of its

contentions can in no way affect the authority of the

Church, since it is in the absolute power of God to act

in contradictory ways. This is virtually a reductio ad

absurdum of scholasticism. Meantime, there grew up

among the laity a form of religion and morality that was

independent of scholastic Christianity. The dogmas of the

Church were not questioned, but men fell back upon their

own inner Ufe, which was supported by popular preaching

rathei than by learned disquisition. What encouraged

this virtual separation was the rise of Christian mysticism,
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teachmg as appropriated and developed by BeZtl otCWaulx and by Hugo of St. Victor From ttefour-teenth century there px-evailed a mystical piety, not onlya^^ m^^and nuns, but even a^ong t'heK'S
^^1,1^ speculative mystics was Meister Eckhart
b. ea.xz6o d. 1329). The "Godhead," he declares, '^

z "isi^fGr;t:rnr °' '^'"«- '""- ^•^^^
' ""= """ proceeds. The universe expresses thr

^JcT- °Lf .!^"'-- - t^-t " beforecrS(S

i^. The eternal generation of the Son, who is Reason

sit :?,"•* ="'"f"
°' «"= '<»'-' --"J- -hich is Zve^ce and fme. There is no subordination of the second

m *'^,PT'k *° ''' ''^^" "*''« '^'"^^ fountain ofthmgs .s the Father, the image of things in Him is the Sonand love for this Image is the Holy Ghost." When G^
egresses hmiself in the intelligible world the phenomenal
world arj^es but this world, as is usual with mystics, Z
Slistht^'°r^'"'?='^"^*^^^- E^hart's^ew of
evil IS that as Good IS identical with Being, so Evil is thesame as non-being. In the human soul there is a "

spark
"

wluch^one with God,andthroughitman holds comm'^on

^^ v.- K T "" ^^^ '°"''" ^y Eckhart, " some-thmg which is above the soul. Divine, simple a purenothmg; rather nameless than named, rather unknown
flan known Of this I am accustomed to speak in my
dBoourses. Sometimes I have called it a power^eU«
anjmcreated Ught, and sometimes a Di,Se s^^ut
absokte and free from all names and all fonns, just as Gods fr« and absolute in Himself. It is higher iianW
^'^l^^ ''""' ^^^^' ^^'^ erace. For in all these
there IS stiU distmction." What Eckhart calk "

reason,"
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and other mystics
" intuition," is the highest of aU faculties

;

it
" cannot rest content with goodness or wisdom, nor even

with God himself, but must penetrate to the Ground from

whence all goodness and wisdom spring." This is the

way of the Godhead," which is open only to the mysbc.

No doubt he must fint tread " the way of the Manhead

but only as a means by which the soul may penetrate mto

the "Divine darkness" underlying the manifestation of

the Trinity. On the other hand, Eckhart seems also to

teach that contemplation is but the means to the active

life of love.

In the successors of Eckhart mysticism assumes a prac-

tical and devotional aspect, in whidi commumon with God

is regarded as a fact of personal reUgious expenence. The

effect of their teaching was to undermine sacerdotahsm,

and in a sense to prepare the way for the Reformation,

though none of them struck at the root of the medieval

view of the Church as the only and the necessary mediuin

through which the soul can enter into communion with

God The medieval world was subjected to a much more

effective though less direct attack by the Renaissance.

The renewal of sympathy with the free spirit of antiqmty

was the most effective criticism of the superstition and

bigotry of the Church. At the same time this movement

by its revival of the study of Greek and Hebrew, prepared

the way for the future regeneration of the Church, by

awakening the feeling for a historical interpretation of

scripture as compared with the dead mechanical method

of forced interpretation that had prevailed for centuries.

Men like Colet, More and Erasmus even unagined that

there might be a humanistic regeneration of ecclesiastical

Christianity, which should lead to the removal of abuses,

a moral regeneration of the Church, and an interpretation

of the dogmas in terms of ethics. This dream was rudely
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dispelled by the Lutheran Reformation. When Luther at

the Diet of Worms in 1521 refused to retract what he had
written, he expressed the principle of the supremacy of the

human conscience. This principle cut up by the roots the

doctrine that there is a distinction between church and
state, clergy and laity, the religious and the secular life.

Luther's whole attitude finds its highest interpretation in

his doctrine of justification by faith, which meant for him
that man needs no external process by which to attain to

forgiveness, but is able to see that the inmost nature of

God is revealed in the absolute self-surrender of Christ,

and therefore that through faith he may share in the right-

eousness of Christ. Thus the beUever becomes one with

God, and has the assurance of Uberation from sin. Luther's

idea of scripture, though he was unable to free himself

from the idea that it was an external and absolute authority,

is of a large and liberal kind. Scripture he regards as

divine, because it contained a record of the highest religious

experience. Luther's actual treatment of it shows that he

virtually distinguished higher and lower elements in it,

according as it did or did not appeal to his own experience.

Hence he regarded the Epistles of St. Paul as higher in

authority than any of the gospels except the Fourth, while

the Epistle of James he char?.cterized as an "epistle of

straw," and in the Book of Revelation he could see no
trace of real inspiration by the Holy Spirit. To miracles

he attached a very subordinate value. " External

miracles," he said, " are the apples and nuts which God
gave to the childish world as playthings ; we no longer

have need of them." But, while Luther virtually made an
appeal to reason, he was not by nature fitted for a specula-

tive reconstruction of religion, and indeed no such recon-

struction was possible until the foundations upon which a
reUgious view of life is supposed to rest have been subjected
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to the severest scrutiny. For this thoiough-going criticisin

we must look to the philosophers ; and to them, if. the

remaining lectures of the present course, I shall mainly

confine myself, beginning with Descartes, the " father of

modem philosophy."

In the remarkable words in which he characterizes bis

own age, Kant affirms that rational criticism must be

absolutely comprehensive. " When religion seeks to shelter

itself behind its sanctity," he says, " and law behind its

majesty, they justly awaken suspicion against themselves,

and can no longer lay claim to the sincere respect which

reason yields only to that which can bear the test of its

free and open scrutiny." • For criticism of this wide and

hnpartial type Descartes was not pi«pared, or at least for

it he professes not to be prepared. Though his philosophy

begins in a doubt that claims to be absolute, and though,

like Luther and Bacon, he starts with a determination to

free himself from the yoke of tradition and to grant no

unproved assumptions, the limitations of his time, and

possibly a certain defect in moral courage, prevented him,

as it prevented his great predecessors, from applying the

principle of private judgment in its complete generality.

While he admits that no state is perfect in its constitution,

as is sufficiently proved by the variety of discrepant con-

stitutions, he has no sympathy with those restless and busy

meddlers, who, called neither by birth nor fortune to take

part in the management of public affairs, are yet always

projecting some new reform. And if the subject of Louis

XIV. naturally shrank from enquiring into the foundation

of the state, a tenderness for so sacred and tender a plant,

and possibly a wholesome tiiead of the Inquisition, which

had but recently silenced Gahleo, led him to speak even

more guardedly of religion. The ordinances of religion, he

•Ktnl'i Xrilik ekr ninm Vmnm/i, lit ed., p. n. note-
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«ay», have been direcay instituted by God. as a means of
conducting man to heaven ; but, as the way thither b as
open to the smiple as to the most cultivated, it would be an
evidence of ureverence and presumption to subject reUgion
to the feeble test of human reason. The truths of reveta-
tion are more certain than anything reached by the use of
reason

;
for faith, which is their foundation, as in all that

is obscure, is an act, not of the inteUect, but of the wiU.
It is troe, Descartes holds, foUowing the usual distinction
of the schoohnen, that there are truths of faith, such as the
existence of God and the immortality of the soul, which
may be confirmed by reason, unlike the " mysteries "

of
the Trinity and the Incarnation, which are accepted only
by faith. No doubt, as theologians are agreed, the latter
are not contrary to the Kght of reason, but the former are
not only m harmony with reason, but are demonstrable by
reason. Guarded, however, as Descartes was in his attitude
towards the state and the church, the inherent contradic-
tion of an absolute doubt, from which the most important
concerns of life were exchided, begins to reveal itself the
moment an attempt is made to confine it within such
arbitrary limits. The freespirit of the modem world was
not thus to be fettered, but must needs expand untU it has
subdued all to itself.

Having made these inevitable concessions to the spirit
of the times, Descartes goes on to apply his rational test
to the -mass of ideas that he finds in his own mind. It
must seem strange, he says, that after the enormous labours
of past generations, no clear and certain knowledge has
been reached, notwithstanding the fact that good sense or
nason, which is the distinctive mark of man as compared
Jrith the animals, is so equally distributed. It must be
because knowledge has not been sought in the right way

;

and therefore untU we have discovered the true method of
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knowledge, we must provisionally reject all the beliefs that

have come to lu by hearsay and tradition. This method

is certainly not that of the traditional logic, which gives

no help in the discovery of new truth, however useful it

may be in the exposition of truth already obtained. In

mathematics alone Descartes found clear and certain

reasons for the statements made, and the method of mathe-

matics is to begin with the simplest and most general

elements and to advance in regular order to the more

complex. This method, then, may be expected to be

universally applicable. Now the intelligence is the unity

on which all knowledge depends, and hence we must first

enquire into its nature and limits. To get a satisfactory

solution of this problem, the mind must be freed from all

confused and doubtful ideas, and therefore that which is

merely probable or has been received upon authority must

in the first instance be rejected. Nothing can be accepted

as true which is not perfectly clear and certain ; either

because it is directly revealed by the natural light of reason

or is deduced from self-evident principles. Now, the

apparent reality of the objects of sense cannot be admitted,

for confidence in the senses results in self-contradiction,

and therefore we cannot in the first instance admit that

even our own bodies have any reality other than that

of dreams. Nor, setting aside the sensible properties of

things, can we admit the existence of extended being, which

is the object of geometry and arithmetic ; for, clear and

certain as the propositions of mathematics seem to be,

extended being itself may be an illusion produced in us

by God, if there is a God, or, if not, by the deceptive

character of our faculties. Thus no part of our conscious-

ness of the world is beyond doubt. But when we fall

back upon consciousness itself, we at last reach a proposi-

tion that cannot possibly be doubted. For though it is
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pt»«ble to doubt that what we think has «,y objective
JOBtenee. it is not po«iible to doubt that we actually think
it. Even the doubt that we have knowledge of reality
cannot extend to con«-iousne« itseU, and therefore the
P«.F<».t.on that / «ko think exia U absolutely certain

STis^indSr"^ °' *""" ^' '^^' '"-"^ --"^-«
^

It is important to observe that all that is asserted in the
Cogtto «.,<, sum |s that the thinking subject exists. Whether
the subject u m its existence independent of extended
reahty ,s neither afSrmed nor denied. To think at all
implies an immediate and necessary relation to a self

dilZfnS' "^^ °' """ *"'" '' "'°"8'>» '^ "»' 'hereby
determined. Descartes also, in spite of the ego employedm the formula, declare that the reality of the / thatmnh,
8 no an mference but an "intuition"; for, if it wei,an inference, we should have to start from the judgment,
whatever thinks exists," and go on to reason :

"rS
therefore I exist." We must therefore interpret D«-

>ub,ea that thmks exists. For aught that we know at
this su«e the thmkmg subject may be alone in the universe.
Nevertheless, the individual thinking subject is aware of
one instance in which there is no possible opposition
between what is thought and what exists. Fr^ the
void and formless infinite " has been won this firm and

»lid reahty, the existence of the individual thinking self.

M A
"^^^ *• ^"^ "°* advanced beyond Solipsism.How does Descartes seek to establish the existence of other

objects and other selves ?

How do I know that I myself exist as thinking? Iknow It because I have a "clear and distinct conscious-

that the faculty by which I know myself is not perception
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or imagination, but undentanding, i.<. it is not the

mere {act tlut the self is in a particular state, but the

thought or conception oi the self, as the subject of various

successive states, that constitutes the clearness and dis-

tinctness. Without understanding we should have no

consciousness of the self as thinking ; and indeed we are

expressly told that perception and imagination are not

essential to the existence of self. The Cogilo ergo turn

must therefore be interpreted to mean :
" I think of

myself as conscious, and therefore I exist."

I

Descartes, however, gives to this proposition a meaning

that seems fsjg£,j]|jj^i|l£g^iiiute^ Finding it possible

to doubt the existenceotSteriuir reality, but not the

existence of himself as thinking, he came to the conclusion

that he was " a substance whose whole essence or nature

consists purely in thinking, and which in order to be has

no need of any place, nor is dependent on anything

material." Hence, " this I, >'.«. the soul, by which I am
what I am, is entirely distinct from the body, and though

the body were not, the soul would not cease to be all that

it is." Or, as he expresses it in another passage, " It is

very certain that the knowledge of my existence does not

depend upon things the existence of which is not known
to me." Here Descartes has fallen into a fatal confusion

of thought. Granting that I may doubt whether there is

any external reaUty corresponding to my ideas, how can

it possibly be inferred that I am entirely independent of

everything material? The only proper inference is that

I cannot tell whether I can or can not exist apart from the

material world, because I do not know whether that world

exists, and if so, whether my existence is bound up with

tit

or not. What Descartes should have said is that as the

knowledge of his own existence was true whether or not

the material world existed, the knowledge of his own
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I cannot in this way obtain the conception of an infinite

substance. This idea can be produced in — ^y nnt))ing

short of a substancejgenmgij^ To the objechon that

tEe-Ja&-orG5anSiay be derived from my knowledge of

myself, since the infinite is nothing but the negation of

the finite, Descartes answers that the idea of the mfinite

is not negative but positive, representing not less but more

jreaUty than the idea of the finite. " Let it not be sup-

1

Iposed " he says,
" that the idea of the infinite is not the I

hdel of reaUty, but merely the negation of that which is I

finite, in the same way as rest is conceived by the negation I

of motion, and carkness by the negation of Ught. On the
\

contrary, it is manifest that there is more reality m infimte

substance than in finite substance ; nay, that in some

sense I have in me rather the conception of the infinite

than of the finite, U. the idea of God than the idea of

myself For, how could I know that I doubt and desire,

or in other words, that there is some defect u. " i which

prevents me from being perfect, if I had no idea of a Being

more perfect thanmjseW, in contrast to whom I recognue

the aSreJtrSrmy'^wnnature ? Nor can it be said that

the idea of God may be false, and may therefore have no

representative value : for it is perfectly clear and (hstmct

and as representing the highest possible reaUty is beyond

all suspicion. The idea of the infinite comprehends all my

ideas of perfection. No doubt I cannot conceive all that

it involves, but this only proves that the cause contains in

it more than I who am finite and Umited can grasp. If it

is further objected that, though the idea of the infimte is

positive, it need not imply the existence of a being distmc

from myself, but may be simply my ideal of what I migh

I

myself become, Descartes answers, in the first place, that

the idea of a being who is only potentially infimte is not

the same thing as the idea of a being who is actually infinite ;

i oil r"
'

1
/ •

:;li
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/

»«»n<Uy that as perfection must always remain an ideal /

^L fl:
that i° any case th. actual existence in .urk

'"M'j? a thfi IllBrt liLthe mtoite cannot be prnHn!^ t.L I
masmucl, ial^;;nrjBi^jttkiaM

|

"isn»v *''—?"."'^"""y at presentT^rS: «Another form of the ailment from causality is based
3on the fact thaf I .»;<= t« t „ , '. .

a«a
,upon the fact that I exist. If I were self-produced. I should

^Z ^T-1: '"^f*
"^'^ *^ P*^«=«°" '^hich I regard^m the highest degree desirable. But as I am not per-

mt^K """^
T''"'!'

*''^* ^ '•"^^ "" the power to make

Z^^.^Z- """? '"^ *° "*^*^ "y^"- Nor can this

rlTT •? avoided by supposing that I have always
Misted, for the conservation of a substance requires thesame power as its creation, and indeed conservation is just
continuous creation. Nor can any other finite cause
account for my existence. Thus I am, forced to conclude
that my existence must be attributed to God. as a Beinir
containing within himself aU perfection.
TWs idea of God as involving all perfection is elaboratedm the second argument of Descartes-that usuaUy known

^e^ontdggtfal. I find in my mind a great nl^rTf
ST^^' ,°°* ""'"= "'«**'°'^- "-""gh there may
possibly be no reahty corresponding to them. Thus when

IZTf " *"'"^"' ' *'"' *''" "^ " "^^'tain immutable

i^o^i = T '^"°'' ''^''^ '^ "° '"^*"tion of mine.

t^^dnr^ !!
''''^° **•"* ' ^''^^ the idea of God as,

Iwa^^f'.i'*''"* ^^^ ^ *''^* ' ^'^'^ the idea of a I

'"^'f
• And, just as the idea of a triangle is clearly and i

T:^LT ^'•-t-
"--arily, connected with The^ea of Its three angles being equal to two right angles •

rect^lv cf ""IJ: ^r^ ""• •"^'"^"y- -" th-f"e

e^sZT.
'^

T'^''^
""'^ *"' '^'^ °' ^' ^"^tual and eternal

existence. The existence of God is therefore at least as

»
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certain as- the truths of mathematics. Descattes admits

that at first sight this argument seems to be sophistical.

In all other cases we assume that there is a distinction

between existence and essence, and hence we naturally

suppose that we can conceive of God as having no actual

U
existence. But it is not really possible, Descartes aigues,

to separate the existence from the essence of God. We
can no more conceive of an absolutely perfect being as

wanting in existence, »'.«. wanting in perfection, than we

A J can conceive a mountain without a valley. Thus the

M thought of God is absolutely inseparable from the thought

In of his existence. It will of course be objected, that, admit-

1 ting the necessary connection in my thought of the essence

and the existence of God, it does not follow that God

actually exists. My thought, it may be said, does not

impose any necessity upon things. Because I can imagine

a winged horse, it does not follow that such a horse actually

exists. Similarly, I may attribute existence to God,

although no God exists. But this objection, Descartes

repUes, rests vi-r-.v a fallacy. It is quite true that my

1 thought does not impose any necessity upon things ;
but

i for that very reason the absolutely indissoluble connection

I
between my thought of God and my thought of his exist-

I
ence shows that it is the necessity of the existence of God

i that determines my thought of his existence. I can per-

'
fectly well imagine a horse without wings, but I cannot

conceive of God without including existence in my con-

ception. It may be said, however, that, admitting the

assumption of an absolutely perfect being, it no doubt

follows that he exists, but it is not necessary that such an

assumption should be admitted. If I grant that all four-

sided figures may be inscribed in a circle, I must also grant

the inference that a rhombus can be inscribed in it. But

the original assumption is false, and therefore the inference
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assent is an act o{ wiU or free choice. The undentuding

makes no affirmation in regard to reahty, but merdy shows

the relation of ideas to each other; the acceptance or

rejection of this relation as holding true of reality is our

voluntary act. I cannot make or unmake my ideas, or

their relation to each other, but I can give or withhold my

assent from the ideas presented to me until I have satisfied

myself that I am accepting only those that are perfectly

J
" clear and distinct." Hence error does not proceed from

I

God, but from myself ; arf if I am careful to Umit the

assent of mjr will'fe absolutely clear and distinct thought.

I shall never fall into error.

When I examine the ideas of external or material things

i^jat I find in my mind, the idea of continuous magnitude,

i.e. of that which is extended in length, breadth and depth,

is perfectly clear and distinct. Such a magnitude b there-

fore possible, for nothing is impossible except that which

is unthinkable. Now, there is in me a certain passive

faculty of perception, which does not belong to me as a

thinking being ; and therefore my ideas of sense must be

referred to some substance other than myself, which is

sufficient to account for their representative character.

That they are not directly produced by God we must

conclude, because otherwise he would deceive us by the

apparently representative character imparted to them;

and hence we must conclude that they are caused by cor-

poreal things. Of course it does not foUow that corporeal

substance or matter corresponds to our perceptions, so far

as these are obscure and confused, but only that it cor-

responds to that clear and distinct conception of an

extended magnitude which is the object of mathematics.

There are. then, three kinds ofJieing : thinkins.iub;..

Stance, extended substan(!e gBB tttHi61ji4£!5l.^tyice^tfiflli.

Now we have'fioTmwrHRa of substance, taEngflie tem
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only find his true self in direct union with God, so the

former, generalizing the whole problem, carries doubt o{

all preconceptions to its ultimate result in a provisional

rejection of all knowledge, and, finding in the nature of

the consciousness of self the one indubitable foundation of

all truth, he advances to the proof of the being of God.

Descartes has therefore sought to give a reasoned basis

for the right of private judgment and the necessity of

submission to God as the prius of all reality.

The Cogito ergo sum may therefore be regarded as the

principle upon which is based the demand that nothing

should be accepted that is not established on rational

grounds. When we examine this principle more closely,

it becomes evident that it contains an ambiguity which

prevents Descartes from constructing a philosophy that

carries out its own aim of admitting nothing that is not

estabhshed by reason. Is the Cogito to be interpreted as

meaning, "
I as a particular self think," or does it mean,

"
I as a universal self think " ? The distinction is by no

means unimportant. Descartes tells us that, in the effort

to reach a first principle, he assumed provisionally that

one of his ideas was true, and that after supposing that

tke whole of his ideas might be no more real than dreams,

he found that, whether that which he thought was reahty

or illusion, he could not doubt that he did think and there-

fore was not himself an illusion. And the ground for this

proposition was that to think and to be were inseparable,

since he could not think without being. Descartes' pre-

supposition therefore is, that in self-consciousness he came

into direct contact, without any mediation, with himself

as a thinking being. The first principle, however, is

regarded by him as only establishing the existence of his

own particular self, for he tells us that it still remained

doubtful whether there was anything real but himself.
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fhf°\l^
>nay be readily shown that this assumption of

l« erected Let , be granted that in self-consciousness
fte particular self is directly aware of his own existencT^and the question still remains, whether this is more thanan unfounded belief. The individual man may hl^e tS"most undoubting assurance of his own existent as tLk!

Z u
" f

,^"""«J that this assurance is peculiar tohunself, or at least that it cannot be shownZ to b^pecuhar to himself, he has not reached a proposition tl«t
will bear the weight of a true system of know^dgr It isUiu. e,ndent that only if the Cogiu, of Descart^ is inter

ftV!^
""""'

' "' " ""'^'"'^ inteUigence think," can

I

It be the presupposition of all truth. For, unless the

t?5^T 1""* T"^ • " '" ^^"^ °^ "y ^^n I knowthat m thjnking I am." there is nothing to hinder us fromdenying that the proposition is more Ln a natural bSpertaf« untrue, conviction. Hence the first princip'le of^es must be interpreted to mean, that the onjpossibk ground upon which any knowledge whatever canbe based IS that the particular self, in thinking, is thinking
as every p,Ks>ble intelligence must think. No inteUigencem other words, can possibly be conscious of thinking with-out recogmzmg that this implies the existence as thinkinK

tte b«ng that thinks. So inten^reted, the firstSc^o Descartes may be taken to express the doctrine that tte
P^^upposition of all knowledge is the existence in ev^^conscious being of an inteUigence, which mider thesame conditions operates in the same way. The counter

^Te ullf' 'n';,'"^*
'°*'^« ^- be'real thatTno;

intelhgible, we shaU immediately see
,l^w I do not think that Descartes rejected this principle

,
,

f-the pnnaple that aU intelligences are identical in their /
|
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essential nature ; indeed, it seems to be impUed in his

view of
" innate ideas," i.e. ideas that must be accepted by

every one who understands their meaning ;
but it yet is

true that his want oi (.•« cit recognition of this principle

has led him into fund ... ental error. Thus his interpreta-

tion of the Cogito «f,'i i^», as equivalent to the doctruie

that the thinking si.uject is a substance exisHng mde-

pendently of the body and of the whole material world,

is obviously due to a confusion between the particular and

• the universal self. For, the first principle, on any tenable

interpretation, does not establish the reality of a purely

spiritual substance, but only shows that, whatever may be

the object of thought, there exists a thinking subject.

Whether this thinking subject could exist in independence

is not determined by the first principle.

At the same time the first principle of Descartes may be

regarded as implying that the thinking subject is at once

particular and universal. For, though its author did not

discriminate between these two senses, what was working

in his mind undoubtedly was the principle that the par-

ticular thinking subject is capable of reaching a conclusion

thiriing subject is self-active and yet its self-activity must

conform to the universal Uws of aU inteUigence. It was,

however, just as natural for Descartes as for Luther to

accentuate the particular aspect of the self, in contrast to

the enslavement of the individual from which the modem

world had to free itself ; and therefore it is not surprising

that he thinks more of the self-activity of the individual

than of the universality of intelligence which it unpHes.

The subsequent course of phUosophy will therefore, as we

may expect, first bring into prominence the aspect of

universahty that he has neglected, and then endeavour to

reconcile the self-determination of the particular self with
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the univeraaUty of his intelligence. The one estteme
naturaUy gives rise to the other ; and hence, just as the
freedom of the individual man as aifirmed by Luther was
immediately foUowed by the unqualilied assertion of his
abeolute subjection to the sovereignty of God, so the
individuahsm of Descartes was foUowed by the universalism
of Malebranche and Spinoza. V»., / „ .,

,-

The mSaeqiiacy of ffia'Cartesian formula, when it is |,
mterpreted as referring only to the particular thinking self, ji
IS virtually confessed by Descartes himself, when he goesjl
on to give a demonstration of the existence of God. |u

In his first argument, as we have seen, Descartes starts
from the principle of causaUtv. whirh h> regards as aa_jV^-^ •-''
" intuition " of reason. In otheTwoiSrwrlavrTirthe
idea of the inseparable connection of anything real with
Its ground or cause, a principle that is just as immediate,
and just as absolute, as the CogUo ergo sum. If this is
true, the principle of causaUty must be one that is not
peculiMLto this or that thinVin^ h^j.^, but must be reco?
!^ J'.^iyeQr^ggBSible mteUigence. Descartes, therefore. Im making the assjmipSonOiat the judgment of causaUty .^^ju .

g^^tS. has virtuaJlxaffirmed that the thinking subject |5(.i.^ , I

astBSKBng is beyond the Umits oTlSTimfrriSBvrJuality. I . i^-'^Z.
It IS only on this principle that the Cartesian proofs of the

'

existeace of God can be regarded as in any sense valid.
When Descartes tells us that " the conception of the finite ilj . «m some sense presupposes the conception of the infinite." ilff'ft
he admits, though with some hesitation, that in the con-'
saousness of self there is involved the consciousness of a
umversal intelligence. What prevents Descartes from
recogniang that the knowledge of the infinite is the neces-
sary condition of the knowledge of the finite is his assump-
tion that the human mind cannot come into direct contact
with the infinite, and must thes'efore " represent " it by

U
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more or less inadequate symbols. Hence, though it is

true that the thought of the finite is inseparable from the

thought of the infinite, yet the infinite remains beyond

direct knowledge, and must therefore be inferred from the

knowledge of the finite. It is for this reason that Descartes

employs the principle of causality as the medium between

the finite and the infinite. The idea of the infinite, hejj

argues, cannot be produced by the finite subject ;
there-|

fore, it must be due to God. who alone is infinite. On thel

dualistic basis from which Descartes starts, the argument'

i^iirtWIWbjection of Kant, that the conception of the

^infinite cannot be identified with the infinite, and that

there is therefore no way of advancing from the conception

to the objective existence of a Being corresponding to the

conception. But, while this is a valid criticism of the

dualism of Descartes, it does not do justice to the principle

nr^freally rules his thought. That principle is, that what

thought by its very nature cannot but think must be a

determination of real existence. This is the principle, as

we have seen, that really gave force to the Cogilo ergo sum.

I

In the present case, granting its truth, the conclusion that

the infinite is presupposed in the finite will follow from the

impossibility of attaching any meaning to the finite except

as presupposing the infinite. It must be observed, how-

ever, that with this interpretation of the Cartesian argument,

the dualistic basis of bis doctrine disappears. The inde-

pendence of the thinking subject can no longer be main-

tained, when it is seen thut apart t.om the infinite neither

it nor any other finite reality could exist. If the infinite

by the necessary law of intelligence is the prius of all

reality, not only must the finite thinking subject involve

the infinite, but both it and the external world must be

alike related to the infinite, and therefore to each other.

The infinite cannot be separated from the finite without

i

I

' ( « 4t- J.L,
;.,f,
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(itMU becoming finite ; and the finite, if it has no reaUty
except through the infinite, cannot be opposed to the
infinite. Hence the Cartesian doctrine that the infinite is

the presupposition of the finite raises the whole question
as to the relation of the one to the other. This was the
main problem of Spinoza, and indeed of all succeeding
philosophers. Descartes could not possibly give a satis-

factory solution of the problem because not only does he
never get rid of the duaUsm from which he started, but he
is entirely deficient in any comprehension of the relative

value of the categories of substance and causality, which
he employs in his proof of the being of God. The category
of causality, as Kant has shown—and the same thing is true
of " substance "—is necessarily of a divisive character, since
it separates between an effect and its cause. It is indeed
only by employing the term causality in the unusual sense
of self-cause that Descartes is able to make his demonstra-
tion march at all ; and self<ause is at bottom the Absolute
interpreted as self-determining. Hence the cosmological
argument, as he employs it, really presupposesTEe~onto^
logical

; while this again gets its meaning and force from
the principle that the Absolute is seli-determining.

When he advances from the idea of God to the world,
Descartes argues that to regard matter as illusory is to
suppose that our intelligence is in its intrinsic nature
incapable of arriving at truth, and therefore that in its

creation God has violated his essential nature. The prin-
ciple here involved is again that which we have seen to
be implied in the two first principles ; namely, that the
inteUigence of man is essentially identical in nature with
universal intelligence. Descartes, indeed, admits that we
are so constituted as to fall into error, but only because we
weakly give the consent of our will to that which is not
clear and distinct to the inteUect. The whole of this

I

J
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reasoning is pervaded by the idea that the individual mind

can only obtain an indirect knowledge of anything but

itself. It is for this reason that Descartes, in order to give

a certainty to our beUefs that does not belong to them in

their own nature, falls back upon the idea of God, as the

only warrant for the reality of that which is not directly

known to us. In truth there can be no consciousness of

self or of God that is not mediated by a consciousness of

the world. Unless it can be shown that, in knowing the

cosmos, we are, in Kepler's language " thinking the thoughts

of God' after Him " we can have no knowledge whatever.

„ In this sense, and only in this sense, can it be said that the

truthfuhiess of God is the only guarantee of the reality of /

the world. Knowledge, in fact, is a system of ideas, in/

which each involves all the others ; so that the conscious-j'

ness of self is inseparable from the consciousness of tha

world, and both from the consciousness of God.
j

' From what has been said it is evident that there is in

the philosophy of Descartes a confusion of principles. The
j

main source of this confusion, as I have argued, is due tol

the want of discrimination between the particular self and!

the universal self, leading to the notion that in knowledgej

the subject is separated both from the world and from

God. The over-emphasis of individuality in Descartes

naturally led to the ov; . emphasis of universahty in

Spinoza, though in the former we have already the germ of

all that becomes explicit in the latter.

j In making doubt the necessary presupposition of know-

(ledge Descartes was virtually affirming that reason or

^intelligence is the only foundation of truth. To this prin-

iple, however, as we have seen, he was so far untrue that

le expressly excepted from its operation the dogmas of the

Church and the sovereignty of the State. Spinoza displays

none of this inconsistency. There is for him no authority
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but reason, and philosophy, as the systematic formulation
of the true nature of things, is not the handmaid of theology
but a substitute for it, just as it is the sole guarantee of
society and the State. This enlarged conception of the
province of philosophy as independent of all external
grounds gave to Spinoza's effort to get at the ultimate
truth of things a depth of interest that it could not have
for Descartes. In the view of Descartes man is unable to
break through the self-enclosed circle of his ideas, so that
all other objects but himself are matters of faith, vouched
for by the absolute truthfuhiess of God ; Spinoza saw that,
to make the possibility of knowledge depend upon the
existence of that which in itself is unknown is suicidal,

since that which falls beyond the circle of knowledge cannot
be shown to exist. The only knowable reahty is therefore
that reality which is comprehended by reason, and the
truth so comprehended cannot be a mere assemblage of
fragments, but must be an organic whole. It must there-
fore be possible to show that the true order and connection
of ideas is identical witti the order and connection of
things. Descartes held that in the order of our knowledge; f

j
the consciousness of self precedes the consciousness of God,|[|
while in reaUty the existence of God is the presupposition |J) I

of the existence of the self. This opposition between the;/(
ratio cogHoscendi and the ratio essendi Spinoza rejects. If , I

the self cannot exist apart from God, it cannot be known in 1

1

its true nature until we have obtained a knowledge of God. 1

1

We must therefore start from the idea of God and proceed 1

1

to derive all reality from that idea in an order correspond- 1

1

ing to the true nature of things ; and therefore the object
of Spinoza's Ethics is to give a systematic statement of
existence in its totality and in the true subordination of
its parts.

The philosophyof Spinoza maybe regarded as a consistent
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development of that aspect of the Cartesian philosophy
|

in which it is maintained that God is the one absolute/

Substance or Reality. Just as Descartes expressed in terms

of philosophy the fundamental ideas which governed the

thought of Luther, so it is not fanciful to say that the

Ethics of Spinoza is the philosophical counterpart of the

-"theology of Calvin, with its faith in the absolute sovereignty

of God, and the absolute impotence of man or any finite

being to escape from the predestinated order and con-

nection of events instituted by the divine will. Spinoza

therefore refuses to accept any of the compromises by which

Descartes sought to preserve the independence and free-

dom of man. There is for him no " substance " but God ;

for no being but God can be defined as " absolutely inde-

pendent " or self-complete. There is no " substantiality
"

whatever in any finite thing, considered in itself, and
therefore we must discard the illogical conception that

finite things are substances relatively to one another, but

not substances relatively to God. " Substance," says

Spinoza, " is that which exists in itself and is conceived by
itself," and that which does not answer to this definition

has no reality of its own whatever. This one Substance

is the necessary presupposition of all finite modes of being ;

and as itself absolutely permanent or unchangeable, it con-

sists of unchangeable or permanent attributes. Of these

attributes
—

" that which the intellect perceives of Sub-

stance as if constituting its essence " (Def. V.)—two are

known to us, najnelj^xtension and Thought : and Spinoza

agrees with Descartes in i^^Etaiiiing that they are mutually

exclusive of each other, bJDth in reality and in our thought

of them. They are mutiially exclusive in reality, because

each is infinite or complete in itself ; for nothing can be

added to the totality of extension or to the totaUty of

thought ; and they are ttiutually exclusive in conception.

..>.:.,

-X^.)
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for the addition ofthought adds nothing to the conception

the reality imphed m thought and aU the reality impliedm extension must be more real than one whichVonf i^^only the reahty of thought or the reality of extension. BuSubstance IS that which contains in itself aU reality, and

extension. Spinoza, however, is not content to define
^Substance as that which at once involves the totaUty of

)

ta^n that this one Substance, since it is absolutely real,' ?

ZZTT" ^".lHfipj^l«!'«»'' of attributes. In t4 las !

,'

step he has unwittingly introduced a principle that cannot^
jb^ reconciled with the rest of his system. The attributes ofl

'

extension and thought fall within the range of human'
expenence. and therefore in ascribing them to the one Sub-
stance. Spinoza does not transcend the Hmits of verifiable
expenence

;
but, when he conte- that the one substance

must contain an infinite numbe. .f attributes, he has on
his own admission transcended the limits of aU possible

ce°otTo fh' ff ^'^u ^ '°"^'"''°" "P°" "" " ^'""- con-
ception that for us has no definite content. Only in this
doctnne does Spinoza give countenance to the point ofview of ^^tjcjsm, which is widely different from the
Fajitheism on which the rest of his doctrine is based

It wjU help to make clearer Spinoza's conception of Godwhom he defines as " Being absolutely infinite or substance
consisting of ,;n infinity of attributes, each one of which
expresses eternal and infinite essence " (Def VI ) if we
consider his criticism of the foUowers of Descaries, who,hke their master conceived of God as a purely thinkine

m,M T'^K-^'f
°''' '^P"^'"'' ^"^ fr"" the extended' .world, to which he was conceived to be related only as an
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external Creator and Preserver. In support of this view,

they argued that whatever is extended is finite, and there-

fore that God as infinite cannot be extended. The assump-

tion here h, says Spinoza, that extended being is made up

of finite parts ; which is as absurd as to say that a line is

made up of a number of points, a surface of a number of

lines, and a solid of a number of surfaces. It is no doubt

true that imagination so presents extended being ; but the

moment we attempt to think it, we perceive that it is one

infinite and indivisible. Hence there is no valid reason

for denying that extension is an attribute of God. No
doubt the world is continually assuming new forms, but

these in no way affect the absolute persistence of extended

being. Nor can it be admitted that the world came into

being at a particular time by the creative act of God.

That doctrine rests upon an opposition between the intellect

and the will of God, ind the consequent dualism of God
and the world. It is supposed that God, in human fashion,

first had in his mind an idea or plan of the world, and sub-

foquently willed it into existe ice. In support of this view,

it is said that the world cannot be a complete manifestation

of the power of God, which as infinite is inexhaustible, and

therefore we must suppose that in creating the world God

had in his mind an idea of that which he did not create. To

this argument Spinoza answers that to suppose God to

possess infinite power without being able to exercise it

for fear of its exhaustion is an absurdity, based upon the

assimiption that God may think what he does not will.

In an infinite being there can be no opposition between

the possible and the actual. This is virtually admitted by

the Cartesians when they declare that God has foreordained

all things from all eternity ; for what is this but to say

that God is absolutely unchangeable and that all things

follow necessarily from the infinite perfection of his nature ?

! t
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pinoai therefore concludes that the world cannot bi^separated from God, but is in fact a complete Trlo^

^f ?w!i K
"' """' '" "'"^ "«• '" «>e other attributes •

^.^,t
"^"^^ ' "^^ ^'^-^

: but it is an abLlute^~mplete expression of it. Hence Spinoza uses the terms

s^'ksof cTh.^'i^t*""
-*-'«">««=''"y. When he

^r!n .
'' '""""""^ "•''"y °' ">« absolute nnityof aU ex.stence; when he calls God SuU.ance, he I

^3"1k .'*'""! "' ""^•"'"K'-ble character of

k*;,^ r !!!
™P'°y' *^" *°'<' Nature, his thought

Ss du^cted to the manifestation of God in the visibleTd
,the spiritual world.

"

The inanity of God, then, is implied both in the world

LXtreV* *r "' ™'"'- ' "» ">' °- ^ --^festedm the form of motion and rest, while the other isma^i^ted in what Spinoza colls the " absohitely iltite ImteUect. In contrast to Descartes, who attributed the Imotion of bodies to the external action of God uponYhemSpmc^ holds that bodies are not by nature inertm^but east only m virtue of the activity which they posses^

J.

modes of the attribute of extension. The world"^
m^r ^.J°"T'^ "^ ^ "^'"'^ "'°«°"- ""d as thismotion incud^ that of all the bodies constituting theworld it IS infimte." And as motion and rest pres.npose

them ^- ^7- "':'"''' '""^y "* -«»-• SplT^'^
etell "'f"\'"°<J«" The world is thus not only
eternal wd unchangeable in its extension, but in aU itschanges in the way of motion and rest no in re^ o'dmmiution of its ^-tivity as a whole can arise ; infed to

^r^.'n '^"^
i,"""^

°' •J^""""" i^ incompatible

rv^ -birutvtr
'''"^ ""'"" "^^ '^ '^''^ *"

In his conception of "absolutely infinite inteUect

"
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Spinoza betrays the influence of that mystical tendency

to which reference has already been made. " Intellect

"

is nund making an attribute of God its object ; and as

there is an infinite number of attributes, we must suppose

that " absolutely infinite intellect " is that which has as

its object this infinite number of attributes. It is true

that the only attributes which are the object of intellect

as known to us are extension and thought, but, as Spinoza

looks upon these as only two out of the infinite number

of attributes in which God expresses himself, we must

suppose that in its totality intellect has all these attri-

butes as its object. Thus in a curious way Spinoza is led

to maintain that there is an infinity of minds corresponding

to the infinity of objects which they think. The thought

of God is one, but it is fully expressed in the absolute

totality of ideas which are present in the infinity of minds

constituting the " absolutely infinite i.itellect." Yet this

intellect is only a " mode," because it is not identical with

the complet'; thought of God, but is only a form in which

that thought is expressed. It is, however, an " infinite
"

mode, because it is not affected by the infinite mode of

extension or any of the other modes. And, lastly, it is

an " absolutely infinite " mode, because it comprehends

the infinite totality of ideas.

When he goes ~.in to consider the nature of man, Spinoza

drops all reference to any attributes or modes except the

attributes of extension and thought, and the modes corre-

sponding to them. In considering the nature of man as

at once body and soul, he refuses to admit with Descartes

that animals, and man on his animal side, are mere autcinata,

maintaining, in consistency with his general system, that

nQthiiig.e»sts which is not at on' e extended and thinking

(II. 13, SchoI.J^ rtlSfVue that tilings differ very ifincirTn

the character of their ideas, but the difference is one of
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degree, not of kind, and exactlv..

""''^
'''

or less complex.-,y of the bSv
'^ ™"«Ponds to the greater

of a doctrine afterwards e^^atld „" ""'
"^T'

'"S^^"""
^'bn,U. It i, no, further dVj!,!!!,

""^"^"^ '""" by
«" he tells us. his object nlc IT*

^ ''""'''^' '^""^.
complete system, but on v to r

*?'" *"" "°' «° Pve a
»° far as that ^as neceil f

" ""^ ""'"^ °f "•»"
conditions of his higher w7 " ^"•Pfchension of the

^'^^^^^ -<^ to be
«mply in idea that which todJir'

^' '^«°'". -"ind is
o* affections constituting tKuma" ":!:"''"' ^"^ ^"^
represented in the series of ide, ^^ "^ ""'"o^cd or
™nd; and there neverl^VStrr""*''''^ ''""-
part .n the body. There TV ^^ "°' *'' counter-
.between mind and body 'tha,' ^TT"' '^' *«''™nce

I

Jea of a bodily affection h^f
^™"' ''' "°t on'y an

Wea; -n other worrth^°";3t"*'"''°'-«^ an idea of Vat
but seU-consciousne^

T'must^:r;i°*
only consciousness

^t there is any " substance "7^ '7^'^' ""^''ver.^m the series of ideas anTtheconlT' '^ *^""P>«hcd
human mind is nothinrbut thTr'T' °' '"^ ^ 'he
those ideas as abstracted from , "^ °' '^"^ 'tself, or
,The ideas, then. 2h "on

^^'^''^"''^ <^°"ten;.
human knowledge follow 1. ."" ""* ""t fom, of
"We way a, t^JZotZZ°T!" ''" ^^™« '--*-
"e the cental counter^^^'^f7*'°"^ °' -hich they
capable of a higher kind^Tu .^ """"an mind is

knowledge is iiper,i^,"to/hS:t- '" ''^ "-t form
« the order in wWch the^ L^^ "L ^ *''^'"^'^^ »°<1

0% a partial representatiornT
\*''='"=elves they are

>t^f the result off^^T "i;,"
^^^-^'W" of the Ldy,

they are confused and^^Scur^ !ld
'°°"'" *'^"«'- «^

"•"espond merely to the su^^^^Ve
1*" '"^^ "''^^ they

"ccessive changes m the body,

r'H
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not to the real connection of things, they follow one «n-

other by perfectly arbitrary association. Thus Spinoza,

j'while he »greea with the empirical psycholofc'sts in holding

[/that every idea has its correspondent bodily counterpart,

i. differs from them fundamentally in denying i^M sensible

perception is the criterion of reality, and that succession

and simultaneity are the only bonds of connection between

ideas. Hence he goes on to explain how an advance is

made from experimlia vaga, the first form of knowledge,

to a truer view of things.

Ifthe first step out of the partial and confused view of the

Wforld is taken when the mind penetrates to the universal

relations which are implied in immediate experience, and is

fthns enabled to see that a deeper order and connection of

things underlies and is presupposed in the m -rely external

order of association by succession and simultaneity. In

the first stage of knowledge, for example, we observe that

water extinguishes and oil nourishes flame, and we are

satisfied with knowing this mere fact ; in the second stage

we seek to discover the cause or reason of the fact. When

the ciuse or reason is discovered, the knowledge thus

obtained is common to all men, and hence Spinoza tells us

that it consists of " common notions or adequate ideas of

theproperties of things." These "common notions" arethe

laws of motion and the laws of mind. They must not be

confused with either abstract or transcendent ideas, which

cire produced, not by reason, but by imagination. The

product of imagination is an abstract or partial image, and

as the mind can only have a limited number of distinct

images, anything beyond this is blurred and confused. We
can easily ^cture an octagon, but not a chiliat^on- I'ran-

scendent ideas, again, are even more abstract and inadequate.

Nothing can be less fitted to give us a tnie knowledge of

things than such ideas as " being," " thing," " somewhat,"
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From the " intuitive" point of view we see that all things

involve God, and that God is present in all things ; and

only when we have risen to this serene height of con-

templation, in which all merely personal desires have

vanished away, do we attain to that blessedness which is

the true aim of philosophy.

It is natural to object to this doctrine that it seems to

make the " blessed life " consist in a purely intellectual

contemplation of existence. This objection, however, over-

looks the fact that Spinoza maintains that the active life

undergoes a development corresponding to that of the

intellectual life. As the first stage of knowledge is ex-

perienHa vaga, so the first stage of activity is passion or

feeling. All things exhibit the two aspects of motion and

idea. The former aspect implies that in all things the

activity of the one Substance assumes a particular form.

Not only men, but animals, plants, and even organic things

" by their very nature strive to continue in existence."

This inherent activity, however, is checked or destroyed by

the counteractivity of other things, and hence there is no

mode of being in which pure activity is manifested, but only

activity limited and counterbalanced by contrary activity.

This general conception of all things as essentially active

Spinoza proceeds to apply to man. Outwardly the activity

of man manifests itself in the movements of his bodily

organs ; inwardly, in the passions or emotions which are

their counterpart. And just as the body is subjected to a

thousand influences from without, so the mind as simply

the idea of the body is similarly limited. Nevertheless, the

effort to continue in existence is not destroyed, but mani-

fests itself on the conscious side as appetite, desire or will.

Consciousness does not originate anything, but merely

reveals the existence of the effort to continue in existence.

When this effort is in process of realization, there is a
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laws. The life of reason is not the passionless tranquillity

of self-negation : it contains all the energy of passion, no
longer misdirected, but devoted to the reahzation of uni-

versal ends. The rational life is not one of self-mortification.

Including all that ministers to well-being, it lifts a man
above mere sentimental pity for the sufferings of others,

above all fear of death, and above all ambition that springs

from the mere desire for the pleasure of approbation. Thus
while the result is peace, it is a peace that comes from self-

affirmation, not from self-negation. The rational man does

not waste his energy in remorse, but learns to avoid the

causes which lead toremorse by a better comprehension of

the laws of the universe. His repentance is no vain regret

over the inevitable consequences of his own action, but
consists in devotion to universal ends. Self-sacrifice ini

any form is, for Spinoza, a weakness, due to imperfect
{

Uberation from the power of the passions.

Though the life of reason frees man from the tyranny of

passion, it is not the highest stage of morality. The per-

W'"n lit
"^ consists in the " intellectual love of God "

(V. 33). he wto reaches tne mgriSRBgeoffiowleclg?-
that in which he contemplates all things from the ultimate

point of view, and in all his actions is determined by it ; he

who, as we may say, occupies the religious point of view-
is Uberated absolutely from the power of passion, and even
rises above the stage of reason to that intellectual love of

God in which emotion is perfectly rationalized. What
precisely is meant by this " intellectual love of God " ?

In the last section of the EtMcs Spinoza begins by
reminding us that memory and imagination imply the

existence of the body, since the ideas which form their

content are the mental correlate of certain bodily affec-

tions ; therefore, with the dissolution of the body, memotyl
and imagination become impossible (V. 21). " Never-

1
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SJ^ "d^"''
"^ "^"^ '^ '"" * ''^^^ form

^ pr^TJT^^"^ ""= unbeginning and unend-

Znfr^ °f nature. When, therefore, any individual

SeHouti^?''
""^' '^ "^ •^'^°y«'»- As Spino^

sS'^.e^^rc;:srnfr:::rr:::
ofSriui?"^ *'"^'' •=°'^*''""^ the c~S' m
of i^r* ^T" '"''"^ ""'y <" '°°8 '^ the succession

unmortality. No douM.tTdrtiS"" Jru^'T'

J

(V. 33). but this "somethini;" can onlv h. th. -. I
and unchangeable nature^ ^_ t' ^e Z^^ I
achvity which constitutes the essence of mind. T^ c^

acttvity of God has no existence except in some finitemnd Spinoza must mean that, while the individualS
C^^heTm^' "^'"^ "^^^ «"-^°- l«eS^l I

rf^In » r."^ " ^'"^ '^"^ '«"" the illusionof imagmation, he is able to view his own mind as aTZ
n!n^ , ? ^' '*''™'^ P'^*=« °' the cosmos, and tC

ately.as the bemg of otheis (V. 25>. Entirely fre^r^l i

o^srvi^lT""' '-^J^^-^e^^nJ
^t^^d^ after completeness wfieT^Sitit^iiSl^ Inature and Uierefore he experiences complete satisfaction!(V. 37). This IS what Spinoza calls the '

inteUectuaJ lovei
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of God." It is " inteUectual " because it presupposes

»

that comprehensive view of the universe which sees " our
noisy years as moments in the eternal sUence," and it is
an inteUectual "love" because it involves the perfect-
transcendence of the individual self. Even death itselfI
from this comprehensive point of view is not an evil, for
the " inteUeetual love of God " destroys selfish desire by
showing that death is but an incident in the eternal pro-
cess of nature (V. 38). Thus disappears the false idea
that blessedness is the reward of virtue. The only reward*
of virtue is virtue itself. He who loves God has no desii^
that God should love him in return, for in love to God
consists his perfect satisfaction. " If the way to this life
of blessedness," concludes Spinoza, " is hard and steep, it
yet is not impossible of attainment. Hard it must be, or
It would not be followed by so few ; but all that is of great
value is as difficult as it is rare " (V. 42).
In the philosophy of Spinoza emphasis is laid upon the

absolute necessity of the relation between the Absolute
and the finite modes of reaUty. in which it is manifested
and from which it is inseparable. For Descartes Gnd is

[ !?.!!"!'f

!" '''"'""
'"

J '"(Irnrnf'"" '
"^ *'- Wi _land therefore he is unable to explain consistently hoiTa

I Being already complete in himself can create a world dis-
Itinct from himself without adding to his completeness.
ISpmoza does not fall into this inconsistency ; for, holding
Ithat the world never began to.be but is eternal, andlffii^-
Ifag that its changes are absolutely determined by the
unchangeable nature of God, he maintains that whatever

I

exists is necessary from the very nature of the Absolute,
fand therefore that nothing has any separate anri in-

dependent being. InThM reJernng all mo3™of eSsten"
to a single pnnciple, and denying that any of these modes
can exist in independence of it, Spinoza has undoubtedly
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manifested in nature, there can be no reason for dedaring I

that it is also completely manifested in mind. Here, in I

I iact, Spinoza is open to the same objection as applied to

ijihe Cartesian doctrine of a God who is com(il(j{^i^^^^^
Iself apart from the world and nojaaifctliap complete alter

ij
I the creation of the world. Spinoza is no aouot ngBinS

.'

I holding that God is manifested in nature as well as in

I
mind, but, still retaining the abstract opposition of nature

i I and mind, he is forced to conceive of God simply as the

I / Unity in which mind and matter are combined. But such

; a Unity can only 5e"conceived as that which somehow, we
know not how, conAiines irreconcilable opposites ; it is a

Unity not really manifested in the opposites, but one that

is beyond the opposites ; in other words, it is a Unity that

does not reconcile differences but merely evades their

reconciliation. Spinoza seems himself to have had an
uneasy feeling that all was not well with his idea of the

Absolute, when he suggests that the abstract opposition

of nature and mind does not exist for the Absolute but

only for us. But this only leads to a new difficulty ; for

he thus violates his fundamental principle that what

intelligence must think necessarily exists. For, if nature

and mind are for our intelligence irreconcilable opposites,

their reconciliation in the Absolute must mean mat from

the ultimate point of view they are not irreconcilable

opposites.^ Thus our human intelligence must be in irre-

concilable antagonism with itself, now afiirming an absolute

opposition of nature and mind, and again denying that

opposition. But when contradiction is introduced into

the intelligence itself, our latter state is worse than the

, first. The philosophy of Spinoza thus leads to the insoluble ',

s dilemma : if nature and mind are absolute opposites, they ' '

\ cannot be united in the Absolute ; if they are united in
j

.
c

; the Absolute, they cannot be absolute opposites. The )
v
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between them is not abJlute "t^e ''" ''^'""="°°
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which is based upon the idea of an external adaptation oi
means to ends, and especially an adaptation that is intended
to subserve the particular ends of man, is an untenable
doctrine, without admitting that all teleology must be
discarded. The whole question is whether the universe is

a manifestation of reason or exhibits nothing but the blind
play of mechanical forces. Spinoza everywhere insists, and
rightly insists, upon the inviolability of law ; but he seeras

to assume that this inviolability is incompatible with any
divine purpose which expresses itself in and through it.

But it may fairly be contended that if the universe is the
expression of a single Unity, and if that unity is manifested
in mind as well as in nature, either there is an irreconcilable

dualism of mind and nature, or nature must involve mind,
and therefore must be at bottom rational. We must
therefore, I think, regard Spinoza's denial of teleology as
but the inverse aspect of his separation of mind and nature.
If we are really earnest in contending that the univeise is

intelligible, we must also admit that it is an organic or
rational whole, and this is the same as saying that it is

not only a mechanical but a teleological system.

In his endeavour to give an explanation of existence
that would harmonize with the assumed opposition of
matter and mind, and yet be consistent with the reduction

of all forms of existence to the unity of a single principle,

SiHnoza was led to maintain (i) that finite things have no
individual reality, but are merely modes in which the
Absolute is manifested, (2) that in God there is no self-

consciousness, (3) that as a consequence there is in the
universe no manifestation of intelligent purpose, but all

things follow by inevitable necessity from the eternal

nature of the imiverse, (4) that the survival of personal

consciousness is impossible because of the indissoluble

relation of soul and body. All of these propositions
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LECTURE SIXTH.

LEIBNITZ, LOCKE AND THE ENGLISH DEISTS.

In attempting to explain the nature of things, Leibnitz

begins by pointing out the defect in the Cartesian concep-
'ipq pf hn(\Y -1" Jt^ PTti.ii.mn The mere presence of a
body in a certain place does not explain how it comes
about that every body offers resistance, that it is impene-
trable by any othei body, and possesses inertia, in virtue

of which it can only be set in motion or brought to rest

by the expenditure of a definite amount of force. If the
essence of body consisted in mere extension, when a body
A encountered another body B, which was at rest, both
bodies would move on together at the same rate of velocity

as that of A previous to the encounter. Extension or I
presence in space is, therefore, not the fundamental nature!
of body, but merely the result of the " original force " '

with which it is endowed. What is properly meant by
the substantiality or reality of a thing is the active force

that it possesses. And this active force must belong to

it as a simple or individual being, or what Leibnitz calls a
" monad," because a mere aggregate is not a true unity,

but only an ens rationis. Now this active force, which
constitutes the real individuality of things, must be of the

same fundamental nature as that which we experience in

ourselves as mind or soul. Hence we must regard the

world as consisting of spiritual beings, each of which is a

real unity and possesses something of the nature of con-

lll
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inoiudi neverthdeu have a knowledge o{ one another, and

that tb« knowledge of one U in bannony with that of the

other. Leibnitz cannot admit any real influence between

monads, and therefore be falls back upon the idea that

the harmony of all monads with one another ba^ been pre-

determined by the divine will. That harmony is r.ot

immediately produced by God, but results from the original

nature with which they have been endowed. The iii'*e-

pendint development of each monad thus results in 1

harmony of their ideas with one another.

But, though they are harmonious , the monads differ in

the degree of their menfaTlife ; and this again is deter-

mined by the degree of force which each possesses. For

the degree of force is in each limited, and upon this limita-

tion depends the clearness and distinctness of its icfre-

sentations. Leibnitz explains the diflcMnces in moi>ads||

on the principle that God has impaired to each thatjl

measure of force which is compatible with the perfection!

of the whole. In this way he accounts for the existence
|

of bodies, which are simply complexes of monads, com-'

bined by their common relation to the soul, th^^j^ol
MAMatcaUiggmonad. There are no bodies wiuioii^ouir

and when we speat as if there were, it is only from the

inadequate point of view of sense. " Matter," in the

sense of dead unUving masses, has no real existence.

Nevertheless, in the explanation of particular phenomena

we must ^i. have recourse to the divine activity or to the

action of spirit. " I am as corpuscular," he says, " as

any one can be in the explanation of particular phenomena.

All special phenomena can be explained mechanically,

and in no other way can the causes of m'iterial things be

imderstood." Leibnitz even criticizes Newton's theory of

gravitation on the ground that it assumes the action of

bodies on one another at a difitance, which to him seem: to
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tt^

with hii monadology. A* there is no influence of external

thing! on the subject, the empirical view represented by
Locke is untenable. It is true that sensible perception

precedes and is essential to thought, but sensible percep-

tion is itsel* but a lower stage of thought, the former being

confused and the latter distinct. As in all its operations

the subject is self-active and self-determined, it can receive

nothing from without. No doubt there are n^^Butf
^jgas " in the sense objected to by Locke, but there are
" innate ideas " in the sense that all ideas are developed

from the indistinctness of perception to the distinctness

of thought by the activity of the subject.

Corresponding to the distinction of perception and
thought is Leibnitz' well-known opposition of contingent

and necessary truths. The former deals with the indi-

vidual, the latter with the universal. Being self-evident,

the one class are unconditionally necessary, and their

denial would be self-contradictory. At the same time,

they are hypothetical in nature, since they merely express

what is true under the supposition that tVere are real

things corresponding to them. Hence the truths of

reason only declare that which is possible, and to pass

from possibility to actuality involves a complete know-
ledge of the whole world in all its relations, and indeed a

knowledge of all possible worlds. Such knowledge is

therefore the prerogative of God alone, while man can only

learn the laws of the actual world from experience Con-

tingent truth therefore depends upon the representation

of the external world in the Individual mind, and tor this

reason our ideas assume the confused form of sensible

impressions.

To the distinction of rational and empirical knowledge

correspond respectively the principle of Identity or Con-

tradiction and the principle of Sufficient or Determinant
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with the demand for a rational universe. The ultimate

proof, however, of these propositions is given in his argu-

ments for the existence of God, and in his conception of

the world as the best of all possible worlds. As to the

former, he regards the ojitological argument of Descartes

as valid, under condition that the conception of God is

not self-contradictory. He also regards the cogndoecy,^

argument as confirming the ontological, inasmuch as it

argues, and rightly ai^es, that, as no contingent being

can be self-existent, no possible existence is conceivable

except under presupposition of an absolutely necessary

being. The argument, however, to which Leibnitz attaches

greatest weight is that which starts from the idea of the

pre-estabUshed harmony, and advances to the idea of the

world as forming a teleological system. Events as known

to us in experience are no doubt necessary, in the sense

that they presuppose a sufficient ground for their exist-

ence ; but it is impossible, by any regress from effect to

cause, to show that the whole series of events is uncon-

ditionally necessary. Hence, in order to reach the ultimate

ground for the existence of the world, we must go entirely

beyond the world itself, and posit as its cause a Being

distinct from the world. Now, the doctrine of the pre-

established harmony is alone consistent with this argu-

ment ; for, if things can actually influence one another,

it is not necessary to go beyond the world in order to explain

events. On the other hand, if nothing reaUy acts on any-

thing else, it is necessary to suppose that the harmony of

the numberless beings composing the world is due to a

Being of infinite inteUigence. There can only be one such

Being, for the connection of all things in the one cosmos

proves that the cause is one ; and this Being must not only

possess infinite intelligence, but also infinite power and

infinite goodness : the former to realize the harmony of all

\
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determinant beings, there is one aspect of his theory which

seems to lead logically to pantheism. Finite beings owe

their whole existence as active forces to the creative activity

of God, and therefore it would seem that their whole nature

is determined by the power of God as operating in them.

Leibnitz himself repeatedly declares that the conservation

of the world is a continual creation ; and that the monads

originate frrm one moment to another by continual fulgura-

tions from God. It is difficult to distinguish this doctrine

from the view of Spinoza that the finite haf no being of

its own, but is merely a manifestation of God in a par-

ticular mode. No doubt Leibnitz regards his doctrine as

differing fundamentally from that of Spinoza, but it may

be doubted whether he has really got rid of the pre-sup-

positions that led to the pantheism of Spinoza.

Religion is for Leibnitz essentially practical, but it is

possible only under definite theoretical presuppositions.

In its essence it consists of love to God, the only Being who

is perfect in power, knowledge and goodness, and who is

the source of all order, harmony and beauty. In love to

God consists true piety and happiness. To love God, how-

ever, we must know him, and the more distinctly we

realize his true nature, the purer and stronger will be our

love to him. No one can truly know God without loving

him, and no one can love him without doing his will.

Religion is not the obligation to fulfil the divine will in

order to obtain a reward, but the free conformity to it

for its own sake ; it consists in clearness of thought and

purity of will.

The philosophy of Leibnitz may be said to move between

two great poles : the idea that the universe is the expression

of an absolutely perfect inteUigence, and the idea that it

involves the independent activity of its parts. In virtue

of the former conception, he denies that the mechanical
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i:

I

he is the spokesman of the whole scientific movement of

the modem world. But this is a very different thing from

maintaining that it is impossible to establish the existence

of rational purpose in the universe. One of the congenital

defects in the Cartesian philosophy is its uncritical assump-

tion of the categories_^ which meaniiigTs giVSn to our

knowledge, ibuch conceptidns as iti^anical causation on

the one hand, and final cause on the other hand, are regarded

by Descartes as " innate ideas " of which no further account

can be given. Hence it does not occur to him to ask

whether these categories are not related as less and - ore

developed forms of the same fundamental thought, namely,

that the universe is rational. Now, it can hardly be said

that Leibnitz instituted any inquiry into the subordination

of categories to one another in a rational scheme of the

universe, but he undoubtedly seeks to show that the

category of mechanical causation is no complete and satis-

factory determination of reahty, and must be supplemented

by the idea of final cause. Hence he refuses to admit that

human knowledge is limited to an observation of the

orderly movei.nents of nature. To assign in explanation

of a motion another motion of the same kind, no doubt

suggests the interdependence of all movements upon one

another, but no ultimate explanation can be reached by

this method, since we are launched upon an endless series,

and an endless series cannot be a whole. The conception

of the movements of nature must therefore rest upon a

deeper conception. This deeper conception must be sought

in mind, and mind is meaningless apart from the idea of

purpose cr final cause. The whole nature of things must

therefore be explained as forms in which mind is mani-

fested. The laws of motion are just the manner in which

at a lowcir stage of knowledge we represent the universe

;

and when we advs-ce to a higher stage we see that those
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real point is whether the subconscious states belong to the
subject in its separate individuality. That in the process
of knowledge the knowing svbject passes from a state
prior to consciousness to a state in which he is conscious,
does indeed imply that he becomes that which he in

potentiality is, but it does not imply that he derives his
knowledge from the unconscious modifications that pre-
cede knowledge. The truth is that Leibnitz, like Descartes
and Spinoza, and indeed all the thinkers of the period,
assumes that the real must be unchangeably the same

;

so that any development which takes place must be merely
the expUcit consciousness of that which is implicit. But
this conception of reality and development is obviously
untenable. It rests upon the false notion that sub-
stantiality or identity means unchangeability ; and there-
fore that the process of thought is purely analytic. The
substantiality or identity of the knowing subject does not
mean that it undergoes no real development; on the
contrary, the only real identity is that which involves a
transformation of the subject—a transformation, no doubt,
which implies that its identity is nevertheless preserved

;

and the only real development is that in which elements
come into being that never in any form existed previously,
thow... no doubt these are elements that involve the
continuity of the developing subject. The transition from
blind or unconscious " perceptions " to sensible experience,
and from sensible experience to rational knowledge, is not,

as Leibnitz contends it is, merely a change in degree ; it

is a qualitative change, and is practically treated by him
as such ; and qualitative change is in this case develop-
ment, or a transition to a new and higher conception of

existence.

I (6) A similar remark must be made in regard to the

I development of the moral consciousness. Leibnitz, assiun-
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l^t-^ f^^'dy present. The negative movement of

"of^h^ T^ *'' ™"'^ """^ "^ '^ "«8ated inview of the Ideal, .s entirely overlooked. ^ The result is ,Uiat any distinction between moral and immoral conduct i

.s logically inconceivable. For. when Leibnitz attempts to jexplain why a man acts in one way rather tha.i in another,
he is forced to maintain that his action is the precise result
of his ongmal nature. Here, therefore, we see again the
baleful effect of the assumption that absolutely self^entred
individuality is the only explanation of the facts of experi-

ZT ,///° .''°"" '™' "'*' "^'hout real self-activityand self-determmation moraUty is unmeaning, since in
that case aU action must be regarded as the resultant of
mechanical forces

; but it by no means foUows that such
self-centred existence involves absolute separation from all
other existence. "The individual is the real," but cer-
tainly not the abstract individual: the real individual
undergoes a real process of development in virtue of hispower of negating the immediate self and determining him-

^l^K t"''"'^
'° *''" ^^^" "^^ that gradually reveals

.tself to hm, through the activity of his whole rational

i
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nature. It is not by isolation, but by inclusion, that true
individuality is attained.

And this leads us to the complementary defect involved
in the conception of the individual subject as "repre-
senting," but not reaUy comprehending, the world. The
fact which Leibnitz is seeking to explain by his doctrine of
the "representative" character of the monads, is the
order, law and system which everywhere prjvail in the
world. Nothing is what it is apart from all other forms of
being, and the whole constitutes a unity so differentiated
in all its parts, that nothing can exist that has not its

perfect individuality and yet its perfect harmony with

I

everything else. Thus the most infinitesimal movement

I

in one part of the world involves a correspondent altera-
tion in all other parts. But, though the totality of changes
in the universe precisely corresponds, Leibnitz denies that
there is any connection or influence of one being upon
another. And no doubt there are certain facts that give
plausibility to his contention. The scientific man does not
admit that in molecular motion or chemical change there
is any action of one thing upon another ; what he affirms
is that there is a redistribution of the several particles
or atoms. Starting from this mechanical conception of

1

nature, Leibnitz goes on to argue that it gives no real
explanation of the world, and he finds in mind the only
true cause of aU motion and change. For mind, he con-
tends, is a real and indivisible unity, and therefore we
must conceive all forms of being as of the nature of mind.
Now, we may admit that mind is the prius of all existence,
without accepting the corollary with which Leibnitz bur-
dens his thesis, that every mind is an indivisible unity in
the sense that it has no real relations to anything else,

whether natural or spiritual. In such a splendid isolation
it is not mind or a unity or self-active, or indeed anything
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but . pu« abstraction. A mind conceived in this wav" no a unity, because tljere is no true unity thaU, ?otnonifested in differences. Nor is it self acLlL
wtach exhibits counter-activity. Tlie wliole conception omuid as mvolving isoUted individuality is untenable Ve

/ ^/te^To l^^^^'^t^
'"** » "^^^ tKject^

I ^ ,J *" °"*" '^'"8'. and therefore comes to th,knowledge of himself only in and thro^hTs eompreI hension of those beings. Self-consciousness t attZ^
I ojjy by seU-effacement in the first instancT ?his

"
t^

^
true that a mmd cannot be regarded as JjriWng itsnature rom its relations to other modes of S^t fa^entiaUy self-active, and without self-activij"? fa 'L^mind

;
but, on the other hand, its relation to olhe^ moS^of being IS nec<^a,y to its seU<onsciousness Sd ^l^

hend the world, and so to find in it nothing alien to U^-and yet m thfa identification its individuality fa not surrendered but realized.
' '""

wo2 "frtt'l"'
*'"" "" *'"* '^* '"°°^'' -P"^nts the

„^ f i° ^* conscious subject, he says, directiv

mdirectly. Now, it is no doubt true that at the sta^e „fperception the world fa only known from a ^^andmadeqvutepomtofview. But the subject wh^stiu'tthis stage cannot be aware that there fa any higher poin

^
view

;
and it fa only because he fa capable of dete^S^the pnncples of reaUty that he fa ab^to rfae a^e^
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imperfection of the perceptive stage of knowledge. Any

absolute limit must make it impossible for the subject to

comprehend the true nature of things, and such an absolute

limit seems to be implied in the " passive force " which

Leibnitz ascribes to every monad. A " passive force
"

which is conceived as merely a name for incompleteness

of knowledge, is a tenable doctrine ; but a " passive

force " which shuts out the subject from a comprehension

of the true nature of the universe, is at bottom a purely

sceptical doctrtie.

Though he has not been able to construct a self-consistent

doctrine, the philosophy of I^ibnitz is full of suggestive-

ness. Everywhere he states the problem that demands

solution, and he never loses faith in the rationality of the

(universe. Mind, as he rightly holds, is self-conscious and

self-determinant, and thej^vg5J,is no assemblage of

inconsistent and mutiiaQy contradictory fragments, but a

perfect unity. The process of knowledge may be regarded

I
as directed to the end of the rational comprehension of a

I rational world, and the process of morality as the develop-

\ ment in the individual of that reason which is the nature

1 of things. Man must advance from the external determina-

I
tion of the world as co-existent and successive to the

I conception of it as displaying inviolable law, but the goal

of all knowledge is the comprehension of all things as the

manifestation of the divine self-consciousness. Hence

Leibnitz assumes that man contains in himself, both as

knowing and as willing, the principle which constitutes

the essential nature of reality.

Leibnitz' second reason for maintaining that the mechani-

cal view of the world is merely provisional and subordinate

to the teleological view, is that all monads, independent as

they are, harmonize with one another in their perceptions.

For, though this concord is not externally produced, but
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I

follow, from the inner nature of the monads themselves
yet the fact that the monads do harmoniie requires explana^
tion Md the only satisfactory ejiplanation Leibnitz findsm the divine will. Gpd bo&eutoX^UMMiUMM^b^Men ^
«ieb«t. The fundamentaldefiit ot this mode oaho«g'ht N
&fKat It draws an impossible distinction between po«si-Vt
biUty and actuality, and while affirming the rationah^fM
the world, virtually denies it. So long as we limit our

'

attention to some particular aspect of existence, it seems
reasonable to say that many things are possible that can 1\never be actual. It does not at first sight seem absurd to /

^

say that the sun may possibly not rise to-morrow; and I
indeed there is a sense in which the statement is perfectly
correct

:
it is possible that the sun may not rise to-morrow

providtdUM the whole system of things admits of its not
nsxng. Thus, we never affirm anything to be reaUy
possible, without tacitly presupposing that the miiverse h,
a connected and rational system. No doubt we may not
be certam whether a given thing is possible or not but
our uncertaintyjoes not rest upon anvjoabi°r^^m^^mi^rm^y upon our ignorance!
oflto^tails. ItisiEaWBte «««uia% atamd to maintain/
that in a Bemg of infinite knowledge there can be"'iir
opposition between the possible and

^
h. .r>...i Such anIda afiseslrom assummg that possibility, in The sense of

Ignorance of the particular structure of the univeree is
Identical with real possibility. Hence, when Leibnitz ,

speaks of God as having before bis mind the idea of all
possible worlds, he is assuming that the world known to I

-
us IS not completely rational; from which it plainly
foUows that we cannot refer it to a., absolutely ratio-id
»!mg as its source. If therefore Leibnitz' argument from I
the pre-established harmony of all things is to have even /a measure of validity, we must deny absolutely hisX
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III

contrast o< pouibUity and actuality. Nothing it capable

of coming into being tliat ii not consistent witli the

unchangeable and rational system of the universe.

When we do away with the false distinction between the

possible and the actual, it is obvious that there can be no

distinction between the conditional necessity of natural

law and the absolute necessity of the eternal truths of

reason. Conditional necessity can only mean that which

is in harmony with all the conditions of the universe, and
^

there can be no absolute necessity which does not involve!

the same presupposition. What misleads Leibnitz is, as|

before, his confusion between the two sorts of possibility.

Our ignorance of the details of the world does not show

that, because we are imcertain which of one or more

possibiUties is true, therefore any one of them may take

place ; were our knowledge complete we should be per-

fectly certain that only one possibility can become actual,

consistently with the subjection of the world to law. Hence

there is no distinction, such as Leibnitz draws, between

the conditional necessity of natural law and the absolute

necessity of the truths of reason. The events in the world

are as necessary as the truths of mathematics, and if we

are disposed to distinguish the one from the other, it is

only because the data of mathematical truth aie simple

and may be fully known to us, while the data upo) which

the laws of nature are based may be too complicated for

us, at the stage of relative ignorance which we have not

been able to transcend. Leibnitz' attempts to base the

old distinction between what transcends reason and

what contradicts reason on the distinction between condi-

tional and absolute necessity, is therefore futile and inept.

Nothing can transcend reason except that which is

contradictory of it or is irrational. What gives plausibility

to Leibnitz' contention is a confusion between the process of
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knowledge In ui uid the deliverances of reason I. i. „„doubt true tha. we cannot show in det.7Z wlltever

utchanr h
""• " **" ""'• P'""' " '" harmony J^hXunchangeable constitution of the universe; but this bv

r««»n. The supposed transcendence of reason can at .h. •m«,t mean that we do not possess the data f^r com ng tl adefimte conclusion in certain particular cases
; but !nl^we are to deny all rationahty to the unive,;e we 1^ Ipant that nothing can transcend reason itseir^xceotT /•

;tnrr'"'J^*°'^°'''''""°"^»Vstem"tru„tt/

suspect that it was only in accommodation to the so^alledmystenes" of faith, which, taken literaUy n^S^^
o"nTonh'"°"'

""" °"'^ "^^"^ '"^y contradi« it

""

w^ the H "r """"'" ^y *''*^'' '-"'"'''^ *=« actuated

scSu^^L: Go^°
'''"? "'' ""-'''*"*''<=« and self-co^

natuT^ I
""'"^'

'° ""= "''"=«°n °' 'he divine

wWcr^rl^'""'^ )i°
'" ""-"ff^'-^ntiated substantiality ?n

^L^ t """^ "y "" ""P^'Po^ive necessity Hetherefore sought to show that God is the Creator of ^
r^'atLrr'-'i'""*

'™'" "^ <>"" monadl. B^as he affirms the independence and self-activity of thecreated monads, and at the same time mLntains h.mfi^te perfection of God, it becomes difficult tode'L':the precise relation between God and other thin^ Leb!

thmgs. but he is also their Preserver ; in fact Creatinn uno. a single act. but a continuous act. Now h
'"

>e

the mod 'T!t'
'"'"^ ^°"^'^'^ *" self-activity. L^'r

u2^T:J ""' ^"-"^''^'y "^ Pre-ordaine/byL
aS o r„H "T't '' ^"""''' *^"^ '° 'he creativeactivity of God. and that if this were withdrawn they

o •''
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must cease to exist. Thus God would seem to be the

only original substance, while all other modes of being

are, as Leibnitz himself puts it,
" fulgurations " of God.

No doubt he says that the origination of monads is a

free product of the divine will ; but, even then, it is hard

to see how he can escape from the determinism of Spinoza.

The truth seems to be that Leibnitz here, as in the whole

of his system, is
" in a strait betwixt two "

: on the one

hand, he is seeking to preserve the independence of God

and other beings, and, on the other hand, to show that all

proceeds from God. No real solution of this problem is

possible, so long as it is assumed that the monads can be

free and self-determined only if they are entirely separated

from one another and from God, and that the self-con-

sciousness of God involves his independent self-subsistence.

Under these conditions the attempted solution of the

problem in regard to the relation of the monads to one

another and to God must be a compromise ; for between

things that are absolutely isolated no real relation can

possibly subsist. If, therefore, the absoluteness of God

and the self-activity of other beings are to be preserved,

it must be denied that any being, whether God or man,

can exist in isolation. The nature of God must involve I

his relation to the world, and the nature of finite beings
|

their relation to one another and to God. This does not
|

really imply the destruction of the self-activity of either

God or his creatures, because true freedom consists not in

separation but in union with other beings, and the con-

sciousness of freedom is impossible except in so far as the

particular Ufe of each is transcended by the universality

of reason. The difference between God and man cannot

consist in the originative or creative power of the former

and the dependence of the latter, but in the completeness

with which God is related to all beings, and the slow and
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man""-V.'!.:f t ^f'*'^
=°"»"""natio„ is attained byman. h -...,' of all human endeavour is to attain thl^rfecfon of union i:|i^ fn the idea of God t^wha

. J&" '^'4S4Sb«SSce that;^Sal-MHTOcation wtE Gid a^feMTT'Tnlr^^'-'r^.
,g;;2i-2- -^Wmin-S^la^nSs^^J^fa ,^

"Wr5ra.sures him that the universe as rational mTkef >"
perpetual progress in the higher life a reality The idS S

."el^tahlv
" ""^^P^^dently of human effort, but l^nevitably as man must foUow the guiding star o reaso^

'

In th,s sense the providence of God works dwa"s for Zd''
"

welTtttThT^ v"';*
"°""' "°' - workerS ^

rjT \ u
* '" ^' ^^^^ "^'"e "an can onlyWthat which appears "under the form of good " Hen^

^hum»„ :,

" *''' "'°«^«-Power that lies behindK~

ol^God We hlf"""""'
""^ "'^^^'°^«' ^P^ fro'" the idea

01 God, hfe has no meamng or purpose. That men are notalways aware of the goal towarrThich they "mTvingoften by what seem very devious paths, is tL ; Tut tWsorUy shows that man is never fully conscious of whamanner of spint he is. Herbert Spencer somewheretys
s^pose that he prefers misery. Put i„ this way, thedoctnne .s more than questionable; but, interpreted to

ot the rational self, which is identical with God, it mav

search for the good, and the good, as he also saw is ultimately identical with God.

ml^ f^
philosophy of Leibnitz one of the great move-

successor, Wolff, removes from the teaching of his master
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its large suggestiveness, and drops back into a mechanical

system from which all the ideal elements have vanished

away. The strength of Descartes, Spinoza and Leibnitz <

lay in their grasp of the unity of things, and in their per-1

sistent attempt to defend the ratini^gjj^v nf ^he universe.

The philosophy of Locke and his successors, on ihi other

I hand, insists upon the necessity of appealing to experience

I in support of any proposition regarding the nature of the
^

I world, of man or of God. Descartes had indeed claimed

[ to begin at the beginning, but the very fact that he assumed

I
the existence of " innate ideas "—ideas that, as Locke

I
understood him to say, are not derived from experience,

I
but belong to the human mind prior to all experience—

I
shows that he had not really cleared his mind of all pre-

' conceptions. Locke is absolutely resolute in fedeteaBUML-

tion to exclude all assumptions, even the assumption that

we afe"capal)le of ariy knowledge whatever. " I thought,"

he tells us, " that the first step towards satisfying several

inquiries that the mind of man was very apt to run into,

was to take a view of our own understanding, examine our

own powers, and see to what things they were adapted.

Till that was done, I suspected we began at the wrong end.

and in vaih sought for satisfaction in a quiet and sure

possession of truths that most concerned us, whilst we

let loose our thoughts into the vast ocean of being, as if

all that boundless extent were the natural and undoubted

possession of our understanding, wherein nothing was

exempt from its decisions, or escaped its comprehension.

Thus men extending their inquiries Ijeyond their capacities,

and letting their thoughts wander into those depths where

they can find no sure footing, it is no wonder that they

raise questions and multiply disputes, which, never coming

to any clear resolution, are proper only to continue and

increase their doubts, and to confirm them at last in perfect

/
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scepticsm. Whereas, were the capacities of our under-
standings weU considered, the extent of our knowledge
once discovered, and the horizon found which sets the
bounds between the enUghtened and the dark parts of
thmgs. between what is and what is not comprehensible
by us, men would perhaps with less scniples acquiesce in
the avowed ignorance of the one, and employ their thoughts
and discourse with more advantage and satisfaction in the
others (Essay L i. 7). Locke is equaUy decided in his
rejection of all religious preconceptions. While Descartes
sought to preserve rdigion as a sacred enclosure sheltered
from the rude assaults of reason, Locke tried to secure
the same end by showing that there is nothing in scripture
that IS in any way incompatible with the demands of
reason. The distinction between the two thinkers is
characteristic

; for, whereas, as a good catholic, the former
Identifies rehgion with the dogmas of the Church, the latter
adopts the Protestant principle that scripture contains the
whole body of reUgious truths. And as we have seen that
the cautious and tentative attitude of Descartes soon gaveway to the bold speculations of Spinoza, so the guarded

0"H^e ^^^ '"""'" " '''" ""tspoken scepticism

Discarding all "innate ideas," Locke finds that the
individual mind is left facing the worid ; and the question
of philosophy seems to be, to explain how the mind, which
IS At first absalutejy_em2tjr, comes to be furnished with
Ideas, what certainty is possible, and what are the limits
withm which human knowledge is confined. Philosophyca^only^ with ideas

; for. whatever may be the nature \
•-"

of thmgs. knowledge must come to TBIhrough the oDSra l'

tons of ourown minds, and it is possibhrthat-^e maynot
be able to discover the true nature of reality. "Everyone /

IS actuaUy conscious of having ideas in himself, and men's
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words and actions will satisfy him that they are in others."

Truth and falsehood, however, are not in ideas themselves,

but only in the judgments by which they are affirmed or

denied of things. When we examine our own minds, we

find that in it there are complex ideas of possible modes of

things, which we regard as dependent on individual sub-

stances ; of individual substances, as sul)sisting inde-

pendently or by themselves; and of relations between, /

substances. These are all compounded of " simple jdeas." r—
There are two ways in which we obtaifT^S^WHwI^HI^ ;

j

for either we come incontact with the external world through 1

our senses, or we have a direct perception of the opera-

tions of our own minds. Thus the elements of knowledge

are derived from the two sources of sensation and reflec-

tion ; the nature of the world we learn through sensation, jU

'133'the nature of the self through reflection. Knowledge!),'

is no original endowment, but a process by which maniu

learns the nature of things, gradually and imperfectly,

under the conditions of his experience. ^

m Locke's treatment of the complex idea of " substance
"

Bis of special interest as a test of his derivationo^lHBiow-

H ledge from experience. He virtually admits that the idea

of substance cannot be presented in sense or imagination,

for it is impossible to regard a mere aggregate of sensible

qualities, or a mere aggregate of mental operations, as

existing by themselves ; we are forced by the constitution

of our minds to attribute the aggregate in each case to a

they do subsist, and from whence

Locke admits that the only meaning we

can attach to the term " substance " is the negative om

of " an uncertain supposition of we know not what.

V This must be regarded as a virtual admission that know-

ledge cannot be explained by the mere refereiice to ideas

Vf sensation and reflection, or any combination of them.
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When he goes on to speak of the " substance " of mind,
Locke naturally falls into still greater perplexity ; for here
he has to account not only for unity, but for a unity that
is conscious of itself. As on his own showing there are
breaks in consciousness, the difficulty arises to explain
"personal identity," and he is forced to fall back on a
distinction between the identity of the underlying sub-
stance of mind and the identity of the person.
When he goes on to treat of kni. wledge, Locke tells us 1

that it does not consist in ideas themselves, but in our 1
perception or "discernment of agreements or disagree-)
ments " in our ideas. Knowledge, therefore, is always /

concerned with the relation between a given idea and the I

idea of reality, and involves assurance of an agreement
j

between them. The relation is one of four kinds : (i) two
|

ideas may be judged to be unhke ; (2) they may be in a
necessary relation to each other, as when we judge that
" two triangles upon equal bases between two parallels

\must be equal " ; (3) one idea coexists with other ideas, \

or one always precedes or follows another ; (4) one of our
ideas corresponds to the idea of reality. In regard to the
third of these relations—that deaUng with the coexistence
or succession of phenomena—Locke holds that the con-
ditions on which they depend are so obscure, that he
" suspects a science of nature to be impossible." In the
case of mathematical judgments it is different, for here,
though the conclusion is not based upon intuition, each
step that leads to it is so based. " In every step," Locke
tells us, " that reason makes in demonstrative knowledge,
there is an intuitive knowledge of that agreement or dis-

agreement it seeks with the next intermediate idea which
it uses as proof." To the certainties of knowledge tt
actual perception of a thing as here and now is added. The
distinction between such perceptions and mathematical as

J

!);:

•i

I

il \
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I'l

m

well as moral knowledge is, that the former are con-
cerned only with this or that individual thing, whereas
the object of the latter are abstract and universal pro-

positions.

Besides individual sensible things, Locke holds that each
man knows hBnself to be an individual conscious being,

and is capable of knowing the individual existence of God.
As to the former, " in every act of sensation, reasoning, or

thinking, we are conscious of our own being, and, in this

matter, come not short of the highest degree of certainty."

fThe certainty, on the other hand, that God exists is not

I
self-evident, but can only be reached by a process of demon-
stration; " Though the existence of God be the most
obvious truth that reason discovers to us ; and though its

evidence be, if I mistake not, equal to mathematical
certainty

; yet to see it requires thought and attention,

and the mind must apply itself to a regular deduction of

it from some part of its intuitive .mowledge." We know
that we ourselves exist, and that we have not always
existed. " If we know there is some real being," says
Locke, " and that non-entity cannot produce any real

being, it is an evident demonstration that from eternity

there has been something, since what was not from eternity

had a beginning, and what had a beginning must be pro-

duced by something else." The basis of the argument:
therefore is that, in the regress from effect to cause, we!
must ultimately reach a Being who is self-caused, or who,

j

while he contains in himself all the perfections that exist I

or can exist, must be the cause of all that exists. As I am I

conscious of myself as mind, thi« Being must be " what
we mean by mind." Locke, however, is by no means
clear what " mind " means, when applied to the infinite

Being. His perplexity no doubt partly arose from the

fact that, in accordance with the principle of causality, as
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he understood it, there can be nothing in the nature of the
effect that is not contained in the nature of the cause • and
^ .here ^e two diverse forms of contingent being, viz.
imatter and mmd, it would seem to foUow that the infinite
/Being who is their cause, must be " both material and
I cogitative. This conclusion Loclce was not prepared to
Incept mainly because it seemed incompatible with the
dea of God as mind. And yet it seems obvious that, if
the attnbute of thought must belong to the cause inasmuch
as It IS found m the effect, the attribute of extension, asSpmoza consistently held, must also belong to it for the

TV^^T' 7''" °°'y*^>'°f«^»r« from this conclusion /wouldbe to reduce n^att^r msomeway to mind ; and from /this n^od of solutionLockT^^S^pJSHluaeTEy hU opposi- /
tion of sensation and reflection as two independent sources I
of knowledge. Hence he attempts no solution of the

"

difficulty, though he admits that " mind " can hardly be
predicated of God in the same sense as of man. " Though
I call the thinking faculty in man ' mind,- " he says in a
letter to Anthony Collins, "yet I cannot, because of this
name, equal it in anything to that infinite and incom-
prehensible Being, which, for want of right and distinct
Ideas, IS called Mind also, or the Eternal Mind." It can
hardly be necessary to point out that this is but another of
the contradictions that beset the phUosophy of Locke •

for. If mmd as applied to God does not mean the same
thmg as mmd in ourselves, what becomes of the argument
that cause and effect must be identical in nature ? Locke
does not attempt to meet this difficulty, but contents
hmiself with affirming that the Infinite Being, having,
supreme power, is able to create matter out of nothing by/
the bare exercise of his thought ; a view which in itseu/
makes a radical distinction between human and divine
thought, smce the former is not creative of matter. Thus
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alter affirming the essential identity of cause and effect,

and indeed basing upon it his whole argument for the

existence of God as an infinite intelligence, Locke goes on

to speak of the cause as fundamentally different in nature

from the efiect, so far as the effect consists of material

things. All that Locke can possibly derive from the

existence of matter and mind, when these are assumed to

be opposites, is a cause of a dual nature, and thus his

assertion of the unity of God is destroyed. The truth is

that his argument for the existence and attributes of God

is plausible only because he overrides the main distinctions

upon which his phUosophy is based. In his explanation

of knowledge, he holds that thought cannot possibly con-

tribute anything to the constitution of the world of

experience ; that, on the contrary, any addition made to

our ideas of things by the " workmanship of the mind
"

is incompatible with our knowledge of reality ;
and yet,

when he goes on to explain our idea of infinity, eternity,

substance, apd cause, he virtually assumes that apart

from these constitutive ideas no knowledge whatever is

possible. In dealing with the idea of God, he therefore

maintains that here we have an instance of a reality which

is seen through demonstration to be eternally necessary

;

in other words, that in this case the mind is able to employ

the idea of cause as constitutive of the nature of existence.

The same thing is implied in his account of the attributes /

of God. How do we reach the idea of " infinite
"

? It is/

an idea, he says, that is obtained by the iiegatWn rt finitudei

as experienced in ourselves and other finite minds. WJ
know from experience that we ourselves and other beingi

of like nature exist ; that we have some knowledge and!

power ; that we are capable of a certain degree of happi-l

ness ; and, in seeking to understand the nature of God,
|

we enlarge these to infinity. No douLt we do not in this

-^ i f. i->u. »
i F

^•M—-'<a.
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way comprehend the inner essence of God ; but, when we
look more closely, we find that we have no knowledge of
the real essence of anything, not even of ourselves. Locke's >

•

'

idea of God, in short, is that he is a Being existing beyond \
'

the world, and indeed beyond knowledge, whose existence I
we infer from contingent things. How we can be entitled I

to assign existence to a Being, whose nature is admittedly I

for us merely the negation of all determinate reality ; or
how the human mind, which is assumed to be limited to
experience, can thus transcend its necessary limits ; these
things Locke does not tell us. Rigid as he believed him-
self to be in excluding aU ideas except those derived from
experience, he was unable to give a plausible account of
knowledge without assuming that thought is not only
formal but constitutive ; and without the assumption of
the categories of reality, substance, and cause, he could
not have given even a plausible account of the world, the
self and God. Locke has not succeeded any more than
Descartes in freeing himself from all preconceptions. No
one would now maintain the doctrine of " innate ideas

"

in the b^nse in which it is attacked by Locke. The notion
that babies are capable of dealing with such abstractions
as " being," or that savages are endowed with a primitive
idea of God as an infinite, eternal and unchangeable spirit,

is too absurd to need refutation, and indeed it seems to us
incredible that anyone should ignore the palpable fact that
all our ideas have come to us in a process which involves
the labours of centuries. But when we have discarded the
preconception that we have only to " look into our own
minds " in order to discover certain ideas that are insepar-
able from human consciousness, it does not follow that the
individual mind is a tabttla rasa ; nor indeed that there is

any individual mind, in the sense of an independent sub-
stance, that would be what it is were there nothing else in

\:.f
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the universe but itielf. That we are conscious of ounelves

as distinct from all other selves is no doubt true ; but this

sell-consciousness involvesi the consciousness of a world of

which we are only part, and without which we could not

be. For Locke the rational constitution of the universe is

unintelligible, because he assumes that the mind must

passively reflect objects ; not seeing that there can be no

objects except in so far as the mind comprehends the

rational constitution of the universe, and that no such

rational constitution can be known unless in it is expressed

the same nature as the knowing subject finds in himself,

when he makes a regress upon himself, and contemplates

the forms in which his intelligence works. Locke's theory

o! knowledge could not possibly be satisfactory, because

he was entirely obUvious of the tremendous assumptions

he was making in positing the existence of separate minds,

a world lying apart from them, and a God transcending

both. Nor had he more than a passing glimpse of the

perplexing problems connected with the ideas of quantity,

substance, causality and other categories—problems that

were only brought to light by Hume's persistent attempt

to carry out the empiricism of Locke to its inevitable con-

clusion, with the result that all knowledge, morality and

religion were dissolved in a universal scepticism. It is no

doubt true that Hume does not do justice to certain higher

elements in Locke, just as Spinoza ignores the truth in

Descartes' conception of the reality of the individual

mind ; but this is the inevitable penalty a writer must pay

for the enunciation of a principle that he does not con-

sistently carry out to its logical consequences. It is

necessary that one aspect of the doctrine of a great thinker

should be resolutely and fearlessly stated, if his successors

are to recoil upon its other aspects ; and we may safely

say that, but for the development of Locke's empiricism
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in Hume we should not have had a Kant, with his newmethod of interpreting experience.
Just as Locke in his " Essay " makes assumptions which

he does not attempt to justify, so in his theological writing,
he makM the plenary inspiration of scripture the founda-
tion of his theology. It is strange to us to find a writerwhMe mam principle is that nothing can be admitted to
be true that >s not based upon the facts of experience,
acceptmg scnpture in child-like faith, without any effort
at histoncal criticism, and with hardly a consciousness
that It IS a legitimate problem. To him reason and revela-
tion are coordinate authorities, and it never seems to occur
to him that they may be in conflict with each other The
case for scnpture appeared to his mind to involve the
clear-cut problem

: either every word of the Bible Is
inspired, or it is an imposture. That this alternative was
by no means exhaustive, and that scripture might be
inspired in a very real sense without being infaUible never
once struck him. Yet, uncritical in the modern sense as
he was. Locke brought to bear upon scripture a method of
investigation natural in one who in philosophy had dis-
carded aU traditional ideas : he read the New Testament
without note or comment, discarding the laboure of com-
mentators and divines. The result was to convince him
that the teaching of Jesus, when freed from the spurious
theology of scholastic divines, was superior to all human
wisdom. The substance of that teaching is that there are
but two essential articles of faith : (i) Christ is the Messiah
(2) there is but one God. To be a Christian it is therefore
not necessary to accept the Athanasian Creed, the thirty-
nine Articles, or the Westminster Confession. "Nobody
can add to the fundamental articles of faith, nor make any
other necessary but what God hath made and declared
to be so." But, though he reduces the creed to these two

r
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propoMtions, Locke is not prepared to say that honest doubt

ot even these is of itself sinful, and he admits that those

who Uved before Christ must not be held responsible for

not beUeving what had not been presented to them. If it

is asked what need there was of revelation, since the one

supreme invisible God was discovered without its aid,

Locke answers that an authoritative endorsation of religion

and morality was necessary for the mass of mankind, who

are incapable of following long chains of demonstration

;

and that otherwise there would have been no sure

and certain hope of resurrection, and no assurance of

God's assistance in the dangers and temptations of the

world.
. J J u

Locke's view. then, is that Christianity was mtended by

its Divine Author to give new authority to the dictates of

reason. He admits that it contains doctrines which men

could not discover of themselves ; but he says that while

he reverences these, he will make no attempt to fathom

their mysterious depths. As for the discord of which they

had been the occasion, for that he felt nothing but disgust.

It thus turns out that after all Christianity contains two sets

of essentially difierent doctrines : (i) those which can be

and indeed have been, discovered by reason independently

of revelation ; and (2) those that cannot be so discovered,

andindeed are incapable of being understood even after they

have been revealed. Manifestly, any one who appreciated

the real force of this distinction must seek to get beyond

it by reducing the one to the other ; holding either (a) that

all doctrines aUke derive authority from revelation, or

(6) that all are based upon reason. The latter alternative

was chosen by the deists, who denied that there were any

doctrines revealed in scripture that cannot be discovered

and therefore understood by the human intellect in its

normal exercise. This was the thesis formally maintained
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by Toland, who, not unlairly, cUimed to be the legitimate
follower of Locke.

In his Christianity not Mysterious (1690) Toland does
away with the reservation of I.ocke, that there are doc-
tnnes revealed in scripture which are beyond human com-
prehension, maintaining that there is in the gospel no
doctrine that can bo called literally a "mystery." All
that is meant in scripture by the term " mystery "

is a
truth which was unknown at any eariicr time, or only
obscurely apprehended, but is now completely revealed.
There is therefore a perfect agreement between Christianity
and the religion of reason. As Locke had maintained, by
revelation we come to the knowledge of certain truths, but
we believe them to be true, not because they are revealed
but because they are rational. Toland admitted that
there are reUgious ideas that cannot be presented to the
imagination, such as those of God and eternity, but it by
no means foUows that they cannot be grasped by thought—
a suggestion, which may possibly have been borrowed
from Spinoza, but one which in any case shows that Toland
was not entirely deficient in speculative -lubtlety. A
doctrine hke this, which removed the veil that concealed
even from Locke the fundamental di:.rrepancy between
" rational " Christianity and the popular creed, naturally
gave offence to the champions of the latter. If there are
no "mysteries" in Christianity, as Toland maintained,
some explanation of the " mysteries " embodied in the
o-eed of the Church must be found ; and the explanation
that Toland gave, which would now be admitted to be soundm principle, was one that threatened to abohsh all that was
conceived to be distinctive of Christianity. That explana-
tion was, that while the teaching of Jesus was perfectly
simple and reasonable, it had been overlaid by accretions
derived by theologians from Jewish and heathen mysteries

i
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and philosophical doctrines. Remove those additions, and

we shall lay bare a Christianity entirely accordant with

reason. No doubt it must be accepted by faith, but faith

is not a bUnd and irrational acceptance of what is mysterious

and incomprehensible, but must be based upon inteUigence

and knowledge ; indeed, strictly speaking, nothing else can

be an object of faith. Hence nothing should be beUeved

except that which can be demonstrated. Knowledge, as

Locke held, consists in the perception of the agreement or

disagreement of our ideas, and it is impossible to tell

whether our ideas agree or disagree unless each of them is

perfectly clear and distinct. Applying this principle to

our theological beliefs, we see at once that we can accept

nothing that is
" contrary to reason," for what is " con-

trary to reason "
is self-contradictory. Nor can there be

anything " above reason." We can no more believe what

is incomprehensible than what is self-contradictory.

" Could that person," Toland asks, " justly value himself

upon his knowledge who, having infallible assurance that

something caUed a BUctor had a being in nature, in the

meantime knew not what this Bhctor was ? " So far all

is clear ; nothing can be admitted to be true that is self-

contradictory or incomprehensible. But what is self-con-

tradictory or incomprehensible ? Is the existence of the

soul, or of God, or of the Trinity, a doctrine that comes

under the ban ? Toland gives no clear answer, probably

from dread of the consequences. He does indeed maintain

that, while we know the " nominal " essence of a thing, we

may not know its " real " essence. This, however, does

not mean that the object is a " mystery " in the technical

sense of the term ; for, as Locke has shown, we have no

knowledge of the "real" essence of anything. Toland

would therefore deny that God or the soul, and apparently

even the Trinity, are really mysterious. No more than his
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ma^er Locke does he see that the Umitation of knowledge
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mere superstition, the source of which is to be found in

the attempt to gain the good wiU of God by particular

services and performances. There is but one aU-sufficient

principle, obedience to nature. " Whoever so regulates his

natural appetites as will conduce most to the exercise of

his reason, the health of his body, and the pleasures of his

senses taken and considered together, may be certain he

can never offend his Maker ; who, as he governs aU things

according to their natures, cannot but expect his rational

creatures should act according to their natures."

As he rejects all doctrines that go beyond the light of

nature, so Tindal declares that miracles prove nothing,

because they may be adduced to prove anything. The

only test of truth is therefore agreement with the teaching

of reason. " It's an odd jumble," he says, " to prove the

truth of a book by the truth of the doctrines it contains,

and at the same time to conclude those doctrines to be true

because contained in that book."

To show that the principles of reUgion are common to

all men, Tindal was forced to eliminate all the ideas and

practici which were peculiar to this or that people. We

must, he argues, discard aU the superstitions found in various

reUgions, which are the inventions of priests, in order to

reach the fundamental truths, which constitute the

original unpoUuted religion. This is what Christiamty

does ; for Jesus did not promulgate a new religion, but

merely repubUshed the original natural religion that had

been overlaid with superstitious accretions. This indeed

is the raliotMle of that allegorizing method, by the appUca-

tion of which theologians try to get rid of what is obviously

irrational when understood Uterally. Among the things

that are inconsistent with the law of nature are those

ascetic practices which are incompatible with the nature

of God, who can take no pleasure in the self-torture of his
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creatures. Nor can we even accept a number of the
doctnnes common to almost all Christian Churches ; such
cj.. Tmdal somewhat obscurely hints, as the doctrine of
the Incarnation. Especially for the positive precepts
con amed m the Old Testament he expresses the^great^t
contempt, e.g. the practice of circumcision, which he savs
vras borrowed from the Egyptians, and the whole theory
of sacrifice. Even in the New Testament he finds erroneous
statements, as when the speedy return of Christ is prophe-
sied, a prophecy that has never been fulfilled. Dr. Clarkehad insisted upon the clearness. immutabUity and uni-
vei^ahty of the law of nature, arg ing that morality, like
mathematics IS based upon the "eternal and necLary
differences of things." To deny the golden rule is as
unreasonable as to " affirm one number or quantity to beequd to another, and yet that other at the same time not
equal to the first." Tindal asks why. if the law of nature
IS so clear and sufficient, there was any need for supple-
mentary revelations, such as Clarke contended for
The maan contention of Tindal, that the immutability

of God and of human nature proves that there can be but
one unchangeable religion, seems to us hardly worthy of
refutation, so familiar are we with the idea that religion
passes through various stages of development, in accord-
ance with the progressive evolution of ideas. But whenwe turn our attention to the defenders of the faith con-
temporaneous with Tindal, we are at once struck by the
fact that they accept his premises while trying to evade
his conclusions The answer they give is not drawn from
the inevitable development of religious ide^, but from an
assumption inconsistent with it-the assumption of a
pnmitive reUgion, revealed to man and only lost by theem The contradictory nature of this assumption, based
as It IS upon the myth of an original state of innocence-

\i I
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which is exactly the reverse of the truth—Tindal had no

difficulty in showing. What it really amounts to, he

argued, is that man is accountable to God for not possessing

a religious knowledge which he could not possibly have.

An advance is made beyond Tindal by Thomas Morgan,

who is the first to make some attempt to apply historical

criticism to the Christian sources. His theory is crude

enough, but it indicates a desire to go beyond the abstrac-

tions current among previous deists. He still believes that

false religion was due to the intrigues of the priests, but he

makes an attempt on this basis to account for the super-

stitious accretions with which natural religion was overlaid.

The primitive natural religion was in his view corrupted

by a sort of fetishism, which, under the pernicious influence

of the Egyptians, ascribed every event to the direct inter-

position of the divine power. The religion of the Jews

consecrated brutal ferocity. Jesus discarded this super-

stitious growth and taught the pure reUgion of nature.

After his death St. Paul was " the sole representative of

true Christianity, the great free thinker of his time, and

brave champion of reason against authority." Morgan

points out the difference between St. Paul and the Jewish

Christians on the question of the Law, very much after

the manner of later criticism. He may be regarded as

marking the transition from constructive to critical Deism.

The identity of Christianity with a body of abstract truths

had ceased to be credible, and the problem was shifted to the

field of history. The result was that great emphasis was

laid upon the external evidences of Christianity, and

especially upon the evidence from prophecy and miracles.

Anthony Collins begins his Discourse of the Grounds and

Reasons of the Christian Religion by arguing that the one

valid argument for Christianity is the argument from the

fulfihnent of prophecy. Both Jesus himself and the
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CoUins is that in which he argues that the book of Daniel

was written in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, because

the writer shows a clear knowledge of events down to that

time and no later.
.

As CoUins attacked the literal truth of the prophecies,

so Thomas Woolston sought to show that the miracles

narrated in scripture were purely allegorical.- If they are

to be taken in their literal sense, why should not the

promise of removing mountains by faith be understood

in the same way ? The account of the resurrection of

Lazarus and of Christ himself must be regarded as symbols

of the rising of the spirit of the true religion from the

grave of the letter. The idea thus suggested by Collins

was followed out by Peter Annet {1768), who made a critical

investigation into the narratives of the resurrection m the

Gospels and the Acts, and denied the possibility of miracles.

In support of the latter contention he not only adopted the

view of Spinoza, that the laws of nature, as determinations

of the divine wiU, are as unchangeable as God himself, but

he suggested the argument, afterwards employed by Hume

with telling effect, that it is impossible to prove with

certainty that any alleged miracle actually took place,

because there is a much greater Ukelihood that the narra-

tive of the miracle is mixed up with error, self-deception

or intertional deceit, than that the miracle actuaHy

In Conyers Middleton the power of the historical method

begins clearly to assert itself. The Letter from Rome pro-

ceeds to show in detail that the ceremonies and practices

of the Romish Church are mainly derived from pagan-sm.

In his next work, he agrees with Tindal in tracing ma ,
jf

the Jewish practices, and especiaUy circumcision, to the

Egyptians. What dictated his method was a perception

of the continuity of history, leading him to deny the
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whole movement was scepticism in regard to the tradi-

tional religion, a scepticism which was carried to its logical

result by Hume in the denial of everything supernatural,

including the beUef in God, and the immortality of the

soul. B>'fore considering his docirine, however, it will be

iiecessary to form some estimate of the earUer philosophy

of Locke's successor. Bishop Berkeley.

!; J!



LECTURE SEVENTH.

BERKELEY AND HUME.

1^ question with which Berkeley mainly dealt was th,*

unaeistood. (I) Mind may mean the "seK-tive bein<r"
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there is no problem of the relation of " mind " to the
" external world," since the sensitive being, Uke the non-
sensitive, belongs to the external world. On the other

hand, if it is held that sensitive b'!ings differ in kind from
non-sensitive, the question will arise in what way they do
differ. Thus, indi-aduaUty will have the meaning of an
immediate unity, and the relation of this unity to the
" external world " will not be merely mechanical, but will

involve a form of reaction not found in non-sensitive beings.

The sensitive Ufe will therefore be incapable of reduction to

mechanism.

(2) By " mind " may be understood, not the sensitive,

but the rational life, and by the " external world " the

object of reason. Here, again, different views of the

rational life may be held, (a) It may be maintained that

there is no fundamental difference between the rational and
the sensitive life. From this point of view reason will

consist in an aggregate of sensations and impulses, the only

difference being that reason is conscio- of the emergence

of sensations and impulses, withou' dving the power,

however, to alter their nature. Wb .t reason will have to

do, therefore, will be to observe sensations and impulses,

keeping clear of all arbitrary additions of its own. For
reality is revealed, it may be said, only in the sensitive life.

The relation between " mind " and the " external world
"

will therefore be this, that reason becomes aware that

sensations and impulses reveal the actual nature of things.

(6) On the other hand, it may be denied that sensations

. nd impulses give any revelation of the " external world
"

when taken by themselves, and it may be held that the

external world cannot exist except for a rational being.

Thus the only real world will be the intelligible world.

(3) By " mind " may be meant " reason " or " thought,"

but it may be held that thought cannot comprehend the
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«ternal world at all because it works with element, that

r^l Tt " '""''=""™«»' discrepancy between what
>s bought and what exists, and, if pressed to its logical con-
clusion U must result in the complete denial of knowledge.

' t' I ..

""'"^ """y ^ understood " reason " or
thought as It exists in each individual man, and by the

„n1v ,T"u'.
""' *'"''' "''" '' "°' ""de by him butonly revealed o him. Here a distinction is drawn between

the mdividual man's knowledge of the world and thereahty of that world. There is a compulsion laid upon him
to apprehend the world as it is. The question, therefor^
arises how this is to be effected. Obviously the process
tte sensitive hfe must become an object of the individual's
thought. But this will not be enough miless he is capable
of going beyond the sensitive hfe and connecting it with

^.J^'tl °'J=^*^'"^«-
H«'0- therefore, we a^e forced

to ask what right we have to maintain that the world re-
vealed to the individual man coincides with the world as
It IS. If we answer that the world of the individual man is
a copy of the real world, it would seem that as know-
fedge proceeds from part to part, the real world can never

.vTdiv^H*^
'" '*V°!"P'«teness. If again we say that the

mdividua^ mmd by its own independent activity constructs
a world that is a counterpart of the real world, we shaU have
to assume a ' pre-established harmony " between thought
and reahty

;
and then the difficulty will be to show that

such a pre-established harmony "exists. To prove the
po^ibUity of a knowledge of reality, we must therefore
find some way of showing that knowledge and reality must
comcide. And this is the crux.
Locke seems to have been entirely unconscious of the

difference between these various senses of the term "mind"
and external world." Thus, by not distinguishing clearly
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between the two firit senses of these terms, he was led to

suppose that a feeling of touch revealed the existence of a

solid body. Now, whatever the feeling of touch may reveal,

it is itself a state of the sensitive subject, and as such it

cannot be a property of an external body, which must be

distinct and separate from that state. Moreover, the feel-

ing of touch is transient, whereas solidity as a property is

permanent. Hence the feeling as such has no object.

To show that it arises only under condition of an impact

communicated from an external object to the sensitive

organism, does not in any way explain the knowledge of

solidity, unless we conceive the feeling of touch to involve

a knowledge of the object by which it is stimulated.

If this is what is meant by a " feeling of touch," there is

obviously no distinction between sensation and reason.

But, if we so define sensation, we must be prepared to

accept the consequences. A sensation which reveals the

reality of a solid body involves unchangeable relations in

the way of impact and resistance ; for otherwise what would

be revealed is not " solidity " as a property of things, but

merely the transient existence for the subject of a state of

feeling existing for a moment and then passing away. It

is, therefore, only by endowing sensation with the power of

thinking that any relation of the "mind" to the "external

world " can be established. On this view, it is obviously

absurd to ask whether the sensation " corresponds " to a

property of the external object ; it must " correspond,"

because the knowledge of that property is bound up with

the existence of the sensation. Whether, therefore, we can

say that sensation reveals an external object or not, depends

upon the meaning we give to the term " sensation." If

sensation is conceived to be the transient state of a sensi-

tive being, involving nothing but itse'f, then sensation does

not reveal an external object. But if sensation means the
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•ct of comprehending »n»ation 48 involving « rel< ', ,
real solid body, certainly it reveals a real world a -I ^ne

^IlLtfon r~"i*fi' '"''T"'«J " th» second sense,
Sensat onal.«r and IdeaUsm are identical in their funda-
mental principle. And if is only as so interpreted, that anyvaLd theoT, of knowledge is possible at alL It is by con^
fusing the« two senses of "sensation" that Locke pUusibly
explains the knowledge of solidity on the basis of immediate
sensa ion. He tacitly assumes a world of «,lid bodies theknowledge of which can only be explained by ascribing toimmediate sensation what exists only for a thought That
refer, sensation to an external world. If we once assumean external world, containing solid bodies related to one
another and to the sensitive subject, we must suopose that
here a repeated m the mind what exists exteniaUy to it

It must be observed, however, that this repetition can havea meaning only from the point of view of the individualman
;

for, if there is no external world apart from the fixed
constitution of things, we may indeed speak of the indi-
viduaJ man as recognizing or representing that world, butonly because m him reason operates in harmony with the
reason expres..ed in nature. Hence the last sense (d) in
which we can speak of the relation of mind and the external
world IS tha the world as comprehended by thought is a
fixed or stable world, which is in no way dependent on the
acuvity of thought in this or that man, but to which that
activi y must conform if it is to comprehend the world as
It really is. It is not unnatural to suppose that, as theworld IS independent of any man's thought, it must be
mdependent of all thought. Thus the separate existence
of Uie world seems to be estabUshed ; whereas all that isreaUy established is its existence as independent of the
thought of the individual man. And when the independ-
ence of the real world is supposed to mean its independence
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o{ aU " mind," it comes to seem the abstract opposite of

" mind." Thought, it is supposed, is inextended. and all

its operations must be different from those of body. To

Vthink is not to know, and all knowledge must come to

vis through sensations as effects of the action of body.

Vhiythis way arises the doctrine that the properties of thmgs

* -^only known because they excite " ideas " in us which

" copies " of those properties.

The world of
" matter,"-which on this theory of Locke

exists independently of aU " mind," whether sensitive or

thinking—is by Berkeley denied to have any existence.

The whole theory of its action upon the mind is therefore

discarded, for tiat which has no existence cannot act.

I

Hence we have to account for knowledge from the nature

of the human mind itself, independently of any supposed

" matter." Now, there are two main factors m the human

mind : (i) feelings, and (2) the op£»tioM^f.thought. The

knowledge of real existence must therefore be derived froin

one of these classes of ideas ; and as Locke has discarded

aU the independent products of thought as fictitious, what

remains for Berkeley is to explain reaUty by means of ideas

of sensation. How, then, without taking refuge m the

untenable doctrine that ideas of real things are excited m

us by the things themselves, are we to explain the distmction

between " fact " and " fiction " ? The independent bodily

thing being discarded, the distinction mast be found in

the nature of the ideas themselves. V{e find that some of

our ideas are due to our own voUtion, whereas others we

have no power to produce. The former are, therefore, the

work of the mind itself, the latter we are forced to accept

whether we will or not. " It is no more than wiUmg,

says Berkeley,
" and straightway this or that idea ansra

in my fancy ; and by the same power it is obUterated and

makes way for another." But " when in broad dayhght
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iaT^seT
L'''^' "

""rl,
'" "^ ^^"^ '° '""^ '"'ether I

Sd^n^.n.r' ,'° '^'"""'"^ ^''^^ P"*i<='J" objectsshall present themselves to my view." Moreover,"the ideasiof sense are more strong. lively, and distinct th^n tho^e^the .mapnation
: they have likewise a steadiness, ordered

^ the"x, rr'
""*^' '' ""''°"'- - 1''- -^^are the effects of human wills often are, but in a regular

becau« of these characteristics, but because they are in-dependent of our will, and, in contrast to the fictions

hv.,^, and distmct," and are not "excited at random"They must therefore. Berkeley concludes, be refmTtoa caiose other than ourselves, and this cau;e is^
learXchn f*"'''',"'

'" *^' ''='^°""' ^ *« soddenkap wh^ch Berkeley makes from the ideas of sensation toGod as their cause. These ideas, Berkeley argues ar^ notproduced by "matter." because " matter."t aSindependent of ideas, cannot be established through^^^
Grantmg the force of this ailment, the natural SerenTewould se^n to be. that no cause other than the Merthem-

ItionT!^^ T. "*<*«^" to a cause, but the con^

Zn^Z '*"^ "''" ^'""^ " °^ of P^oof, and

TZ "^.rT"- ^' """^ ''^''"""^ pointed out, it

I^Iw, °',=^'^^«°°' and therefore iVmust be. onBerkeley s own showing, a " fiction." And even gran inethat we are entitled to assign a cause for ideas of seSon

5 ^"iS"'
*''* ''"'' """^ ^ ^"^ '

^t '^ -tS
And m truth Berkeley is miable to prove that ideas of

7T^\T^ °'^^ ^ ^"^ "y ^°^ the ""ost thaT hecan possibly prove is that " something not-ideas " pro^uoL
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them. Granting even that this " something " must be a

" mind," why should that " mind " be infinite ? This is

a difficulty the force of which the followers of Berkeley

never seem to appreciate. Ideas, as they exist in an indi-

vidual mind, are held to require a cause to account for

them, and without first establishing the existence of God,

they are at once referred to him as their only possible cause.

It is difficult, however, to see how, from a series of tran-

sitory states of feeling in an individual mind, we can at

once pass to a mind which cannot consist of such transi-

tory states, but is eternal and immutable. Manifestly,

before we do so, we must show how we can have a

knowledge (i) that such a Being exists, and (2) that he is

the cause of ideaS in us. To take for granted his existence

and causality is obviously illegitimate.

Let us, however, see what becomes of the external world

on Berkeley's theory. There is no longer any external

reality independent of mind, and consequently no longer

any permanent substances such as common-sense is accus-

tomed to suppose. What remains ? In place of soUd and

extended bodies, we have a flux of feelings in an indefinite

number of individual minds, a flux in which nothing is

permanent but change. When I say, " that is a swallow,"

I do not mean that a thing, independent and distinct from

my sensations, is there in space and continues to exist when

I do not see it ; what I mean is that a feeling has just

occurred to me which raises in me a lively expectation of

certain other feelings frequently associated with it. Others

may have a similar feeling and a similar expectation, and

what I mean by calling the object a "swallow" is that there

is a certain "steadiness, order, and coherence" in my ideas,

—characteristics which, as I believe, are also found in the

ideas of other men. Nevertheless, the sole reaUty is in the

ideas which so occur in my mind and the minds of other
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mta. That is to say, there is not a sii^le indivisible object
tte swaUow," which is the same for all men, but an in-
defimte number of ideas of the " s«rallow,"-namely, all
that are present to my mind and the minds of others at any
time. It IS obvious that, on this doctrine, our world is
spilt up mto a number of separate minds, each of which is
in perpetual flux, and that the only identity to be found in
them IS an identity of the names applied-not to identical
but-to similar successions of ideas. The doctrine, in short
leads to NonunaUsm. Now, Nominalism is inconsistent
with any general proposition, because it regards the only
reahty as that of the particular-in this case, the particul^
Ideas m an individual mind. Hence, no science of nature is
possible

;
for a science involves universal propositions, andNommahsm admits of none. We cannot say, .. "the

planets move in eUipses." for " the planets " and "
eUipses

"
mean the series of ideas in an indefinite number of indi-
vidual minds, a series which is perpetuaUy coming and
gomg.

It may be objected that the same difficulty besets all
doctrines that refuse to accept the independent existence
of matter." Is it not true, it may be asked, that Ideahsm
in any form is bound to admit that nothing is real but

__

nund^ ? and does not this imply that as there can be nommd m general, any more than " man " or " animal

"

m general, reahty has no existence except in some indi-
vidusd mind ? No doubt, reahty need not be hmited to
the Ideas m any human mind, but surely it must either be
meamngless, or, supposing aU human minds annihilated it
would still exist in the divine mind ?

In answer to this argument, it may be pointed out (i)
that the denial of the independent existence of an external
or material world is not the same thing as its reduction to
a congenes of feehngs. Berkeley's simpUfication of Locke

<)
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consists in just sucli a reduction ; the logical consequence

of which is, not that reality must consist of individual

minds, but that there Is no reaUty except the various con-

geries of feeUngs. For, as Hume soon showed, there is no

more reason on Locke's premises for afiirming the existence

of a " substance " of mind, than for affirming the

existence of a " substance " of body. The " substance
"

of mind, for Berkeley, must be the congeries of feelings,

and any supposition of a mind distinct from that con-

geries must be the result of the work of the mind, and

must therefore be fictitious. (2) Speculative Ideal'sm

stands on quite a different footing. It does not deny the

existence of " matter," any more than of " mind "
: what

it denies is that, " matter " has any reality independent of

" mind." No doubt " matter," in the sense of an actual

" substrate " capable of existing apart from its properties,

it does deny ; but " matter " in this sense is an abstraction,

based upon a false view of the nature of thought. And

Speculative Idealism equally denies the existence of a

" substrate " of " mind," maintaining that it is due to the

same false conception of thought as a process of abstraction

from the concrete. Nor does it admit with Berkeley that

reahty can be reduced to a congeries of feeUngs ;
on the

contrary, it asserts that a congeries of feelings is just as

much an abstraction as a " substrate " of " matter " or of

" mind." (3) As to the doctrine that the only reality is

that which is found in individual minds. Speculative Ideal-

ism begins by asking what is meant by an " individual

.

mind." It is perfectly true that there is no real " mind in
|

general "
; for such a supposed " mind " is simply the

abstraction formed by eliminating all the differences

between one mind and another, and calling the emaciated

remainder " mind in general " or " universal mind." But,

though there is no " universal mind " (;n this sense of the
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hTJ il7"'* " '""' *^* "^^'^ '^ "° " ""Ji^dual mind."
tf by that B meant a mind that is complete in itself inmdependence of all other reality. The only " in^wiu^

r^^f ^"i'"
"'"" "^ '^'^'y- '" "ther words, theAteolute Mmd or God. No human mind, on the ;therhand, can be cdled mdividual in the strict sense, becauseno human mmd is self-complete or embraces aU reality«.thm .t^lf

. (4) But. though no human mind is compLTJymdividud every human mind is capable of detej^ining
what reahty m pnnciple is. And it is so capable, in virtu?

1^»T""^ ^"f* ^"^ "'°"eht is no vain process ofabstracbon by wh-ch what presents itself to perception isconverted mto a phantom of itself; it is ess^tiaJy ° on!
Crete "0,6 fundamental mistake of Empiricism is to over-ook the fact that from the very beginning of knowle^

.

.s called mividual feehng is in reality a complef form o
consciousness, m which we can distinguish, though wecannot separate, the particular and the universal Thevery smiplest apprehension-^ay. that " there is something
here -mvolyes the two elements "something- and

it «™ii«
«""««>'"g " is obviously a univei^. since

It apphes to every possible "something," while "here" is
particular, so far as it concentrates attention upon a deter-mmatton of the universal space. And this implicit grasp
of umvei^al and particular is what is meant by thought

^ distmgmshed from feeling. There is no need to affirm
that man IS never in a state of " mere feehng "-that is aqueshon m the history of the individual which must be
settled by psychology-but it is safe to say that "

mere
feeling gives no knowUdg, of anything whatever. There-

l^H^J^ft'™'"''*
^^^ °' knowledge is that in which the

subject has emerged from the stage of " mere feehng," and
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has made his feeling an object. Man as knowing, in short,

is a thinking being, and only as such is there for him any

object whatever. He grasps the particular as a determina-

tion of the universal, and in so doing he has knowledge of

" something real." From this we can see what is the

fundamental mistake of Empiricism. It confuses a " feel-

ing" with a "thinking" being, and attributes to the former

what is possible only for the latter. The objective world

exists only for a thinking consciousness, not for a being who

is at the stage of feeling. If it is objected, that thought

deals only with the abstract, and that the abstract cannot

be identical with reaUty, the answer is that thought as thus

defined is a fiction, which exists only in the minds of those

who adopt a ialse and misleading opposition of abstract

and concrete. If I apprehend "something" as "here," it is

in virtue of my thought that I do so ; and to exclude thought

from such apprehension is to ascribe to feeUng what does

not belong to it, and to take from thought what does belong

to it. It is to do the former, for feehng as merely particular

cannot give the consciousness of anything ; it is to do the

latter, because thought is not limited to the universal or

abstract, but is involved in the simple apprehension. And
as knowledge grows, it is always in virtue of a thinking

consciousness that a stable world of objects is formed.

There is a correlative process of tmification and differ-

entiation. In proportion as the elements of the real

world are discriminated from one another, the unity

of the world becomes more concrete. When the think-

ing consciousness, e.g. grasps the law of gravitation

as involved in the constitution of the external world,

it does so only because it has gone through a prxjcess of

discrimination by which body is distinguished from mind,

and various species of body from one another. In this

case, no doubt, it is the universal law upon which attention
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eZI^ ^°*°' "°'^"^ *^' "'^ ' '^ abstraction

T^^^ T '° *''' '"*' '^""^ *'« ^^O' existence
of each body mvolves the expression of the law in it. TheMacy wh.ch has fonnulated itself in the doctrine tha
conceptions are abstract ideas," is countenanced by the

u> fo ced to take m order to solve its special prablem. It

^J\^ '^. '''*''™^' °''J^' '^ " " were completely
«hausted ,„ bemg movable, overlooking its more deter^nuna e character. Not to insist upon the fact that
matter cannot be found existing apart from " mind "

It ^enough to say that it is so far an abstraction, that it

SThT^'' "^"f^
characteristic to the exclusion fortte time bemg o the more concrete characteristics insepar-abk from actually existing bodies. Thus thought, wM.has already constituted a world of objects in space and

time, seems to reverse its process, and take from objects by
abstraction characteristics they already have ; but it do«
so only because the temporary isolation of the common
charactenstMs of «« bodies is necessary to the discovery
of the law mvolved in each. If it is argued that thU

IT!"- '''T''"''^''
" '°'""* "y « ^P>« process of

abstraction, the answer is plain, that by such a process nonew characteristic-such as gravitation-can possibly bed^overed: there must be a process of coCtion or
synthKis. Thus the abstraction of "matter" is but apreiimmaiy stage in the process by which it is determined
as mamfestmg the law of gravitation. For that Uw exists
not m separation from bodies, but as an integral and in-
separable characteristic of them. From what has been
said we may see that the comprehension of the real world
js a process of combined integration and differentiation, a
process which is possible only for a thinking as distinguished
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from a feeling consciousness. And as for the latter there

exists no single objerl, and therefore no world of objects, it

is impossible, on the basis of a merely feeling consciousness,

to advance to a knowledge of God. Hence, we may be

sure that Berkeley, so far as he is true to the basis of

his philosophy, cannot possibly construct a theology. To
r«move the foundation from the external world does not

lay down a foundation for a spiritual world. If what is

left after the denial of external " substance " is merely a

number of discrete feelings, containing no universal in

them, there is no world whatever before us, and there-

fore no possibility of advancing from the world to its

cause.

Berkeley, hbwever, confusing particular feelings with the

quaUties of things, goes on to ask what is meant by general

knowledge and how it is obtained. " It is, I know," he

says, " a point much insisted on, that all knowledge and

demonstration are about universal notions, to which I fully

agree ; but then it does not appear to me that those notions

are formed by abstraction—universality, so far as I can

comprehend, not consisting in the absolute positive nature

or conception of anything, but in the relation it bears to

the particulars signified or represented by it ; by virtue

whereof it is that things, names, or notions, being in their

own nature particular, are rendered universal. Thus, when

I demoi^strate any proposition concerning triangles, it is

to be supposed that I have in view the universal idea of a

triangle ; which is not to be understood as if I could frame

an idea of a triangle which was neither equilateral nor

scalene nor equicrural ; but only that the particular tri-

angle I considered, whether of this or that sort it matters

not, doth equally stand for and represent all rectilinear

triangles whatsoever, and is in that sense universal." Thus

it is that " a man may consider a figure merely as triangular
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without attending to tl,e particular qualities of the angles
or relations of the sides."' * '

Now (,) in rejecting the ordinary doctrine of abstraction

Zr^, '^T **"" " '^'^^'^ '^ *»>« differences of
particular thmgs-m the instance given, the differences

^^T. "f^i"""" •^u*""'"
triangles-Berkeleyhas undoubt-«Uy entered upon the right track. But, though he is so farnght m mawtainmg that there is no " abstract idea

"
of

tnangle, he wrongly takes this denial as equivalent to theRation that there is nothing but particular sensibletnang es. For, if anything is certain at all, it is that a
sensible tnangle has no existence anywhere. Certainly it isnot with sensible triangles that the mathematician deals.
If it were, the tnangle would exist only so long as it was
present to the individual, and with the disappearance
of the wiage, the triangle itself would vanish. Not only
therefore could we not make any affirmation about
tnangles m general, but we could make no affinnation
about any tnarigle whatever. If I say, "This figure
A.B.C., now before me, is a triangle," I must grasp its
umversal nature, for, unless I do so, it might not be a
tnangle. Thus, in the particular figure, A.B.C., there is
mvolved the universal triangle. No doubt my attention is
concentrated on the determinate character of this triangle
and my judgment may, in the first instance, only be that
This eqmlateral figm-e is a triangle "

; but, though I do
not m Uiis case obtain the full extension of the subject
the predicate is a universal. Now, if i„ the particuU;
figure I already vutually comprehend the univei^al it is
obvious that I do not first observe a particular sensible
ngure, and then, comparing it with others, pronounce it to
be a tnangle. But this is Berkeley's view. He confuses
the supposed sensible particularity of a given triangle with

^ fyititiflts, 15, 16.
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the individuality involved in the comprehension by thought

of a figure enclosed by three straight lines. It is because

the triangle is the conception of a particular determination

of space—a determination based upon the unchangeable

nature of space—that it has permanence or universaUty.

Kant calls such a determinate conception a "schema,"

holding that it is a determination of the form of space and

as such of a fixed or unchangeable character. Setting

aside the untenable doctrine that space is merely a form of

human perception, we may accept Kant's doctrine in this

sense, that in a given triangle we have a union of universal

and particular elements, which cannot be severed without

fatal consequence;. Eliminate the universal element, and

we have nothing before us but an indeterminate image

;

remove the particular, and we are reduced to an impossible

abstraction. And this is a universal law. No reality can

anywhere be found that does not involve the inseparable

union of universal and particular.

The same principle applies to the physical determination

of the world. Berkeley, discarding any reality but feelings,

is logically bound to hold that all physical truths are

particular. When it is said that the earth moves, for

example, we must interpret this to mean merely that

there is a succession of ideas in this or that man. But

Berkeley does not consistently maintain this view. " The

question whether the earth moves or not," he says,

" amounts in reality to no more than this, to wit, whether

we have reason to conclude from what hath been observed

by astronomers, that if we were placed in such and such

circumstances, and such or such a position and distance

both from the earth and the sun, we should perceive the

former to move among the choir of the planets, and appear-

ing in all respects like one of them ; and this by the estab-

lished rules of nature, which we have no reason to mistrust.
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U WMOMbly coUected from the phenomena" (Princ «)Here It will be observed, Berkeley awumes an "
established

law of nature which may be " coUected from the pheno-
mena, according to which the motion of the earth is now
going on. Obviously, therefore, it is presupposed that the
feehngs excited m any individual occur in accordance with
an organized system of nature, a system that we are capable
of recognmng. On the other hand, Berkeley's express
doctnne ,s that there is no "necessary conn.ition "

be-
tween Ideas as they arise in us, but, when one idea occurs

foUow "* '*" """ ""'"'"' '''" **" immediately

And this brings us to Berkeley's conception of God.Having discarded as a fiction Locke's "substratum" of
matter and reduced external reality to particular ideas of
sense, Berkeley has to explain how these ideas, which are
not subject to our will and therefore are not produced bv
us, come to present themselves in our consciousness Thev
anse m our consciousness, he answers, because they are
directly produced by God, who i;, their efficient cause The
soul or self, again, is a "thinking substance," and this
thmtang substance " as necessarily inextended and indis-

cerptible he holds to be " naturaUy immortal "

It is obvious that Berkeley's premises cannot bear the
weight of his conclusion. Granting that the soul is

"
inex-

tended. It does not follow that it is "immortal," since
as Kant afterwards pointed it, it may graduaUy become le-!m degree nntU it disappears. Nor can it be held that « .e
soul ,s immortal " because there is an endless succession
of Ideas, since such a succession is not identical with im-
mortality unless there is at the same time seIf<onscious
Identity. Now, self-conscious identity is not possible on
the basis of a mere succession of ideas ; it is only as the
correlation of a permanent world that there can be any
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consciousness of a permanent self, and Berkeley, in disurd-

ing the former, has made the latter impossible. Knowledge

of self is essentially correlative to knowledge of the world,

and any attempt to maintain the independent reality of

the one after the elimination of the other must be abortive.

Thus Berkeley prepared the way for Hume's denial of
" thinking substance " altogether.

God is regarded by Berkeley as the efficient cause only

of ideas of sense. " There must be an active power to

produce our ideas, which is not to be found in ideas them-

selves, for we are conscious that they are inert, nor in

matter, since that is but a name for a bundle of ideas

;

which must therefore be in spirit, since of that we are

conscious as active ;
yet not in the spirit of which we are

conscious, since then there would be no difference between

real and imaginary ideas ; therefore in a Divine Spirit, to

whom, however, may forthwith be ascribed the attributes

of the spirit of which we are conscious." Now, the assump-

tions here lie on the surface. It is assumed that there must

be a " power " to produce certain of our ideas. But, on

Berkeley's own principles, no " power " was required to

produce ideas in us by " matter "
; all that appears in our

consciousness are the ideas themselves, and therefore the
" matter " supposed to be independent of our ideas must

be discarded, and with it any " power " it was supposed

to possess. Why, then, should we assume that the self-

explaining ideas require any " power " to produce them ?

All that we know directly are the ideas themselves, and an

unknown " substrate " of mind is just as much a fiction as

an unknown substrate of matter. But, with the elimina-

tion of the " thinking substance " no possibility remains of

making any transition from ideas to an efiicient cause. If

it is said that we must explain the origin of those ideas that

are independent of our will, the answer is that on Berkeley's
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pntmut. there » no " wiU." if by that a meant a "
power "

t^T'T^r" "'"''°" """' " "° vaUd^stinc-
tion between ideas of sense ,« real and ideas of imagination" fiction; whatever dl uuinn subsists between themniust be explained fro,,, tlw Me,. fl...,.,!„e,. Mo^eov^even supposing it ar)„u^,l ,hac .. „ ,. consdous oJoj^natm .ain i„, ,., ,, .. ..,, ,., ,,., ,o„"Thrto akind of power of >< Inch we are t,ot con j, ,us ?

il^^V""?
^""''-y'' "-^ Pl'Sc.tio„ ,„ Locke-s doc-tane by the ehmu.a.ion oi n.ateriH' • substance," Hume

Ifd-t ..?."'f"''
"' >

msci..„„es3 ,„ impressions"

i?Af"' "\^'»«" bung., upy of the former. Berke-

of rnipressions and ideas by ,cle„ing the former to God astheir cause, and the latter to the mind of the individual,
wtach he conceived as thinking substance. He al«^^rtuaUy assumed that the self is identical with itself.Now these three conceptions, namely, cause and effect,
substance and attribute, and self-identity, must either I>.denved from impressions, or they must be regarded a.mere words" to which no reality corresponds Hum-.d«tingu«h^ between " natural " and " philosophical "

rela-

f^rwin !r
^'"« *^"°"' ^""^''"^ '™^ °^ "'her

^^y.°V^^ '"""''• ^'"= """'"^'^ """ions" are
declared to be given in impressions. When, e.g., we have
the rnipressions of " red " and " yellow." we have at theMme time a consciousness of their hkeness and unlikenessBy thus assuming that " resemblance "

is already implied
in the impressions, Hume is relieved from the burden ofseeking to derive it from impressions. Thus he is able
plausibly to show that there are not even " general "

ideas,
such as Berkeley seemed to find in the relation of ideas toone another. AH ideas being particular, all propositions
must be smgular. Even when a proposition is stated in a
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universal fonii, the judgment is not truly univeisal, but is

merely a number of singular propositions, associated by the

influence of " custom." We apply the same name to ideas

that resemble one another, and this is the only sense in which

we can speak of generality at all. The " philosophical

"

relations of substance, causality and identity, again, are by

Hume explained away as due to the mind's " propensity to

feign." What then becomes of the ideas of the soul and of

God ? If the soul, as Berkeley said, is a " thinking sub-

stance," Hume asks what is " the impression that produces

it " (p- 5I7)' As there is no such impression, he infers that

it is a pure fiction. And as the soul is a fiction, we cannot

infer from it the fexistence of a spiritual cause to account

for it.

Thus the presuppositions upon which Deism was based

—belief in the existence of a personal God, ani belief in the

immortality of the soul- ars expressly denied by Hume,

while its doctrine of rehgiun as natural to man, and there-

fore as known to him from the earliest time, is also assailed.

The first is attacked in the Dialogues concerning Natural

Religion (1778), the second in The Natural History 0/

Religion (1757). In these theological writings Hume

assumes the validity of our beUef in the invariable order

of the universe, a belief which in his metaphysical writings

he denies ; in other words, Iiis theological writings contain

merely an argumenium ftd hominem, addressed mainly to

those who bcUeved it possible to demonstrate the existence

of God, the immortaUty of the soul, and the reaUty of

miracles.

(i) Hume makes very short work of the a priori or

" ontological " argument for the being of God.' What is

the connotation of the term " God " ? It is admitted by

The termj "ontological," " cosmological," and " physico-tbeological

"

are of course Kinfi, not Hume'i.
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Malebranche and other divines that we have no positive
idea of God

;
when he is caUed a spirit. aU that is meant is

that he is not matter ; and no one ventures to say that his
nature in any way resembles ouis ; for, though we attribute
to him thought, design and knowledge, these predicates do
not mean what they mean when spoken of ourselves. Our
" acts, sentiments and ideas " are distinct and successive
whereas the mind of God, as absolutely simple and im-
mutable, and therefore as devoid of all distinctions of
thought, will, sentiment, love or hatred, is a pure blank.
Nor can a God as thus defined be proved. It is impossible
to demonstrate that anything exists by a priori arguments.
" Nothing is demonstrable, unless the contrary impUes a
contradiciion. Nothing that is distinctly conceivable im-
pUes a contradiction. Whatever we conceive as existent,
we can also conceive as non-existent. There is no being!
therefore, whose non-existence impUes a contradiction!
Consequently, there is no being whose existence is demon-
strable " (ii. 432). It may be answered, that God is a
necessarily existent Being, and that if we knew his whole
essence or nature, we should perceive it to be as impossible
for him not to exist as for twice two not tc be four. But,
so long as our faculties remain the same as at present, we
can always conceive the non-existence of what we formerly
conceived to exist; and therefore the combination of
necessity and existence is a contradiction in tenns. More-
over, if there be any necessarily existent Being, why should
It not be the material universe? The answer of Dr.
Clarke is that both the matter and the form of the world
are contingent, since " any particle of matter may be con-
ceived to be annihilated ; and any form may be conceived
to be altered." But, by the same argument, God may
be imagined to be non-existent or his attributes to be
altered. If this is denied, it must be because he

*l-
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some unknown inconceivable qualities ; and no reason

can be assigned why these qualities may not belong to

matter (ii. 433)-

(2) The " cosmological " argument claims to be based

upon experience, and therefore to be superior to the onto-

logical. Its reasoning is shortly :
" Something exists

:

therefore, there is a necessary existence." The argument

is based upon the necessity of assuming a first cause.

But, answers Hume, it is illegitimate to apply the idea

of cause in this way ; for that which exists from eternity

cannot have a cause, since every cause implies " priority

in time and a beginning of existence." We can properly

speak only of the cause of any member in a succession

of events, not of a cause of the whole. If we know
" the particular causes of each individual in a collection of

twenty," it is very unreasonable afterwards to ask for " the

cause of the whole twenty. This is sufficiently explained

in explaining the cause of the parts "
(ii. 433).

(3) To a consideration of the physico-theological argu-

ment Hume mainly devotes his attention. As originally

^.^.ed, the argument is that the worid is " nothing but one

great machine, subdivided into an infinite number of lesser

machines, which again admit of subdivision, to a degree

beyond what human senses can trace and explain. All

these various machines, and even their most minute parts,

are adjusted to each other with an accuracy, which ravishes

into admiration all men, who have ever contemplated them.

The curious adapting of means to ends, throughout all

nature, resembles exactly, though it much exceeds, the pro-

ductions of human contrivance ; of human designs, thought,

wisdom and intelligence. Since, therefore, the effects

resemble each other, we are led to infer by all the rules of

analogy, that the causes also resemble ; and that the Author

of Nature is somewhat similar to the mind of man ; though
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cause, we shall be led into an infinite progression, or, if not,

into an inexplicable principle. It is, therefore, no real

escape to set up an ideal world, which is equally in need of

exidanation with the world we know. Moreover, the argu-

ment from design can at the most only prove the existence of

a being in time and space, operating on matter external

to himself. And as we can only infer a cause adequate

to produce the effect, we cannot conclude to the infinite

perfection of the cause. Noi can we even prove a single

ca«e. The greater the power, indeed, the less close is the

analogy to human art ; and hence polytheism is the most

natural inference. For the universe as a whole, in fact,

the growth of organisms is a more fitting analogy than that

of human artifice ; why, then, should we not be guided by

the idea of natural development rather than go beyond

Nature in search of a transcendent cause ? And might not

the apparent adaptation of the world be merely the result

of chance ? Why should we not say that in the many

possible combinations of elements there have arisen organ-

isms which survive because of their harmony with thf

environment ? On this point Hume does not dwell,

however, but goes on to ask whether it is true that the

world actually shows adaptation in every part. A doubtful

balance of happiness over misery is not what we should

expect from a Being infinite in power, wisdom and good-

ness. " Why is there any misery at all in the world ? Not

by chance surely. From some cause then. Is it from the

intention of the Deity ? But he is perfectly benevolent.

Is it contrary to his intention ? But he is almighty.

Nothing can shake the solidity of this reasoning, so short,

so clear, so decisive ; except we assert, that these subjects

exceed all human capacity, and that our common measures

of truth and falsehood are not applicable to them" (ii. 446).

The only reply that the defender of the argument can
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brute unconscious matter, or a rational intelligent being. . .

.

The knowledge of the cause being derived solely from

the effect, they must be adjusted exactly to each other.'"

Hence we cannot attribute to the cause more than can be

learned from the effect. Applying this principle, it is

obvious that we can tell nothing about the Deity except

what can be inferred from the universe as known to us.

Hence we cannot reason from this world to a totally

dissimilar world. It is manifestly illegitimate to argue

from the failure of retributive justice in this world to its

operation in a world that is quite problematical. Besides,

justice does not fail in this world ; for virtue brings peace,

while vice is accompanied by uneasiness and unrest. Nor

can we regasd the instinctive desire for infinite develop-

ment as a valid reason for afiinning the immortality of the

soul ; on the contrary, the instinctive fear of death may be

taken as a distinct warning not to deceive ourselves by

false hopes of a future life. Nevertheless, concludes Hume,

very much to our surprise, the truth of the gospel is all the

more confirmed by the fact that it has revealed to us a

doctrine that could never have been discovered by pure

reason.

If natural theology cannot take us beyond the infer-

ence that the cause or causes of the order of the universe

probably bear some distant analogy to human intelligence,

how is it that religion has had so great an influence upon

men ? Hume's answer is given in his Naturai History of

Religion. The primitive reUgion was not the abstract mono-

theism of the deists, but polytheism, or rather fetishism.

Early man naturally transferred his own emotions to things,

attributing to them passions and feelings Uke his own.

Hence he conceived of them as gods of like nature with

himself, and on occasion he treated them with disrespect.

' Essays, IV. 112.113.
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LECTURE EIGHTH.

THE CRITICAL PHILOSOPHY.

The development of modem philosophy, from Descartes to

Hume, while it led to no perfectly satisfactory conclusion,

had made certain solutions untenable. After Hume no one

who stood at the level of the highest thought could suppoee

that any redl escape from perplexity and contradiction

could be found in the idea that the world was not under

the sway of inviolable law, but was subject to sudden

and incalculable breaks. This is a conviction that under-

lies the whole of the Critical Philosophy. On the other

hand, neither the assumption of the school of Leibnitz that

such categories as mechanical causaUty and teleology are

self-evident, or the sceptical denial of Hume that they are

more than subjective fictions, seemed to Kant admissible.

If there is to be a science of nature, the law of causation

must be inviolable, and therefore Hum' 's rr^ution of it

into an arbitrary succession of ideas cannot possibly be

accepted ; while, on the other hand, the principle of final

cause, though it seems essential in any reasonable explana-

tion of the conduct of intelligent and moral beings, can

hardly be satisfactorily employed in explanation of the

course of nature. But, if a science of nature demands the

acceptance of inviolable law, and morality the principle of

final cause, it looks as if there were an insoluble contradic-

tion between man and nature. Moreover, it is difficult to

see how we can estabUsh the existence of God without
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of iti ippUcation and so to provide a way oi escape into

the region of the spiritual.

The first object of Kant is to show how, in consistency

with the conditions of human knowledge, there can be

a science of nature. Since the special sciences may be

roughly divided into the mathematical and the physical,

while the former are manifestly the necessary preparation

for the latter, Kant states his problem in the form : How
are a priori synthetic judgments possible ? and he begins

to solve it by asking. How are a priori synthetic judgments

of mathematics possible ? As such judgments obviously

deal with sensible objects and events, and these are all in

space and time] he finds it necessary to enquire into the

nature of space and time. Now, granting that sensible

objects and events are presented to us in our immediate

experience, Kant maintains that space and time are not

themselves so apprehended, but are the necessary conditions

under which objects and events are apprehended. The

judgments of mathematics are therefore universal and

necessary just because they state certain fundamental

relations without which the world of experience is impossible.

These relations cannot be explained away, after the manner

of Leibnitz, as due to the confused consciousness of things

that have no external relations to one another. At the

same time, the world as determined spatially and tempor-

ally cannot be the world as it is in its true nature, for no

spatial or temporal determination of things can yield a

complete ^hole. We must, therefore, regard space and

time simply as the a jiriori tonm under which our con-

sciousness of the sensible world must necessarily operate.

Belonging as they do to the constitution of our perceptive

faculty, they cannot be predicated of things in themselves,

and therefore, while they are " empirically real," they are

" transcendentally ideal." The mathematical sciences.
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forms. SimJarly, he seeks to vindicate the uni^iJ^Ld
necessary relations under which the individual oSsTreconstituted as objects, and comiected in the sltm of

tnere can be no expenence, but merely a loose assemblaireo sensible mipressions. If we deny that in all t^chSof phenomena there are permanent objects or substrrthe changing states of which are connected in the wTv ol

one anotter we can have no experience of real objects Id^tmguished from fictions of the imagination. The p^o^of the pnnciples of substantiality, causahty and commumty cannot be based upon an^ number of SicuUrinstances for in this way we could never showS .h"are inviolable conditions of experience. Hume, in fa t h2made ,t plain that in this way we cannot get beyond fh^mere e^tation that, as it has so often been so we mayassume it will always be so ; and an unprovable h^^Ihe^I
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of this kind is tooinseciu-e a basisuponwhich to rest a science. ^Some other method of proof is therefore required. Now,
it is perfectly true that without impressions of sense we
should have no experience of sensible objects ; but it by
no means follows that the world of our experience can be
accounted for purely from such impressions. Kant, there-
fore, at once agrees with, and differs from, the empirical
school. Nor can he admit with Leibnitz that conception is

of itself a source of real knowledge. To think is not to
know

;
for even if we could think an object in all the fulness

of its predicates, we should not be able to make the transi-
tion from our conception of the object to its actual existence.
It is thus plain that the mere conception of substance, or
of causaUty, or of reciprocal action, cannot entitle us to
affirm that there are substances, which undergo changes in
accordance with the law of causality, and are mutually
influenced in the changes of their states. But, although
thought is in itself incapable of going beyond itself, it by
no means follows that it is confined to the mere analysis
of its own conceptions when it is dealing with the element
suppUed to it by sense. For there is a synthesis of imagina-
tion to which every sensible object must conform, and this
synthesis, when brought to the unity of thought, is expressed
in such judgments as those of substantiality, causaUty and
community. The primary condition of experience as a
system is that the thinking subject shcJd be capable of
referring all objects to the unity of one self-consciousness

;

and such a unity is possible only if all objects are combined
in a single self-consistent system. Thus the consciousness
of one world of experience and the consciousness of one self

are essentially correlative. But the single world of experi-
ence implies that thought has functions of synthesis or
categories by which it constitutes and connects all objects
of experience in a single system. Hence, just as space and
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involve the substantiation of one element of consciousness

in separation from the other element without which it

could not exist. Tliis is the error of Descartes, who

supposed that the consciousness of self as accompanying

every mode of consciousness entitled him to regard it as a

" thinking substance "
; and upon this confusion between

the "
I think," as accompanying every determination of the

world, and a separate and independent substance corre-

sponding to it, all proofs of the independence of the thinking

subject are based. In thus rejecting the method of Rational

Psychology, Kant does not mean to deny the conclusion

itself, but only the process by which it is reached. That

man in his true being is a free spiritual subject, who is

independent of nature, is his own doctrine, but he holds

that it can only be established through the moral con-

sciousness.

There is another way in which the existence of a reality

higher than nature is suggested to us. The demand for

completeness in the explanation of the world leads to the

supposition that it is itself a whole, and that every object

in it is, in the language of Leibnitz, a " monad " or indi-

vidual unity. On the other hand, all our attempts to gain

a knowledge of the world or of the objects in it as self-

complete or unconditioned are necessarily abortive, because

of the conditions under which alone knowledge is possible

for us. (a) Since no object can be known by us that is not

presented as an extensive or intensive magnitude, it is

impossible for us to have any knowledge of an object that

is really individual or self-complete, for the simple reason

that no magnitude can possibly be truly individual. The

sensible world is for us neither absolutely limited, nor

absolutely unlimited, in space or in time. A first moment

of time, or a last point of space, is an impossible experience

;

and equally impossible is an indivisible part of space or of
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determined when we pass beyond the sphere of the specula-

tive to the practical reason. It is enough at present to say

that there is no contradiction in the solution suggested.
'^

There is a third form in which reason seeks for unity

besides that of the soul and the world, namely, in the idea

of a Being who contains within himself all possible reaHty.

Such an object Rational Theology affirms to exist. The

Idea of God, as dealt with by Rational Theology, implies,

firstly, the conception of absolutely complete knowledge

;

secondly, the unity of all positive predicates ; and thirdly,

the idea of an absolute subject-object. Now (i) there is

no doubt that theidea of the world as a whole is presupposed

in the consciousness of particular objects. No object can

be brought within the unity of our consciousness without

being related to all the other objects of our consciousness.

The world of our experience is thus continually in process of

being unified. Nevertheless, it can never be completely

unified. No possible extension of our knowledge can yield

the knowledge of reality as a perfect whole, ant' therefore

reality as a perfect whole must always remain for us an

ideal that we can never reach. Hence we cannot convert

our ideal into the positive assertion of a real being corre-

sponding to it, as is done by Rational Theology when it

affirms the existence of God as an absolutely perfect Being.

(2) God is held to be a Being who unites in himself all

positive predicates. As a pure conception the Idea of God

must exclude all negative predicates, for the law of thought

is the principle of Identity or Non-Contradiction. If, then,

we are to determine the Absolute Being by pure thought,

we must be able to state all the positive predicates by which

it is characterized. Kant does not deny that this is the

ideal of Absolute Being, but he denies that Absolute Being

can be known. Nothing in the nature of our experience

entitles us to affirm the existence of an object that is com-
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but as its Ground or Cause. Kant's objection to Rational

Theology, then, is that, as we can have no knowledge of

reality as a whole, we cannot establish the existence of a

Being which contains all reality within itself.i^In the

progress of our knowledge we never reach completeness.

The reality that we know is " distributive," not " collec-

tive," being found dispersed among a number of

individuals, not concentrated in one. Thus a Being within

which all reality exists, and is known to exist, lies beyond

the range of our knowledge. If such a Being exists, it must

be as a perceptive intelligence, and a perceptive intelU-

gence cannot be understood by beings like ourselves, whose

perception and inteUigence operate independently of each

other. Though we are not entitled to deny the existence

of such an Intelligence, it is for us merely a faultless ideal,

that we can never verify by any extension of our knowledge

of God, all so-called proofs of his existence must be sophisti-

cal, resting as they do (a) upon 'he confusion between the

idea of completed knowledge and the actual completion of

knowledge, (i) upon the identification of the idea of a

Being which is the unity of all positive predicates with the

knowledge of such a Being, and (e) upon the equalization of

this totality of positive reality with an individual Being.

At the close of the CrUique 0/ Pure Reason we seem to be

left with an irreconcilable antagonism between the ideal of

knowledge and the hmited knowledge of which only we

are (u pable. The Ideas of the Soul, the World and God no

doubt reveal the limitations of our experience, but they do

not enable us to go beyond it, valuable as they are in supply-

ing us with ideals by reference to which experience is ex-

tended, specialized and systematized. But, while Kant has

closed the entrance into the supersensible to knowledf , he

has left the way open for a rational faith, as based upon

the peculiar character of the practical reason or moral con-
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ought to be, entirely ignoring that which {$. The idea o(

the ought is thus a purely idi^J object, and therefore it can

only be possessed by a self-conscious being, who distinguishes

himself from all other objects. Only in so far as I separate

myself in thought from the whole knowable world, can I

have 'he idea of myself as a being that ought to be that

which I am not. As I cannot bend nature to myself, I

must accept it as it is ; but in the realm of my own self-

consciousness I am absolute master. For, all that is here

necessary is that I should will the ideal of myself which I

undoubtedly possess. In this wilUng of my ideal self con-

sists my freedom—a freedom that is in no way dependent

on my power of realizing that which I will in the actual

world. It is, for example, involved in my ideal of myself

that I should promote the happiiiess of my fellow-men

;

and if my conduct is determined purely from regard for

this object, I am free, because I am in no way influenced by

anything external to my own will ; and this is true even

though all my efforts may prove abortive. Morality only

demands that my sole motive should be that which is

prescribed by my ideal of myself, and for the failure to

realize the ideal in the actual world I am not responsible.

This idea of goodness, Kant contends, is implied in the

ordinary moral judgments of men. A man is not called

good because of his superior talents or rank in society or

success in life ; on the contrary, he is regarded as good

though his natural gifts may be poor and his well-meant

endeavours are unsucce ;ful. Nothing is good but a good

will, and a good will is one the sole motive of which is

reverence for the moral law. To regulate one's conduct by

the desire for the pleasure imagined to be connected with

a certain object is immoral, and that whether the object is

the gratification of the senses or the attainment of know-

ledge, or even the furtherance of the general happiness.
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man ought to be happy. In point of fact, however, man,

as a being in whom there is a conflict of desire and reason,

is not perfectly moral ; the highest point to which he can

attain is an infinite progress towards perfection ; and such

a progress compels us to postulate the immortality of the

soul. And, as reason further demands that happiness

should be proportionate to morality,—a demand that it is

beyond the power of man to secure,—we must postulate the

existence of God, as distinct from and yet the Author of

the world. Only by the postulate of a Being at once

infinitely intelligent and infinitely good, can we explain

how the highest good, which involves the harmony of the

system of nature with the demands of the moral law, can

be realized.

In the Critique of Judgment Kant goes on to explain the

harmony of the sensible and the supersensible by means of

the idea of purpose or final cause. In the Critique of Pure

ReMott it was maintained that there are certain fundamental

principles of judgment, by the exercise of which the world

of experience is determined as a system of substances, their

changes being inviolably connected and reciprocally

determined. The principles there employed are absolutely

essential to the constitution of nature, and the operation of

judgment consists simply in bringing particular facts imder

them. From this " determinant judgment," as Kant calls

it, must be distinguished the " reflective judgment,"

where the principle is not necessary to constitute the

universal system of nature, but is a specification of that

system. The whole of the special sciences are instances

of the application of this latter form of judgment. Its

principle is the idea of nature as a unity, all the parts

of which have been purposely arranged so as to har-

monize. In all scientific investigation we proceed on

the principle that nature is purposive ; in other words,
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of being must be compatible with the existence of Uving

beings. , . _
And this leads us to the idea that the beauty of nature

may also be treated as if it were purposely mtended by

nature. An object is judged to be beautiful or ugly purely

because of the pleasure or pain which arises from its direct

contemplation. Having no relation to personal desire, the

feeling is entirely disinterested. Nor does beauty imply the

definite conception of an end, as in the case of that which is

useful or that which is in itself good. Aesthetic satisfaction,

however, does imply purpose in this sense, that in the dis-

interested contemplation of the object there is a conscious-

ness of the hanrtony of our imagination and inteUigence.

Aesthetic judgment may therefore be said to rest upon a

"common sense," and because aesthetic satisfaction is

capable of being experienced by every one, the judgments

based upon it. as expressing the harmony of faculties

common to all men, are universal and necessary.

The subUme agrees with the beautiful in being a predicate

not of the object but of the subject, in excluding a defimte

conception of the character of the object, in involving a

harmony of imagination and intelligence, and m being

universally valid. But there is this important difference

between them, that, while the beautiful implies the presenta-

tion of an object confined within definite limits, the subhme

involves the abortive effort to present a complete whole.

While the former may be regarded as tending towards a

specific conception of the understanding, the latter may be

viewed as an impUcit exercise of the reason. The pleasure

which arises in the case of the subUme is not direct but

indirect ; for its fiist effect is to check the outflow of

the vital forces, though its second effect is to produce

a stronger outflow of them. As rather a negative than

a positive feeling, the sublime is analogous to the feeling
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find that the only ultimate end In the world is that of

rational beings as living under absolute moral laws. The

moral law prescribes as an ultimate end its own complete

realization, and therefore we are entitled to assume that it

is capable of being realized. Only on the ground of the

moral consciousness can we maintain any ultimate end of

creation. Moral teleology, however, implies theology, for

the possibility of the realization of morality in the world

demands that we should postulate the existence of a Being

who is not only independent of nature, but who is at once

intelligent and moral. We must not, however, conceive of

God as a Being in whom there is any separation between the

idea of that which is to be realized and its actual reaUzation ;

and therefore it is only analogically that we can speak of

him as adapting nature to the realization of morality.

It is only by analogy that we can conceive the attributes of

God at all, and therefore we cannot predicate intelligence

and morality of him in the same sense as that in which we

affirm them of ourselves. Nevertheless, the final result of

our survey of reason in all its forms is to show that God,

freedom and immortaUty rest upon the basis of a rational

faith, just because they are presupposed in our experience,

Umited as it necessarily is.

Morality, as we have seen, is for Kant a law prescribed by

reason unconditionaUy. The moral law is the only object

to be willed, and reverence for it the only motive. To obey

the law from any consequences believed to follow from such

obedience, even if these are the favour of God or eternal

happiness, is to destroy the moraUty of our action
;
and

therefore moraUty is entirely independent of reUgion.

Though the sole motive of moral action is thus regard for

the moral law, yet our acts must have certain consequences,

and to these we cannot remain indifferent. Nothing short

of the perfect harmony of virtue and happiness can give
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nunselt by them. As evU is impossible without the free

be explamed by supposmg that he has by his very naturea bias to evil.U the disposition to act from naturd d^reThis bias IS possible only i„ a free being, consist! iii
fr ? *^"

'^^r' ""^^S a natural impSse th Sn^ „tis action. Why man has this bias we Lnot teU ^cau^It belongs to his inner or noumenal being, wh ch ckn^o' te

":^ Z °nT' "
'"''"'^«^- ^° -y then ttr:°al'^

viol^. f,. ,

."'"^ "''" " '^ '^^ "^ture of man toviolate the law which his reason prescribes, i.e. to "ntordmate the moral law to his nati^al inclinations
; ^d
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280 THE CRITICAL PHILOSOPHY

this is the natural bias to evil, Kant refuses to admit that

evil is inherited from our first parents ; for evil can never

exist except as the free choice of the agent. Every evil

act must be viewed as absolutely originated, and we may
speak, if we please, of the Fall of man as perpetually

renewed. No action for which man is responsible can be

explained by the influence upon him of an external force,

for nothing <:an influence him without the consent of his

own will. Scripture, it is true, speaks of evil as originating

at a certain definite time ; but this must be understood to

mean that an evil act proceeds from the free choice of the

agent, which may indeed be called the first cause of the evil

act in the sense that it is not an effect of anything else. The
sin of Adam is a figure of the free act of choice by which

every man makes himself evil. Why man should pervert

the true relation of reason and desire, subordinating the

former to the latter, we cannot tell, for we cannot make the

inner or noumenal self an object of knowledge. Scripture

expresses this fact metapliorically, when it represents the

fall of man as occasioned by an evil spirit, without attempt-

ing to explain the origin of evil itself. And when it declares

that God created man upright, we must interpret this to

mean that though man wills evil, his true or ideal nature is to

be good. No doubt we cannot explain how man should over-

come his bias to evil and become good, any more than we
can explain why he exhibits this bias ; all that we can say

is that the possibility of willing the good is impUed in the

unconditional demand of reason, though, as Kant somewhat

grudgingly admits, some supernatural aid may be required.

There must be a revival of the primitive purity of the will

and its Uberation from all lower motives, and this purity

impUes a complete change of heart, and is therefore repre-

sented in scripture as a " new birth." But, though it is

in principle an absolute change, it can only be realized in a
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and man is therefore ^4;°'"-^' '*' P^'*"' '^<"''-

the bias to evil
'""'' '^ "'^y P-adually freed from

man ^tnfs"birtoivT/s?Chri?- ""'''""' ""^ "'''"al

represent man as he ista ide^n ,f "T"'^'^ "^ ^ant to

that he is capable of^^f"^f^ '^^ -alization of all

gets its higher meaning fromt. V Tl ' '*"'• '''^ """-Id

the realization of the d/Z ™
''' *''''

"' "^''^ Po^ible
free development of matZnfh''^'

^^'^ '"^'"' °' 'he
state of moral irfe^tio„ Th

""'"'"' ''"'' *° '^ ''^^'^

Auction of compTeto ha^pi^^
"^ <=°"-''-"- the pro-

that the Word •• was in th.^ P'"'^ "*« are told

Christ is '• the onlXotte^ ^""^T **'"^ '*
-^ ""at

Wonl " whereby a^U t£"afe „J ""1, " ''^' " = *<•«

^vas not anything maStrn, h .' '"1 ^"'°"* "'^'*
" brightness of L Fathel r. ^? ' "'^* ^^^'^ '^ "^e

loved the world"; ^d haf °T A
"''" "^ ^^^ God

nind can we hop^ trbe^ol^^*:^ "^^''P*^^^ of his

these expressions^ by K^Tannfj^*^'" °' '^" ^U
ilea. They are thus i^te^etS^'^f ° "? ^ '"' '^ '"

cause of the world is manTl"^ ?'" *^'" ">« final

the only creature that c^L^Tk' '^''''''°"- «« *«

God; for him all other cSl ""^'^ '^' S"" °'
a manifestation oTfhe Ivi^^ !^

'""«' '^^'' ^n" he is

the end of creation td^vTrffT' ^'^'^ '= '^-^^°-
'^alize the ideal of^um^tv "."^ '"'"^'^"'^ ">»
" children of God/' ToTS.w "''^ "^ ^^''^ "-e
the duty of every man to rl'^ ^- """^ P*'^«=ti°'> it is

-n poLsses Ss"iL in^X^Ti "' ''^ '''^^ ''''

nnplies that he is capable nft^ ,.^' '^"°"^ nature
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inexpUcable «ay, we may figure it to """^''^
"ijjf

Incarnation of the Son oi God. who has humbled himseU

and undergone suffering for the purpose of securing our

„„ral perfection ; while man, who is never free from guUt

Tvln after he has accepted the ideal as his Btan<ferd^ loo^

upon himself as deserving whatever sufienng he experi-

ences This ideal we must conceive m the form of a

Person, who is ready to discharge aU the duties of man, and

to advance the course of goodness both by teaching and by

example, but who resists aU the seductions to evU and freely

pves himself up to an ignominious death for the sake of

his feUow-men, not excluding even his enemies. By faith

in the Son of God" Kant understands th«/°"'l't'on of

those who beUeve that they should under all temptaUons

adhere to this ideal of humanity.
^,. ^ . . „,^x

The reaUty of this ideal cannot be estabhshed by a proo

that it has actually been reaUzed, any more than the moral

law itseU can be based upon an appeal to experience,

nevertheless it is impUed in the ideal
«f^^VP^ °^

°"'

reason To demand that the prototype of humanityM
be embodied in a Person, who proves his claim to be the

Son of God by miracles performed by him or upon him, is to

^tray want of faith in the absolute obUgation of the moral

law. and to substitute for .i faiUi in a histoncal fact. Nor

^ it help in the least to suppose that the ideal of humanity

S,^„ reaUzed in a Being pretematurally begotten who

is above the weakness of human nature ;
on the contaj

^uch a Being is unfitted to serve as the type of ordmary

h^anity, a^d therefore camiot be any guarantee to us t!^t

fte ideal of humanity is practicable and attamable. On

the other hand, it is natural and proper that a teacher who

ftough ^rfect^y hunian is yet like God in nature, should

15^ of^seif as if the ideal dwelt bodUy in him, and was

fuUy expressed in his Ufe and teaching.
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There are certain difficulties in regard to the possibilityo^reahzmg this ideal which must ^considered.^) Thedeal demands perfect morality or hoUness, and iL weenth^ goa^ ar.! the evil from which man sta^s therTranmfim e distance, and an infinite distance cannottpssS
that, though morality .3 an endless process. God regards

ma^ta of otT''"?' i"
"^ ™'"^"=' l-y the universL

Th^ of nn^
"''

'°J'"=
'^*- '^) What guarantee isthere of constancy m the pursuit of the ideal? Kant'sreply .s that, if a man has persevered in the

«
' -her life for a^s,de.able period we may reasonably conclude that he^ contmue m the same path. Certain knowledge onsuch a pom seems not only unattainable but morZ un-

fhf, LfkT^" ^" "^'^ '^'
'

"o* t''^" =»" the gilt of
this ev^I be done away, since no one but the agent Smselfcan take away his guilt, and this guilt is in^te Kananswers that, after the inward trarrsformation of a man"

S"im L'
^""'^"P'^'-e his intelligible character

regards h.m as a new man. In scripture this idea is ex-pressed by saying that the Son of God is a vicarious sub-

tterR L"""'"' .'"l*
^y ^' '"«^""S ^""J death he is

rJ Tw r""^
\'"' '^' ^^ '' '^ '^'" Advocate withGod. That God should regard man as being actually whathe .only potentially, is a work of grace, though it is q,^?in harmony with his justice that we for the sake of our faith

are acqmtted from aU further responsibility. This d"Sof Justification by Faith has the important practical bear

^tiSe ZTT"^ '"P'"""" °^ ^" '^ "«^''«<i °^ "'deed
possible Only by a total change of heart can a man be

aSuTon^^l;"''
"^^''°"* ^'-^'' ^ '--'ormatrthl

absolution of guilt is impossible.

tin
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In order that the good principle may overcome the evil,

reason demands that there should be formed an ethical

society, or kingdom of virtue, comprehending the whole

human race. The laws of this society are simply an ex-

pression of the ideal of morality, and therefore have no

coercive power. The necessity of combination into an

ethical commonwealth arises from the fact that, in the

absence of a common central principle of good, each person

is perpetu:Jiy exposed to the assaults of the principle of

evil, both in Wmself and in his fellow-men. The highest good

cannot be attained by each man preserving separately his

own moral perfection, but only by the union of all for a

common end. The laws of this ethical commonwealth

must be represented as founded on the commandments of

God, though they are but the expression of the duties

recognized by the reason of man himself. This ethical

commonwealth containing the people of God can only be

established by God, but it is the duty of man to proceed as

if it depend^ entirely upon himself, and only under this

condition is there ground for hoping that it will be realized

in the Providence of God. The invisible Church is the idea

of the union of all the virtues under the immediate divine

moral government, and after the pattern of this idea the

visible Church must be formed. The Church must be

one, purely ethical, reciprocally free in its members, and

unchangeable in its constitution, though admitting of

modification from time to time according to place £nd

circumstance. The basis of a Church Universal must be

pure religious faith as founded upon reason. The true

worship of God consists in the fulfilment of our duties.

There can be but one religion, and that too a purely moral

religion. The special ceremonial laws of a particular church

must therefore harmonize with the purely moral doctrines

of religion. The positive creed of the Church is never more
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•han approximately true but it m=„ k.
necessary preparation ^rfK '^

** ''«»"»<^ « «
the fina7esubfohme"t of t^: t*"""

°' '*'^"
• """ '°^

-en to labour unT'ri^';'"
""«"'"• " '' "«> <l"ty o' all
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LECTURE NINTH.

HEGEL'S RELATION TO KANT.

Through the whole of the CriHcat Philosophy, as we have

seen, there runs the distinction between the world of experi-

ence and the world in its ultimate nature, and indeed

Kant believes that unless this opposition is granted no

solution of the contradictions into which reason inevitably

falls can possibly b- given. Now Hegel, while he aJmits

that there is a relative distinction between phenomena

and noumena, r'ifuses to admit that they can be contrasted

as abstract opposites in the manner of Kant, and therefore

he has to face the problem of resolving the contradictions

of reason by reason itself, without having recourse to the

fundamental distinction of the sensible world of experi-

ence and the supersensible or purely intelligible world. In

attempting to give some idea of the philosophy of Hegel,

and especially of his philosophy of religion, it will therefore

be advisable to indicate his mai' rtififerences from Kant,

which may be said to revolve around their fundamental

difference in regard to the relation of phenomena and

noumena.

In his account of " experience " Kant maintains that

without the combining or relating activity of thought

there would be for us no system of " experience " or

" nature." The thoughts, however, which constitute the

system of experience on its formal side, while they are

inseparable from the nature of the human intellig<mce,
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come, because ^h«^^\"u T^' *«= «™ '"^'d to

"-«>« comes inrcoT^^, tinn .k""^*
'° '"''"" '"at

-hiJe he holds thatheloroflr '*"' ^"''"""«'^-

necessary and universal la^Tt, ?
«P*™n« » under

the fom,s under Jhicrever^r
"' ""^"''' ""' ""'^ "

opiate. "Nature" is mSI'7 k"""""
'"'^"««nce must

substantiality, causality "t ^ ^''*'° •"" P"""='P'" °'

« not identLl^'^he IT
"""''''• ""' "Mature"

Univer^^asitprel^i?, Lt/"'^^'^'
•>"' ""'^ *ith the

intelligence. 0^1^ 1Z th? T"" *"' '°™' °' ""
tems-the knowing subier. fh

°" "'"'= "" '"ree

thoughts-whichTanUt^blltT'" *''*'"'*='^"- "^"^

*ith one another X „^r*^'"'° ""?'«'« harmony

thmughhistCghts^utJ^^Jr '? ""'> •"'"' 'hinp

comprehend things butlrv ohTn
'°"''"' '° "°' '^^^^

our thoughts actuaUy prevLt' rZ%'' '°''°"' '""'

Kant, therefore. ^Zm^ IZiZ .bTT'
'""«''

indicated. This is th^ rJ , Pf™'** the three terms

•egins. (a) We exisIr ,"""''' "•«^''' -^^^^^gence

-ives. anV.^rZ^^^^CT':r °''''" """'''"« °"-
apart from thought ^t t o„.v ™"^ '"' °""«'^«^

ourselves that our natue -^'1! *' "" °''J^*^ '°'

suppose that our "hou^L:
^ '"'°"" "* "^l- and to

ourselves is the sLT^tX^ZTL "
J™""

''"°'^"«
Ob ect of thoueht i, 7 ,

*° '""''^ ourselves an
Such a perltf^w L^^t^f!-'""^"^'^ ™P°-«"«-
'sumption of Kant-r,Ti ?u

^""^P^' <*^ ^he other

0' '«^ obJectl^r:~TSt ir 'r "° ''"°'*'^'^«

t've world, as Kant himZYt^' ^"'^ '^ "° °''Jec-

orderiy worH of „* ^^j' adm.t^no systematic or

thought. The world ofn^rr "''."''^'' '"^<"--
of nature has no existence anywhere

I
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bat ai M object oJ thought. Hence tho-ighti »re not

interpoiKd between us and the world, preventing us from

knowing it, but are an actual comprehension of the world.

TMs is evident if we consider the Kantian doctrine it«lf,

t we have no knowledge of things-in-themselve». For,

wiiat are these things-in-themselves ? If they Jail entirely

outside of our thought, they are for us nothing whatever,

but merely the absence of every object ;
and, obviously,

the world as it exists for our thought cannot be condemned

uid shown to be merely " phenomenal " by a pure non-

entity Hence by " things-in-themselves " must be under-

stood, not unthinkable being, but being that can be no

further characterized. What is thus held to be a con-

demnation of the world as thought-the world of expen-

«nce-is in reality the v/orld as thought, but as -bought

in its most abstract form. It is affirmed that the system

of nature is not real because it is determmate. Could

anything be more perverse? We first reduce reality to

pure being, and then condemn the concrete sj^tem of

iiature because it is not identical with this ghost of abstrac-

tion To escape from this conclusion, we may take refuge

ir some form of apprehension which excludes thought

aitogether, either maintaining with the Neo-PUtoms s

that the apprehension of reality excludes all defimte

thought and involves the aboUtion even of the distinction

of subject and object, or faUing back upon the indefinite

ness and supposed fulness of mere feeUng. Hegel adopt.

an entirely different solution. To go beyond thought he

contends, is to faU beneath it. We must therefore bo

that what is beyond thought cannot possiLly be rea^

We cannot legitimately contrast thought and 'eahty as

they belonged to two mutuaUy exclusive spheres. There

can be no reaUty that is not capable of being thought, and

no thought that is not a more or less complete grasp oi
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P~ped by tholh. u'^^Lf
""^"^^

f" " '«>«ty not

t™,ted. therefor i,
"

Th K.
"''^ ^'''' ^''" ** ^o""

Kant caliTthe •'SKJS 'l^f7.
"""' *''"

most abstract comprehensinn n/,h [ ""' "'"P''^« "
«P-r.t«, fro. tLught "v^ ''7«''*-''f

*y; "°' -'»y
thought-reality we can conTa,,

'^"""'' '"»'"'^'

;hought.rea«ty%u. TcoraT
, ZTJ^'"™'""'*'forms of thouBht-realitv o. ,1 ! . '

"""" ™ncrete

'-ality at -.l^s p e^ "J"''* ""'^'l
'^ ."'" '"ought-

that the world as knCo ,„
" '*:«"'"""= '° '"V

system of things all ofZ

1

.^''P«"'=n^« involves a

»nd this concX "orid t "' "'"P"^^"y determinant,

general charac rizl?^' ^
"" "'"'^-' **"' »"« utterly

that which is, but wh."h s ro. fT T" "' ^""P'V
^Hen it is once !^„ that I T'^"

''''*"=''"''• »"'.

»nd the concrete^orW H « T"'' '"''«"«™inate world

Wong to the:^e7;L'1:et Znt '^""" °' "''"-
as to which is th;. m .

*" ** "° possible doubt

that, takeTby ts^» uT'" ""'Z
" ''''"' ^"^^

only»^ to'be "^•. Vlt it" 1?^
" "°'''*"«'" •'• "

"ality that Kanf .-^
""'" potentiality of

world'of otfx^rie"?"" '" "^ "'«"" '"^ «"« -^ol^

si5.'^ZleTi;^tl°'
'''"' '"' "^«'='' "•-• - l-r^-tly

knotn wo^U forTn^'^" ^f
'"" ^•'"'«°*^. «"« the

b^ause we a^ "tliTki^^^n^ ^K^nt V'^' "If"
"""^

loiown world is in »n. ^' ' ^^""^ ""^t this

Between thf two worlds tT"^''
'™"^^ ^'' '^'*y-

"hich can nev^r L f " " 8^*** «^' A^ed,""'"^^ •* ^P'""^'!, because our thought is
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essentiaUy limited, and therefore can never stretch beyond

by Lotze, that reality cannot be co^P"*^"^^ ^^
tatelligence. even one that is =^l»°l"t*\P'^^*\^:^
^ eiufence involves the distinction of ^"^ject and o^ect^

whe maintain^ that it cannot be comprehended by our

tateSenc and therefore that reality falls beyond know-

ofTnthinklbi; reality and thinkable P*--"-- ^
*"„f̂

TTzz^;^ llScJin in": ° nt

:S:;e:trtr;h:onl^ntelUgible contrast is not

that of eality and thought, but that o a le^ or r^o«

abl to derive ii the more complex rorms of thought

an examination of our experience, as it has developea in

2 pr^I^s of history from its first simplest begimungs to

the Xr complex wealth of modem experience, show

thit ftere is no knowable world at aU apart from th

"ute forms of thought : and that when we—
this world, we find that the simplest of tl^^se forms is

^ui^ bei^g," while we can see how more '""Pl^
J°"^

are^ntiJ to the concrete wealth oi^-V^n^^-f^^

consideration of the inadequate and self-contradictory

Ta^™f all the thoughts by which we determine the

na^tfof the universe except that off"^^ f^^,"
«nce which presupposes and comprehends all the rest.

!n Sst;, the op^tion of subject and object is over-
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phenomena and noumeTa^tIn ,^*."" '^""=«°" "'

by " phenomena '";: T ',^ '" *^ '°™- «*'
determined than th^roT

'
' uln,

" '"^

'''^f^*^'^stated, that in " noumpnl " °""™^
-

o"' otherwise

-Id by tho:,ht;b:tTreco;rLrtLr^™'"^ ''-

except that which i.i «n H»f .«"f
* *°^* '"ere is no wor d

.ha/what HeXaintttTomat"S^ ""^r^B Identical with reality but that ftM ,.
"^ '"''J^*

itself no reality exceot »! 1 ^""""^ '"''J«'=' ^as

insists upon is not Zr 1f,^'^P'"8 reality. What he

inseparab^L Zd^, T\ ' ^"-^^"'-''e^s, but their

of the thinkL sublelt in J™'
?''"''" "^ ''^^ =!«-''*"«

possible intemyncero ^frih^r''"!:™'*"^ ^"

particular human bein^ i„ T "^ '"'''*<=* »= »
is maintained that thefe is no T'."''^'"'^ ^"^' ''

of being thought and IZT' *''* " "•" -^^P^"'^

reality that bv Hpfini*
'

"^'^*'°'^^' '' ^"Y one assumes a

himsdf to w^at s ^ZSr"* ""• *''°"«''*' "« -""""^
Then, as to^e^rt^ul^^ '''''*'°"^ ^"^ ""meaning.

existenceanda Ses theworir- 1 '" '*^«^ °' »"'

-ality. Hegel ind^'h^WsTtT
tte^ me^'f*human beine thprp u , .* •

"" of every

ness. in wwa there r„nrS""/° "'°"«'" °^ ^o"^'^'''"-

of impress;! aTdimpu^r ^bT.T
'"* °"'^ ^ ^"^^

"feeUngsoul"hasnor«r^ '''^ '"'*"'"^« °« a

reality h^lvexisten'r? °" *"" ''"^«°" "Aether

thought-r'ah"; Tt ate" or"".."'
'"'^^'*'°" *°

the feeling ^ul '' meat the ahl'"''
/''""^'^'-'^ty for
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.ouldbetothepointiiitcould^*-*^^

o, r.o.-^^^^f^^^^J.^^'^'Zt^.y tXkable or

which affirms *»* "^^^ '

^^ ^^^re that Hegel holds

inteUigible reality ^
b"* ^ !" "^"^ nome of their recent

the doctrine o{ Le.bmtz o Lotte^o-^
^^ ^^_^^^^^^^^

foUowers-a doctnne "h;-* /^"' *^ Ocular beings

the plain facts of ff™"^^^*^^ funderstand lum. is

„,„st be minds;
«^^^%^i^f'^^ can only exist, in a

that all particularW
„'XMe or rational ; what he

universe that is m itself '"t«"'^^'
^^ ^^t be even

does not hold is that every Particular bang
_^

dtaly and blindly aware of ftislact^™
l^^ ^^

are entirely distinct^

^"/^Xg ^Jg, as distinguished

universe as it appears o a thinking B
^^^ ^^^^

from the universe as '^^Pf"'^*°„„.feeUng being, is the

more as it does not aPP«" t°J'
"°"

1, being in the

only universe, -*outm—mg^
ha 'ver^^

„j \^,^^,

universe is a thinking being^ « this Ut
^^^ ^^^^

is to be consistent^>""
J^t^,;e^Ving thinks in the

that every being thinks, bu^^that ^ve^y S
^^^ ^.^

same adequate and
'=°'"f?"^^'^ thought, and the

that there are degrees of »*"^ '^ „, t^e nature of

whole principle, that
^Uj^^Jf^^^*d^„d What Hegel

holds, then, IS not t^ft everyWg ^^^^ ^^^ ^,

rn'rmSZ^'of Srrcapable
of being grasped

is the assumption that by «ijt^
^^^^ ^^.^ ,^

5^^r^:Sr^r misinterpreted. U IS
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But

It is

grossly misinterpreted if it is understood to mean that
the world is known only by the abstract thinker, to the
exclusion of aU whose ideas assume an imaginative or
pictorial form. In this " old quarrel of philosophy and
poetry " Hegel is no blind partisan of philosophy. The
world is no more the exclusive property of the abstract
thinker than is experience

; in point of fact it is the content
and not the form which determines the truth of our know-
ledge. To assume that the world as presented to the mind
of a Goethe, say, is less .-i -quate than the world as viewed
by a Moses Mendelssohn is obviously absurd. What
Hegel held was that reflection in the form of philosophy
was essential to a science of thought, i.e. to a systematic
comprehension of what is involved in knowable reality.
It may therefore fairly be said, that for him the science
of thought-reaUty is higher in form than the intuitions
of poetic genius, while yet in content the one must be
identical with the other, and indeed the latter may be
richer in content than the former. This shows how inept
is the charge sometimes brought against Hegel that he
attempted to construct the universe out of abstract thoughts
or conceptions. As I understand him, he made no such
attempt. What he attempted to do—and with fair success
—was to bring to Ught in their systematic evolufi-n the
forms of thought by which particular experiences .t be
connected with one another if we are to have an intelligible
world at all.

The thinking subject, Hegel maintains, is a thinking
subject only as it thinks reaHty. What is denied is that
there can be an inteUigence which does not grasp the
intelligible; for the supposition th..t such an intelligence
IS not only possible, but actually exists in the form of the
human inteUigence, leads to the setting up of a mere
abstraction as equivalent to reality ; i.e. to the view that
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the objects actuaUy known are not real, while that which

is real is not known, or at best is known as a bare reaUty

incapable of further determination. Since, therefore, the

intelligence comprehends itself only in so far as it is con-

scious of its own functions in determining reaUty, while

these functions again are the necessary conditions of

reality, it foUows that in thinking itself it is at the same

time thinking the world in its universal aspects. Grant

that the universe is rational or intelligible, and that m

man as an inteUigence this rationality or inteUigible reahty

is capable of being grasped, and it cannot be denied that

the system of thought is at the same time the system of

things. We must not think of the categories of thought

as forms of our thought, which may be externally imposed

upon an aUen matter, supplied to us independently of

thought. In the ordinary operations of the mind thought

is already at work, though of this fact we are not usually

aware ; on the contrary, our attention being concentrated

upon objects, we overlook til? part played by thought m

their constitution, not observing that ihey exist for us

only in virtue of our intelligent comprehension of them.

Hence we cannot say that the universal form involved in

the knowledge of objects belongs purely to the subject

;

the form is the very nature or essence of the object, the

removal of which destroys its objectivity. Thus, while

we always Uve in an intelligible world, in the first mstance

that world seems to be revealed to us in immediate appre-

hension, and only when we have discovered the intelligible

elements involved in such apprehension, do we expUcitly

grasp its inteUigible character. The great value of this

logical consideration of the intelligible forms of experience

is that the mind clearly and consc.ously has before it the

forms of thought which are involved in the real world,

and thus is capable of learning their relative mature m the
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296 HEGEL'S RELATION TO KANT

determined by it in regard to a reality that by definition is

beyond thought. It is therefore vain to seek by pure

thought to determine anything in regard to God, the soul or

the world as a whole. These are no doubt thoughts or ideas

in our minds, but they are " mere ideas," and, therefore,

while we can state what we mean by them, we can by no

means affirm that there is any reaUty corresponding to

them. In dealing with these three objects, we inevitably

fall into illusion. In the case of God, we confuse an analytic

with a synthetic determination of the object ; in dealing

with the soul, we assume that what is true of the sensible

reality is equally true of a supersensible reaUty ; and in

attempting by pure thought to grasp the world as a whole,

we confuse the indefinite extensibiUty or divisibiUty of the

world with its infinity.

Hegel refuses to iidorse the contention of Kant that

thought is in its own nature purely analytic, maintaining

that a purely analytic judgment is a mere fiction. And if

thought is never merely analytic, it must be capable of

existential judgments. Why then does it fall into con-

tradiction when it seeks to determine the world as it is in

itself ? The reason, Hegel answers, does not Ue in any

inherent impotence in thought itself, but in the false

assumption that it has before i* a complete thought,

when in reality it has before it omy one element of a com-

plete thought. If we attempt to think a centre without

a circumference, we must inevitably fall into contradiction

with ourselves—now affirming the unreality of the centre,

and again of the circumference ; and similarly, if we

attempt to think the " finite " as exclusive of the " infinite,"

the " soul " in separation from the " body," or " God
"

apart from the " world," we must fall into contradiction

—not because of any impotence in our thought, but because

we are attempting to think abstract elements as if they
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298 HEGEL'S RELATION TO KANT

that which is and that which is thought. The true infer-

ence, he contends, is that a partial is taken to be a complete

determination of existence. We must therefore in all

cases where thought finds itself in presence of a contra-

diction, seek for a more comprehensive conception which

will solve the contradiction. If the "finite" and the

" infinite
" are absolute opposites, there must be a con-

ception which resolves this opposition; if "soul" and

" body " are mutually exclusive, the true inference is that

neither has any independent reaUty ; if " God " and the

" world " are destructive of each other, neither taken in

isolation can be real.

Kant assumes that the forms of thought, untrue as they

are from the point of view of ultimate reality, are valid

for human thought in its relation to experience. He does

not, however, raise the question whether they are ultimate

forms of inteUigence, but treats them as if they were

ultimate, leaving them standing side by side in irrecon-

cilable antagonism. How can the mind be satisfied with

the conclusion that, by its very constitution, it is forced

to employ mutually contradictory principles ? Kant's

answer is, that the principles are not mutually contra-

dictory in themselves, but only in relation to objects of

sensible experience. There is no contradiction in the

thought of the " finite " as such, or in the thought of the

" infinite
" as such ; the contradiction only arises when

the sensible world, the world in space and time, is assumed

to be absolutely real, and is therefore declared to be

absolutely Umited or absolutely iinUmited. Hegel on the

other hand denies that the contradiction is due to the

character of the "matter" with which thought deals;

the contradiction belongs, not indeed to thought in its

real nature, but to thought in so far as it assumes that

each of the contrasted terms is a whole thought. It is
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300 HEGEL'S RELATION TO KANT

it does not assume the independence and equal value ol

its various determinations. The opposition of " experi-

ence " and " reality " Hegel therefore denies, maintaining

that it rests upon an untenable dualism. " Reality " is

identical with " experience " as properly understood, and

the apparent opposition of that which is known and that

which exists is due to the false assumption that determina-

tions of thought are valid only as necessary but human

modes of combining objects into a system ;
whereas in

their organic connection they really enter into and con-

stitute the living principles of reality. This cmclusion,

however, will become clearer by a more particular con-

sideration of Hegel's criticisms of Kant.

The main stages in the development of the theoretical

consciousness, as laid down by Kant, are sensibility, under-

standing, and reason. The impressions of sense, as well

as the universal and necessary forms of perception in which

they are ordered, are always a multiplicity; for every

impression is presented as different from every other, and

space and time, in which they always appear, are marked

by a mutual exclusion of elements. This multiplicity of

sensation and perception is reduced to unity by the under-

standing, and this faculty of thought presupposes the

possibility of referring that multiplicity to the conscious-

ness which Kant calls " pure apperception." The forms

or categories of the understanding are functions of synthesis,

which constitute and connect the differences of the sensi-

bility in universal and necessary ways. These categories

Kant derives from the classification of the kinds of judgment

contained in formal logic, arguing that to judge is the same

thing as to think of a determinate object. Thus, while

the world of sense is characterized by externality—every

" now " implying a " before " and " after," and every

impression being exclusive of every other—the world as
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and thereby make* it impotsible to explain how knowledge

is poMible. Why should it be assumed that the object

must be fundamentally diflerent in nature from the intelli-

gence ? Such a doctrine can only be defended by showing

either that our intelligence cannot comprehend reality

because reality is itself incomprehensible, or that our

intelligence is of so peculiar a nature that its determina-

tions hold good only from our human and limited point

of view. Hegel maintains that neither of these supposi-

tions is defensible. The assumption of the unintelligibility

of reaUty is self-contradictory, because only by compre-

hending reaUty could it be shown to be incomprehensible ;

and the idea that there is something peculiar to our intelli-

gence makes it impossible for us to make any judgment

whatever, since all the products of an absolutely limited

intelligence must be infected with its limitations. Hegel,

therefore, while agreeing with Kant that the work of the

understanding is essential in the constitution of the world,

denies that the world as so constituted is discrepant from

the world as it tnily exists. It is undoubtedly true, for

example, that apart from the activity by which thought

comprehends impressions, there could be no consciousness

of the unity of an object, and no knowledge of two events

as causally connected ; but it by no means follows that

unity and causal connection are not characteristics of the

real world. Common sense is no doubt wrong in regarding

these inteUigible bonds by which the world is converted into

a system as existing independently of thought ;
but it is

a mistake to say with Kant that they are merely the modes

in which we construct a cosmos for ourselves. What

really foUows from Kant's proof of the necessity of thought

to the constitution of objects, is that the objective world

is essentiaUy rational or intelligible. We must not under-

rate the importance of Kant's Copemican transformation
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that I happen to have, but is essentiaUy a spontaneous or

self-determining unity, and a unity that is conscious ot

itself as a unity. Nothing can present itself to the mind

which :s inconsistent with its nature as a unity, and there-

fore nothing that car -revent it from grasping itself as a

unity. In the combination of the various elements of

perception into the unity of an object or system of objects,

consciousness must maintain its unity with itself; for

otherwise the unity of the world would be destroyed. By

" objectivity
" must therefore be understood the unity or

self-identity of consciousness in the synthesis of the various

elements of perception, and without this unity no universal

synthesis or activity of the understanding is possible.

From this objective unity Kant distinguishes the subjec-

tive unity, i.e. the mere occurrence of elements of per-

ception as successive or co-existent ; the former implying

the necessary unity of apperception, as differentiated in

the categories, which are just the determinate ways m

which the elements of perception are brought to the umty

of self-consciousness. But, while the understanding thus

introduces unity into our experience, Kant holds that the

manifold of perception and imagination is entirely inde-

pendent of the understanding. Now, this assumption of

a " given manifold " seems to Hegel to be due to the way

in which Kant elevates one element of a concrete whole

into a false independence. When all the material of

knowledge is regarded as given in sense, there is nothing

left for thought to do but to impose upon it its own form

;

with the result that the world is conceived to be a " mani-

fold
"

just as before. Hence the world presents itself as

spread out in space without Umit and as exhibiting an

endless series of events. Thus, the only way in whicli

reality could be known would be by a complete survey of

the infinite detaU of the world of sense. As such a survey
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that extent knowledge is real. The categories are this

comprehension itself, and therefore the categones are not

all on the same level. Grant a shallower and a profounder

comprehension of reality, or, what is the same thing a

narrower or wider science of experience, and we shal

naturally have more or less adequate categones. And it

must be possible to determine the degree of truth of a

category by asking how far it is consistent with experience

in its totality. Moreover, categories, in Kegels view, are

not a number of isolated points, but are all phases or

moments in the one organism of thought. Hence every

abstract category, i.e. every conception formed by treating

one side or aspect of a concrete thought as if it were a

whole, must inevitably give rise to its opposite or n^g^t'^e.

and thus involve thought in contradiction with itselt.

But this contradiction must be capable of being solved by

the discovery of the concrete conception, of which these

opposites are but elements torn from their context. Hege

therefore imparts hfe and movement to the dead and

immobile categories of Kant, (i) by taking senously his

suggestion that the third category in his list is always a

sAesis of the other two-" totality." e.g bemg a com-

Jnation of
" unity " and " plurality." and limitation

of •reality" and "negation "-and (2) by showing tha

the concrete categories may be arranged m the order of

their comprehensiveness, or by their adequacy as charac-

teri^ation^ of the cosmos. Thus, instead of a sing

abstract opposition of phenomena and noumena, Hegel

finds that there are many grades of phenomena, or better

many grades of reality ana truth. These are related to

one Mother, not as appearance to reality^ or error to

truth but as lower and higher degrees of being, or lowe

and higher stages of truth. Like Plato, Hegel denies that

a rational behfg can ever accept that which is absolutely
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of the conditioned world, the world oi our experience. For,

when the unconditioned is thus regarded simply as the

opposite of the conditioned, it becomes perfectly abstract

;

and it is, moreover, not really unconditioned, since, as

beyond and exclusive of the conditioned, it is itself 6nite

or conditioned. Tne true infinite can never be found by

simply assuming a reality above the finite, but must

involve the absorption of the finite in its own fuller nature.

Similarly, Kant is right in declaring that the Idea of

reason is higher than the categories of the understandmg ;

but, when he conceives of this Idea as simply that which

transcends the limited categories of the understanding, he

empties it of aU definite content, and makes the compre-

hension of reaUty through the Idea impossible. The true

distinction between the understanding and the reason is

a relative one. The understanding is that phase of thought

in which opposite aspects of a single conception are isolated,

as e.g. when the finite is separated from the infinite ;
while

reason consists in the comprehension of a conception a'' a

whole, as when the finite and infinite are seen to be

correlative aspects of the conception of independent being.

Kant makes a double mistake : (i) he a.ssumes that the

highest determinate categories are those impUed in the

mechanical determination of the world, and (2) he fails to

see that even in these the Idea is already tacitly involved.

When these two mistakes are detected, we begin to see that

every concrete conception is implicitly the whole system

of conceptions by which the universe is determined ;
and

that, so far from the Idea of reason being empty and

indeterminate, it is infinitely concrete or determinate.

This doctrine Kant was prevented from holding by his

assumption that the categories of the understanding,

being appUcable only to phenomena, give rise to lUusion

when they are employed in the determination of the nun-
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"S^v l^lTvT ^"""P'^^-^"^'™ <" the true nature of

l^^\- .
' "" "'^Sories. the Ide„s of reason are not

TaonU^'
,^:""S '"' ™^"^' °' «"=« to which they canbe appUed, their only value is to serve as ideals, by reference

whirh^f
the understanding is guided in th; process by

r^Svf "' "°* constitutive but only

In his view of Dialectic, however, Kant has hit upon aprofound truth, though he has not developed it tTits
consequences. On the ordinary view of fcrmal logic

?ffnl" ™r^^°P'>'^'^'• » Kant, on the other hand

colZTT J'"""
'''^*'' '" ^° '^' ^ ^^ason seeks tocomprehend reahty. For reason naturally assumes thatreality ,s knowable, and, having no other way of com-prehendmg ,ts nature but by the application of the categories

of the understandmg, it falls into the illusion thlt indetermimng reahty by the only forms of thought at its
disposal It IS grasping the actual nature of things. What
first awakens us to a consciousness of this illusion is thatwe unexpectedly find ourselves caught in the meshes of
sef-contradiction; and. as self-contradiction is to reason
ntolerable, it is not unnatural to attempt to escape from
the wor d altogether, and to set up the Idea of a reality
which transcen<k the whole world of our experience
Kant, however, has not, in Hegel's view, found the truemode of ^cape from the self-contradiction in which reason
finds itself immersed. His method is to hold that, as opposite

Z^i ''""'"5 --^ality cannot both be true, we must
et boUi aside, and seek for reality in that which is beyondaU detenmnation. The source of the contradiction lies,
be thinks, m assuming that phenomena are things-in-
themselves; and when this assumption is discarded the
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self-contradiction of reason disappears. Hegel, on the

other hand, refuses to accept this facile way of eUminating

contradiction. It is not true, he cont'jnds, that contra-

diction is due to our false identification of phenomena with

things-in-themselves ; the contradiction is in the world

as grasped by our inteUigence. Were there no contra-

diction in our determination of the world, how should the

mind be forced to advance to a more adequate comprehen-

sion of it ? Thought begins by assuming that the positive

determination of things is the true determination of them ;

but, on closer inspection, it finds that the positive implies

the negative, and that the negative, in destroying the

positive, gives rise to a new and higher positive. Thus

reason, in its attempt to comprehend reality, is led into

contradiction, and it is this contradiction that forces it

on to a higher conception. Contradiction in fact is the

nerve of all natural and spiritual Ufe ; and if we are truly

to characterize the Absolute, we must first of all exhaust

all the contradictions which arise in our inadequate com-

prehension of reahty ; in other words, we must combine

them in a unity, which is not devoid of negation, but

includes all possible negations within itself.

The first of the unconditioned entities which Kant

examines is the soul. " In my consciousness," he says,

" I always find that I (i) am the determining subject, (2)

am singular, or abstractedly simple, (3) am identical, or

one and the same in all the variety of objects of which I

am conscious, (4) distinguish myself as thinking from all

the things outsMe me." Now, Rational Psychology sub-

stitutes for these statements of experience the corresponding

categories or metaphysical terms. Thus there arise four

new propositions : (i) the soul is a substance, (ii) it is a

simple substance, (iii) it is nimierically identical at various

periods of its existence, (iv) it stands in relation to space.
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phenomena. In reality, the determinations of thought

are in their own nature contradictory, and indeed if they

were not so, the progressive comprehension of the world

would be impossible : it is because the " positive "implies

the "negative," and the "negative" in destroying the

" positive " in its first form gives rise to a new and higher

"positive," that reason is finally able to characterize

reality as it actually is. The proof that existence is capable

of being understood is to be found in the consciousness of

the contradiction involved in every category of thought

except the highest. It is because Kant is still under the

influence of the old formal logic that he is bUnd to the fact

that affirmation involves nc, ?*ion, and negation tl '. unity of

both. Hence he denies i .ai : v io be knowable. He is right

in holding that reason does think of the world in contra-

dictory ways ; but, governed by the false conviction that

thought must either affirm or deny, he does not see that,

when it properly understands itself, it always at once affirms

and denies, identifies and distinguishes. To negate, in

Kant's view, is to abolish, since all real being must be

affirmative; whereas, in truth, every real negation is

implicitly a higher affirmation.

Kant was the first to insist that reason falls into contra-

diction, even when it cannot be convicted of violating the

laws of formal logic. Starting with the natural assumption

that thought is capable of comprehending reality, and

applying to the world the categories of the understanding,

we are led to frame two opposite conceptions of it, which

cannot possibly be reconciled with each other. The only

legitimate conclusion would therefore seem to be, that the

categories of the understanding cannot be absolute deter-

minations of reahty. Reason, as Kant rightly contends,

cannot rest in the conclusion that two opposite and contra-

dictory ways of determining the world are both true. The
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and succession in time. Discarding this unnecessary

limitation, the antinomy then runs : quantity by its very

nature is finite, quantity by its very nature is infinite ; or,

better, quantity by its very nature is discrete, quantity by

its very nature is continuous. But these opposite elements

of " discreteness " and " continuity" are not really separate

thoughts, since neither has any meaning apart from the

other. It is impossible to thinic of a unit per se, for

every unit gets its character from the whole to which it

belongs ; and, on the other hand, there is no whole apart

from the units into which it is differentiated. When

therefore we really think quantity, we combine the elements

of discreteness and continuity in a single conception.

The two first antinomies of Kant are based upon the

character of quantity as involving the opposite aspects

of continuity and discreteness. They are therefore rightly

called by Kant " mathematical " antinomies. The third

and fourth antinomies, on the other hand, he designates

the " dynamical " antinomies. The former of these is con-

cerned with the opposition between mechanical causation

and free or self-determined causation. Kant's proofs of

the thesis and antithesis, Hegel contends, add nothing to

the immediate assumption of each ; for what the thesis

declares is that, if we suppose free causality we contradict

mechanical causality, while the antithesis declares that,

if we assume mechanical causaUty we contradict free

causjility. Obviously, therefore, it is in the one case

assumed that mechanical causaUty is absolute, and in the

other case that free causality is absolute. The third sup-

position—which is the only tenable one—that mechanism

and freedom necessarily imply each other, is not referred

to. In other words, Kant here as usual assumes that

thought proceeds on the principle of abstract identity;

whereas, as has been already shown, the true principle of
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(a) as an assemblage of innumerable unconnected facts,

or (6) as a body of innumerable facts all reciprocally

dependent and exhibiting traces of design or purpose.

The former is the aspect fastened upon in the cosmological

proof ; the latter is the basis of the phjfsico-theological

proof. It is argued in the one that unconnected or con-

tingent facts imply the existence of an absolutely necessary

Being as their cause, and in the other that the purpose

displayed in the adaptation of innumerable facts to one

another compels us to suppose the existence of a Being

who by his intelligence has ordered them in this purposive

way; while both arguments maintain that this Being

corresponds to the conception of God. Kant's general

criticism of both proofs is that the attempt to employ the

laws of thought in explanation of real existence is illegiti-

mate. Thought by its very nature can of itself determine

nothing in regard to the ultimate nature of reaUty, and it

is therefore impossible to go beyond the world of experi-

ence by any vaUd process of thought. When it is argued,

in the cosmological argument, that the existence of con-

tingent facts in the world of experience impUes the existence

of a cause beyond the world, it is not seen that every

cause that we can possibly know is itself an effect, and

therefore that the argument from causaUty cannot estabUsh

the existence of a cause that is absolutely original or

primary. Such a use of the category of causation rests

on a confusion of phenomena with things-in-themselves.

Similarly, the argument from design cannot possibly

estabUsh the existence of God, because it is not only open

to the same objection as the cosmological argument, but

it illegitimately employs the idea of purposiveness, which

even in relation to the world of experience is only regulative,

as if it were constitutive of non-phenomenal reaUty. There

is, therefore, no way of passing from the world to God.

I! i
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not consist in building upon absolute presuppositions, but

in developing the necessary implications involved in certain

presuppositions which, in their literal form, are not ulti-

mate. It is only from the point of view of formal logic,

with its assumption of abstract identity as the basis of

all reasoning, that the transition from contingency or

design to a higher reaUty is invalid ; whUe a concrete

logic is based on the principle that thought in its progress

is always transforming the data from which it starts by

pointing out the contradictions that they involve, and

bringing to Ug^t the higher conception by which they are

resolved. Thought is therefore at once negative and

positive ; it shows the inadequacy of the first view of things,

and substitutes for it a more adequate conception. The two

arguments under consideration are only defective in not

accentuating the negative aspect of the process. Hence

they do not make it clear that the first view of the world

as contingent or externally purposive is not final and

that properly understood the world is identical with

God. From the ultimate point of view the finite world

has no independent existence. As to Kant's objection to

the employment of cause or design in the explanation of

the relation of the world to God, it must be admitted that

he is right in saying that these conceptions are inadequate

as expressions of the true nature of the relation. At the same

time they bring to Ught certain characteristics of reality

and are essential to a full comprehension of the Idea of

God. What it is important to observe, however, is that,

while the determination of the world by the category of

cause emphasizes the system of things, and the applica-

tion of the idea of final cause brings into prominence the

unity and harmony of the world, the only perfectly adequate

conception of God is that of spirit or self-conscious intelli-

gence.
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certain abstract elements, we cannot say whether an actual

object containing those elements is or is not
;
but it by no

means foUows that it is impossible in other ways to deter-

mine whether the object is actual or merely possible. What

Kant means by the "conception" of a hnndr.^ doUars

therefore is the isolated idea, as cut ofi from aU relation

to external reality and to the subject. Of course.__viewed

in this perfectly abstract way, the "conception is an

abstraC identity, and in fact it has no reality whatever,

except . an element ci .eality taken by the understanding

as if K in -re a real thing. No such abstraction can possibly

be real. When, however, that element is really grasped by

thought it is conceived as an element in a larger whole—

in the present instance as a fact of experience relative to

other facts and to the thinking subject.

Applying this principle to the Kantian criticism of the

ontdogical proof, it is manifest that what Kant proves is

merely that God, when isolated from the concrete reahty

of the universe, cannot be shown to have an actual exist-

ence. And this is perfectly true : a Being so conceived,

as devoid of all determinations of thought, cannot be shown

to exist. But the reason is not that we cannot pass from

the conception of God to the existence of God, but because

what is caUed the conception of God is no conception at all,

since
" pure being "

is for thought indistinguishable from

" pure nothing," i.e. is not a possible object of thought.

Kant has therefore only proved that, on the assumpton

that the principle of thought is abstract identity, God

cannot be proved to exist. But, as nothing whatever can

be proved to exist if thought is assumed to work with bare

abstractions, the proper conclusion is, that thought does

not proceed on the principle of abstract identity, but on

the principle that reahty involves both "being and

" nothing," or
" affirmation " and " negation. We may
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former he absolutely condemns, on the ground that a will

which seeks its good in the pleasure expected to result

from its attainment is not free. This leaves as the only

moral course of action that which is independent of pleasure

and therefore is followed purely for itself. Morality, he there-

fore contends, consists in action which is conceived to be of

universal application, and is done purely from reverence

for the law itself, irrespective of the pleasure of pain that

may accrue from it. The moral law cannot be learned from

experience, for it commands absolutely or categorically

even if it never has been obeyed, and hence it proceeds

entirely from within. Freedom consists solely in willing

this law, and any action in which the will surrenders its

autonomy, and determines itself by natural inclination, is

heteronomous. Man's real nature therefore consists in

determining himself by the law of reason, though as a

matter of fact no one is in all cases so determined.

Hegel finds in this doctrine of Kant the supremely im-

portant principle that the ultimate end of all action is the

realization of freedom, so that no external authority can

impose upon man anything that is inconsistent with that

end. He objects, however, to Kant's conception of free-

dom that, just as he makes the highest idea of theoretical

reason an abstract identity, so practical reason is declared

to consist simply in a self-identity which has in it no

definite content. The test of the univeisaUty of a moral

law is for Kant the absence of self-contradiction, and no

specific law can be established in that way. Here, as in

the theoretical sphere, Kant falls back upon a formal

identity, which is merely the principle of the abstract

understanding. We are to defend our country and to

promote the happiness of others purely because it is our

duty to do so, and not at all because these specific ends are

essential to the realization of our freedom. An abstract
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compatible with freedom or the rational will. The miion
of virtue and happiness, however, U only that which must
be poMible, not that which actually is. Because in this
world virtue is not always followed by happiness, and vice
by unhappiness, we must Postulate the existence of God
who will ultimately bring virtue and happiness into perfect
harmony and annex unhappiness to virtue. Now, as Uiis
harmony u for Kant only a prophecy, which it wffl requite
mfinite tune to realize, Hegel objects that the harmony can
never actually be realized, and therefore that evil must be
rtemal. Thus after all the postulate of God does not abolish
the opposition between the natural and the spiritual The
same dualism is found in the practical as in the theoretical
reason. Freedom is not capable of being realized in a world
that IS fundamentally opposed to moral law. There is no
way of escape from tiiis contradiction except by the recogni-
tion tiiat nature is not hostile to freedom, and tiierefore
that morality is actually capable of being re-Iized here and
now. Morality is no mere ideal that can only be realizedm a world entirely different from the world in which we
hve. Kant's opposition of nature and moraUty, instead
of proving tiie existence of God, makes his existence
incredible

;
for it is not possible to reason from a world

tiiat IS essentiaUy irrational and anti-moral to tiie existence
of a rational and moral principle. To establish the existence
of God, It must be shown that, properly understood, the
world is rational through and through, and tiierefore that
morality is the only principle which can possibly prevail.
The Crtiique of Judgment is in some ways the most

important of all Kant's works. In it an attempt is made
to show that the demand for the unity of nature and free-
dom is in a sense actually present in tiie world, and is not
postponed to an unrealizable future. The understanding
is unable to comprehend reality, because its laws, as merely
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fa ir^«"^r "?' r"' "* '" ^'"^^o 'he particularIn the pr^tical sphere, again, reason has its o^Twbut, though will is action in accordance with to^ZL'

w2d ^d^ "^ ^"^^ *"« '»'" °' 'he sensiWe^rld and reason as practical the laws of the moral world

^Tfr, *'""* '*° 'eahns must be conceived as not

L^^'^r"'"'-- '"' "-« moral la" ihtobe reahzed m Uie world of nature, and therefore naturemu^^t be conceived as admitting the possibilirof su^«^n. The idea of the possible hZonyof Lt^and freedom thus impUes the idea of final cause or p-C^

n^^^ ^\'^'''' '^'*~" understandii LZ^n^hne and freedom. The particular laws rfnature^;
therefore be viewed as if they have been establish^by^
«^°'!,^"'!' *^ °'^ *'" ^ view to7^Scomprehended by us. This idea of nature as i^aT^diversity purposive is. however, not to te LL^ T,

S^;"" only as a principle for the ^eS'S'o^

in^t L'ifl^r/H\t"-.°'
"'^ J""^*"* <''='«<=«veuj so lar as it affirms that the idea of final cause is me«.l»subjechve or regulative. Hegel thinks that^t^c^nr^i

bv twiT^'' *° "^ ^'^^'^ P"^- *° th^P^cipte

U^utlv '^''![r
'"'"' ** rationalized. The judgm^I|s wtuaUy mvested with the function of a jLSemtemgence « which particulars are seen to be^oSby the umversal. Such a univei^ is not an atetTart

S^V'lfV*'^^''
^^^^ - ni4 exSy

bi^r^;. * ^"^ P'^^P'" *'^='' «°"1<J^ tbe particu^b^afto tsownmiage. The beautiful object is noV^mtthuig that can e«st apart from the form in which it I

If

l )
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presented, nor is the living being expUcable as > merely
mechanical combination of parts that have no necesury
relation to one another; but an object is beautiful or
« being Uves, only because it is the realization of an ideaA umversal which manifests itself in the particular U not
an abstract but a concrete unity. No doubt in art as in
the Uving individual, what is realiied is not an absolutely
umversal principle

; but in the conception of the whole
world as an organic unity, in which each part exists onlym relation to the other parts, Kant indicates the principle
which comprehends aU existence. But in denying its
constitutive value he again drops back into the separative
or phenomenalist .point of view. Hence he will not admit
that It IS possible to make the ultimate principle an object
of thought. In the free play of genius, indeed, he sees
the expression of an immediate union with reality but
he denies that it is possible to express the intuitions of
gemus m the form of a definite conception. Similarly
while in Taste there is a feeling of the harmony between
the free play of imagination and the unifomiity of under-
standing, we cannot, he thinks, show theoretically that
this IS more than a fortunate coincidence. In his concep-
tion of the Kving organism as the manifestation of the
mfomung principle of final cause, Kant shows that he
has risen above the mere external adaptation of means to
ends. And yet, although he has thus correctly grasped
Uie Idea of final cause as immanent in, and inseparable
from, the particulars, he again falls back upon the idea that
teleology is a principle pecuUa: o our intelligence, main-
taining that, from a sufficienUy comprehensive point of
view. It might perhaps be discovered that mechanism is
an adequate characterization of the world. Now the
limitation of knowledge to the mechanical determination
of the world IS obviously arbitrary, even from Kanfs own
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pcrfnt of view. The conception of linal cau5e, he «y, i.

"Sr "
T*,""^ "" "*•«''"" of'^ec^iScdCMMtion a^ objective or constitutive. But we must^ember that the latter are only objective in the Z^that they are necessary to our having any world of ex«T

aSU to tf
' ^^ ^^-bi^'ive. And the «.me thi,^

Saltottnt" °' '^"'^ ™"'*- "^^^'^ » admitted^(Menhal to the determination of the world of our experiencethough not to absolute existence. Hence it woTdTav

'

been natural for Kant .0 admit that the idea oMnwardadaptation or design is constitutive in the same sJ^^the mechanical categories.

Applying the idea of final cause to the process nf »h.

T™ :fC irr^ '^^^ " theZroS
f^T^e J r 7 '^' f^ "^ P"^P°^ """" be conceivedto be the rea^uation of the idea of God. Kant. howeveV
^»J1 not admit that the conception of final cause cl^l^''".ployed in this way, because he conceive thTc^ ^only a law pecuhar to our reason in its pracTicL u^ xh^course of the world must admit of the'^reali ati^of Ihemoral law but it cannot be said that " morality is the naturethmgs." Hence the Good as final cause and the coulof the world faU apart, and therefore Kant f^ls teck up^

world 'for 1^ "r^'V-
°' ' '"*'" """ ^°°^' *° «>"« "therworld for the reahzat.on of that which, as involving aprogr«« to infinity, can never be realized here. W to fh^m^luble contradiction the philosophy of Kant ends? IS

'.I''

:-

! il

Hi
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LECTURE TENTH.

HEGEL'S PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.

In my last lecture I endeavoured to give some account of
the criticisms by wliicli Hegel souglit to do away with the
inner contradictions of the Critical PhUetophy. The funda-
mental objection which he makes to it is that by its opposi-
tion of phenomena and noumena it creates a division that
virtually spUts up the universe into two discrepant halves.
This division he regards as due primarily to the false con-
ception of thought as in its own nature purely analytic,
whereas he contends that thought always operates by way
of a method which is at once analytic and synthetic or con-
crete. Thought is therefore, Hegel contends, adequate to
the comprehension of reality, and in fact what Kant calls

the categories of thought are the more or less adequate ways
in which the human intelligence grasps the fundamental
principles of a universe essentially rational. No doubt a
long process of historical evolution must go on before this

comprehension of the universe as rational is reached ; but
until it is recognized that the whole life of man as a spiritual

being is simply the process by which he comes to know that
his own rational nature is the only key to the interpretation
of existence, philosophy must be burdened with doubt and
contradiction. Though Hegel considers separately the pro-
cess by which a successively more adequate interpretation
by thought of the universe is reached, he does not mean that

the whole nature of things is reducible to categories of
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thought
;

hi» idea is that the human mind, in the coune olthe expeneace of the race, comes to grasp t/.. plS o,

to set forth Its structure in abstract terms. It foUows t^tthe^i principles are not a mere aggregate but Z uL

tute an organic whole, in which no single though standiaJone, but each get, its meaning from itsTnsepa^ble c^n^,^t.on w,th all other thoughts. For this reason^^el o^t^,

soiating a thought, or rather an element of a thought and

ne attributes the contradictions with which the mmd finds«self confronted. And Hegel extends this principle evetbeyond the whole organism of thought, maSS hithe only complete Uberation fmm contradiction coasts infoUowing the development of the unive^e. first intSe eof nahire. and next in the sphere of mind, unti wet"e"ached a complete comprehension of it in the Idelof the

wh^^tl^- ^'''' " '"^ ""-'^ '^'--^ 0' ''e

of Re!i!^!.7'ri'n
'^'^ '"'"* '•^'^ °' "^«^'' Philosophy

vanout^ol,/'f ?"^T ""^ ^haracteri.^ation of theX ,^ hT ^^''""
"'*"'"'* '" ^"88<««°"- »"d deal«>ly with his conception of what he caUs the AbsoluteRehgion. The Wstorica. account has made i, cleaVVhlthe Idea upon which religion is based-an Idea obscurefvpr^nt ,n all its forms, but only explicitly graspTL 'hehghest-is that of the Absolute or God. delneSt sp rit

nvolv^ on the part of man the comprehension of God asthe self-conscious intelUgence of which the universe is the

s present the prmciple which in its fuU development

if

1 ?
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constitutes the very nature of the Absolute. Conversely
the Absolute is manifested in man, and apart from such
mamfestation it would not be the Absolute-though of
course it is not limited to man, but is present in a lower or
less exphcit form in all modes of being. We may there-
fore say, either that man comes to self-consciousness in God
or that God comes to self-consciousness in man. The true
self of man is the ideal self, and the ideal self is God. When
Hegel says that religion is " the self-consciousness of God "
he purposely unites the two ideas of (a) God's consciousness
of himseif as expressed in man, and (J) man's consciousness
of God as identical with his own true self. As the term
consciousness" in Hegel always involves the of.osition

of subject and object, in affirming that religion coiUists in
the self-consciousness " of God, he means to deny the
abstract contrast of the world and God, and to affirm that
toe world when fully understood is identical with God
Hence God can only be conscious of himself in being con-
scious of the world. To oppose Nature to God is to make
both finite

;
only by recognizing that Nature is God, and

God is Nature, can the infinity of God be preserved. It is
the very essence of God as mind or spirit to manifest himself
in the world, and without such manifestation he cannot be
God distinguishes himself from himself," says Hegel " and

IS an object for himself, but in this distinction he is purely
Identical with himself, or is spirit." There is no attract
separation between the world and God, but, properly under-
stood the world is the self-diflerentiation of God, and
therefore God exists and is self-conscious only in this
differentiation. Hegel is the consistent opponent of all
forms of transcendence. A God who is beyond the world
can have no reality. At the same time Hegel does not
accept the immediate identification of the world with God
If the world is conceived as a mere assemblage of objects
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as an organic svsZ wh^r /"' ^°*''«'-- "' «ven

principle of Uffhrwo^^H '^7'"^'^ '"'* >^*^ ''y '"e

organism ca^ bTsSi th,f?•.*
"''' *°'''' '^ ^ ^Pi^tual

.
this spiritu^ o„Mrm ^f " "^'"''"^ "^'^ '^ ^^
much that weTno"'v?t!b.eT'

"™'"'^' '''" '" ''

unive^ is God a: "Jur^i^^ J%r.?-^-<'-
As the

ness," Hegel teUs us "knowTr^vi ,
•

"^on^'ous-

knows himself in it "FoMf^ ,^1^^
"• «> tar as God

merely mechani^ system bJh . ^ "° '"^'""^ "^ *

" finite conscioS" ok a Ih "^ ^^''^^'^-^ °' the

^;r=^s^£S^t
KthrK::----^^^^^^^
all men. and is consc^Z p^nt in^^I^T " P"""' "
and reverence God. STf r^^^''''°"°'"P"**°«'
distinguish SDiritf^nTr J l

"*' ^"^ "°t mean to

beings. tho5^ he" aT °::^^*°L'**°"'^
" seU^onscious

NorTy the^Church^J^?'*^ '" ^ ^°"^ °' '^'ng.

tion. but the srriri which^ ^"^ "" *^''™^ "S*^"
every ™tionalX?n7^n. T^^""

'^'^ ^P'-°<»""== "self in

other words, we must not th'nk of God, after
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the manner of deism, as merely an itr, Sufrtme whosenature . absolntely incomprehensible by thet^SNor B ,t enough that God has been declared to exist in a

i7l^d",. T;:*'
"""^ '^'"^ •"" '"'^* "=^ t° know^m and through his consciousness of himself

The Ateolute Religion may properly be called the

ith™ .""^°°^ •'y which Hegrd<L not me^tha

hLnelbut tr."^
*^°"«'' ""^ '^^^'^'^ or miraculous

channel, but that, by the normal development of the reUrious

ST; *"' T" f "^ "^ '^' "^^ "•«"««"
attamed to clear and expHcit consciousness. This is the

cal TOth the ultimate or absolute reUgion. Hegel however

eveiy dogmatic system that claims to formulate it
•

norwould he even identify it with the particular f^ il ;wchIt was expressed by Jesus and much less by his folwe^
Chr^tianity. as he conceives of it. is theVdigion wuSa^s the e^ntia, identity of man. as he islZldea. ^th

i^^ 1\ comprehension of the ultimate nature oft^wluch nrakes it the Absolute Rehgion, and it may

to hght the open secret " of the universe. Hence h3emphatically rejects the doctrine that the knowfe^oSconsists m the apprehension of a Being standing^f^
toeword.andesp«daUyfromman.iustaswelLntol^w

the fimte consciousness, but constitutes its v^ essenceRehpon IS no mere intellectual apprehension oTa BeTngwho IS one among others : it involves the response of thf

»Jd nTi''^""'"' °' """^ '° "'^t withoml^h^ch icould not be. Man must not only know that God is bu

hand. Hegel refuses to admit that this experience of God
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emotions as well as the int^ll? ."° '^K'"" ""Jess the

^' .this truth is nZy'^Z:^ "« '-nsfonn^
•^pon consists simply in ^^!!f^ ""l"" '* " held that
a Supreme Being. For, not 0^!^^'^° dependence upon
the inner shrinl of mlnTSr ''*"'''' ''°^'™"
^.an external being. buT » „v7T'^'"^- "'"°n«
"ipous feeling is

o^/p^/tj'erlooks the fact thaf
«^°"3 being, and therefoTZ th?

''"°""' °' ^'-o"-
«l-pon are capable of bein„ exn

*
L''™''^''' "°''«''y^''«

orphJosophy of reup,n Ihefdr.?^
w a rational system^ a feeling that do^ Z,^^^ ^««Pon is identic^

^' '° be due to a per^ert^^'*
"' *^P"°' formulation

evolved in the Refo™„'^,fPf-f
°n of what was

that aU traditional
conceptions n^.r^!"^'"

°^ ^^ich was
brought into immediate con^u ""r,'

^ ""' ^''^«' ^'^ "-an
utter perversion of this trutUo ?S'^°"

^th ^- " is an
a matter of feehng. if ^^ col..^ ^^' ^*«S*°n is purely
n-m religion, itXoLy.TnXT "" *° "^ ^"'"^-tij
th« content of rehgion C t '.'"^ **f^""« what
™»ains. Such aTtortioTof ~ii^

'°"! ^ the feehng
content as indifferent. ^j'^^""- ^^ich regarxfeZ
OnthBfalseview.evenifthfcol^?.""' possibly accept.
Rehgion. it remains for the subw"'"' °' the Absolute
P^«ented to him-^metL 2^^

^^'hing «ten,aliym bhnd faith-and he can tlrlfol ' " ^''^ to accept
rehgious

consciousness ^God s^.h"'''''
"^ *° the truly

acceptance among reason,M
" ^ ^ '"^'' can only find

thought betweenThe~tatr '^ " '^'^''^'-of
hmiself absolutely with (t^

*' """gious man identifies
identification exdudTalf^' "l^

'^' '^^"ood that tSs ^enabled to tranSli '"£?*,. " " *^ ^d that m^
oniy through the "^ce^^ZZ^, himself and G^^o'l^xl, Hegel answers that this

m
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mechanical and external view of "grace "
is incompatible

tZ .,r "^°\'^^'^ <=»«= °nly through the«sp^ oftte su^t lumself. A free being cannot accept Tything
that does not appeal to his rational nature. Thus feeling

ZlnH IT
?""" ^'^ *°"«"' '"'^ '"""ght must com-

T^ A,^, ?* S"l.
"" °' '*'*8'°"' °' ^^S^o" i» impossible.The Absolute ReUgion. then, is based upon the idea ofGod as essentially self-manifesting or self-revealing. Hegel

ttere ore. re-interprets the doctrine of the Church that Godhas created" the world. The idea that creation is an
arbitrary act, which might or might not have taken pUcehe entu^y rejects. God did not create the world at somemoment of tmie in the past, but he is eternally creating itor etema^y revealing himself in it. We cannot say Li
the world ever began to be ; but from all eternity it hase»sted as a manifestation of the eternal nature of God

1^ whiTr^° V^^ ^ ^*«"'»' P"^ oi self-revelation,

Trif ? .K fv! .

'^ ^'^^ ^ "« «^«^ "''hire of
spirit. In the Absolute Religion there is an expUcit con-
sciousne^ of the principle involved potentially in^ religion
the principle that religion is the revelation of God in aUthat
easts, but more especially his revelation in and to the human

Thrill' 1"° * "^°'' °* *""• '"'^ *'^°'". in whichman ns^ to the consciousness that in his true nature he isone with God, and discerns that true fr^om consists inovercoming that alienation from God, which is his fir^t orunmediate nature.

tJ'°^^T ^,^" '^^' ""Sd's view of the relation ofthe Absolute Rehgion to historical Christianity may be
readily anticipated. It is a Uw of mind that what is at
first presented as an external fact is only subsequently
grasped m its mner nature. Hence the AbsoluteReligion
IS present,.d m the order of time as "

positive "
truth and
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o us in an outward way bl™ ^H""'^
"* «-' Presented

tuning and definite in' Son~t '''"'"""°"-
obligation lies in tlieir esseM^'i .

*^°""<' °' '^eir
-n the fact tl,at they ^e t^cu fo!;

""'' ''"'''"^'- "^t
of the age in winchL Hye U^Z7- """"^'^^ °' ^<=«<'"

we learn the laws of society and o th
?'"'™"' ""^ "-at

<=f

n justify the imposition of such
''*'"

•' ''"' ""^^ing
ality-they are n^ oZITI^"" T^' '^'" ^««<">
by the State, but the Stafe iZo "^ '^'^ '"''= ''"P^'i
then,, because it is under o^'nt^d " ^'"""^ '"^
positive " character of laJ Hrf ? ''° ""^ ^'-"""e the

Nothingismerely..;;:/;j.'rZu?a1t-'l'"''°°^'"y^
and contingent- and «.!,, P' ""** ^hich is arbitrary

inevitably
|sap^,T„'„d?r;heT." "' '''^ •=''*™*- -^

effort to emb^yin"t^B,tfe2«''<=«.of man's continual
•ational. Applying Z t "''"'='' ''' intrinsically

-ggested. He^LZa*: SL" that^- "i^""^"""
*"-

t.amty which is rational ^11 ?" '"'*°"'=^ Chris-

temporary and evanZnt rtT """ *"*' "i^^" '^

the essential nature XligiofaLTl ""T "^'""^ *°
expression and embodiment fnthe^K

?''''°™ ""=' ""d
doctrines which formulate A* °'"*' ^'^"sion. The
"positive- side. iTso Lrt T""'

°' ''''^'"' ^ave a
Church, while thenZZsV^yT '""^^ "V '"e
to believe them. But ^u^^J .ff

^''7'' "« expected
the State ultimately derive .hi

^"^ °' ""^^^y and of
"'tionality. so thefruth" of reh^''"'"":'"'^'^

'™'" t^^^
but the witness of th^sp rft

1^°" "^ ''"^^ °° -"thority
truths of rehgion mar^'es?h^\''j""P'^''''*'«'tthe
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the truth of that which is not attested by the witness of
the spirit. Truth shines by its own light. All that is
noble, lofty, moral and divine finds a response in our minds
and hearts. This witness of the spirit presents itself in its
highest form in philosophy, which is not based upon any
presupposition, but appeals only to the testimony of reason
Itself

;
for philosophy rests upon the self-development of

reason, and the recognition of that self-development as
necessary from the very nature of reason. Hegel does not
mean that we can have no true belief in God and the truths
of religion except through the medium of philosophy. It is
not by a demonstration of the existence of God that we
first become assured of his existence ; all that such demon-
stration can do is to assign the ground upon which a beliefm his existence is tacitly based. The witness of the spirit
operates in many ways. The spiritual necessities of men
vary according to their stage of culture and development.
The heart or feeling of man is not like the heart or feeUng

of an animal
;

it is the heart of a thinking or rational being
and what presents itself in the human heart as the feeling
for religion, exists in the thinking medium of the heart."
It IS no doubt true that the principles of the Christian
rehgion are expressed in Scripture in a positive way • but
these must be witnessed to by the spirit of man, which
cannot accept anything that is not in harmony with his
mner nature as a rational being. And just because man is
a rational being, he cannot rest even in the immediate
witness of his spirit to the truth, but must go on to convert
what he believes into a systematic form by mediation and
reflection. Thus the essence of religion is expressed in its
highest and most developed form in the philosophy of
religion.

'

In setting forth the principles of the Absolute Religion
Hegel first considers God as he is in his eternal nature ; then
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thisself.mani/estatian»r*K , ' "*™' °' God from
in «.e heaZSr.^" Th'^Se^r

*"" ""^"^ ^'^"*
the language of the Church S ^.H /" ^^- "
the Kingdom of the Son In »k ^ "^ °' *"' Pother,

Spirit.
"' ^"^ ^"^ 'he Kingdom of the Holy

un£4^bi^''ei;;c:'o?ti° 1""'*'^''^ ''•= ««-^ °r

thought Tho^ he thul rtul^^^' f*"* "" S^P^J ^y

0^
God and his^'an'^SotStes^lr ''" '^

Se:."L;t,™jL,^p-t^ '- tirotrel.Tr
^ent ofXc^Lo^o^tre worM-.'° t^r °^ "'"^^
that he may be consideredTnW ,' u"'

*""' ""'J' ""^
world, not that he""5rL"ti'„se:*:"**r '^°'" "'^

order to make clear foZX wh^T °" '"" "• ^"
ofGodis. webeginbythi„^5;^^^^ti:rr "'^"^
nature apart from the exolirif m^T ""^ essential

necessarjr to deJe^l ^' °^'"" °' '»'«. it is

•-Si:ough't''iSt; Tr:^zt
''"^'^°"'

possible only in and through ^<,
^"""Jsciousness are

When the'^undrrftS aSmo^'°"°^ °' "•" "°^"'-

of God, it can only ernDk^l,!, T ° ^"^'^ **« ««ence
a number ofpST« Turh f

™""^ °' accumulating

each of which'^nac"^ iT^^'^'yj ""^ent. et^
subject of the juZ^Zfisre^^^T °' *'* °""='^- ^«
indefimte, and theTfeLX. "" "" "^' P^^^^^y
to it are regardedS l^!'"f

"' '='=*«™'^y "ttachei

this waySScUsteii; -*'"'^ *° "• ^'^ '"
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destroyed. By the same abstract method the understanding
attempts to express the relation of God to the world The
world is first opposed to God ns an independent reality
having a nature of its own in its isolation, and the prrJicate^
firmed of God are supposed to express his relation to it
Hence God is said to contemplate the world in its totality or
to be omnipresent or infinitely wise, and to bring the world
mto existence by his infinite power. It is not seen that in
this external mode of conception both God and the world
as separate and distinct, are reaUy conceived as finite. In
order to abolish the opposition between them, God and the
world must be grasped by reason as a single ideal unity
having two terms only logically distinguishable, the former
being conceived as a self-determining reality and the latter
as the product qf that self-determining reahty, while both
are combined in the idea of a self-determining Being that
is Its own object.

The ontological proof of the existence of God really
expresses the logical process involved in the transition from
tue Idea of God to his existence as manifested in the worldNo doubt that proof is usually stated in terms of the under-
standing, the conception of God being separated from his
existence

; but what really constitutes the persuasive force
of the argument is that God must manifest or realize him-
self, and therefore that his existence is involved in his Idea
Hence the world is not something adscititious to the Idea
of God, but is involved in that Idea. The infinit^ide ofGod just consists in this, that he is not separated from the
world, but ihe world is a manifestation of his being

In this speculative idea of God all extemaUty is abolished
whether the externality of the sensible or the externality of
ngidly opposed conceptions of the understanding The
fundamental characteristic of the world of sense is its
externality, every object being regarded as outside of every
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other in space, and every event as one of a series in timeThus the sensible world is a world of mut.^ c^eml.vor otliemess." But this mode of apprel,en*LTe^!,M
js merely the first superficial concept?'„ of Swh^cMheumty wh<ch ^sentially belongs to it only betray^ its ptnceby the mfinite progression into which we ine^tablylTn

.rrLTu'rsi-r;;e-~^^
-mphed in this mode of thought, oi,]!: an" ^v n s arl'ut

bT™» 1

^ mechanical system is not a wholebut merely a connected aggregate. Hence we musruht:mately conceive the universe from the point of «ew o aself-d.ffer«„t,ating Unity. There are no abs^ u^e di«Lenccs m the world, but all differences are dtunctionfTn^e one absolute Unity. The only Unity whichl^' :s
,

"

aU differences is that which by its very nature is i^Telf^many-m^ne and such a Unity exists nTwhe e butM i^Ldor spint. Hence Hegel tells us that "in so fa L r^
lUS-'Ti^ir^- T™^'^ ^' <ioneta"y S^aosorbed This Hea," as he caUs it, differe from a cate

uZ°Ti,TT'^'- "^^"^ '' "-'- *^-'^'" e"unity of Ideal differences. In all its operations reasoncombines apparently contradictor- eleme'l^ts 7 h ug

"

eleLn ^* '
*°''^ '™='^'^ '" ^°""'ining aU suchelements mto a single unity. This constitutesIts^ntS

^ i^t? T'T "^^"^''^ '"'" "^"^ " '= deaUng withthe mfimte. On the one side it sets up the infinite, on the
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Sfi^^r" ^' '

t""
*•» "• ™"<'- ""'ble to rest

I'^te fh^, «
^""°« *^°^ °' " ^""'P"*'* "hole, is lured

he fcute. Rea«,n, on the other hand, recognizes that theinfinite « not the sum of the finite. buTSe un,TD«'apposed as the pc«ibili.y of any finite. The«rnofiL",

sTanH " " T*"
"^^^^<^ assumes. TheuXstandmg „ «,ually powerless in its attempt to comprh^d

!^J^"? "' "^- ^"^ ""* ""^y- " «»«""«'. are ata^lutdy

caWe. From this point of view there can be no livCm^. but only the accidental relation ZZ^S
««. that soul IS sunply the unity, as body constitutes thed^ei^nces, m,plied in the very existence of a livingtiT
m^^ "T^

of life consists in the transce^en^
differences. No doubt the existence of wants implies thepresence of a con^diction in the subject of the wCT bm
tiie sub ect of the contradiction. Understanding sees thecontradiction, but overlooks the essential poto^^ Uku»t consists in its aboUtion. When it com« to de^ wfththe Idea of God, the understanding again eTpCite dh^

naw?""- ,^r'*"^'*°"^'^therj^Xfbytonature he excludes aU differences. ITius the Idea of Godas a sp«t, present in aU things and yet retaW^l^ ~rf^unity, IS lost. It is for this reason that thed^^e^Z
i^zz"^- *°

''.T'*"""^
^-'^ mcoC:s:,^ibt'

tonTisp^^i^itLT.- t n^rrTollove to overcome the distinction which it recogn^ H»ce

"s opposed to God IS yet m union with him. This is the
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profound tnith which is expressed in th. doctrine oi theTnnity At 6r.t no doubt this doctrine may be accept^without any u»ight into its real meaning, but H.«I^^
world, but one whose very nature is to manifest himselfm the world and to come to self-consciousness in such

unperfectly apprehended. Tlius it is an utterly inadequate7^ 'PP^hension to think of the distingw^able pha,«

IS one of the least adequate categories of thought
Reason does not operate with dead abstractions. The

^Z 1r"
"'"i«"*'»'«"« a»d reason may 1^ sLn

Accordmg to the former, each predicate or atom of

wh^« hvTTJ"^ " " "'P*"*' ""* independent unit.Whereas by the Utter a unit of matter has no existenceexcept in its dependence in the way of gravita°ioron ^!o^er units. When therefore the underst^din^ a^u«t
rt violates the true nature of God, which is grasped by
res^nasaurutyexpressingitself in an infinity of det^ina
tons Smularly, to speak of the three "

persons "
of the

l'^^ "^TJ" "'"' '° ""' ~°^*"""' "' the living dis-tmchon of God as a subject from God as object and Godas self-«,nsaous mto dead and unchanging abstractions,lama person m virtue of being an abstract self. Self-

f^niTw ™P"'^ "" P"""* °' ^'»°'"*« abstraction
from aU that IS not self. But the freedom thus realized is

J^' I!!!!
"" *^ '"^'^ °^ Pe"onality each self is regarded^s^-c^tred and in no way as involving relations to otht^

^rtu • " "^ "''" ^'^''^ i^ °°t r«^y free
; forthe self camiot realize itself except by transcending its
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the true thought thnt gJY.J^.. ^ °' "P^^'^B

immanence of God °^
the ^M^^^^K^ "^"^ *""•

exp«ss the central idea of the Absolute Religion. !^d t^
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0/1 Sily"'"'"^""' '""^ - «"« Church-, doctrine

he call, theK.S of I^J" "'*u
'' '""""''"' "' "hat

how God it^:: tih^:s "'^r
"-

'° - ^

aspects in whirh .k<. ./ .

'" 'here are tno

be apprehended by sense, but exists onlv7n;
^^""'""

rational subject and inrtV~7 1 ^ " " """'""K "^

when he risiTab^ve thf^ ° '' ""P"""'' *^™ '"' »""

In the seco::^ ^I ^rTG:^
""' ""^'-''-«-

known otherwise than bvr.^ ^ '"capable of being

Kant calls t^-undem/r";.''!''*'""^"'^''"'
f™-" *•»'

himself and yet m^nT^.t*' '?'" "^ "^'"'^'J' ">»""«'"

™nifestation'':'inrhr:oX"G^^ irsti^-''^
"'^'

GodThe^-i" o/h"" r""' *" "« "»-""« **'"

the '• Son" ^ht the H
' °' *'"' ""^ Church calls

diremptive. But L.tT\rX' " ^"'""'^'^ «"-
the world and cid is nit t «

!"""' '"^o'"""" "'

•vorid appears as in ^rf ,

'^"' W'^hended. the

thereforeT?ndlnderor.'^"'V'°" '""" «°^- "«>

is not merely aferXiA"' a'-Se'^CTb«.s endowed with a f^ee^xistence „, tr"wn ,ntrtw there is no envv " a« Pi=*„ j .
'"

the f^edom and 7dep: ^^^^ Xttl"^^*- ^'

-cof the world int"rnS2i.tt::.S^t
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perfection. This first state of division, however, is not the
true or ultimate nature at the world, which, as deriving its
esstence entirely fromlod, is destined to retumTits
onpn, and to pass from division to atonement. Until the
world nses to the stage of spirit or love, it does not manifest

! "^wu""' ^^
*^*"''°"

'' ""*' P^ «^<»«h a processm which the transition is made from alienation to reconcilia-bon Tins process, however, does not take place in Nature
itself, wluch IS afflere assemblage of things and events in
space and time comiected by necessary laws, for Nature
has only an apparent independence. Hence, it is meaning-ly to ask whether the world, by which is meant thel^d
of matter, is eternal or began to exist in time ; for there isno independent material world. Nor can it be said that
matter is uncreated," if by this it is meant that it hasany reahty m itself ; it exists oidy as a phase in the self-
inanifestation of God, and in this sense may be said to be
created ' by God. There is no real distinction between

the creation and the preservation of the world ; for sud^ a
distmction rests upon the idea that the world was fii
created as an independent being, and has afterwards been
contmued m existence. As the world exists only as a

,CrV 1^"' ^^' '"* " distinction is obviously
inept. This IS the truth of the ordinary view that "

con-
servation is a kind of creation." We may, therefore, say
that the world IS "eternal," in the sense that it is an eternal

^^^ self-manifestation of God. By the " wisdom "
of G«l, agam, must be understood the system of nature asmamf^ted m the totality of particular beings, including
hving bemgs as its highest realization

Jnj'fh"!^*^"''""'
*' «° ^y°'"^ "^^ '^8<*°"> °f living

ZT*!^ <?^ P"^"^ °' overcoming the division of the

^i^T f"^,"""^
*° ''^ "d «Plicit manifestation.

The world of nature is not the Kingdom of the Son, which
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semg. Man as spint is no doubt related to nature buthe^^ploys nature oniy as the means by which he ;:al^
ZT;, I ""^ " "^P^"* °' comprehending thatnatu^ s a mamfestation of God, and therefore it istLZ^e seU^onscmusness of man that nature ernes wUWn

t™ Me o,
'^^ •'"= ""*""' '^ '^8''«' «han man. Thetrue We of man consists in lifting himself above his merelynatural being, and only so can he realize what in Wea het

fhr^l'V°"!f'^"'"'^*"^''"«*''«''»-divis^nttwe^^the natural and the spiritual, and so long as this d^Scontaues, man is necessarily in contradict wS hSf
r.r^l,""u

*'"'""*• '*° ^P*'^*' ™ *hich man mTberested : he ,s good by nature, and ho is evil ^y nafurt^By the former, it .s meant that man in his ideal or es^nti^nature .s good
;
by the latter, that man in his iLSatlnature « evj Man. in other words, is potentiaU^Sm nature with God. while in his first Sr imme-^ate^She .s m ahenation from God. Thus man is ess^ntTaSv

different from external nature, which remains t^ to iteown essence and character, faithfully obeys its 0^^4and never departs from the circle of rigid necessitTwwTh
constitute its being. Man. on the other hanT s ^^
T: V "^r "'"^'^ "'"" "« ^ ^»tially he m^t
mto the division between his essence and his actual state

e^. Thus evil arises from making the natural impulseshis motive, and so substituting ^helimedUte for tte^or essential seM. Not that those impulses acfexten^S

re:tS'i'dt'^''^^^'''^<"'^*"'-^"Stdirected, and thus perpetuates the division between his
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immediate and his trae nature. Man is therefore good notby nature, but only as the result of a process which carries
him beyond his merely natural state. There can be noevu without self-consciousness

; for only as he is capable of
distmguishing between himself as a particular subject and
himself as a universal being has he a definite single willEvd consists in willing the good of this isolated subject
as If It were the absolute good. To be good a man must
repilate his conduct in accordance with general principles
and laws To wiU the natural man is selfishness, as
distinguished from willing the univereal. Hence evil is
pei^ified as the devil-" der Geist der stets vemeint "
as Goethe caUs it-the principle which expresses the nega-
tion of the essential self. Man, however, is always ga>d
potentially, even when he wills evil, and experiences the
unrrat and pain which accompanies or follows the com-
mission of evil. If it is objected that we have no experi-
ence of men who are altogether evil, and therefore it cannot
be true that aU men are by nature evil, Hegel answers thatmen hving m civihzed society are not in a pure state of
nature but are ah^ady educated ethicaUy and morally andhave therefore partially realized the idea of man. As the
consciousness of evil presupposes reflection, it is apt to be
supposed that reflection is the source of evil. But what
reflection docs is not to create evil, but to bring to light the
contrast or antithesis from which evil proceeds. The stone
the plant, the animal are incapable of either evU or good

'

for good and evil exist only within the sphere of knowledge'EvJ involves the consciousness of a self which affiims
Itself m contrast to other selves, but the consciousness of
self IS at the same time the condition of the consciousness
of an object which is intrinsically univereal. This division
mto self and not-self is the condition ot evil, because it is
only by separating the particular from the univenal self
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that I am capable of evij. While vU r«„c„-

must be a complete change of mind tk.

^ad,ct,o„ ,n the very depths of man's being.S ris^ to"an mfimte feeling of sorrow. This feehne h»« .1 *
P-ement the consciousness that in hstel^t sVo^wthout which he would not be conscious hat h?
actually evil. Thus there is. on the one ha'd h dLIn"

"emg, and that the merely natural state of innocence is
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itseU eva. For this reason his sorrow assumes the form of
humihty and contrition.

(i) Evil in relation to the world is misery. When man
feels himself in discord with the wor'.d, which is indifierent
to his desires, he is driven back upon himself ; when hs
is aware of himself as out of hamiony with the higher morj
demands of his nature, which are a.n expression of the pure
will of Go<l, he feels inwardly condemned, humbled, broken
and humihated. In the one case he seeks satisfaction by
fleemg from the world and from reaUty, with the result
that he loses all that mabs Sfc worth living, since, in
becommg abstractly free, his self is at the same time emptied
of all contents

;
in the other case, conscious that he is unable

to fuia the demands of an absolute moral law. he falls into
a hopeless despair These two forms of (he unhappy con-
sciousness are represented historicaUy by the Jewish and
the Roman people

:
the former manifesting the misery of

humiliation, the latter the abstract affirmation of the self
and the negation of the world. Thus the division involvedm the opposition of the natural to the ideal presents itselfm the one as the negation, and in the other as the affirma-
bon of the self

;
while "the abstract depth of the opposition

demands an mfinite suffering on the part of the soul and
an atonement which will be correspondingly complete."

(c) How IS the division to be healed ? The subject in
Its essential nature is the unity which is capable of tran-
scendmg the abstract opposition, and when this unity is
actually realized atonement will have been made. The
very consciousness of the opposition is poter.tiaUy if<
transcendence. But atonement cannot be accompUshed by
the mdividual subject bringing his inner life into harmony
with the wiU of God, for so long as the subject persists in
the abstract freedom of isolation the opposition must
remain. The natural Ufe a? finite can never express the
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true universal 7*k«

implicit unity erfthTdiS^^T °' '"^"'^"*
'^ ">«

*e subject consdousirrLS^ rr""r"''"•'""«'
natural state he can do „„T ^' '" '"^ '«''a««i or
possible. Itmust^trStr';H^'<~'-™.
essence already remc^S^J'^ 1"^!**'^" '= '"

absolute spirit, in so far a^ ifTy- ^ ^"^ °< the
Man knows himselMo be tl^ t"^ r"^' "*^^ '-«
so far as God is to him n^, ? " """^ "^^^^^^ ^ God
whom is merely outibut'or"'*^ 'T'^'

*"' '''""o" 'o

in God hisow„tein7i freed
° ^" '°.- '^ "' """^ '''»*

This essential ^4 TtlTZ^'::^^^!' '''''""''
's possible only by God aorv.JT ''""'*" "a'"™
Thus the soi^ow whTch'SS"!

"^T "''^ "-> «s God.
finite subject disap^'* X,T *' ''""'°" °' '""^

the essential nature^.nil to hi
"^°^""="^ *''*' " 's

the divine and the humrnatr^ '"°'" °' "" ""'^^ °'

This consciousness belonijs to ti... „
It is not the result of sJ^/. • "^ "^'"« «< ">»".

hence it is not the pr«W i'
'f^n'ng a„d cultivation, and

expresses the resuh ^f tL e^^"'"''
/'^'"'"*'°"' ""*

Church recognizes tLrV ^^J*'*''"=e of the race. The
of God." inThTm the^ ror::Tr.'" ""^ '"^ "^
"dual the union of the diWne rtf. h"

' '^"'^ "^
doctrine of the rncama'o?; ^'l iiT^-rT'

"^^
se*rr,s to imply because it J! ^ ^^ ^''""'h, Hegel

essential natj; c1^ finV *
"-"og-i^d that man ialis

God which^^LCs fhe eW~/ 7'^ ''• ' "^ -t^
isiic of the natural mal uTn f"'^^^i-e cl«acter-

manifesting thHn^of /* '^^'.-°"«'> f»ith •' mOms.'as
that God ce^^tol i BeinT

""' ^"^ "^"^^ "^ur^
perceived to ,. ml°ni^ttit 1rch:t:

^"^ '"^ "^

a teacher of the truth, or a n^ai^y. t^it ^f '^ "l^>^- was , man. .ho by his te^chj^V..^^r^tt?:^
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U^!ll^' T.J^" °' *•* "^P°"' consciousnes,
; but

It .s only with the death of Christ, that the Church ca^e tor cogj,.ze that only in him as aGod-man was the true natur^

t^elTc^l- J"'
'^°"''=i°"^"^ that it is the essential

?C p .^-^
'" "' *"" ^ig" fi'^ance after the death ofChnst. For this reason the Ch.u-ch teaches that the death

.t thrV'w' r"'"^
P°'"' °' '''' atonement, seeing in

.t the absolute love which even in finiteness overcomes
fimteness, and negates that great negation, deathBy the Kingdom of the Spirit Hegel means the realizationn the spmtual community of the unity of the divine and
* 1,T^ TT. ^" °"^' "^'" '^'' community may bere^ed m ,ts defimteness and completeness, the utmostfreedom must^ allowed to all men. and no p^t of Cannature may be regarded as common or unclean. TheDmne Idea, as all-comprehensive, is capable of spiritual-

of the Chnstian community must be inspired with love and
reverence for .t. The difficulty in its realization arises from

^VJ1^°\ '"'''^'' '"^°'^K his consciousness of

^.^^ ^T^ ^ "^^' '" '"'^"'t^ satisfaction. This

to fteW '".'"*'= ^I'-assertion. however, is essential

t^l^ ' " '" '°^' °' *''" P"^«'y individual will,

of hi, r,"^. '! ""^"^^y '^°"^ '™"' the surrender
of h,s natural self. h.s final self-surrender is of absolute
value. Love, says Hegel, " harmonizes all things even
absolute opposition.- Even m ordinary sexual lov'^'there
IS complete abstraction from aU worldly things and con-

nf",!! '"T "• '*"^'' i-di^dual. In religion this process
of abstraction is represented as absolute, aU the glory olthe world being despised as worthless. This idea how-

T'';llT'*f"^
comprehended when the Roman Church

Identifies the Son with Jesus as he appeared in time, so
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^tt ir^r;s z^: -^- "- to ^
power of the Son. widleS^t^ '' *"' '''°"'=""«
™ther in the Church as Th^Chy T'^'^'t

'° "^ P'^-t
of believers. Hence the Sri»r ^ '" *'"' ^"""""nity
m his bodily presence o^ the c"lTr"*'"°" °' ^""^^
Holy Land where he lived anTl/T"""" °' ""^
superstitious feeling for relics T^^f/'^"'- and the
community the past is view^w ^ * *™^ 'P'^tual
and the Second 'Advent,^d"* t"' ''"^''"'''
represented as an event to oTcurat a H ^'J®

"""'""""y
future, is interpreted as thTr^r I

*""^ ""« '» «he
*he Whole community uj^ t'°"-

°' ""= 'P'"' '"
does not seek for peace in thl 1!

'"""' f^^'r-'^tianity

of the individual ^irft but K T"'"''
resoluteness

^ that belongs to ^"riicula^tv ^"'^ surrendering
places an infinite value on th 1^ ' '"dividuahty,

it

infinite sorrow ZL I . ' """' 'P"''^' ou o
vaiue, the i^mortllitroAtrtul T "" " -«™*°
doctrine of the ChrisUa^XoT m'"""''

^ ^^«"''«
distmctions of authority po^r ^:v

°''°^"'- ^'"^« all
have no longer in them^rsTn;^,?"",.'"'^ "^" "' ^^-^
partition separating men fml^ ' "'^ ™ddJe wall of
and that not merel'll^TrI"t" " ''™'^- <^°-n
of equahty in the si'ght of tie ,aw b "t fh"''",;

™ '""^ "--
Pnncple of love to all men Jl^l I^""^^ ^^^ Positive
."finite sorrow. KctonTy fhis"Z '"^ "^«^«°" "^
sufferings, death and exaltation o^TVl"'"^"*^'' '" '^'
v«yed by this mode of reprln.rf-

'*' ''"' '^' '^ea con-
of the spiritual commun^;!!^"" "

''f
^^^'>' "^-ber

process. The right relation ,?i
^^^^ *'"°"«'' the same

^th Of the aton'erlenltL 'hfruldl'"'"'^ '° '^«
thrs same conscious unity shouIH 7 ™'^" "^ome to
P-"ce it m himself. anV^^il^rtrtrdil-L^S
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This pure seU-<»n3ciousn»s, which knows and wills the
tiuth, is the divine spirit in the subject." As maintaining
the actual presence of God in the souls of beUeveis, Chris-
tianity is therefore the religion of the spirit.

(a) The spiritual conununity consists of those who live
in the spirit of God. Each n,ember of this community
must experience the transition ., ; the state of natural
estrangement from God to uni< a with him, and as a con-
dition of this transition each nust have faith that the
transition has already actuaUy taken place. Thus the
atonement must be represented in the first instance as a
bistoncal fact, though its truth is not in any way dependent
upon historical fact. The Church, Hegel thinks, is right in
refusing to countenance investigations into the aUeged
appearances of Christ after his death, for such enquiries
proceed on the false principle that spiritual truth can be
established by ext-imal evidence. This is not always
realized, and hence it is supposed that the manifestation of
God m the Son involves the proof that Jesus of Nazareth
the carpenter's sou, was the Son of God. In truth the self^
manifestation of God is the final conclusion of modem
philosophy, though it is not established by mere abstract
ratiocination, but is the fruit and flower of the whole
process of the reUgions consciousness. Faith is therefore
the highest form of knowledge, resting as it does, not on
any external evidence such as miracles, but on the witness
of the spirit.

(i) Viewed in its oniveisal aspect, the spiritual community
or church exists as the institution in virtue of which its
members reach the truth and appropriate it for themselves
This truth consists in the doctrine of the atonement, which
IS regarded as known and recognized. But in the church
this doctrine is further developed and obtains a more
specific form. Thus, starting from an immediate intuition
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that the child i, not bo™ infn '. J".^?*'*'" " " declared

church, in which e^^Tir
"'*''* *"''* *""' i"*" 'he

reconci^e^ tr^an *^ ZT"'" '"""""P" """^ ^od is

viduaa «".! ^f ^-^ ;^-;^^^
that t,. indi.

diate; it is only as it rives hirti, . . ?i
"°' '"""«-

existsonlyasitisU^^'n-^Buttlf °"*°"'""'"

potentially, the truth ftT!; ,„
"^ " 'P'"' ""^y

authority.^ It isTtl ^f th^r 1° '* '" *"= '°™ °f

with Gr<J, and then to I^art hi™ *T.^ reconciliation

«J1 o. God He^ the!.
"^'"'"^ "= **" "**'' the

KantianSoso^y- thecontr^^r'-'^r*'' " '" '"^

solved when e^l' i/n
*''"°" "= ^'''^^'^J' i™P«citly

spirit kTrinciS ^d thTs^h"^"^
vanquished in the

in the atoUS' "hfch ^t t^
""'^''^-S'' '-«>

make his will goo^. and thLt^tnS th
' '^""' *°

oi evil. This action i« ,f *!! '^* consciousness

Who oiest^th Chris" a^^ TZTor^V'' ^"'•'"'

in him. •• Faith itself Hh. ^- f
*** ^"^"^ 'P'"'

the ^dividual ^'rirL'^ru^^r:, r'lt*:!'.^ves-i l^e Holy Spirit is equally the S™s^:::

H
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in u for at he has faith, and in the exereije of this faith be
turns against his merely natural life and discards it." This
truth has been stated in three different ways. In the first

place, the view of Kant is that the idea of God is merely
a postulate of human reason, and that the willing of the
law must also be referred entirely to the human subject.
The fundamental defect in this mode of conception is that
it destroys the objectivity of truth. In the second place,
it is held by Pietism that the law itself, and the resolution
to act in accordance with it, are produced in man solely
by the divine will ; a doctrine which rightly affirms the
objectivity of tnith, but ignores the free response of the
subject. Lastly, the mystical view, especially in the form
expressed by Luther, holds that there is a definite relation
between God and the subjective act of will,—a view which
implies, though it does not perfectly express, the philo-
sophical idea of atonement.

In the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper the presence of
God in man is given as an immediate feeling in the soul
of the individual of his union with God. Here also three
distinct views have been held, (i) The Roman Church
affirms that the host—this outward, material, unspiritual
thing—is through the act of consecration transformed into
the actually present God, and thus God is experienced by
man in an external act. In accordance with this external
conception of the divine, truth is possessed only by the
Church, so that the subject must have implicit faith in that
which the Church affirms. (2) The Lutheran view is that
the sensible presence is in itself nothing, nor does the con-
secration make the host into an object worthy i,f adoration,
but the object exists only in faith. The only sense in which
transubstantiation takes place is in the aboUtion of what
is external ; while God is only present spiritually in the
faith of the subject. (3) The Reformed Church holds that
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God » present only u . conception in the mind. ba«d

StTve^j;
"™""""- <" «>. pa.,

; and henieTl^defective M no, recogmang a „al union of ,he divine and

thf'^^' ", "^""^P '"'" ""'y " «" inner certainty in

The^T .
"' «» '""jec, must be realized ob/StStTof' h^i t^ '^°'"'' ""^'"^ '^ "" recoicUiatt'

worid T^lt .7- ""^'' " « ""> '"« <" 'he whole

tTat of a^o„r
^"'"' '°™ '" *'"^'' 'hi» is done is

the teL
^?''"*'^,'«'>>»"a,ion of ,he world, meaning by

the ^iv The •

"" ""'"''^ '^'^^^' "' """>"-«^d inine lamily. the civic community and ,he State »nH J„
devotion to art and «:ience. This negative at".„dehowever. ,n which violence is done to the natural emo iotand "npulses cannot be the last word ; for it is tTeve^nature of spmt to comprehend and transform the whokof Uie mtereste of life. Hence arises the second o^o
slavishly subjected to the Church, which alone is held tohe (hvine But this is no real solution

; for, in usZin»the functions of the world, the Church i self^ks^Z ^f
unspiritual worldliness, and becomes the SroMhe :e™

fc^om and disunion enters into all the relations of Ufe.

1^ the iS^^H r°"^'''f
=°"*'^<=tion he is freed only when

trat« the world as weU as the Chmx:h. and moulds it inaccordance with eternal truth. Thus the divLe pl^
Tn mtlT'^'v'j^'''

*" '""^ °'K--tion ome^In morality, which is the realization of the rational withe atonement religion with the world is accomplish

^Int? " '"}^'y °PP°^ '^ ''°'y to family Hfe,o;vduntary poverty to active trade and commerce, or btodobedience to the free play of inteUect and v^ i^e
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atonement of religion has also to be realized in the sphere
of reflective thought. At first, just as in the sphere of
practice, the subject asserts himself in the abstract form of
negation. He turns against the world of traditional ideas,

rejecting all that is contrary to the " enUghtened " under-
standing. Fixing upon the contradiction which he finds
in every reUgious statement, and assuming the absoluteness
of the logical law of identity, he comes at last to the con-
clusion that God is unknowable in his inner nature, and
that religion is purely a thing of individual feeling. The
subject thus falls back upon the absoluteness and infinity

of his own nature, with the result that not only the objecti-

vity of God, but the supposed objectivity of the principles
of justice and morality is denied, being regarded as the
product of arbitrary thought. On the other hand, reflection

may insist that the subject must get rid of the illusion of
independence and seek only the glory of God. This is the
attitude of Mohammedanism. Man is related to the One
in an absolutely universal way—not, as in the Jewish
religion, to the God of a particular nation. The defect of
this form of reUgion is its abstractness. All natural inclina-

tions and interests are removed from the sphere of religion,

and are therefore allowed free scope unchecked by reflection,

while there is developed a fatalistic indifference to all

practical ends. The " Enlightenment " adopts the same
general attitude as Mohammedanism. Conceiving of God
in a perfectly abstract way, it denies the manifestation of

God in the flesh, the exaltation of Christ to the rank of the

Son of God, and the transfiguration of the finitude of

the world and of self-consciousness tmtil they appear as

the infinite self-determination of God. Christianity is

supposed to consist in a certain number of doctrines, and
Christ is regarded simply as a more distinguished teacher

than Socrates or Plato. The only difierence between this
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rationalistic EnUghtenment and Mohammedanism is tl.at

kJni^l ?T "^ '"'^«P«"dent reality of man. which

h iri 1 """"• ^'"P*'*^^' '^ "^ 'o-™ °i bought

tknJ^ f k'"*
°' '"^"8 *° "^ consciousnessThe

pnnciFlo of subjective freedom, and recognizmg the right-
ful clamis of the intellect to satisfaction.

^
The true form must therefore combine these opposite

d^^on t.°" ^^T'
""""" ^'•^ ^"''J^^' --' be allow'^ odevelop the content freely; but, on the other hand this

Tu^eTtiv"""*;"'
•" "''"'"^' '•'' ">-* «>«~^

subjective and contmgcnt. This is the point of view ofspeculative philosophy, which is not gVvemed Ty the
abstract law o identity, but in aU its thought is concr^e^d oixamc It ,s not. like the Enlightenment and Pietism,

reahze its freedom only by a comprehension of the true

L. J ,^^- ^' ^^° ">'^' ^ »«-cised. and
exerased freely, before the truth can become an object ofW r^ection. it is only in the comprehension of tha

nV!- I? ""^ ^°' "=^" '^^' satisfaction is found.
Simulative philosophy thus expresses in an organic system
tte fundamental prmciples involved in rehgion. and ju^ifies

1^ t
^'"^t'^'y ^ tl-e self-manifestation of God

^1 '"."'^P^°<=^ °f atonement by which man makes the
faansition from the condition of ahenation to union with

f^; I"?
'" justification of the content and the forms ofb^th It learns that the negative and critical attitude of the

Enhghtemnent is only the first step in the progress to acomplete comprehension of reality. To regard this fii^tstep as final leads to the sceptical conclusion, that aU forms
of thought are arbitrary and subjective. Hence the purely
hostde attitude of the Enhghtemnent, not only to the
popular rehgion, but to the deeper truth which is im-
perfectly expressed in it. Speculative philosophy, on the
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other hand, refuses to
'

' empty out the baby with the bath
'

'

;

it recognizes the inadequacy ot the forms in which the truth
is expressed, but at the same time it shows the relative

truth that they contf'in. It agrees with culture and re-

flection that the mode of statement of the popular reUgion
is open to objection, while differing fundamentally from the
AuJUarung in recognizing that the ordinary reUgious con-
sciousness contains substantial truth. Thus an idealistic

philosophy is not merely critical, but above all constructive.
For this reason it incurs the hostiUty of the EnUghtenment,
which will not admit the element of reason in the Christian
reUgion. " In philosophy," says Hegel, " reUgion receives
its justification at the hands of the thinking consciousness.

Simple piety feels no need of the justification, but accepts
the truth on authority, and by means of the truth so
received it experiences the satisfaction of reconcihation.

And undoubtedly the true content is present in faith,

though it has not attained to the form of thought. TrutJi '1

appears in various forms prior to the true *orm which
estabUshes the necessity of the true content ; but onty

'

thousiht is the absolute judge, before which Jht content i

must verify and attest its claims." The reproach- that
philosophy sets itself above reUgion is therefore unfounded.
The individual feels the truth of reUgion, and with this,

feeling phUosophy does not interfere ; on the contrary it

reveals to feeUng what its content really is.' Certainly
philosophy cannot accept any truth that is held in an
immediate and uncritical way, but the actual result of its

method is to give back to faith in a higher form the truth
it contains. There are three stages in the development of

the spirit ; firstly, simple faith ; secondly, the destructive

criticism of this faith as expressed by the EnUghtenment

;

and, thirdly, the reconstructive attitude of speculative

philosophy. All three arc necessary, and we must not
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simply condemn the Enlightenment because of the unrest
and pain which it produces. In the time of the Roman
Empire, when the earUer faith in the divine had given place
to a chaos of conflicting forms of reUgion and political Ufewas devoid of principle, man in despair abandoned the
search for truth, and individual weU-being was made the
sole object of human endeavour. So it is now, whenaU
faith m objective truth has been destroyed, and men are
fain to content themselves with the pursuit of private ends.No hing but a phUosophical reconstruction of beUef, which
shau reconcile reason and religion, can lift us, in these days
of unrest and unbelief, above the fatal division of the heartand the head

;
and even this reconciliation is only for a

few. How the great body of the people is to find its way
out of Its present unhappy state of division can only 1^
detemuned by the onward march of humanity
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Finite and Infinite, Plato's view of,
I. 8 ; Aristotle's view of, 1. 10

;

Mystical view of, I. 91 ; E>iinte'a
view of, I. 104, 105, III, 1 14

1

Spencer's view of, 1. 111; Da-
cartes' view of, I. 157-159, 167;
Spinoza's view of, i. 175, 176,
184; Leibnits' view of, I. 195;
Locke's view of, i. ii6-iii

1

Berkeley's view if, 1. 139; Hume's
»iew of, I. 354-i5«I Kant's v..-w
of, I. 196-199. 3o9-3iii Hegel's
view of, I. 2v«-199, 309-3". 3'6,
3>9. ,126. 33'-334. 339, 345. 31= I

Relation of, 11. 17-31, 50-51, 63-
66, 86-89, 99101, 115-116, 116-
218, 144-348, 151-153, 175-377,
181, 389-393. " '

Force. Su Energy.
Form, Aristotle's conception of, i.

13-15, 21-23; Kant's conception
of. II- 57 58-

Fcurth Gospel, Character of, I. 30

;

Relation of, to Aleiandrian Phil-
osophy, ".

J,
Francis, St., Dante's relation to, i.

101.

Freedom, Stoical idea of, i. 33-13 i
Origen'sideaof,l.6o; Manichaean
idea of, I. 65 ; Augustine's idea
of, I. 69, 83-S5; Dante's idea of,
I. no, 114-118; Leibnitz' theory
of. '• 195. 109-1111 ToUnd's
theory of, I. 113 ; Kant's theory
of, 1. i6o, 265, ,70-174, 333, 3,4,
negels theory of, I. 316, 317,
3»3, 314. 334-336. 343. 346, 351,
357-361 ; Nature of, 11. 106,
113117, III, 133, 138-141, 154,
'7S->77. 109-110, 119-111, 318-
331. 246-148, 254-258, 263-266,
178-180, 184-187, 190-193, 301-
303; Development of, 11. iij.
119.

GenenUization. Su Ahstraction.
Gnostii3, The Theology of, I. 31-31

;

Hegiil's contrast to, I, 31-33;
Clement's antipathy to, I. 43;
Origen'g reply to, 1. 56.
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Oct, Idem of, I. j.ii, ,,.34

f7». assw. 309-3J9. 33,.,u.

M. 101107. 115141. 181..97

JS ,i "''^'' '^''Jl- 154'1". ««6.197 3o6.3a3, ^l,

94-9«; Darie'j pruof ef ihe,

3«r

'""'" A'JL au' proof of the
94-9«; Darie'j proof of the,

I. Ioa.I07i D,K.rt«' proof, of

Praofoflhe, 1. i,,.,,,, Locke',

rejection of proof, of the, I. 25J.

.h. ', i".'
" "i'i™"l of proof, of

of ;, ?**,".'" H<8=1'> defence

^ proof, of the, ,.3,7.3,3,33,.

Goetie, View of ethnic religion, in,

of. to Hegel, 1. 291.19, . /-a,,,
of,I, ,2,^,30,Anti^.iy„t7o

™rllr.', .s;™"""""
•" '>"

Good, The, Aristotle's idea of, i. ,7

;

of, H. 281-197, 3,^.3,3. S„a/ic

°^&': S}?;opUc, a. record, of
Christian idea., ,1 3

Goapel, Fourth, Relition of, 10
Aleiandnan philosophy, 11. ,

Goyeraor, Moral, of tVe wJr!J,
II. ,40.,42.

Grace, Dirine, Clement's idea of

l:t,P'^' Church's doctrine
of, , «4 J Kant's view of i. 283

1

,7^5^"""of, ,. 335. ideai;

Gregory the Great and the papacy,

Gravitation, Law of, i. 14, • „ ,»
'A 93-94. 138, 267.

•"^' **

^^ilton,SirWm.,Philo«>phyof,

g«PpineM, Kant', view of, i. 272Harmony, Pre.established, Uibnitt'
theory of, ,. 191, ,92 206.208.

Heaven, Gno.Uc idea of, i. 3, , |

Origen'a ideaof, ,. jg, d.,,..,
ideaof, I. ,,7.|ja

Hedoni.m. Kant', critictam of. 1

Hegel, Relation of, to Kant, i. 286.

ffi.^S^..o1jeiii.i^4''i

"flTa ""•""' "•""inii" of,

Humanists, ,. ,50.
Hiime,^l'hilo»,phy of, ,. 25,-259,

Husley, Epiphenomenaliam of, 11.

"m' °' '"^°" '"•

Idealism, Speculative, i. 8-10: ,1
3839! Plato's, i. 8.,os Kail',;
t^l«l-319;Hegcl'^,.286!^6,
^rkeley's, li. 71 , t'ersonalf „71-82 iij, ,85, iji.jj,.

Ideas, Innate, beKarlcs' concep-ono,,. 200, Leibnitz' conceE

of I. 2,1.2,3, H9l Simp e and
complex, Locke's theory of, ,

01, ,1. 284; of reason, Hcml'sview of, I. 340-343.
"^

"?"''')'• P"°dple of, in Leibnlta,
'. 94- 195 ! Principle of, in Locke
I. 2,42.5; Princfpleof.inHome^ '?>"' '.'"'='P'"'f.i" Kant

Lvfj^ """f'' °^' '" Hegel, ,
195-199. 311-315, isr-ico- Prin
ciple of, NatuVof iK, ,r 35 ?8

:

J?:J°'"«'.?9,98..00,ao7-l5;;

f^ ,!;
''"'93! Personki, n."

160, 290-293.
Ignatian Epistles, i. 30

,^2',4.°a1'6T
°' """P""" "d.

Immortality, Orphic doctrine of, ,
r; Ignatius' defence of ,. 10.11 •

Spmojas denial of, i. ,8^784:
Berkeley's defence of, ,. 24i'Humes denial of, ,, 257-«8.'
Kanfs proof of, ,. 26,, 2?s, 277
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174 [ Htftl'i thMry ^f, i. 334-

3^5. 35a-354t Tiu« «id Mm.
tIcwi of, II. 14, 1617, sii-aji,

3i3-3i7.

Impolte, Relation of re-uon to, 11.

S84-1M.
iBeamation, Clfmcnt'i tIcw of, i.

it-54
1 Irenteui' view of, i. 63

|

lathodiua'Tiewof, 1. 6a ; Charch'i
doctrine of, I, 641 D*nte'i view

o^ I. iao-133 I uetcartet' v w
^ I- 152-153 i Tindal'i denitl

of, I. aa6-aa7 ; Kant't view of,

I. a8i-a83; Hegel'B view of, 1.

3^1-153; IdeaoT. 11. a88a93.
Individuality, Principle of, 1. 190-

ao6. 266-370; II. 38-30, 47-57)

73-78, 113119, 168.171, 17417s.
191-197, 300-305, 3i9-'3it 241.

146-349. 363-363, a7i-38o, 385,

390-309.
Infinite and finite. Stt Finite and

infinite.

Initinct, Relation of reason to, 11.

371.373.

Intellect, Bergson s view of, 11. 170,

176-1771 Mystical view of, ii.

350-353; Schopcnhauer't view of,

II. 360 J Nietziche'i view of, 11.

371-373.
Intelligence, Relation of, to the

anivene, i. 74-77 ; n. 38, 6o-6i,

I03-I0A, 314-315 ; Perceptive,

Kant'i idea of, 1. 370 ; Perceptive,

Heffel'i idea of, i. 337-339-

Intuition, Spinoai'i view of, i. 179-

i8o;Locke'tviewof, 1.315-316;
Relation of reason to, i. 9^

;

II. 170, 349-353. 358-360, 369,

S7I1 375-376; Relation of re-

ligion to, II. I, 13-15; Relation

of reflection to, 11. 11-13; I^el<^-

tion of philosophy to, 11. 17-31
;

Relation of poetry to, 11. 17-21

;

Mystical, 11. 375-a77<

Irenaeas, Theology of, i. 63.

Jehovah. Hebrew idea of, i. 35-38.

eremiah, Prophetic religion of, i.

26.

Jeius, Person of, Ignatius' idea of,

I. 30-31 ; Gnostic idea of, i. 31

;

Apologlsu' idea of, i. 34-3tft

Cbmcnt's idea of, 1. 51541 Ori-

gen's idea of. 1. 60-01 ; Aogvs-
tine's idea of, i. 70 ; Ansclm*!
idea of, I. 87-89 i Thomas Aqol*
nas' Idea of, i. 96-97 ; Dante's

idea of, I. 130-133; Lucke's idea

of, I. 331-331 1 Mohan's idea of,

I. aaS ; Collins' idea of, i. 338-

310 t Kant's Idea of, i. 281-3831
Hegel's idea of, 1. 350.354, 357.
361 ) Teaching of, 1. aS ; 11. 3-9,

394 ; Personality of, ll. 4, 6-9,

394 : Relation of, to his prcde

cessors, 11. 4-6.

Jewish people, Hegel's view of the.

Job, Hmk of, I. 36.

Judaism, Palestinian, 1. 36 ; Hellen-

istic, I. 37; Conflict of Chris-

tianity with, I. 38-30; Hegel's

view of, I. 358.

Judgment, Lorke's theory of, I.

313-316 ; Analytic and synthetic,

Kant's distinction of. I. 263-365 (

Critique of, Kant's, i. 274-379

;

HegeVs theory of, i. a96-}c^,

336-339; Nature of, ii. 63-70,

99, 113-113, 314-316.

Justin Martyr, Theology of, i. 39-

30. 34-37-

Kant, Philosophy of. i. 153, 348.

260-285 ; II. 57-58, 86, 94'97< 103-

106, iio-iai, 198-199, 313-314,

384-285 ; Relation of Leibnitz and
Hume to, i. 360-363 ; Relation

of Hegel to, i. 386-329.

Kelvin, Atomic theory of, II. 148.

Kepler, Idea of God. i. 170.

Kingdom, of the Father, Hegel's

conception of, 1. ^38-345 ; of the

Son, Hegel's conception of, i.

345-353 ; of the Spirit, Hegel's

conception of, I. 352-361 ; cfGod,
Idea of, in apocalyptic writers,

II. 5 ; Jesus' idea of, il. 4-6.

Knowledge, Plato's theory of, i. 8-

13 ; Aristotle's theory of, I. 13-33;

Hamilton's limitation of, I. 107 ;

Spencer's limitation of, i. 107

;

Spii^oza's stages of, I. 177-189;
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Ulbniii' iheoiy of, i. ioj.io<.
I

19«»» I Loc«e'i ihrcMV of, ,i.Ml I Kwt'i theory of, i. jdo-

]}f>t 111 I of, 1. 305.1J,,
N.lur.„f, ,. „, n.^i-S'iro
7JI JIIJIJ, ajj.jis, jIs-jM;
Kelalion of fftith 10, I. 39-32 • j,

'.'.'.I 'i?'"9'3' i lligh«, 1.'

54-5": Keflcctivt and uiircflec-
liv N. 13.15. v,op„, „, „
f"-.,

Jltf-JlS, jS3i State-, of,
li. 134, 7J-79

389

Idea of, I. i9t J Hegel'. Iilea of,

-otie, l'hilo»,ph)„r,l. ,90ilt. m.
Uuthet, Theolcuy "f. '. 15 1 , 163, 1 71.

Law, The, Hebrew idm „f, ,. ,,.M; St. I'aul'iideaof; r. jg.jq;
The Deutetonomic, i. j6 ; of
Holineu, 1. 16 j Inviolahle, Idea
of, II. J4.39, 93.5s, ,oj log., 09,

><l
'J'I33. ISO, 195 "97. JOO,

»7, J19.131, 14,.
Lamarcklanism, 11. i6j, 166168.
Leeahim, Hebrew, 1. 26 27 ; Jc.u,'

ouposili-.!, to, I. 28.
"iEinlli, lilosophyof, I. 190.213,"** er^ion'i criticism of, tt.

109 1 itlon of Pemonal Ideal.
Urn to, 11. JI9, 215 , ReUtion ofdeum to, 11. 2j6.

UMinB, Relation of Kant to, i. 2,9.
Life, Principle of, 11. 154, n .1,;

J26.228, 1,47, 273.
**' ' "•

Locke, Philosophy of, i. 1 a
ySJjSi ir. 69,84.86,9 l\
Theology of, 1. 22 1.223.I^C Formal, i. 295-296, 311, 330:' 99100; Speculative, Hegel's
I. 292, 306-33a

'

Logos, The, Philo's idea of, i. 27 •

in Fourth Gospel, 1,30: in Apolo-
gists, I. 24-361 in Clement, i.

5 1 -SO i in fhilo, 1. 5 1.54, Church's
doctrine of, i. 61 j in Arius, 62.
64; m Athanasius, i, 62-64- in
Autcustine, l.67,78jinDante,i.
109.11a

Lord's Supper, Idea of, i. 356.
Love of God, Origen's idea of, i.

Jf 59 ! Augustine's idea of, i, 67-
««, 77-78 J Dante's idea of, i

109-11 1, 116, 122-123! Spinoia's
idea of, 1. 182184; Leibnitz'

3 A

Man, Ari«i.,ilc'i idea of, 1. 201
Philo's idea „f, I. 27 , Apologists'
Idea of, I. 34 . Origen's idei of,

[

'. 5'J-6l 1 .Mrnicliaciin tdra of, 1

651 Dante'. .,» of, 1. 1101
Lclbniu 1,1 ,, . 1, „j ; Kani's
Idea of, I. „, ; |,„„|-, j,|„ „f
I.I!>,3J9 " 47; Relation ul,
ti nature an.. „i.l, 11. 1, 133 11.
'40143, 242246, 251253, 260
"7M73a77i Nature of. II. 125!
"7. >}'. "JS >4a, 143. J46, J54.
as6, 260.

Manichaeism, Augustine's relation
to, 1.65,85.

Manscl, Philosophy of, I. 107.
-Many and one, 11. 4244, 219.222,

JlS.ljl, 241.
Marcion, Theory of. i. 32.34^' y''"-''"' Worship oi; 1. 64

,

Dante's reverence for, 1. 123.127-
Hegel's view of, i. 353.

Mas,, Kela-.ion of, to energy, force,
space and time, II. ug.itr, tyg
205211. " '

'

Materialism, Origin of, 11. 237, leg
Mathematics, Locke's Theory of I
21521 -.1 Berkeley's Theory of,
I. 246248 1 Kant's theory of, I.
262263, 3"6.

Matter, Aristotle's idea of, i. 12.17
21

; Augustine's denial of, 1. 68-
09. 78-83 ; Sensible, Kant's view
of, I. 263265 ,- Locke's theory of,
I. 213-214, 235-239 , Berkeley's
heory of, i. 235-246; Il-gel's
theoryof, 1.343-346; idea o7, I.

v^i'* ' "'37.187,219,248.
.>Iechanism. Leibniti' view oT i

"9'-2li
; Kant's view of. i. 316^

320; Hegel's view of, i. Ji6.
320iideaof, 1.2332341 II. 109.
12, 144167, 176-lfc, 210-211.
226-228. 25S-260, 264.266.

n"-^- "H'''''"' ' ^'9 ; Collins'
Theory of, i. 228.23a

Metempsychosis. Basis of, 11. 157.
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Method of philosophy, i. 152-155;
II. 207.

Middle Akcs, The, Dualism of, i.

54. 99-109.
Middleton, Historical Criticism of,

I. 330-233.

Millenarianism, Origen's denial of,

I. 61-62.

Mill, Philosophy of, ii. 57, 73.
Mind, Aristotle s idea of, i. 15-17 ;

Descartes' idea of, i. 155-157,
164-167; Spinoza's idea of, i.

177, 185; I^ihnitz' idea of, l.

204-206 ; Locke's idea of, i. 216-

3I7» 335-238 ; Berkeley's idea of,

I. 333-246 ; Hegel's idea oi, I.

334-336 ; Individual and universal,

II. 70-72, 75-82, 102-104, 1S8-

191 ; Relation of Body and, 11.

177-189, 260; Idea of, I, 233-

246.

Miracles, Tindal's denial of, i. 226

;

Woolston's derial of, I. 330;
Annet's denial of, I. 230 ; Middle-
ton's denial of, i. 330-231 ; Hume's
denial of, I. 358-359 ; Kant's
view of, I. 281-283 ; Heel's view
off » 334. 338. 354 ; Belief in, n.

131-

Moralily, Stoical, i. 23-24: Christian,

I. 23, 38, 34-36 ; Manichaean, i.

64-66 ; Spinoza's stages of, I.

180-1S2; Locke's view of, i.

316-221 ; Kant's view of, t. 270-

274. 377-285, 323-325: "• 264-

366 ; H^el 5 view of, I. 324-325,

336-338.346-352.357-359; Scho-
penhauer's theory of, 1 1. 363-269

;

Nietzsche's theory of, ll. 371-375 ;

Mystical idea of, 11. 275-277;
Relation of knowledge to, 11. 105-

107 ; Relation of religion to, ll.

1 1S-136, 329-231, 306-312 ; Nature
of, II. 113-119, 140-142, 278-288,

308-315; Development of, 11. 380-

282, 3I4-3I5-

Mohammedanism, Hegel's view of,

1. 358.
Monadism, Leibnitz* doctrine of, i.

190-211.

Monasticism, Rise of, 1. 64 ; Hegel's

view of, 1. 357.

Monism and Pluralism, i. 23, 73-77.

Monotheism, i. 111-113.

Morgan, Thomas, Theolc^ of, r,

328.

Mysteries, Religious, Dante's view
of, 1. 107-109; Descartes* view
of, I. 153-153; Locke's view of,

I. 321-223; Toland's view of, i.

223-225.

Mysticism, Relation of Aristotle to,

I. 21-22; Monastic, i. 62; of
Joannes Scotus, i. 86 ; of St.

Bernard, I. 89, 91-93 ; of Plotinus,

I. 90 ; of Angela of Foligno, I.

90 ; of Dionysius, the Areopagite,

I, 90-91 ; Relation of Pantheism
to, I. 91 ; Augustine's, i. 91

;

Thomas Aquinas', i. 97-98

;

Dante's, I. 101 ; Eckhart's, i.

149-150; Spinoza's, i. 173; of
Personal Idealism, il. 333 ; of

Absolutism, II. 249-250; Defect

of, 11. 125, 144, 250-253, 275-

377.

Mythology, The New, II. 15-34.

Nature, Aristotle's idea of, i. 13,

19-33 ; Kant's idea of, i. 262-265,

286-289; Hegel's idea of, i. 286-

292, 331-334, 345-347 i Relation

of man and God to, 11. 1, 50-52,

75-83, 117-119, 137-136, 195197.
243 346, 350-353 ; Relation of

religion to, II. 133; System of,

II. 207-209.
Naturalism, TheoI<^ of, 11. 143-

17I1 257-358; Psychology of, il.

177-189; Criticism of, by Personal

Idealism, 11. 205-207.

Necessity, Plato's idea of, i. 9-12 ;

Kant's idea of, i. 260-265, 286-

389; Hegel's idea of, i. 340-343.
Negation, Principle of, i. 79-83 ; 11.

64-66, 340 ; Hegel's theory of, i.

3"-3i4-
Neo-Platonism, Philosophy of, i,

22-24, 66, 73-83 ; Relation of

Augustine to, i. 66, 72, 82 ; Re-

lation of Dante to, i. I3.

Newton, Leibnitz' criticism of, I.

192.

Nicaea, Synod of, i. 61-64.
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Nietache, Philosophy of, ii. 27,.

371

HoraiiulUm, Berkeley's, i. 240-Ml.
Nolbing, Heyel's idea of.T 2893M

; Relations of Being and, 11.
30*

Noumena, Kant's theory of, i. 260.

Object. Relation of idea to, 11 50
70, 104-105; " Transsabjective'
"• I9S, 200-205.

Observation, Stage of, 11. 100-114
One and many, Plato's theory of, 1.

•" v'P'"""'* theory of, I. 184.

Kegels theory of, i. 303-306, 340-
343 J Relation of, 11. 42-44. 210-
222,228-231,24,.

''"•''
Opinion, Plato's idea of, 11. 105
Optimism, Augustine's, i. 71 .

Nietzsche's, 11. 272-273.
'

Organic world, Kant's view of, 1.

275-276 ; Hegel's view of, I. 326-
329. 331-334; Character of, II.
109112, 150162, 168-171.

Origen, Theology of, i. 57-61
Orphism, Doctrines of, i. 7.

Paley, Ethics of, 11. 122.
Pan-psychisra, 11. 112, 191. 193, 198-

Pantheism, Greek, i. 8, 23-24
Origen's rejection of, i. 58-50'
Spinoza's i. 171-175, 197-168
Leibnitz', i. 197-198; Character'
of, ir. 144.

Parallelism, Psycho-physical, 11

'»-I*3. 266; Phenomenalistic,
It. 183-185.

'

Particular and universal, 11. 3S-44
49-50, 6466, 8284, 207-209, 2n

Paul, St., Theolog);of, i. 28-30, 33,
'19-120; Augustine's relation to,
1. 66-67.

Palagius, Augustine's opposition to.
I. 69.70. 83-8...

'^'^

Penance. Doctrine of, I. 89.
Perception, Leibnitz' theory of, i.

•91-195. 205-206; Kant's theory

of, 1. 260-265, 300-303 : Hegel's
'heory of, ,. 301.303, 306309;
P"!«'"°f. "•39-41.67-75,82;
89, 95-102,203-205.

Permanence, Relation of Change to.
II. 42-44. » "'

Personality, Stoical view of, 1. 23.
24; Hegel's view of, i. 343. U5:
Idea of, I. 72.77 , 11. 26.32. '

Pessimism, in Plato, 1. 10-12- in

J""""".
'• 3>-32, 62 1 in Origen,

I. 02; Schopenhauer's, 11. 258-
263, 266-268.

Peter the Lombard, Thcoloev of.
I. 94.

8/ ".

Phenomenal and intelligible, in
early Greek philosophy, i 7-8 •

in Plato, I. 8-12 ; in Aristotle, l.'215 ; in Philo, I. 48, S1.53 ; in
Clement, i. 5254 ; in Orig^, ,.

59 . in Augustine, I. 66 ; in Kant,
1. 260-276, 300-314: II. 32-33,
58-59. 107-108 ; in Hegel, 1'!^
3001 306, 312-326, 330, 340-343;
Distinction of, 11. 92 99, 183- lob.
19S-200, 214-216, 219-222, 263.

Phenomenalism, 11. 48-40, to. id^
183-185, 237.

^ '"' **'

Philo, Philosophvof, I. 27, 5,-52.
Philosophy, Greek, Development of,

'• 7-24, 34 1 Clement's idea of, 1

37-46 ; Relations of life and, 11
12-23, 269 ; Relations of Art and.

i.i."''5;i''.'*'' 268269, 271, 273.
Phjjiical Science, Berkeley's theore

of, ,. 248-249; Kant's theory J,
I. 262-265.

Pietism, Hegel's estimate of, ,. jet
359.

^^
Plato, Philosophy of, ,. 4, S-,2 23

"iS, 3451 II. 44, 314; Rela'tion
of Jewish thought to, I. 27; Re-
lation of Clement to, ,. 47 ec

.

Relation of Origen to, i. 66 i
Kelation of Dante to, 1. , ,8, ,29.

Pleasure, Schopenhauer's view of
II. 260-262, 266-268; Relation^
of good and, 11. 284-285, 309.

Plotinos, Mysticism of, I. 90.
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Plarahim, i. 33-33, 7a-77 ; " i-a,

309-aio, 219-231.
Plutarch, Clement's relation to, i. 40.
Poetry, Nature of, 11. 17-20.
Politics, Italian, History of, i. 143-

144-

Positive and negative, I. 311-316;
II. 64-66, 240.

Positivism, Defect of, n. 16.

Postulates, i. 323-329; 11. 195-197,
363-266.

Potentiality, Aristotle's conception
of, I. 13.

Power, Relation of knowledge and,
II. 309-211.

Practice, Aristotle's view of, i. i?-

Predestination, Augustine's doctrine
of, I. 70, 84-85,

Pragmatism, Defect of, Ii. 11, 87,
103, 209.

Prepress, Conditions of, 11. 315-316.
Property, Basts of, 11. 117.

Prophecy, Collins' view of, I. 228-
23a

Providence, Clement's idea of, i. 50,

53-54 ; Augustine's idea of, i. 84-

85 ; Thomas Aquinas' idea of, i.

95-96 ; Kant's idea of, i. 284-285

;

Idea of, 11. 140-142, 254-256, 309-
311.

Psalms, Hebrew, 11. 26.

Psycholc^, Empirical, I. 178, 233,
243 ; Kational, Kant's criticism

of, 1. 365-266 ; Hegel's view of,

! 312-313 ; Parallax of, 11. 208.
Punishment, Medieval theory of, i.

121-123; Schopenhauer's theory
of, II, 262-363, 269-270; Kant's
theory of, II. 269 ; Object of, 11.

395-297.
Purgatory, Origen's anticipation of,

I. 61.

Purpose. See Cause, Final.

Qualities, Primary and Secondary,
II. 58,62,91, 147.149, 236-237.

Quality and quantity. Categories of,

II. 151-154.

Radbertas, Tranaubstantiation io.

Rationalism and empiricism, ii.

38.

Realism, II. 55-66; and the "copy*
ing" theory, 11. 68-70.

Reality and appearance, II. 50-53,

5758. 92. 97-99. 107. 337-339,
358; Nature of, 11. 30-33, 67-70,
92-98, 234-241.

Keason, Plato's conception of, i.

8-12; Aristotle's conception of,

I. 12-23 1 Relation of Intuition

to, I. 95 ; Clement's conception
of, I. 42-46, 5556; Thomas
Aquinas' conception of, 1. 94-98

;

Dante's conception of, 1. 100- 109;
Truths of, Leibnitz' theory of,

I. 194-195, 201-202; Sufficient,

Leibnitz' principle of, I. 194

;

Relation of, to revelation, Locke's
view of, I. 231-223; Toland's
view of, I. 223-225 ; Tindal's view
of, I. 225-228 ; Speculative and
practical, i. 268-278,286-292,334-

329; II. 131, 263-266; Relation
of desire to, i. 273-274, 278-379;
II. 270; Relation ofunderstancUng
to, I. 309-311, 314-316. 330-331.

340343: II' 108; Relation of
sense and instinct to, i. 233-239

;

II. 271-273, 284-285; Nature of,

n. 25-30, 107-113, 176-177-
Reciprocal action, Kant's view of,

I. 363-265; Category of, II. 217.
Redemption, Gnostic theory of,

1. 31 ; Clement's theory of, i. 42-

46, 5''-53; Origen's theory of,

I. 60-61 ; Methodius' theory of,

I. 62 ; Augustine's theory of,

1. 69-71 ; Anselm's theory of,

I. 87-89; Dante's theory of, I.

120-123, '31-133; Kani's theon'
of, I. 279-285 ; Hegel's theory of,

J- 349-356; Idea of, II. 15, 293-

297,306-311.
Reflection, Locke's view of, I. 213-

214; Hegel's phases of, i- 292-

293. 347-349 ; Aspects of, II. 98-

102.

Reformation, The, Principle of,

I. 107, 150-152 ; II. 305 ; Hegel's
idea of, I. 335.

Regeneration. See Redemption.
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RetatioM, Locke't view of, i. jii.
«4 i Hume's view of, i. Jti-jja .

"" »^"- 4?-5«. 64-66, 71-72,
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79-84> 90-91, 233-236.
Mligioii, Idea of, I. i-ia, j,.,..
"•I -13, Jo-ai, ijoias, 39o-«J.'
298-302; Relation! of theold^
»"ld..I.4-7.20j ... I, a, 8, 13?^
Kelation of morality to, .. 4-6
22-24; II. ..9-126,275.277, 06-
2»7. 306.3.3 ; Relation of ritual
">. II. 303-306; Greek, Develop.
niMtof, .. 7.8; Hebrew, Develop,
ment of, ..25.28; Jesus' idea oV,
I. 28 ; Leibniti' idea of, .. 108 •

{;«:kes idea of, 1. 22..jl3s'
Morgan's .deaof, i. 228 ; Hume's
"/"'Of- '^7-259; Kant's view
of, .. 27S.2S5; Hegel's view of,
I. 330-361 ; Empincal view of
11.232.234; Schopenhauer's view
of, II. 270; Nietzsche's view of
II. 27..

Renaissance, I. .50.152.
Repentance, Hegel's view of, .. 140-

352.
"''

Resemblance, Idea of, 11. 40
ResKinsibility, ,1. ,97, 2092.1,
248-249.

^'
Resurrection, Doctrine of the. i 27
„ 28-31, 36, do-62.

"
''"!2"' Locke's view of, i. 22..

223 ; Toland'sviewof, i. 223-226'
Tindal s view of, .. 226228

Ritual, Relations of religion and,
• S*-,**! '• 303-308; Kant'swew of, I. 284-285.

Sabellius, Dante's condemnation of.
I. 128.

Saints, Worship of the, I. 64
Sacraments, Thomas Aquiiuu' doc.
tnne of the, .. 96-97.

Salvation. Stt Redemption.
Scepticism, Origin of, 11. 104, 112
Schema, Kant's doctrine of the

.. 306307 ; Hegel's view of the,'

.. 306-309.
Schiller, Idea of God in, I. .16
Scholasticism, Clement's tendency

towanis, .. 42.43 ; Rise of, .. 87

;

Character of, i. 102-105, '48.

Schonenhaner, Philosophy of, ...

Science, Natural, Locke's view of
I- 2.5.2.6; Berkeley's view of
l-f=^,^.^-2So;lLnt™"4'
°f''»«o-««3i Basis of,.,. ,s<i56

;
Idea o^ . .. 206-209, 258-266,

298-302, 308; ChrisnSi, I,. 3S
Scotus, Joannes, Theology of, .86
Scnpture, Holy, GnosJc viiw of

I- 32-33
; Marcion's view of, i.

12'

34: Apologists' view of, .. u.ifi.
Clement's view of, i. if.i-
Ongen's view of, i. 57.58 j auite'i
view of, .. ,02, .05-.OT ; Lodcv!
».cwof,..22.iToland';vi^of

l«^n'?,!'^,'"''"''»"=»"'f.'-226:237
;
Collins' view of, .. 228230 jM.ddleton's view of, .. 230-212

Kant's view of, .. 279.28,.'
Hegel s view of, .. 336-33&

Selfactivity, .1. .93.15J.
"

Selfconsciousness, Cartesian theory

thJ:r^^K'"- '*i'*' '
Spinoza's

theory of, I. 204.205; Locke'.
'h«ryof ..2.?l2.fBefkSeJ's
heoo- of, .. 249.25.; Kant's
theory of, I. 265-266, 270-273
300-30.; Hegel's th^ry of!"
286-292, 30.-306, 33i-3'j4.

SO-53, 78-82, 95, .02-104. ..8
.2.-.28, 2.7-2.9, 243-2y ifc.'
268, 275.277, 290.293:291/302

Se f-reahsauon, 11. 285-286:
Self-projection, Theory of, 11 n
Sensation and reality, .. 235-2,8 •

LMke's view of, .. 2.4.2.5, 2«
'38i Berkeley's view of, .23I.
240; Mill's view of, II. (,.Bams view of, ... 57, Kait'iV.CW of, ... 56; n;V r«SsU?
™wof.,.s6-l3,SchopenhWs

i^'!'°'?3-75; and thought,...
79-82, .98-2oo,258.26o;ciranitei

,
of. • 39-42, 55-66, 6S-7a

sensationalism,
.. 234.2,8 • 11 mi

Sensible and Siperit^^le;,"?ij;
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Signs, Local, Theory of, ii. 73.
Similarity, Conception of, 11. 307.
Sin, Idea of, 1. 6470, 83-84, 116-
"3. 278281, 346350; II. 293.
297. 306-308, 314-315; Forgive-
ness of, II. 293-297.

Socrates, Philosophy of, i. 8, 23.
Society, Basis of, 11. 114-115;

Relation of individual to, 11. 113-
119.278-288,314-317; Develop-
ment of, II. 283-284; Forms of,
II. 298-302.

Solipsism, 11. 211.
Sophists, The, i. 8; 11. 311.
Soul, Plato's conception of, i, 12-

15 ; Aristotle's conception of, i.

12-15; in Wisdom of Solomon,
I. 27 ; Origen's idea of, i. 59.61

;

Methodius idea of, i. 62 ; Dante'5
idea of, i. 109-110, 116-117;
Descartes' idea of, i. 156-159,
164-167 ; Spinoza's idea of, i.

176-177; Leibnitz' idea of, i.

190-193 ; Hume's denial of, i,

252 ; Kant's theory of, i. 265-268,
270-273 ; Hegel's theory of, i.

296-299, 312-313, 340-343 ; Idea
of, II. 14, 156-162. 187-189;
The Feeling, 11. 75-79.

Space, Plato's view of, i. 8-12;
Aristotle's view of, i. 20-22

;

Origen's view of, i. 58-59;
Augustine's view of, i. 68-69, 82-
83* Dante's view of, i. 107-109 ;

Kant's theory of, I. 262-265

1

Nature of, 11. 71-78, 211-218,

^ 237, 245-
Spencer, Philosophy of, i. 107, iii-

112; 11.73.

Spinoza, Philosophy of, i. 80, 170-
189; 11.42, 54, S8.

Spirit, Holy, Apologists' view of, i.

36 ; Origen's view of, 1. 59

;

Latin Church's idea of, i. 86

;

Augustine's idea of, I. 67-68, 72-
78; Dante's idea of, i. 108-109,
I20-I2I ; Hegel's idea of, i. 352.
361 ; Nature of, 11, 248.

State, The, Dante's theory of, i.

'33-147
;_

Descartes' view of, 1.

152; Spinoza's view of, i. 170,
ioi-i8aj Kjut's view of, i, 323-

325 ; Hegel's view of, i. 335-338

;

Schopenhauer's view of, 11. 263,
269.270; Idea of, II. 298-302,

^ 3i5-3«6-

Statius, Dante's picture of, I. 138.
Stoics. The, Philosophy of, 1, aa-

24i 27 ; Influence oi, on Jewiah
thought, I. 27 ; Influence of, on
Christian thought, 1. 35, 39-46,
SSS^i Hegel^ contrast of, to
Christianity, i. 353.

Subject and object, 11. 55-88, 95-
114. 125. 195-209, 223-325, 351-
253. 263-268.

Sublime, The, Kant's idea of, i.

276-277-
Substance, Idea of, in early Greek

Philosophy, i. 8 ; in Plato, I.

8, 14; in Aristotle, i. 12-18; in
Descartes, 1. 156-170; in Spinoza,
1. 171-177; in Leibnitz, 1. 190-
191; in Locke, 1, 213-215; in
Berkeley, i. 240-246, 249; in
Hume, I. 242. 251-352; in Kant,
I. 263-265, 312; in Hegel, r.

3*2-313; Nature of, i. 341-346.
Sympathy, Schopenhauer's theory

of, II. 270,272 ; Nietzsche's theory
of, II. 272.

Synthesis, i. 262-265, 305-309; 11.

94, I2I-I22, 153-154, 200, 207,
311, 220,

Teleology. See Cause, Final.
Tennyson, Antipathy to mechanical
view of, II. 155-156.

Tertullian, Clement's relation to, i.

43 : Augustine's relation to, 1. 64.
Theology, Relations ofmorality and,

I- 4-7 ; Relation of faith to, 11.

13 ; Rational, Kant's criticism of,
I. 268-270 ; Relations of religion
and, 11. 1-8, 52, 308 ; Relation of
historical criticism to, 11. 3 ; De-
velopment of, ir. 22-24; Prin-
ciples of, II. 25. 131-133. Sm
also under names ofauthors.

Things in themselves, Kant's view
of, I. 262, 265-270; Hegel's view
of, I. 286-289 : Idea of, 11. 95-96.

Thomas Aquinas, Theolc^ of, 1 . 94-
98, 120; Dante's relation to, I. loi.
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Thought, Amtoile', idM of, i, „.»j bpinoM'sviewof,!. itSito-
Uibniu'viewof, I. ,93, ai-.M,:

2701 Hegel s view of, i. 186.121
330-338! Relation of, 10 realilv

7», aJ, 88, 96, 99. 100, 200, 205.
f34-J37 ;

Relation of, to feelinc

f'*}'f: "• 72, 102, 258; Re!Utmn of, to perception, i. 263.
270; Scientific, II. 207.

Time, Plato's idea of, i. ,0.12 •

Aristotle's idea of, i. 18.21 Ori'

deaof,,, ,07. ,08, Kants theory

95. 2II-2I8, 245.
"

To and, Theology of, i. 225.327.
Totemism, i. 25.

'

TiansubstanlUtion, Doctrine of, i.

Trinity, Doctrine of the, i, 64, 67.
68,7278, .86, 93, 9s, ,J:°l

T 'f?'
'S3.. 340.345.

''

'nitli, Leibnitz' theory of, i. ig,
194 : Locke's theory of, i 211

J16
J Form and content of, 11,

13! Deyreesof, 11. 28, 110114.
Copying theory of, 11. 68-70!

Nature of, 11. 67 70, 2^9
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Unchangeable, Aristotle's concep-
tion of the, I. 19.23

"-oncep

Unconditioned, in Kant and Heeel
.309-311 in. 263-266.

^
Understanding, Relations of Reason
and, w Kant and Hegel, i. ,09-
3". 330, 339.340, 343.346;
Character of, ii. 93.104, 1%^'

Unessential and essemial! 1,.
g/^'

Universal, Origin of the, .. 48-co
Relations of particular and, I. co
241-248; II. 39-41, SO. 2i,.203
208-219; 286-287.

Unjty, Hegel's idea of, 1. 340.34,.
Universe and intelligence, I? 72-77 .

330-331.340-043
1 11.25.46,52

Utilitarianism, MetHche's rejection
of, II. 272-275.

jcviion

Value, Creation of, 11. 220, 229.211
Virgil, Dante's picture of, 1. 127-128'
Virtues, Dante's classification of, i'

,,.",7-"33-
vitalism, Kalsity of, u. ijg.

!
Wa'd,

J., on Naturalism, II, iw
Weisniann, on act|ui,ed characters,

II. 107.
Will, Leibnitz' theory of, I, lot 1Berkeley's tlieory of, i. 250.2??:
Kant s theory of, i, 770.275 ij,
.125! II. 260; Hegel's theory of, I.

323-325.347-3501 Schopenhauer's

i'S''/-''- 258-270; Relations

°{ ?'" »"?• >l- 9-I3 i Relations
of knowledge and, 11. 264-268

iRelalions offeeling and, 11, 266
',f.'»of, II. 284.287,

Willam of Occam, Theology of, i.

^"59"' "^^ ^•' "" organisms, u.

Wisdom of Solomon, i, 27
VVolir, I'hilosuphy of, 1. 211.
VVoolston, on miracles, i. 2TO
Wordsworth, Religion in, 1^127.
World,The,Platofsidea;f, 1.812.

Aristotle's idea of, i. 19-2^ • Sii.i'

calideaof,i.23;Gno's.falMea

^•:,'; ,l''5' ' Creation of, Apolo.
pststheoryof, I, 34.36; p^o's

nfT?i' '•".' °"K"'S theory

of , AV"w"S?^"'«'s theory
of. I. 78-82; Mystical theory oi^
I. 89-91

! Dante's theory of, i. 109.
Ill

! Knowledge of, Descartes'
doctrine of the. 161.163,169.
70iSp,noza's -otion of, i.

'72-175. 184.1 -ibnitj. oon-
eeplionof, ,, y_ J7, 204.209,
l^ant s conception of, i. 266.2M
f7°„|'3i Hegel's conception of;
1.288-320,330-346; Idea of, II
90. 102-107, 112-1.4, 135-40
243.254-256.
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Worship. Set Ritual.
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